CLOSE ENCOUNTERS with COMPACT DISC

asc players from Sony Marantz, Hitachi, Philips
egrd record quality examined in depth
ire its impact on the small label

André Previn interviewed
Amps/tuners from Trio! Yamaha
Casset
onitor
Quality Monitor

The Ditton 110, like the Ditton 100 and all the new Ditton range
is aproduct of Ce :.estion's famous laser interferometry programme. Speakers with an amazing purity of sound.
Speakers that bring out the best in hi-fi.
Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, England. Tel: 0473 73131
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Cover
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A Compact Disc — and

—
a
new look for HFN/RR are both
features of this month's cover.
After a good deal of soulsearching, we decided that a
redesign would be a refreshing
change, the previous logo having remained virtually untouched since its introduction
on our first colour cover back
in October 1967. That logo was
stylistically rooted in those
golden days, but we hope that
Paul Carpenter's new design,
as well as more accurately reflecting these changed times,
will prove to be as classic in
its own way as the old. After
all, did anyone really regret the
passing of yellow border? Did
you really .. .
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report from Martin
Colloms on what's
happening out there in
Tomorrow- Land
A QUESTION OF
BALANCEHaving listened
to the discs and played
with the players, Angus
McKenzie attempts to put
the launch of Compact
Disc into perspective
QUALITY MONITOR— in
what would appearto be
about the only main
feature this month not
devoted to CD, the fearless
HFN/RRteam wax lyrical
over the sound quality of
the best recent releases on
LP.
THE ALBUM COVER
ALBUM 2LP cover design
has become an art-form in
its own right, some would
have you believe, but CD is
unlikely to offer as much
imaginative scope ( or
space). A page of sheer
indulgence, then,
celebrating what might
well be the eid oean era.
ANDRE PREVIN I
vor
Humphreys talks to
Previn, to become Musical
Director of the RPO in
1985, at his Surrey home
COMPAC DISC. A
RECORD PUBLISHER'S
POINT OF ViEWBernard
Coutaz, founder and
president of Harmonia
Mundi France, has doubts
overthe new
medium — we asked him
to put them down on
paper
CASSETTE MONITOR
Before launching into a
major examination of
prerecorded cassette
sound quality next month,
Angus McKenzie
examines the state of play
and relates adisturbing
story concerning amajor
company
ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN
Robert Matthew-Walker
examines the life and
recorded legacy of the
great pianist who died last
December aged 95
COMPACT DISC
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MONITOR The sound
quality of the first releases
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The launch models examined in
depth by Martin Colloms
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CDP-101, Hitachi
DA1000/Denon DCD2000,
Philips CD100/Marantz
CD73, Toshiba/Aurex
XR-Z90
59 Table
59 Conclusions — the
models
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reviewed by Gordon King
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64 Yamaha T-460 amplifier
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Alvin Gold on Sony's
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4 CLASSICAL INDEX
109 ROCK by Fred Dellar
111 JAZZ by Ken Hyder
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Next Month

W

ITH COMPACT DISC out in
the world fending for
itself, we thought it high time to
have alook at what the analogue
world still has to offer. HFN/RR
has ducked the question often
enough in the last few years, so
it must finally be time to put the
complete Linn
front-end — Sondek, lttok, and
Asak — to the test. Be it
over- blown or under- priced,
Martin Colloms will betaking it
apart in the April issue.
Reinforcing the LP flavour, Pink
Triangle's Arthur
Khoubessarian describes what
he thinks is important in
turntable design, whilst, not
entirely coincidentally, both the
Pink and the Ariston RD11
Superieur are reviewed, along
with speakers from
Wharfedale — their interesting
new TSR 102:2 — and Yorkshire
Hi Fi.
Adrian Orlowski reports on a
new digital recorder from dbx
which samples at an astonishing
750kHz and Edward Seckerson
looks at the orchestral music of
Rachmaninov. How will you be
able to resist parting with the
necessary 80p?
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USA
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J. S. BACH
Organ works, Vol.8 ( Hurford)
Three organ works ( Chorzempa)
Flute Sonatas, etc ( Bennett/
Malcolm / Evans) e
BARTOK
Complete String Quartets (Juilliard)
BEETHOVEN
Symphony 7 (Casals)e
Violin Concerto ( Menuhin/Masur)
String Quartets Opp. 131 / 132 ( Q
Italiano)e
Piano Sonatas 1, 2 & 19 ( Brendel)®
Piano Sonatas: Pathetique/
Moonlight / Appassionata ( Binns)e
BIZET
Te Deum ( Lopez-Cobos)
BOEHM
Concertos, etc ( Hass/Weintraub/
Jaffe)
BRAHMS
Complete String Quartets ( Prague)
String Quartets 1 & 2 ( Q ltaliano) 8
Ballades & Waltzes ( Pennetier)
BRUCKNER
Symphony 1 ( Kara jan)®
Symphony 2( Karajan) ®
Symphony 2 (Wand)
Symphony 4 (Tennstedt)
BYRD
Consort Music ( Jones)
CESTI
Orontea ( Molinari, et al/Jacobs)
CHOPIN
Etudes Opp. 10 & 25 ( Hobson)
DEBUSSY
La Mer/ Nocturnes ( Monteaux)e
Sonatas ( Gendron / Menuhin, et al)
DVORAK
Stabat Mater (Tchernouchenko)
ELGAR
Enigma / Pomp & Circumstances 1 &
2/ Mogul March ( Bernstein)
FAURE
Requiem / Messe Besse (Auger/
Luxon Ledger)
FRANCK
Symphony in d ( Bernstein)
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99
99
93
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GLUCK
Orfeo ed Euridice ( Baker, et al/
Leppard)
Orfeo ed Euridice ( Baltsa, et al/
Muti)
Orfeo ed Euridice (Jacobs/
Kweksilber, et al / Kuijken)
HANDEL
Organ Concertos Op.7 ( Malcolm /
Marriner)e
Concerto Grossi Op.3 ( Marriner)
16 Keyboard Suites ( Gavrilov/
Richter)
HAYDN
String Quartets 34 & 35 (Tokyo)
HOLLINS
Concert Overtures for organ
(Archer)
LISZT
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
(Dichter/Previn)
MAHLER
Song cycles ( Baker/Barbirolli) e
MARTINU
String Quartet 1( Panocha 0)
String Quartets 4 & 6( Panocha Q)
MESSIAEN
Messe de la Pentecôte, etc ( Bate)
MONTE VERDI
Messa da Capella
(Ambrosian/McCarthy)
Vespers of 1610 (Various/Corboz)
POULENC
Gloria ( Lopez-Cobos)
PROKOFIEV
Violin Concertos 1& 2
(Belkin/Kondrashin/Barshai)
RACHMANINOV
Symphony 3/Isle of the Dead
(Maazel)
SAINT-SAENS
Omphale's Spinning Wheel
(Bernstein)
SCHOENBERG
Pre- 1922 music ( Minton, et
al/Boulez)
SCHUBERT
Symphonies 3 & 5 ( Marriner)

101 Symphony 9 ( Boult) e
SCHUTZ
101 Sacred Concert/Sacred
Symphonies ( Concerto Vocale)
• SPOHR
101 Quintet/Septet ( Nash Ensemble)
STRAVINSKY
101 The 1962 Moscow concerts
(Stravinsky/Craft)
101 Pulcinella/Danses Concertantes
(Gibson)
101 Pulcinella/Suites 1 & 2 ( Marriner)
SZYMANOWSKI
101 Piano Sonatas 1 & 2 ( Schmalfuss)

TCHAIKOVSKY
103 Sleeping Beauty ( Fedotov)
103 Nutcracker/Swan Lake/Sleeping
Beauty ( Lanchberry)
VERDI
103 Aida ( Bjoerling/Barbieri, et
al/Perlea)®
103 Otello highlights (Vikers/Gobbi, et
al/Serafin)e
103 Traviata highlights
(Sutherland/Pavarotti, et
al/Bonynge) e
WEILL
103 Unknown songs ( Stratas/Woitach)

COLLECTIONS
Vocal
103 CABARET SONGS
• (Walker/Vignoles, 8composers)
103 CHORAL MUSIC FROM BELFAST,
WARWICK, CORK
104 DIABOLIC CHANT(14th century
Ballades, etc)
Orchestral/Instrumental
104 ACADEMY OF ST. MARTINS ( 16
composers) e
104 CLAUDIO ARRAU: EARLY
RECORDINGS®
105 EGON PETRI RECITAL (
4
composers)
105 FRENCH HARPSICHORD MUSIC
(Gilbert: 5composers)
105 FRENCH CONNECTION
(ASM/Marriner: 4composers)
105 GOLDEN AGE OF THE CORNET
(Sommerhalder)

105 GUITAR MUSIC OF FIVE
CENTURIES (
Yepes)
105 MAURICE GENDRON (
cello music:
Locatelli/Marais/Kreisler)
105 MUSIC FOR VIOLIN & PIANO
(GriegiDvorak/Kreisler)
107 PETER DONOHOE RECITAL
(Prokofiev/Stravinsky/
Rachmaninov)
107 RUSSIAN ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
(Glinka/Rimsky-Korsakov/
Tchaikovsky)
107 SHOSHANA RUDIAKOV RECITAL
(Chopin/Rachmaninov/Scriabin)
107 SPLENDOUR OF THE BAROQUE
(brass arrangements: 10
composers)
107 TOCCATA: POPULAR ORGAN
PIECES (
Rawsthorne: 8composers)
107 TOSCANINI LIVE
(Dvorak/RossiniNivaldi)

RecentlyI took delivery
of the most remarkable
natural passive speakers
I've heard in my life. Made by
ATC, they are the SCM/50
and SCM/100.
Before recommending
them Itook them home and
played atest record of farmyard noises through them.
Howard Popeck SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
To say the effect was
startling is an understatement of huge proportions. My lounge was indis- speaker technology. And as befits such equipment
tinguishable from Smithfield on show day.
they also carry a10-year warranty.
In all my years in the audio industry, never once
What I'd like is for you to call in at Subjective
have Iexperienced such reproduction They really Audio at 2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1,
are the most superb passive speakers money can buy.
telephone (01) 387 8281 to see and hear for yourself.
Both speakers use the unique ATC-developed
Naturally, standards such as this don't come
mid-range dome drivers which handle considerable cheap. The SCM/50s cost £1,196.00, and the
power and create greater musical definition
SCM/100s abit more at £1,431.75.
With exceptional bass drivers, they can again,
Bring along any record from your own collection
handle more power and produce truly exceptional and we'll be delighted to play it through these indepth and musical definition while the tweeters have credible speakers - which, incidentally, can be made
aremarkable top end clarity.
with any natural wood veneer you want, or finished in
The SCM/100's super dome has aunique con- jet black.
struction which is so highly advanced other domestic
Just one final point, please don't bring asoundspeaker manufacturers haven't even thought of it yet.
track of stampeding buffalo, Idoubt my neighbours'
They are, quite simply, the ultimate in passive nerves could take it.

"Never, ever play
farmyard noises through
these speakers."
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"What a monster...
capable of awesome
output levels...
outstanding value"
Hi-Fi for Pleasure Aug "82
LUXMAN 'AVANCE' Series
— An Entirely New Design
Concept

Alo

For over 50 years LUXMAN has
gained an enviable reputation
for outstanding Hi Fi reproduction, built into immaculately
constructed amplifiers whose
highly engineered finish has
become abyword in the industry. Now with the same
meticulous attention to performance and choice of components but with an ultra
simplistic
black
finish
LUXMAN have brought super
fidelity down to an unbelievably low price. Despite their
highly competitive price lag
the AVANCE units have an
enviable range of facilities in
the pre-amplifier, and generous power outputs in the two
power amplifiers — 100 watts
per channel in class AB or 60
watts per channel in pure class
A for the Z501, and up to 200
watts per channel or 600 watts in
mono mode for the Z504. A
matching digital synthesized
tuner with pre-set tuning,
memory scanning and quartz
timing and switching facilities
completes the series. Check
out
LUXMAN's
AVANCE
series —
They're plain and
simply unbeatable.

11 LUX

Z502 Pre Amp
£220
Z501Power Amp £ 275
Z504 Super Power Amp £395

1
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Z503 Matching Digital
Synthesized Tuner with
Timer
£ 230

To Howland-West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293
Please send details of
LUXMAN AVANCE Series
P Other LUXMAN Products
III Plus alist of LUXMAN Agents
Name

Address
HFN 3/83
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The Sign of aGood
HiFi Dealer
Competitive Prices

There are many chain stores that profess
to sell HiFi. Some are red hot when it
comes to ovens, others real cool when
it comes to freezers. You might even
pick up atower system quite cheap in a
few of them.
But only Hi Fi Markets can claim to be
true Hi Fi retailers, with almost 180
branches throughout the UK. Every one
of our dealers is aHi Fi specialist with an
in-depth knowledge of the latest
innovations and an appreciation of the
finer design details.
Choice of Lem:ling Makes

Unbiased Advice

Hi Fi Markets offer awide
selection of equipment by the
leading Hi Fi manufacturers
including NAD, TECHNICS,
SONY. YAMAHA, PIONEER,
NAKAMICHI, MARANTZ,
HITACHI, CELESTION, AR,
KEF, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
DUAL, THORENS, LINN,
ARISTON, ORTOFON,
SENNHEISER
plus arange of useful
accessories.

Your Hi Fi Markets Dealer
will be pleased to advise you.
on the best equipment to suit
your personal listening tastes
as well as your pocket. As
Hi Fi Markets is afranchise
scheme, the man behind the
counter has apersonal
interest in keeping satisfied
customers. That's why you
can rely on Hi Fi Markets to
offer personal attention and
unbiased advice.

With almost 180 branches
and apowerful buying team
at Head Office, Hi Fi Markets
are able to order in large
quantities and obtain

maximum discounts from our
suppliers. This enables us to
keep our prices at avery
competitive level without
having to cut back on service.

Goods awaiting despatch in HiFi Markets warehouse at
Cousteau House, Watford.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD —The most acclaimed
HiFi in the World
Our bes

It's nice to be part of asuccess story. From the moment
our experts first auditioned NAD we knew tut here was a
winner in every way. No frills, no flashiness, just good,
honest specification and performance. Since then of course
the HiFi press in almost every Country have endorsed our
opinion and NAD has become abyword for all that's best in
Hi Fi design and value. But NAD do not rest on their laurels.
Top designers like Larry Schotz are continually at work

HiFi

researching, improving and developing new technology,
so that NAD products continue to lead the field. In fact so
impressed were AudioVideo Magazine with Larry's FM
tuner design for the new NAD models 4150 and 7150 that
they honoured him with an Audio Engineering Award in
their 1982 Hi Fi Grand Prix Awards. Visit your local HiFi
Markets and listen to NAD for yourself. You'll hear what
makes it the most acclaimed HiFi in the world!

NAD 3020 Amplifier

NAD 4020A AM/FM Tuner

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

"The NAD 3020 has no
competitor anywhere near
the price and can be strongly
recommended"

"I have absolutely no
hesitation in recommending
the NAD 4020A very
strongly"

"The flatness of the
response at Dolby level was
amongst the best ever seen
for any recorder at any price"

HI-FI ANSWERS
Conservatively rated at 20 watts per channel
with stability down to 2ohms. Distortion less
than 0.02%. NAD soft clipping increases useful
output by eliminating high level harshness

£109.00

POPULAR HI-FI
Incorporates latest technology including a
dual-gate MOSFET front end tuning system
for agood combination of sensitivity and
resistance to overload.

£109.00

The place where people care about hi fi

AUDIO MAGAZINE
Incorporates ahost of advanced features
including Dolby C, Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch buttons and
review/cue functions.

£159.00

HiFi Markets
recommended systems
HiFi Markets have put together awide range of systems
to cover all listening tastes at prices ranging from
around £250 to over £ 1,000.
The components selected for HiFi Markets
recommended systems have all been acclaimed by HiFi
reviewers and carefully matched by our experts.

On this page we have
highlighted one of these systems
in which NAD, Dual and Celestion are combined to
brilliant effect.
Your local HiFi Markets Dealer will be pleased to
discuss your personal requirements with you.

NAD 3150 Amplifier

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

Dual CS505 Turntable

Celestion SL6 Speakers

Latest NAD Amp
offering greater
power and flexibility

"The flatness of the
response at Dolby
level was amongst
the best ever seen
for any recorder"

"I can think of no
other similar deck
that even
approached it for
sound quality"

"The SL6 has the
rare ability to
present acomplete
soundstage with
excellent width"

NAD 4150 Tuner

Incorporating
revolutionary
SCHOTZ Tuner
Technology

AUDIO MAGAZINE
An advanced cassette deck
featuring Dolby Cas well as
Dolby Bplus ahost of advanced
features.

PRACTICAL HI-FI
Semi-automatic belt-driven with
vario pulley. Gimbal mounted
straight pickup arm. Dynamic
balance.

POPULAR HI-FI

Uses Celestion's unique Laser
Scan Plotting Design Technique.

,.„;;•;"p.ty

• Latest Developments
from NAD

• „„.... f

The NAD 4150 SCHOTZ Tuner is the first major
advance in FM Tuner Technology in the last 10 years

Aseries of important engineering
advances (FETs, crystal and ceramic
I.F. filters, integrated-circuit I.F. stages,
-and the PLL multiplex stereo decoder
chip) raised thé performance of FM
tuners dramatically during the late
1960s, but during the past decade most
advances in tuner design have involved
convenience features (e.g. digital
tuning) rather than fundamental
improvements in sonic performance. In
terms of the parameters that limit a
tuner's performance in normal use (its
sensitivity ana its resistance to
çf
multipath interference) the
last ten years have brought

no fundamental advance in FM tuner
design — until. now.
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner
featuring the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase-locked- loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in these two key
areas.
Sensitiviy. The Schotz detector expands
the tuner's sensitivity beyond the
generally accepted theoretical limit,
reaching 1.0 microvolt into 300 ohms or

0.5 uV info 75 ohms, effectively
doublingee number-of stations that
can be received.
Capture ratio. The Schotz detector
substantially improves the tuner's
resistance to multipath interference,
which depends on itsability to
"capture" the desired signal and reject
slightly weaker reflected signals. With
medium-to-strong signal levels the
capture ratio of the 4150 is so low that
it is difficult to measure. And while the
capture ratio of conventional tuner
circuits becomes substantially worse
with weak signals, it remains below 1.2
dB in the 4150 even at very low signal

levels, allowing many more stereo
broadcasts to be received without
distortion. Thanks to these advances,
stations that are unacceptably noisyand distorted with the best
conventional tuners become clean and
quiet with the NAD 4150.
Genuine digital tuning. Digital
frequency- synthesis tuning is amajor
advance in both tuning accuracy and
convenience of use, and the NAD 4150
has it. Five FM and five AM stations can
easily be stored in the tuner's memory
circuits and instantly recalled.

£169.00

"(NAD 1020) This pre-amp
credits the strongest
recommendation"
NAD 7150 Receiver

The tuner section of the new NAD 7150
receiver is identical to that of the 4150
tuner combining the extraordinary
convenience and accuracy of digital
frequency-synthesis tuning with the
unprecedented sensitivity and
multipath rejection of the new Schotz
Detector. Its phono preamplifier circuit
is anew FET-i nput discrete 8-transistor

NAD 3150 Amplifier

The NAD 3150 integrated amplifier is
the ideal choice for the music lover who
needs amore powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous NAD
3020. It continues the NAD tradition of
combining genuinely useful innovation
with exceptional price/performance
value. The 3150 is twice as powerful as

PRACTICAL HI-FI

design with exceptionally wide dynamic
range, excellentimmunity to CB
interference, and unsurpassed sound
quality. And its powerful output stage,
like all NAD amplifiers, drives
loudspeakers of any impedanceto
surprisingly high volume levels while
remaining clean and musical at all
times.

£308.00

the 3020 when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched to
the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for stereo.
In addition the 3150 contains avariety
of circuit features that contribute to its
qutstanding operating flexibility and
highly musical sound quality.

£199.00

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

Continuing atradition of remarkable
price/performance value, the 1020 is an
audiophile-quality pre amp.

The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD 2150 Power Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its rated
power with musical waveforms, e.
over 250 watts in bridged configuration.

£149.00

HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
-\ Dual
"The CS505 offers
asound quality in
terms of detail and
dynamic range that
few equal, let alone
better!"
POPULAR HI-FI

Nakamichi

Nakamichi BX range — incomparable ' Nakamichi' sound
at amazing low prices.

Dual CS505
Turntable
Semi- automatic belt- driven
with vario pulley. Gimbal
mounted straight pickup
arm. Dynamic balance.

£89.95

Ariston
RECOMMENDED
"The RD80 has
come out well in
virtually every
respect"
HI-FI CHOICE

Nakamichi BX-1

One of Nakamichi's latest cassette
decks, the BX-1 is a2- head machine
offering simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamichi' performance
reproduction. A new microcomputer
controlled mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. A new
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this deck
with emphasis on achieving optimum

performance- of both the record and
playback functions without
compromising the performance of
either. The playback equalizer
features aunique loss-compensation
system that ensures perfect EO
characteristics, and Nakarnichis
Double-NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in the lowfrequency range.
The BX-1 also features Dolby Bnoise
reduction and LED peak level meters.

£209 00

Ariston RD80
Turntable
Two speed synchronous
motor. Two piece fully
machined concave platter
with record clamp.Precision
made single point bearing.
With Linn Basik tonearm.

£235.00

Marantz

"The BX2 has the
essential balance of
virtues"
PRACTICAL HI-FI

Nakamichi BX-2

The BX-2 has all the features of the
BX-1 plus Dolby Cas well as Dolby B
noise reduction, switchable MPX
filter, memory play, rec muta output
volume control and 4- digit LED
counter.

£259.00

Nakamichi LX-3

um• .-•••••• eve • Ar

Among 2- head cassette recorders, the
LX- 3is unsurpassed. A4- bit
microprocessor controls the transport,
while amaster fader simplifies
recording. 50dB LED peak level
meters, 4- digit LED tape counter.

£359.00
Nakamichi LX-5

areadomar.

Discrete 3- head system for optimum
performance with independent record,
playback and erase heads and separate
Dolby- NR processors for recording
and playback.

PM310 Amplifier
This highly rated slimline
amplifier is now available at Hi-Fi
Markets. Power output is 25
watts RMS per channel.
Features include LED power
meters, 6 dB/OCT low filter, 41
step detented volume control.

£69.00

ST310 AM/FM Tuner
The ST310 is the matching
slimline tuner to the PM310
amplifier. Features include
1.0i.N sensitivity, LED signal
strength indicator, FM muting,
stereo/mono, pilot frequency
rejection circuit.

£579.00
Nakamichi ZX-7

Discrete 3- head technology
enables precision azimuth
alignment and optimum perfor
mance. Microprocessor- controlled
transport and novel master fader add
extra convenience_ Treated chassis and
asymmetrical dual- capstan transport
reduce flutter and modulation noise.

11111 MARIdfi4rrs
£69.00

£719.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

Please note: not all Hi -f
i
Markets branches are
Appointed Nakamichi
Centres. Please check
before travelling.

We recommend Yamaha
for outstanding performance
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HiFi Markets experts audition hundreds of ;HiFi components each year in order to select the best quality Hi Fi at the
best value prices for our customers. In the light o our experience, Hi Fi Markets unhesitatingly recommend Yamaha.
This company has along history of manufacturing fine quality musical instruments and the unparalleled knowledge
they have gained has been used to good effect in producing arange of Hi Fi which gives superb musical reproduction.
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Yamaha A-460 Amplifier
36 watts per channel with THD less
than 0.015%. Super low noise
phono equalizer, continuously
variable loudness control.

£99.00
Yamaha T-460 AM/FM Tuner
Optical balance tuning, switchable
FM- AM muting/mono, tracking type

Yamaha A-760 Amplifier

Yamaha T-760 AM/FM Tuner
Auto-search tuning, 10- station preset
tuning, unique " Station Lock" system.

Dolby Band Cnoise reduction, full IC
logic, feather-touch control panel,
automatic tape selection, 2- motor
transport, metal tape compatibility.

Incorporating Yamaha's Zero
Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier- introduced
distortion in the final power stage.
Impressive 80 watts per channel with
incredibly low 0.01% THD. •

£119.00

£199.00

£149.00

pilot canceller, low impeda.nce AM
loop antenna.

£85.00
Yamaha K-300 Cassette Deck

£143.00
Yamaha K-500 Cassette Deck

Doty Band C noise reduction, lowimpedance pure Sendust head, full IC
logic, feather-touch control panel.

a

Yamaha A-560 Amplifier
The A-560 is an amplifier that goes far
beyond ordinary performance. It
provides adynamic 55 watts per
channel with an extremely low
0.015% THD figure due to an
advanced DC configuration amplifier,
and alow noise phono equalizer gives
ruler flat response as well as clean,
high-definition phono reproduction.
And the A-560 is full of precision
control and convenience features: a
continuously variable loudness
control for precise tonal balancing,
direct MC cartridge input capability, a

rec out selector, centre defeat tone
controls, abuilt-in subsonic filter and
ahigh filter switch that add up to
incredible versatility.

£139.00
Matching Tuner T-560
Also available is the T-560 AM/FM
Tuner with optical balance tuning,
6- LED dual function meter, recording
calibration signal, switchable FM-AM
muting/mono mode. low impedance
AM loop antenna.

£107.00
Yamaha P-200 Turntable
Belt drive turntable. DC servo motor,
automatic return arid cut. VM-type
cartridge supplied.

£69.00
Yamaha P-300 Turntable
Direct drive turntable. FG servo
control, automatic return and cul.
VM-type cartridge supplied.

Yamaha C-50 Preamplifier

Yamaha M-50 Power Amplif ler

New linear transfer circuit for
minimal distortion, extended rolloff
equalizer, 4-gang volume control,
independent MC/MM equalizer amps,
direct MC phono input provides pure
phono signal path, disc direct
function.

ZDR power amplification, new linear
transfer bias circuit, "X" power
supply, all direct-coupled circuitry,
L/R speaker level controls for two sets
of speakers, dual range 20- LED peak
power meters with switchable peak
hold.

£249.00

£05.00
Yamaha NS- 1000M Speakers

"A very
good
standard
of sound"

HI FI
ANSWERS

£89.00

3-way speaker system, beryllium
dome tweeter and midrange drivers,
tangential edge suspension,
midrange and tweeter level controls,
acoustic suspension design, unique .
acoustic equalizers.

£620.00 per pair
Please
Markets
note:
branches
not all are
l4'-'

Appointed Yamaha Centres.

lea MARKETS
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Please check before
travelling,.

o
00riginal
Master
Recordings
Special pressed recordings of
popular, rock, folk and classical
music. 50 titles to choose from
including 'Abbey Road' and 'The
White Album' The Beatles, ' Breakfast
in America' Supertramp, ' Fleetwood
Mac', Darkside of the Moon' Pink
Floyd. 'The Planets' LPO. Ravel
'Bolero' BPO, Tchaikovsky 1812' LSO.
Single Album
£14.50
DoubleAlbum
£22.50

OSennheiser

Our best selling headphones
HD4004
£ 10.99
HD40
£12.99
HD410
£16.99
HD414
£29.99
HD420
£35.99
HD430
£49.99
HD230
£69.99

O Nagaoka

specie
Otter

Cartridges
FREE Alignment Protractor

Buy aNagaoka MP15 or MP20
cartridge at Hi Fi Markets before
March 31 and we will give you an
Osawa Cartridge Alignment

Protractor worth £ 2.99 absolutely
free. The Osawa OS-60P is ahigh
performance instrument which is
simple to use and highly accurate.
The new high performance Nagaoka
MP Series cartridges use the most up
to date materials including a
permalloy oscillator having ahigh
magnetic permeability and a
samarium cobalt magnet, having a
high magnetic energy

MP15 £31.00

MP20 £36.95

0 Nagaoka

0 Mega Cable

200 strand Mega Cable from HiFi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available. Providing the best link
between the amplifier and speakers
neither adding or taking away
anything from the true music.
From 70p per metre

0 Hunt EDA
Carbon Fibre Brush

Rolling Cleaners

Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of 'tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up as
well as the surface dust. From £7.90

ONAD 9200
Cartridge
"in our view is the best
cartridge at this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI- Fl
Frequency response: 15Hz -20KHz
± 2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz. .0003in. X
.0007in diasa elliptical stylus.

£19.50

The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt
EDA brushes are electrically
conductive and fully discharge the
static freeing the dust and grit
particles in the record grooves. High
density Hunt EDA brushes present up
to 1,000 fine filaments to each
groove.
£6.95
Record Sweep Arm
£7.95
Stylus Balance and
Deck LevellingAid
£4.50

0 NAD Mat
The NAD Mat IS afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with the
entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft- rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of most
audio-frequency vibrations.

£9.95

0 Allsop 3
70301 Audio Cassette Cleaner
Latest design with gear drive unit

HI•FI MARKETS
The place where • care about hi-fi

which will also crean auto reverse
cassette decks. Ideal for in-car as well
as domestic units.
£3.95

@The Tape
Counter *.Pi ri
TDK

£0.69
£0.82*
£1.25
£0.99
£1.14*
£1,79
£1.09
£1.55
£1.23
£1.49*
£1.45

l ock riZ
C

SAXC90 £ 1.99*
METMA60 £ 1.85
METMA90 £2.69
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack
£2.46*
ADC90 double
£2.28*
pack
SAC90 double
pack
£2.98*

DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60
FUji
FLC90
FXIC60

£0.65* FXI C90
£0.70* FXII C60

UDC46
UDC60
UDC90
UDC120
UDXLIC60
UDXLIC90
UDXLIIC60

£0.79
£0.95
£1.09*
£1.79
£ 1.29
£ 1.65
£ 1.35

UDXLIIC90
XLISC60
XLISC90
XLIISC60
XLIISC90
Met MXC60
Met MXC90

£0.56*
£0.75*
£0.99
£0.69*
£0.85*
£1.12

AHF C90 £ 1.09
FeCrC60 £ 1.03
FeCrC90 £ 1.35
UCXSC60 £ 1.56
UCXSC90 £2.09
MC60K3 Pk) '£2.99

Maxell

Sony

CHFC60
CH FC90
CHFC120
BHF C60
BEIF C90
BHFCI20

£0.99*
£0.87*
£1.49*
£1.39*
£1.79*
£1.55
£1.99*
£1.85*
£2.75*

Some items may not be available at all
branches

"The Result is
aclassic budget
design"
WHAT HI-FI

"Delivers exceptional "Deserving of an
performance at avery enthusiastic
recommendation"
low price"
STEREO REVIEW

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE

KEF Coda II

Boston
Acoustics A40

AR18s

Celestion SL6

The KEF Coda II is a2-way
bookshelf speaker with
1in soft dome tweeter and
8in long throw woofer. A
special low frequency
loading technique which
has been developed by
KEF results in extended
low frequency response
and greater power
handling capacity than
one would expect from a
speaker of this size.

Hi
Fi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much
critical acclaim. We can
strongly recommend this
speaker as one of the most
cost-effective designs
available anywhere. The
A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and 3
/ in dome
4
tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance
at avery low price.

The AR18s is abookshelf
type acoustic suspension,
2- way speaker with drive
units in avertical array.
The important advantage
of the acoustic suspension
principle is that it packs
exceptional bass
performance and accuracy
into arelatively small
enclosure — one of the
reasons that makes the
AR18s one of the most
popular speakers
available.

The Celestion SL6 has
been designed with a
complete understanding
of the vibration of all the
drive units, which operate
with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

Coda II
Cantor II
Caprice II
Carlton II

£89.00
£119.00
£149.00
£239.00

AR 18s
AR 8s
AR 28s
AR 925

The place where people care about hi-fi

£89.00
£69.00
£139.00
£299.00

SL6
Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton 150
Ditton 200

£269.00
£75.00
£99.00
£129.00
£159.00
£209.00

HiFi Markets Optional
Extended Warranty
Ortofon Cartridges
Do you value your record collection?
If so, then it's important that you invest in aquality hi-fi
cartridge.
It is the cartridge that makes the first and only contact
with the record groove; translating the undulations in the
groove into music.
A poor cartridge, or one which is worn or damaged — can
not only spoil the music, it can also ruin avaluable record
collection.
Ortofon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi cartridges and the only company in the world to also
produce the record cutterheads.

VID180 MARILLIN Riff MARKLIN
—
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Choose 5 years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets

Hi- Fl Markets with 170 branches throughout the U.K. is
Britain's largest specialist Hi Fi retailer. Now, in addition to
offering the greatest choice of equipment at very competitive
prices, we give you the option of extending your guarantee to
five years covering parts and labour. For asingle modest
payment you are protected against repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind for five years. Your local Hi Fi Markets
will be pleased to give details of this highly beneficial scheme.

How much will this cover cost?
The table below shows the total, once only, premium payable
depending on the product covered.

Product

Ortofon's advanced
technology and design can be
seen in the Concorde STD
cartridge, an integrated
magnetic cartridge weighing
15 grams. It is designed to
plug into all tone arms with

standard sockets. Like all
Ortofon magnetic cartridges
is uses the famous VMS
(Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle, and incorporates
an Elliptical diamond.

£19.90

Ortofon TM Series

Ortofon also produce aspecial range of cartridges for
Technics SL turntables with their linear tracking tone arms.
Three magnetic models plus one Moving Coil cartridge are
available.
TM 10H

TM 20H

Premium

Televisions
£
Monochrome
17.50
Colour
32.00
Teletext
32.00
HiFi
RackingSystem
27.00
Component System •
MusicCentre
26.00
Amplifier
16.50
Tuner
16.50
Turntable
17.50
Tuner/Amplifier
18.50
*Ask your HiFi Markets Dealer for
low-premium package deal.

Product

Premium

Tape Deck
17.50
Pair of Speakers
14.00
Radios/Cassettes
Citizens Band Radio
16.00
In-Car Entertainment
16.00
Clock Radio
14.00
Transistor Radio
14.00
Radio/CassettePlayer 14.00
Stereo RadioCassette 17.50
Videos
Video Recorder
81.00
VideoCamera
39.00
details of our special exclusive

HiFi Markets Instant Credit Card
Now you can obtain instant credit at
any of the 170 Hi Fi Market Stores
throughout the UK. Just decide how
mums_
08
much you wish to pay after deposit
each month (any amount between £ 8
and £ 50) and you can have credit of up to 24 times your month y
repayment. For example, amonthly repayment of £ 10 will give
you acredit limit of £ 240. Interest of 21
/ % of the balance
4
outstanding will be charged to your account at the end of each
month. APR 30.6%. The interest rate may be varied from time
to time. With aHi Fi Market Instant Credit Card you buy at
today's prices, enjoying you hi-fi while you're paying for it.

Delivery
Any equipment purchased from Hi Fi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest branch for details.
TM 30 H

Guarantee
All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed and
offered with full after sales service.
All prices quoted in the Hi Fi Markets advertisements are correct at
time of going to press ( 19/1/83) but may be subject to change without
notice due to fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All prices include VAT at 15%.
Not all the products in HiFi Markets advertisement are available at
al! branches. Please check before travelling.

The place where people care about hi-fi

Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London Eli
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
4High Street, Walthamstow.
Tel: 01-520 4121
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Cant Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SEI
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6842
London SE
38 Widrnore Road, Bromley.
Tel:
Lond0o1n.4
SEI3
642260
68 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London S1V7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Bexley Heath
193 The Broadway. Tel: 01.304 3272
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
1195 Pershore Road, Stirchley.
Tel: 021 459 4242
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lines)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 GerviS Place. Tel: 0202 25512
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Tel: 0202 291524
Bradford
15-17 North Parade. Tel: 0274 391166
Brighton
57a North Road. Tel: 0273 26629
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Burnley
41 Briercliffe Road. Tel: 0282 22260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Castleford (Yorks)
64 & 85 Bea ncroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066

Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (
Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chesham (Bucks)
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel: 0244 21568
Chesterfield
135 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0246 34923
Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel 0243 787562
Christchurch (Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Cirencester
34 Castle Street. Tel: 0285 4756
Cokhester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Congleton
64 Lawton Street. Tel: 02602 5649
Coventry
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 454949
Crewe
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 6127
Dorking (Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
Eastbourne
32 Grove Road. Tel:0323 27362
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Edgware (
Middlesex)
8High Street. Tel: 01-9510590
Ediam (Surrey)
14 Station Road. Tel:0784 35036
Enfield (Middlesex)
191 Chase Side. Tel:01-363 7981
Exeter
32 South Road. Tel: 0392 37888
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel ,
.
0632774167
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Grantham
85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Harlow, Essex
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel:05827 64246
Harrogate
8Cheltenham Parade. TM: 0423 61735
Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 8690
Hastings
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. TeL 0444450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
H:rdn
e
il
sieseer
doad. Tel: 0462 4537
H
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
7Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
Tel: 0482 29240
Mord
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
10 St. Michaels Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Chu rchgate. Tel: 0533 58662

Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-73361359
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel:051-709 9898
Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230456
Loughton (E:ssex)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Lowestoft
44 London Road North. Tel: 0502 3742
Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Manchester
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel: 061 747 5181
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 .248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Ha ndysides Arcade. Te 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel:0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel::0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Aereton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel:0733 51007
Plymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel:0706 524652
Romford
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield (Totley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
.
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Slough
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-4804872
Stoke-on-Irent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. el: 0783 57578
Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Tr
Wiltshire)
(
leeth
b•
l
e
i
greeyRoad. Tel: 02214 66441

Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Watt
rword
ick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934414423
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Cohvyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Port Talbot
10 Forge Street. Tel:0639 882068
31 Oxford Street. Tel:0792 54747
Swansea
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
115 High Street, Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Falkirk
44 Cow-Wynd. Tel: 0324 29011
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252

terze:SSlittr eet.

Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Ballast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. TeI70624 851437
55 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES

Cell
e farais Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
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Sansui SR222 Mk IV Turntable

Mission 775 SM Turntable Package

Thorens TD147 Turntable

Beautiful black lustre finish, belt drive, manual turntable.
Combined with exclusive Sansui D.O.B. tone arm for
better stylus tracking. Also; 308mm die cast high inertia
platter. 68dB signal to noise ratio. 0.045Wowow and flutter.

Incorporating 775 Turntable for minimal rumble, wow and
flutter due to extra rigid chassis/plinth and advanced
bearing/platter design; 774 Tone Arm, perfect partner to
the turntable due to unique rigid bearing non- flap design.
And 773 HC moving coil cartridge.

Belt drive. ISOTRACK TP16 MkIll tone arm for low effective
mass. Low resonance tone arm tube. Friction free
velocity- sensing electronic shut-off. Floating suspension
prevents environmental vibration and acoustic feedback.
Platter and tone arm secondary chassis mounting. Tone
arm has low effective mass.

£89.90

£497.00

excluding cartridge

£ 249

•00
excluding cartridge

Limited
offer only
FREE MC 200E
cartddge with the
JVC01. -x3F
tuneable

JVC QL-Y 3F Turntable

Sony PS-FL3 Turntable

Fully automatic turntable with ED servo for horizontal arm
movement. Double- servo quartz control. Cog free
coreless DC servo motor. Computerized automatic
convenience with repeat. Tone- arm height adjusting
mechanism. LED indicators for speed, quartz- lock, record
size.

Front loading drawer system with fully automatic direct
drive. Magnedisc servo control. Low mass straight arm
with XL2OMM cartridge. Auto record size selector. All
feather touch controls and repeat function. Less than
0.02%WRMS wow and flutter.

£179.90

£I69.90

Ariston RD80 Turntable complete
with Linn Basik Arm
Manual turntable. AC synchronous motor. 2piece fully
machined platter with record clamp. Precision made
single point bearing. Real wood veneered acoustically
damped board cabinet. Metal base with
access points for adjustment £ 229
and adjustment feet.

.00

Everything at Laskys is available on
Interest Free Credit as long as your
purchase(s) total £ 250 or more. All you
pay is 10% deposit followed by nine equal
monthly payments.
LONDON & NOME COUNTIES
42 Tottenham Court Road, W101-636 0845
25? Tottenham Court Road. WI 01-637 2231
7-9 Oueensway, W2 01-229 6425
471-473 Oxford Street, W101-493 4623
382 Edgware Road, W2 01-723 4194
152 Fleet Street. EC2 01-353 2833

16

Golden Green Road. NW11 01-458 4654
BROMLEY 22 Market Square 01-464 7829
COLCHESTER 13 Trinity Square 0206 62636
CROYDON Whitgift Centre 01-681 3027
KINGSTON Eden Street 01-5.461271
LUTON 192 Arndale Centre 0582 38302
READING Friar Street 0734 595 459

RICHMOND Hill Street 01-9481441
ROMFORD South Street 0708 20218
SLOUGH Oueensmere Centre 0753 24401
WATFORD Charter Place 0923 47488
SOUTHERN UNMANS
BRIGHTON 151-2 Western Road 0273 725625
BRISTOL 16-20 Penn Street 0272 20421

CHATHAM 8The Pentagon 0634 407104
GLOUCESTER 25Eastgate Street 0452 22675
MAIDSTONE 79-81 Week Street 0622 618165
SOUTHEND 205-206 Churchill West 0702 612241
MUILANIS AM NORTH
BIRMINGHAM19-21 Corporation St. 021-632 6303
CHESTER 7The Forum 0244 317667
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Caring about music means you care
bout your hi-fi system - and the clarity and
uality of it's reproduction. And to get the
est from asystem - and from each disc our turntable must be just right.
Not just highly compatible with the
ther elements of your system - but made
pof the best components, for the best
ossible sound.
At Laskys we believe that only by
esting and comparing can you make the
ght decision. So, we not only offer you
ccess to Europe's largest collection of
ip name hi-fi, but the chance to test play
nd compare to find out what you need
rid which you prefer.
We also provide you with ateam of
ighly knowledgeable consultants who can
nsure that you are aware of your choices
nd give you time to consider without
ressure.
This professional attitude has already
lade Laskys Europe's leading hi-fi
pecialists.
When you've found the turntable of
our dreams and believe us, we've got it! uying it shouldn't present a problem. Our
iterest Free Credit scheme allows you to
ike it home instantly with just10% deposit
nd nine equal monthly payments.
Buy your turntable at Laskys and you'll
ojustice to yourself, your system - and
our music.

You can buy 111- Fl, Video, T.V. and
Microcomputers elsewhere — but not with
this unique commitment, made by Lasky*, to
you — our customers.

Laskys undertake
T
Otitle ,you acaruprehensua
range equality home
entertainment equipment 01
proven reliability

10

el T
ogive you aFREE TWO YEAR

Guarantee covering parts and
labour on all home
entertainment purchases

To otter you lest play and
comparison facilities backed by

to oiler you ahue year optional
guarantee log one modest

specialtst advice

payment

A- 1To allow you ala day exchange
MW period on all purchases

Mission System
Combines the 776 preamplifier, 777 power
amplifier, 775 SM turntable with 774
tone arm. 773 HC cartridge and 7703
speakers.

£2155.00

JVC System
Combines the A- X50
amplifier, T- X55
tuner, OL-Y3F turntable, DD77 cassette
deck, Celestion SL6 speakers.
/7-

£1216.00

a. The Retail Division of the Ladtwoke Group

e

dri y0 maintain or service yOur
Mr purchase at anytime with Me
help of ow own national network
of speclallst engineers

Who else but Lasky, would make such acommitment

The Home Entertainment Specialists
ICEST ER 45 Market Place South 0533 537678
/ERPOOL 33 Dale Street 051-236 2828
ANCHESTER Arndale Centre
dj. WH Smith) 061-834 4381

ANCHESTER 12-14 St. Mary's Gate 061-832 6087
SWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Northumberland St. 0632 617727

NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington Street 060435753
NOTTINGHAM 1-4 Smithy Row 0602 415150
OXFORD 16 Westgate 0865 722870
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre 0733 313513
PRESTON Guildhall Arcade 0772 59264
SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Street 0742750971
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 Wulf run Way 0902 23384

YORK 10e Coney Street 0904 641221

SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH 4St. James Centre 031-556 2914
GLASGOW 66-10 Buchanan Street 041-T26 3349
WALES
CARDIFF 122 Queen Street 0222 374898

'All credit offers subject to acceptance laskys Credit Brokers
Please ask for written deteds_All offers subject to availability
Prices include 15% VAT and are correct al Wee ofpoing to press
283 but rae be subject te variation thereafter
Aservice provided in
association with Onicredil
Finance Ltd. Please ask for
written details APR 29.8%
i
III re."'
if you pay by Bankers Order ( 34 5% tor

in ma

o(bin
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shave an incredible
system for saving you money.
La

Laskys, Europe's leading hi-fi
specialists, have brought together a
selection of turntables, amplifiers,
tuners, cassette decks and speakers
from the top names at budget prices.
Backed up with plenty of
specialist advice, interest free credit*
and the unique benefits of the Laskys
Commitment. ( See Laskys advertisement on previous pages.)

Cassceiver
Sansui CRM 7

£229.00

Speakers

Recommended Budget System No. 1.
Combines the Sansui A505 integrated amplifier,
Sansui 1505 FM/AM stereo tuner, Sansui D55M soft touch
controlled cassette deck. Dual 505 semi automatic belt drive
turntable and the revolutionary baby'
Mission 70 speakers.

AR 94

£169.90

Wharfedale E30

£129.ao

£374.00

Amps
Nikko NA 400

£49.90

Nikko NA 500

£59.90

Tuners
Nikko NT 500

£49.ao

JVC TX 2L

£64.90

Turntables
JVC LA10

£54.90

Nikko NP 700

£59.ao

Cassette Decks
Nikko ND 300

£49.90

Nikko ND 500

£69.90

Recommended Budget System No. 2.
Combines the Technics SA104. FM/MW/LW
stereo receiver, Technics SLB21 semi- automatic
belt drive turntable, the Technics RSM 216 metal
tape compatible stereo cassette deck and
Celestion Ditton 100 speakers
The Retail Division of the Ladbroke Group

£334.00

/'

The Home Entertainment Specialists
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COMMENT
ELL, IT IS finally here! Compact Disc,
is, the first practicable digital
W that

replay system for the home. Martin Colloms
reviews as many production— not
prototype— players as we could lay our
hands on, starting on p46, whilst Angus
McKenzie listens to the discs themselves on
p.88. CD went from prototype to production
model with almost indecent haste— it was
only four years ago this month that Philips
unveiled their first working system, with a
suitcase full of discrete electronics under
the table— and it seems almost too good to
be true that there don't appear to have been
any major upsets in its development. ' If it
works, that is!' probably many of you are
muttering under your breath, because if
there is one topic upon which everyone has
an opinion these days, it is the introduction
of digital techniques into audio. And those
opinions are sharply polarised: aletter
arrived just after Christmas berating
HFN/RR for a ' lamentable drop in
journalistic standards.' This was Jens
Hansen's comment in his report on the
Soundstream AudioFile that it sounded
better than the Compact Disc players he had
heard. This was nonsense, the
correspondent went on, ' because all 16 D/A
convertors will perform identically and thus
sound the same!'
In an iceal world, of course, he would be
right, but the real world is rarely ideal and
although the theoryof digital encoding and
decoding may work perfectly, Iam sure that
realising that theory as pieces of hardware
has been athankless task for the engineers
involved. If you think that the resistor ladder
used in a16 bit DAC has to be accurate to 1
part in 65536 ie, a0.0015°/o tolerance ( and
that tolerance p-eserved over awide range
of temperatures) if the music is to be
reconstrJcted without distortion, you can
see that the whole business is not as
straightforward as might be hoped. Add the
problems of retrieving the digital data in a
non-corrupt form without loss of
information from the storage medium, be it
disc or tape— if it has been preserved
accurately— and the more philosophic
questions as to whetherthe sampling
frequency is sufficiently high, or whether 16
bit words are enough fully to describe wide
dynamic range music, become somewhat
irrelevant.To get 16 bit systems working at

all, reproducing music in real time, is an
impressive enough feat; to get them
working perfectly until recently has been a
secondary consideration.
Opinion in the opposite direction is
equally strong: many people will tell you
that digital can't work, that it is
fundamentally unmusical, that it will
destroy the hobby of hi-fi as we know it. As
with many of those who ' know' that digital
techniques are perfect, much of that
opinion comes from people who have never
heard apure digital system. However, if you
disregard the views expressed by those
who have specific anti-digital axes— such
as their continued livelihood— to grind,
many people have been disturbed by poor
sound quality from analogue LPs which
have had the word ' digital' emblazoned on
the cover. If the sound is bad, then all the
theoretical justification in the world will not
disguise the factthat something,
somewhere, has gone wrong. The one
factor shared by many ' digital' LPs and
unfortunately amajority of the Compact
Discs lhave heard is athoroughly
unmusical, or even unpleasant, sound
quality ( and the latter have proved to be
more prone than expected to surface
contamination!).
Digital machines prematurely rushed into
operation I
am sure have had something to
do with the poor sound quality— stories
about 16 bit processors which seemed
incapable of giving anything more than 12
or 13 bit performance, about digital
recorders producing audible whistles,
granular background noise and good old
fashioned distortion, are legion. And would
you believe amulti-track digital recorder
where synchronisation between tracks for
over- dubbing is not guaranteed to better
than 5milliseconds! It is not surprising that
LPs cut from recordings made with such
machines have met with criticism.
Time does alot to solve such problems,
however, and the introduction of Sony's
PCM-F1 machine, which does appear to
work according to spec., has given alot of
people, including myself, confidence in
'music by numbers'. However, we are still
left with the fact that so many digital
recordings sound poor, and this ultimately
must be down to the way in which the
sound is captured in the first place. It seems
almost facile to say it, but overlooked
amongst all the techno-bull is the fact that
higher fidelity will only correlateto amore
enjoyable sound if the recording is good.
Otherwise, if you improve the playback
system, you just hear more clearly how the
engineers making the recording under
severe constraints of time and budget have
not managedto solve all the problems.
Many critics, for instance, have said that
digital recordings sound ' boring'. ! would
venture to suggest that the present
methods of financing and making records
multi-miking, post- session mixing,
excessive editing, insufficient rehearsal —
arethemselves unmusical, leading to
recorded performances where everyone
concerned has of necessity played safe. The
increased fidelity of digital reveals only too
clearly that risk-taking was considered an
undesirable activity at the original sessions.
Until the record companies reconsider their
end of the chain, Compact Disc sound
quality will be afrustrating experience, the
whole being unfortunately less than the
sum of the parts.
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters (with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS& INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFIVIRR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by two binders (January-June and July-December), while 1983 will require one binder. Price f3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask
for a quotation.
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The Revox 1377
For people who
tape their music
seriously

SPACE

RECORD CABINETS
FWO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street. Boreham Wood Hc tionli ire WO6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0021 Telex 27502

suggest ethat
you treat yourself
to some C38"
David Prakel. HI FI Answers Nov. ' 82

CASSETTE CABINETS
A selection of the very best in Audio Storage
— all in one catalogue

Price £ 1.48 per
"Direct substitution for similar

PLEASE SEND MY

lengths of QED 79 strand speaker
cable, showed an unexpected but
marked improvement to the

very " clean" silences between
bands on records. Massed string

materiaf vVas improved almost
as though the system had been

instruments had a cleaner, easier,

pulled into better focus; dynamic
performance was easy, strain- free

easier to pick out"

mised with what seemed like a
greater extension too. Imagery
from appropriately miked

ED AUDIO PRODUCTS

(
PLEASE PRINT)

Address
Postal
Code

and natural with wide contrast,"
"C1ED seem to have done it again

"Bass markedly improved with
the Celestion SL6 speakers being
driven by bridged Lentec's —
boom and overhang were mini-

CATALOGUE TO:-

Mrs
Miss

system sound. IntrIguingly,
system noise seemed down with

almost smoother sound, yet the
individual instruments were far

FREE

Mr

de 24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

with a product that doesn't
improve a system performance —

Artifact Designs Limited,
13, Friday Street, Heniey-on-Thames,

but merely lets it get on with the
job in hand. Minimising degradation is a whole lot different
and more important game than

Oxfordshire, RG9 IAN.

633

Tel ( 04912) 6037.

making " improvements"."

LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236
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loudspeaker Ihave found to appeal more to
musicians than to hi-fi nuts. The basis for
comparison used by the latter is rock music
ie, the sound of amoving- coil loudspeaker,
and it would seem natural that they would
develop apreference for this sound. After all,
if we could make aloudspeaker like apiano,
it would probably reproduce the sound of
another piano very well; but what would it
do with the sound of the French Horn?
Yours faithfully

... about SMWTMS and marching
societies

VIEWS
...about the Spectrum turntable
& Granitan
From: J. Dinsdale, Director of Machine
Systems, Cranfield Institute of Technology
Dear Sir, On p.35 of your December 1982
issue, you state that the Royce Audio
Engineering Ltd ' Spectrum' turntable uses a
material ' developed in conjunction with
Cranfield Institute of Technology, which you
presume is asimilar material to the Granitan
used by Max Townshend for his " Rock"
turntable.'
Iam writing to correct what is amisunderstanding of the situation. The material
used in the Spectrum turntable was not
developed or supplied by Cranfield, and is
quite different from the ' Granitan' supplied
by Cranfield for the Elite-Cranfield
gramophone (' The Rock').
Yours faithfully

...about trusting statisticians
From: A. Davis, Lancaster
Dear Sir, HFNIRR December 1982, page 37:
'...with less than a0.5% chance we could
have done as well by guessing ( this is
written by statisticians as p<0.05%).
Inever did trust these statisticians...
Yours faithfully

...about conscientious record
reviewing
From: J.W. Davison, Ferryhill, County Durham
Dear Sir, Your contributor Peter Turner
('Letters' Dec'82) is to be applauded for his
conscientious approach to the art of record
reviewing, but the reasoning he applies to
the choice of equipment seems to be
suspect. In my experience, good recordings
can be recognised on all but the most
mediocre equipment, and Iwould have
thought recordings made to sound well
through ESL- 63s and other loudspeakers
with similar characteristics would offer some
advantage to owners of more middle of the
road units. To extend Mr. Turner's argument
further, should not reviewers avoid Linn
decks and audiophile amplifiers because the
majority of record buyers do not use them. I
believe such action wo,uld be contrary to the
wishes of many of your readers, however.
Ido hope that we are not going to
experience an anti- Quad campaign following
Ivor Humphreys' article in November. It is
rather sad that some magazines will only
condemn the weaknesses and not
acknowledge the virtues of the ESL- 63, a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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From: Bernhard Muller, Southeastern Michigan Woofer and Tweeter Marching Society,
c/o 295, Judd Road, Milan, Michigan, USA
48160
Dear Sir, I am pleased to see our club
mentioned in HFN/RR (' American Letter',
December 1982, p.37) but do wish you had
received the name correctly. As you can see
above we are the Southeastern Michigan
Woofer and Tweeter Marching Society, not
'South Michigan ...' as was published.
In answer to your public curiosity about the
name itself, the name was coined with tongue
lightly in cheek by the host of our second
meeting, Kermit Johnson. The name was
later formally adopted because it suited the
lighthearted sprit of the organization.
I hope you will see fit to publish the
correction of our name and mention that club
membership, which includes our modest and
likewise ' curbusly' named journal LC — the
SMWTMS Network, is open to anyone who is
interested.
Yours faithfully

Vanderlyn, 'The " Stereosonic" Recording
and Reproducing System', IRE Trans.
Audio, vol. AU- 5, ( 1957 July/Aug.), pp.
96-111; reprinted in J. Audio Eng. Soc.,
vol. 6 ( 1958 Apr.), pp. 102-117.
(2) P. B. Vanderlyn, ' Auditory Cues in
Stereophony', Wireless World, vol. 85
(1979 Sept.), pp. 55-60.
(3) B. Bernfeld and B. Smith, ' ComputerAided Model of Stereophonic Systems',
presented at the 59th Convention of the
Audio Engineering Society, Hamburg,
1978 Feb. 28- March 3, preprint no. 1321.

... about mikes and racism

From: Dr Desmond Thackeray, Dept of
Music, University of Surrey, Guildford
Dear Sir, Ialways enjoy a good argument in
the technical press, even when ( as is the case
with disputes about physics in Wireless
World) Idon't understand either party. So I
hope that the sight of both Barry Fox and Alan
Moseley putting their cats amongst the hi-fi
pigeons (
HFN/RR December 1982) will draw
intemperate replies from defenders of the
indefensible.
With hindsight I
think we can all understand
the value of Blumlein's ' shuffling', from his
disposition of a pair of early omnidirectional
microphones, right up to the more complicated feats of the Calrec Soundfield microphone. The limitations of a pair of slightly
spaced ' omnis' are perhaps not all that
serious, despite the result of judicious mixing
being a pair of cardioid outputs at a 180°
angle. Although it is inevitable that a small
spacing will give only a small time delay,
this is always augmented by the delays at the
listener's end, when he places his ears at two
...about paper quality & HFN/RR
different points in the soundfield of spaced
From: R.W. Scott, Portsmouth, Hants
loudspeakers; and he can also move them
Dear Sir, Idon't agree with B. Curran re poor
about while listening. However, the enquality paper (' Letters' December'82). Ifeel
gineers don't necessarily know the situation
it is apity that if it meant keeping the cost of
at the listening end; and for that matter the
the magazine down, it wasn't used more
listener is unlikely to know the situation on
extensively. In fact, the matt paper is much
the sound stage. But the engineers can
better from the point of view of reading as,
usually hedge their bets by using several
unlike the glossy paper, it doesn't reflect
pairs of microphones.
light. Ido object, though, to the way in which
One might reasonably suppose that a pair
price increases are not mentioned before
of omnis with small spacing, however cunthey come about; nothing is mentioned until
ningly mixed, would anyway not produce
the magazine is increased in price, with all
ideal signals for feeding to the usual pair of
the excuses and apologies. Surely it wasn't
loudspeakers in a domestic sitting room.
necessary to increase it by 10p?
However, there is nothing in principle to
Yours faithfully
prevent the listener putting one speaker at
each end of the room, and sitting halfway
between them. The situation looks rather
...about mikes and coincidence
better if one realises that the microphones of
From: Stanley P. Lipshitz, Dept Applied
Blumlein's day were big items, significantly
Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Ontardisturbing the soundfield at the high frequenio, Canada
cy end of the spectrum. Hence the resulting
Dear Sir, Alan Moseley has failed to take into
diffraction of the incident sound-waves conaccount one most important feature of
ferred significant directionality on the mikes
stereophonic sound reproduction in his artiat the treble end of the spectrum, willy-nilly,
cle ' A Matter of Coincidence' (
HFN/RR, 1982
and they could be angled advantageously to
December, pp.59, 60): namely that each ear
pick up high-frequency sounds, and mixed
hears the sound from both loudspeakers.
Blumlein-fashion to give a spread at middle
Consequently his deduction that coincident
frequencies. The directionality due to diffracstereo miking does not produce appropriate
tion is a problem ( if it is a problem in this
signals to fool the listener's ear by fully
context) that has not been resolved entirely.
exploiting time- intensity trading ratios is
True, microphones have shrunk in size,
incorrect. It is the time/intensity ratios at the
giving another octave of high-frequency relistener's ears which matter, and in stereo
sponse, out to 14kHz, say, instead of the 7kHz
reproduction the ratios at one's ears are not
that would have been enough for 78rpm
the same as those at the loudspeakers ( or
discs, AM broadcasting and the ' talkies',
microphones). This is not new, and is discusmoving the diffraction effects higher by an
sed in some depth in, for example, ( 1), ( 2) and
octave or so. It was always possible to get a
(3). Coincident ( intensity) stereo can work
more uniform HF polar response by using a
remarkably well with good microphones in a
diffusing ' biscuit' in front of an ' apple'good acoustic setting.
shaped dynamic microphone. The same trick
Yours faithfully
is performed today by adding a randomReferences:
incidence corrector to a standard 1in B&K
(1) H.A.M. Clark, G.F. Dutton and P.B.
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CASSETTE DECKS
Technics RSM 205
Technics RSM 215
Nakamichi 481
Nakamichi 581
Nakamichi 582Z
Nakamichi 660 ZX
Nakamichi 681 ZX

£59.95
£67.95
£275.00
£370.00
£427.00
£399.00
£445.00

Technics SLDL 1
£
99.95
Technics SLQ 202
£67.95
Technics SLDL 5
£99.95
Aiwa APD50
£139.00
Thorens TD1 66 MK II
complete
£99.95
Thorens TO 160 MK II BC £ 109.95
Thorens TD 147 complete £ 189.95
Sony PSLX 2
£57.95
Pioneer PLL 800
linear tracking £ 159.95
Micro Seiki DQ 50
£ 159.95
ADC 1600 DD
£79.95

RECEIVERS

Neat 'N
Tidy.

£ 79.00
f99.95
f74.95
£ 178.00

Technic ST 9600
Denon TU 200

£ 110.00
£49.00

JBL L150
JBL L220
Mission 770
Monitor Audio MA 800
Monitor Audio MA 9
Monitor Audio MA 14
Monitor Audio MA 2
Monitor Audio MA 84
Wharfdale Laser 20
Wharfdale Laser 40
Wharfdale Laser 60
Pioneer CS 454
Pioneer CS 656
Pioneer CS 444
Pioneer CS 353
Sony SSE 34
Sony SSE 50 MK II

and usually results in a bulky, untidy and sometimes dangerous
installation.
These problems can be overcome by using one of the QED range of
miniature Mains Distributions Units incorporating B.E.A.B. approved
6 Amp mains sockets.
The 4- socket unit illustrated is only 210 x 38 x 38mm in size and is
fitted with a 2 metre mains lead terminating in a standard 13 Amp
mains plug.
In- Line 4 socket Dist. Unit

(type DU4)

In- Line 6 socket Dist. Unit
In- Line 8 socket Dist. Unit
4 socket with interference suppression

(type CMS)

:

£10.99

(type DU8)

:

£ 17.50

(type DU4S)

£ 8.99

:

Please contact your local QED dealer or write to us directly at the
address shown below.

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel : Ashford 46236
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Technic Z22
Technic Z 11
Aurex System
Aiwa CWA 10
Sharp VZ 2000
Sharp VZ 3500

le

s.

£349.00
£269.00
£199.00
f215.95
f255.00
£325.00

National Panasonic
SG 2200
£ 139.95
National Panasonic
SG 2220
f179.95
Toshiba SM 2950 £ 179.95

£89.95

VIDEOS

£599.00
£999.00
£349.00
£ 100.00
f74.95
£99.95
£249.95
£ 169.95
£35.00
£40.00
£50.00
£50.00
£87.00
£59.00
£75.00
£39.95
£59.95

Toshiba V960013 £299.00
Sony C6
£339.00
JVC HR7200
£ 59.00
JVC HR7650
£549.00

PLUS MANY MORE
GREAT BARGAINS
WE ARE DEALERS FOR:
Akai • Aiwa • Denon • Sansui
Marantz • Pioneer . Technics
Sony • JVC • Nat. Panasonic
All prices inclusive of VAT.
Prices are subject to change without Prior
Notice.
Our exceillant service is available to you
from loam - 6pm Monday to Saturday.
Order by phone or by post if you prefer.(17.50 delivery charge per item.) Access
and Barclaycard welcome

AZAT

£ 16.99

(type DU6S) : £ 19.98
(type 9/3MK2) : £ 1.05

£89.95
£ 109.95
£ 139.95
£ 109.95
£149.95

MUSIC SYSTEMS

£59.95

SPEAKERS

6 socket with interference suppression
Special 6 Amp plug to fit units

JVC AX 2
JVC AX 3
JVC AX 4
Sansui A9
Marantz 750

MUSIC CENTRES

Panasonic RQJ6
Panasonic RX2700 (with
AM - FM radio)

Connecting Hi Fi equipment to the mains inevitably pretents problems

£ 169.95
£225.95
£205.95

AMPLIFERS

TUNERS

PORTABLES

Prices

CASSEIVERS
Sony X05
Sony X07
M7
Sansui CR -

TURNTABLES

Akai AA 1135
Sansui R7
Sansui R5L
Sansui 59002

£160.00
Onkyo Twin TAW 80
£69.95
Aiwa 3150
Aiwa 3250
f89.95
Akai CXF 51
£ 166.95

61 CHARLOTTE STREET,
LONDON VV14DN
TEL 01-580 463415

TOTTENHAM CT. RD.

CHARLOTTE St

Near Tottenham Court Road and Gooclue Street tube stabons

GOODGE1
St. Stn

r-1
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measuring microphone; but even so the
polar response variations at 10kHz are not
claimed to be any better than ± 3dB. ' Uncoloured', do some say? Hardly, by any kind of
objective standard. Approximatey the same
variation is given anyway by an uncorrected
/ in omni microphone, more or less regard2
1
less of make. Ihope that asensitive engineer
would equalise the HF response of his
microphones by ear, rather than naively
regarding any particular microphone as giving a 'flat' frequency response. The embarrassingly good sub-audio response of the
capacitor omni microphone also asks to be
dealt with. Equalisation being part of the art,
so to speak, what disadvantage is there in
starting instead with acapacitor cardioid or
figure-of-eight microphone, droopy bass and
maybe edge treble, and equalising that to
taste, instead of making racist remarks about
'colour' and putting it back in the cupboard?
Yours faithfully

... about mikes & timing
From: Francis J. Ramsey, Music

Dept,

... Say '
tunes'
That was quite apiece from Ivor Tiefenbrun
last month ( February ' letters', p21) and if I
find
the tenor more offensive than amusing then
that is probably my loss and his gain ( or
game?). To me, though, what he has to say is
exaggerated beyond either reason or belief
and Ireally cannot let it stand unchallenged in
HFN/RR.
He writes: 'The mechanism we use to listen
to and, indeed, respond to live music also
involves the ( normally unconscious [ Ithink
he means subconscious, unless of course it
was a real knockout]) reproduction of the
music in your own head.' Well ... yes, alright
—it's abit bald (the proposition, that is) but let
it pass. Having done so, of course, it follows,
doesn't it, that 'When you listen to inferior
hi-fi. .. it is not normally possible to listen in
the same natural way... in simple terms,
there is nothing that a human being would
recognise as atune'? Simple terms, yes, but
they certainly won't do. Not normally possible? Nothing? How many of us listening to
less than superlative gear have been unable
to follow the tunes? Are we imagining things
when we follow a Mozart concerto on a
portable transistor radio? And are the tunes
we find ourselves humming afterwards not
ones Mozart himself would have recognised?
Was Britten unable to follow Elgar's tunes
when he listened to the playbacks of his own
recording of Gerontius? And will Ihear a
different work when Ieventually experience
live the Telemann cantata Ithought I'd got to
know from a record? Of course not; the
exaggeration is ridiculous. Few would deny
that there are clearly perceivable differences
in the way music is reproduced by various
systems — we'd be out of our jobs here if
there weren't — but to assert that with the
less than nearly perfect 'there is nothing that
ahuman being would recognise as atune' is
ludicrous.
Then there's digital audio of course, newfangled domestic horror and, perhaps, the
most predictable bête noire in IT's copybook.
This gets its come-uppance in uncertain,
sorry no uncertain, terms. 'All digital [ and
most analogue] systems ... are incapable of
producing aresult to which we can respond in
amanner which approximates the manner in
which we respond to live music.' ( Read that
again if you like — Ihad to.) And later: '... if
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University of Surrey, Guildford
Dear Sir, Ifeel Imust endeavour to put right
afew points made by Alan Moseley in his
article 'A matter of coincidence' ( December
'82). A substantial portion of this article is
spent discussing the reasons why acrossedpair of cardioid microphones at 90° will not
provide sufficient directional information,
due to the relatively small intensity
difference between them for off-axis
sounds. This is afact which has been
understood by engineers for years, and
consequently acrossed-pair of cardioids is
almost always used at an angle of at least
130°, if it is felt necessary to use them at all.
In this way, asound which is on-axis to the
left-hand microphone will be approximately
15dB down at the right-hand microphone
(assuming aperfect cardioid response), and
still 10dB down for asound at 45° left of the
normal. Thus the time/intensity ratio now
becomes nearer 20µs/dB ( rather than( the
49µ,s/dB quoted for the 90° cardioids) which
is far more acceptable.
The argument is all rather pointless
anyway because acardioid microphone
people listen to music reproduced on a
Compact Disc player or on a digitally mastered disc or on an inadequate hi-fi system,
no real emotion is experienced, other than
irritation.' Sorry record review team, but
you've got it all wrong you see. Those weren't
tears of emotion when you heard that new
Four Last Songs, were they Edward? No, of
course, it was simply an irritation. Sorry
Chris, that Mahler 4recording is quite simply
appalling. And Andrew, have you lost your
senses? — and you aproducer an' all.
Forgive the tone, but does anything at all
constructive ensue from the fanatical pursuit
of such narrow-minded dogma? Perhaps we
should feel sorry for IT that his own inner ear
does not possess even a modicum of that
facility which would allow it to compensate to
a remarkable degree for the degradations
introduced by less than optimally contrived
record playing systems. But Ifeel more
inclined to protest that that inability, predictably shared ( supposedly) by so many of his
acolytes, need hardly concern the vast majority of us who are blessed with more capable
auditory faculties.
And amajority we most certainly are. Since
the summer John Atkinson and Ihave been
staging illustrated talks at the Harrogate,
Nottingham, Brighton, Crewe, Stockport and,
more recently, Swiss Cottage shows. The
subject, topically, digital versus analogue.
One of our demonstrations goes some way to
illustrating the extent of the degradation
introduced by digital processing. We insert a
digital loop in an otherwise purely analogue
record playing system, the idea being to play
aconventional record either ' straight' or via
the loop which is connected to the preamp's
tape socket. We deliberately give digital its
best chance: we use 16-bit sampling and,
since there is no storage system involved, the
error correction circuitry is not called into
play. Our aim here has been simply to
demonstrate the fallacy of the assertion that
digital processing per se is somehow antimusical, that it destroys the tunes. Approximately 1500 visitors have experienced this
demonstration so far and of that number only
one believed he could reliably hear the
difference. (
Iregret to say that challenged to
identify the insertion in arepeat of the test he
was unable to respond, and in all probability
subscribes now to an alternative magazine
out of pique.)

response changes dramatically as the
frequency increases, moving from
sometimes almost omni-directional at low
frequencies to an increasingly hypercardioid
pattern at high frequencies: this tendency to
become more bi-directional at high
frequencies will surely increase the
separation still further and can be quite
useful.
Although Ido not personally like using
crossed-cardioids at any angle, there are
•times when extremely reverberant
surroundings require amicrophone
technique which will give areasonably
coherent sound. If you possess figure-ofeight microphones, then it is worth
experimenting with the parallel arrangement
which Tony Faulkner describes in HFNIRRJuly
1981, as it can be quite effective in certain
surroundings. If you must stick with cardioids,
however, then use them at areasonable
angle, or in ORTF style as described by Alan
Moseley, although not for most of the reasons
he gives, which are based mainly on
hypothetical situations.
Yours faithfully

The point here isn't that people are unable
to hear adifference — given more favourable
and relaxed conditions they may well have
heard them. What we did show, Ibelieve, and
I'm sure all our visitors would support me in
this, is that digital need not produce results
alien to 'the manner in which we respond to
live music'. The assertion that it must is
preposterous. Certainly we have been showered with some appalling digitally mastered recordings, just as we have with analogue over the years, and Ihave yet to hear
more than ahandful of Compact Discs that I
would give houseroom. But these are still
early days, and we can at least hope for more
persuasive results in the future. Recordings
such as Tony Faulkner has made for Hyperion, for example, clearly demonstrate that
musical results can be achieved.
Basically, of course, it all boils down to a
question of degree. ' If the size of the pitch
increments in apiece of music are not readily
discernable and largely predictable, then
people will not respond coherently and
predictably to the sound...' Unfortunately
for IT those increments have to be so clearly
defined before his inner ear can even begin to
fathom the difference between a semitone
and atone (or even, perhaps, whether one note
is higher or lower than another?) that he just
can't manage with anything less effective
than his own mightily fine systems. Fortunately most of us can do it quite successfully.
Most of us also try to listen with more of an
open mind as well, of course, and although
we readily appreciate the relative merits of
various top class systems, we don't write-off
more modest achievements. While the basic
tenet of IT's thesis may be shown to obtain, it
does not do so to anything like the extent he
would have us believe. If that were the case,
the 78 would have been still- born and the LP
never even conceived. For him it may be that
bad, but if it is then surely IT, like ET, is totally
alone. Alone too if he really believes in 'the
self evident truth' of the statements he makes.
So, Iplead only for asense of proportion in
all this, and Iwave no particular banner, least
of all now one that is pro-digital. ( As Iimplied
above, Ifind the presently available range of
CD software singularly depressing.) Imay
well have cloth ears, but at least they remain
open.
Ivor Humphreys
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would not, he suggested, make
particularly good reading. 'There
are some notable exceptions for
people who have carved themselves a niche in the market, but
this is not enough to satisfy all the
membership of the FBA. However, having faced the realities of the
market, there are a number of
positive factors for the future.
'British audio manufacturers are
still proving resilient to the trends
of the market, possibly due to
three factors. Firstly, the majority
of manufacturers have not lowered the quality standards of
their products but have maintained their ideals and are still
striving for individuality — the
image of British audio in this
respect is agood one. Secondly,
companies have faced up to the
rigours of the market by tightenFor the second time in its short ing their overheads, and by
history the Federation of British achieving significant value enAudio has chosen awoman as its gineering of their products withChairman. At its 17th Annual out sacrificing their basic quality
General Meeting, presided over standards. The budget loudspeakby ex-Chairman, now Vice Presi- er market is a good example of
dent Miss Gisela Burg, Mrs Sue this — the quality of loudspeakers
Sharp, adirector of Goldring Pro- offered under £ 150 per pair in the
ducts Limited, was unanimously UK for instance has significantly
elected to the office of Chairman improved over the last 12 months.
by the membership of the Federa- And thirdly the high ratio of extion. On taking office Mrs Sharp ports of many member comexpressed her confidence in the panies, which provide them with a
long term future of British audio wider trading base and some
products despite the difficult trad- protection against individually
ing conditions which currently volatile markets.
face the Industry world-wide. The
'Interesting in this respect is the
out-going Chairman, Roger Fearn apparent high growth in British
of Wharfedale Loudspeakers, audio exports to Far Eastern marmade the following observations kets, taking British hi-fi to the very
on the state of the Industry in his doorstep, and in some cases into
end of year report.
the domain of the Japanese — a
'1982 is still suffering from significant achievement when
tough trading conditions and a compared to some other similarly
difficult market. Western econo- affected industries. Looking at the
mies are all having ahard time — overseas activities of the FBA, five
the volume of hi-fi product sold joint ventures to international hi-fi
has declined, there is intense exhibitions were organised durpressure on prices and profit mar- ing the year and sponsored by the
gins, and there are a number of British Overseas Trade Board:, to
alternative
products,
notably Las Vegas, Paris, Chicago, Dusselvideo related ones, which are dorf and Tokyo. Next year awidecurrently proving more attractive ning of the existing overseas
for many consumers' available programme is planned.'
income.' A barometer of profitaIn summing up, Mr Fearn

1982 — the
industry view

Goldring m- c

Unbelievably, the first stereo
moving-coil cartridge ever to be
made in England in serial production has just been put onto the
market. Goldring's Electro II is also
their first moving-coil cartridge,
and comes onto the market to
head their range at a price of
around £ 125. It too features the

exclusive ( in the UK at least) van
den Hul high definition, fine- line
stylus tip.
A high output type, the Electro Il
gives 2.5mV for 5cm/s recorded
velocity, which will match most
amplifiers. Loading is specified as
47k ohms and 100-500pF. Compliance is 18cu and body weight
9g. The relatively substantial mass
of the latter is accounted for by the
use of adie-cast aluminium chassis for the cartridge, which has a
large flat top-plate for effective
clamping
to
the
headshell.
Goldring indicate that alot of time
was spent engineering components so that their precise fit
could totally obviate any need for
compliant, energy- losing
adhesive interfaces in the Electro
II's construction. So don't be
fooled by the ABS plastics cover
which shrouds the innards. The
stylus fitted to the Electro is the
latest refined version of the van de
Hul tip, well noted for its ability to
scavenge detail out of the record
groove. More from Goldring
Products Ltd, Anglian Lane, Bury
St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 6SS.
Tel: 0284 701101.
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worldwide had been taken over
since the mid 1960's by the
Japanese. ' Many would argue
that the market the Japanese have
taken over is not true hi-fi — all
one can say is that it is the opinion
of the customer that counts most,
and the customer has increasingly
bought
Japanese.
The
Japanese have created a large
consumer market through the
sales of rack systems. Many feel
this has devalued the market.
There is no doubt, however, that
this has also created some potential for the future to upgrade
people's listening standards and
pleasure — if only the consumer
was aware of the improvements
that could be made to a sound
system for relatively modest outlays.
'For the first time many of the
major Japanese hi-fi manufacturers are having to cut back production significantly and are finding it
increasingly difficult to stimulate
new business. The yearly bandwagon of synthetic new product
introductions is slowing down,
and more importantly, the new
product variations such as music
centres, rack systems and mini
systems which have traditionally
created new customers are becoming exhausted. The time is
ripe for tangible new options for
the consumer.
'The predicted future developments in consumer electronics,
even in the mass market, all place
an increasing emphasis on the
quality of sound. If the potential
that this creates is to be turned
into reality for specialist companies such as those which make
up the Federation of British Audio,
then our sector of the industry
needs a more visible and recognisable presence and image than
it has at present. With aconcerted
and collective effort we can put
some excitement back into hi-fi
for the consumer and Iam confident that some positive progress
can be made in this direction in
1983, to the benefit of the entire
British audio industry.'

Lincoln Vulcanism
It ranks as an act of heroic bravery
to launch amid-price loudspeaker
at the present time into an area of
the market which by all accounts
is withering away at amore determined rate than the rest of the hi-fi
emporium, but the Vulcan speaker from small audio company
Kord Audio Products incorporates
ingredients tried and tested elsewhere which suggest it could
emerge triumphant against the
odds. They are the Scanspeak
tweeter, the 8in. Volt bass/mid
unit, air-cored inductors and poly.carbonate capacitors in the crossover. You don't, however, get a
mountain-sized speaker for your
£399 inc. VAT if that's what you
were expecting from the name,
but a slightly smaller than the
standard-two-cubic-foot
enclosure ( actual
dimensions
508 x266 x247mm hxwxd), albeit
one rated as good down to 55Hz
for bass. The cabinet, however, is
rigidly built from19mm high density chipboard, braced inside,
and veneered externally in Amer-

Harman decks
Dolby HX Professional, that most
innovative of signal preserving
technologies for tape recording,
has so far to our knowledge been
domestically available only on the
top cassette deck from the inventors of the process, Bang and
Olufsen. However, the £600+
price of the B&O 9000 is something of a deterrent to the cost
conscious enthusiast, who would
like to see HX Pro available on a
range of cheaper decks. This
situation will undoubtedly materialise in the coming months as
licenses are taken up and the
circuitry incorporated into new
models. Indeed, it is actually
under way, harman/kardon having been the first to step into the
breach so to speak by providing
Dolby HX Pro on their two top new
cassette decks, the CD301 and
CD410 which retail for £329 and
£399 inc. VAT respectively. Besides HX Pro both decks offer the
usual features and facilities of
cassette players at these levels —
Dolby-B/C, calibration of bias and
Dolby level, and mike/linemixing is
included, plus on these decks,
auto search and remote operation
capability. The 401 in addition has
automatic repeat play facility and
'Time Control', the latter presumably permitting operation controlled by a timer. Further information on these harman/kardon HX
Pro-equipped cassette decks from
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill
Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD.
Tel: ( 0753) 76911.

Denon move
Distribution of Denon hi-fi equipment, turntables, arms, cartridges, and electronics has
changed. No longer is it Eumig
(UK) Ltd. From hence forth enquiries should be directed to
Hayden Laboratories — the Dual
CS505 people — at Hayden
House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St
Peter, Garrards Cross, Bucks. SL9
9UG. Tel: ( 02813) 88447/89221.
ican walnut. Sensitivity of the
Vulcan is 88dB/W/m, impedance 8
ohms, and power handling 120
watts. For details of your nearest
stockist contact Kord Audio Products at 7The Green, Nettleham,
Nr. Lincoln. Tel: (0522) 750702.

Cheaper Pickering

Ed Speaks

The top of the range low output/
low source inductance m- m cartridge from Pickering, the XLZ/
7500S, has had its price dropped.
Now at £ 129 inc VAT, it represents
better competition than it did
when it was reviewed in HFN/RR
last April. There are two other
Pickering low output m- m pickups, the XLZ/4500S at £99 and the
XLZ/3500E at £66. The idea behind
using less coil turns, thus giving
low output, is to render the cartridge less sensitive to loading by
the preamp input resistance and
capacitance. All the XLZ series
cartridge should work into astandard m-cinput with an impedance
of 100 ohms or more. Details from
Cambrasound
Ltd,
Britannia
Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.

Kent and Sussex enthusiasts will
be interested to learn that dealer
Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants and
HFN/RR Editor John Atkinson are
presenting a demonstration of,
amongst other things, digital vs
analogue disc/tape. Time/date
7.30pm, Thursday March 17th,
and venue, The Market Room,
Rose and Crown, High Street,
Tonbridge, Kent. Details from
Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants,
0732 366767.

Sondex hybrid amp Nakamichi Dragon

Hybrid electronics technology is
used in the Sondex amplifier, seen
and heard at various shows during
1982. The S100 stereo power
amplifier uses solid state circuits
together with output valves and
specially designed output transformers to produce 100watts into
8ohms. Designed also for studio
monitoring use it can be delivered
with XLR connectors instead of
phono sockets. Quality components are used, eg metal film
resistors,
and
polycarbonate
capacitors in the signal path. The
Sondex SP1 preamp and PS1
power supply subscribes to the
It was reported in January HFN/ minimal processing school of deRR that Ortofon had left Harman
sign and has only input select
to distribute themselves, and that
buttons, avolume control and balHarman had acquired the disance control. Based on integrated
tribution of Empire cartridges. We
circuits, quality components are
remarked that with this move
used in its construction. Optional
Harman retain an interest in the plug-in circuit boards cater for
cartridge market regarding the
moving coil and moving magnet
cheaper
and
more
popular cartridges. All the units are finishmagnetic types, but that they no ed in saddle brown and beige, and
Until recently we have been longer had a presence in the
prices are £370 for the S100 and
convinced that the Americans moving coil area. This Harman
£850 for the SP1/PS1, inclusive of
must have bookshelves the size of now appear to have rectified.
VAT. Information from Sondex
minstrels' galleries, to judge by
On what on the face of it is a
the size and weight of their ' book- rather unusual move, Harman has Ltd, Unit 11A, Marsh Lane Estate,
Easton in Gordano, Bristol BS20
shelf' models. A new JBL design taken over the UK distributorship
has gone along way to changing for ADC and dbx equipment. Un- OTB. Tel: 027581 4744.
this view, however, as it is respect- usual, because both marques
Sande,,,
able European in scale. The L15 were until now being distributed
(£200 per pair inc. VAT) uses a by BSR in the UK, and BSR plc
similar hard phenolic dome owns and continues to wholly
tweeter to that used in their larger own the ADC and dbx companies,
L46 and L56 models, but uses which are based in the USA. What
Sonde.,
it combined with a 6Yzin. doped
this means for BSR, who were a
paper cone woofer with a 1Y2in. strong presence in the audio
voice coil, reflex- loaded to give a scene at one time, is not clear. We
sensitivity of 87dB at 1m for 1W understand the company is going
input. The woofer is the smallest through some changes and wants
JBL have made, but still incorpo- to develop its varied interests in
rates their 'symmetrical field other areas, which include ' ingeometry' pole piece configura- formation technology'. For Hartion to reduce distortion levels, man though the import is clear,
and continues JBL's tradition in
namely a range of cartridges
using
a diecast basket for which is headed by the MC1.5
maximum
rigidity.
Power moving coil, and the high class
handling, as might be expected, is Astrion moving magnet.
impressive —
instantaneous
The only question is will Empire
peaks of 'over 250 watts' being
be on the move yet again in the
within its capabilities. Details from
near future? Probably only Har- A turntable design approach very
Harman UK Ltd. ( See ADC, dbx
man kow. They are at Mill Street, popular in Japan has been of the ' if
it moves, make it heavier' school,
note in next column for address).
Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD.
the idea presumably being that if
everything is massy enough, any
black finish, the — SA in black only.
The decks are also available with- spurious energy will not have
sufficient level to excite anything,
out arms for £ 130 for the 305M
but will be harmlessly absorbed.
It's not often we hear about price and £ 169 for the 305S, both prices
reductions on hi-fi equipment, so again inclusive of VAT. STD has Well, it sounds convincing, and
more is always better, isn't it?
let's cheer the news from distribu- had its ups and downs during the
Recently,
European
turntable
tors British Audio Marketing ab- past few years, and the turntables
out STD turntables. They have have seen some changes, but designers have also been seduced
by this idea — the only drawback is
introduced versions of the 305M these latest samples appear not
the resultant cost to the purchaser
and 305S decks which are other- dissimilar to the decks which in
wise identical but come complete the past have earned good re- — and Gotham Audio, the new
Electrocompaniet
distributors,
with ADC's ALT1 tonearms (they views, albeit shorn of cost-raising
have informed us that they are
are called not unexpectedly the speed control gizmos, and would
importing a monster French
305MA and 305SA). The prices of seem to therefore be even better
example of the genre. Designed
these
suspended
subchassis value than before. For more inand bearing the name Jean
decks with arms are £ 160 inc. and formation contact British Audio
Francois Le Tallec the essential
£199 inc. which, say BAM, are Marketing, Unit 12, Ashford Ininformation is that it is a beltprice reductions of £75 and £ 14 dustrial Estate, Shield Road,
drive, two speed model, and
respectively. The — MA is avail- Ashford, Middlesex. Tel: (0784)
weighs 49kg. The platter consists
able in either silver and black or all 46421.
of asandwich of glass and felt, and
the central section of the deck
provides the requisite ' mass
damping' by its construction of
layered lead and concrete. Price is
actually competitive — really— at
£759 inc. VAT and there is amatching
parallel-tracking
tonearm
available for £ 1200. The deck itself
can take up to two conventional
12in. arms. Details from Gotham
Audio, 12 Glendoline Avenue,
London E13 ORF. Tel: 01-4711512.

ADC, dbx move

A JBL speaker for
European shelves

Heavyweight deck
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Nakamichi have introduced anew
high performance cassette deck
comparable to their 1000ZXL in
class, but in a slightly different
genre. The Nakamichi Dragon is
said to be 'the world's first Discrete 3 Head Double-Capstan
Direct Drive Auto- Reverse Cassette Deck'. Besides the monitoring
facilities of three- heads the deck is
equipped with Dolby-B/C noise
reduction ( but not Dolby HX Professional), plus a special system
of automatically aligning the azimuth of the tape head for playback regardless of whether the
tape recording originated on that
machine or different one. This
system of azimuth correction is
required especially to cope with
the auto- reverse facility, where
azimuth errors can lead to reproduction degradations which are
more severe in one direction of
tape travel than in the other. Even
so, the auto- reverse function on
the Dragon is for playback only.
The styling of the deck consolidates the monolithic Nakamichi
look, and the plethora of switches
suggests that its operation would
be opaque to all except the initiated
— but perhaps that is what was
intended. Further information can
be obtained from Hi Fi Markets,
Cousteau House, Greycaine Road,
Greycaine Estate, Watford Herts.
WD2 4SB. Tel: ( 0923) 27737.

Late News?
Last April HFN/RR published an
article called 'Tonearms and the
Twist' which suggested that the
inherent stiffness of tonearms
could be increased and their performance improved by attaching
outrigger masses near the headshell. At the time one of our
regular contributors, racking his
saki- numbed and jet- lagged
memories of trips to the land of
the rising Yen, recalled that just
such a device was commercially
available — but efforts to locate
the leaflet he fortuitously brought
back midst all our press releases,
etc. proved fruitless. However,
we are delighted that after many
months spent searching HFN/
RR's extensive filing system ( well,
we are 27 years old, which
amounts to alot of paper) we can
finally show you it. So here it is,
the KKC-48 from acompany called Final Audio Research. We
can't tell you any more about it as
none of us reads Japanese
(though this may have to change
in the not too distant future), apart
from the fact that it costs about
£12. Actually we can't even tell
you where to write for more
details as the address too is in
those unintelligible funny squiggles; but there is a telephone
number you can ring — Japan
(0492) 46-8713.
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Dear Sir,
Sony have just
announced sixty
•minutes of perfect
rsound that will last
Em forever;
E Is this arecord?

Yes. And no.
It's not arecord because it doesn't
have any grooves, it's only 41
4"
/
across and
it's silver
Nor does it warp, hiss, crackle or wear
out like ordinary LPs.
In fact it's almost indestructible.
Fingerprints, spilt coffee, even surface
scratches don't affect it; just awipe clean
and it'll still play perfectly.
What you're looking at is the extraordinary new Compact Disc, the music
format of the future. ( March 1st 1983 to
be exact.)
And the equally extraordinary Sony
Compact Disc Player, which plugs in to any

stereo system and has about as much in
common with arecord deck as Concorde
has with aTiger Moth.
Instead of astylus, for example, it has
of all things, alaser
It ' reads' the musical information encoded onto the disc by firing abeam of
light at it, then unscrambling the pattern
reflected back.

SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER AND REMOTE CONTROL UNIT.

And because nothing touches the
disc surface when it's playing, there's
nothing to touch it for sound quality.
All you hear is music unaccompanied
by clicks, pops or scratches.
More remarkable still, it'll sound just
as perfect the twentieth, the two hundredth
and the two thousandth time you play it.
Already there are around 200 LP titles
to choose from in the Compact Disc catalogue, reflecting every musical taste from
light classics to heavy metal, from Simon
and Garfunkel to Beethoven.
The Sony Compact Disc Player comes
complete with aunique cordless remote
control unit, giving you instant track selection, repeat, fast forward or backward
search and many other facilities from your
favourite armchair
To see it, try it and above all hear it, ring
us on 01-941 5717 for the name of your
nearest Sony Compact Disc dealer
Whether it's arecord or not, it's an
experience no music St.J1\ile."
lover should miss.
Perfect sound that lasts forever

apan,Technics
and the Compact Disc
Part 2
Martin Colloms, back from avisit to
Matsushita in Osaka, reports on developments at Technics
Digital cassette recorders?
Staying on the digital or PCM track, Iwas
shown two examples of lab-only working
'machines of the future.' One was adigital
compact cassette recorder designed along
the lines of others shown already by such
manufacturers as Sony and JVC. The
Technics one uses a12-track ferrite head
with avery narrow 0.3 micron gap, plus
special thin-film metal tape (digital Ângrom
running at 9.5cm/s) working to CD
standards. 16 bit linear quantisation was
being employed at 44.1kHz sampling. This
format promises the capability of directdubbing of disc to tape, although the CD
software producers are seeking to prevent
this by the use of copy protection codes.
In my opinion, howeer, the domestic
digital cassette player is along way off,
perhaps as much as four or five years
distant. Technics' research has indicated that
present cassette mechanism housings are
inadequate to the rigours of digital working,
and they were discussing possible revisions
to the shell as well as the guides in order to
improve head contact and phase
consistency. Manufacturers conducting
digital cassette research at present are
involved in mutual discussions as to a
possible ' standard', but until they have
learned ' how to do it', astandard can't
possibly be set; and until the latter is
established, there can be no domestic
production.
So while the chip technology will not
prove too difficult ( largely borrowed from
existing CD and PCM video adaptor
practice), recording and retrieving the
digitalised audio with compact cassette tape
will remain very hard, due to astronomical
tape head costs. With vastly better ' digital'
tape, plus multi-track working, and different
running speeds, it would seem logical to
redesign the compact cassette specifically
for digital work, since the question of
compatibility with an analogue cassette deck
would not arise except in terms of
manufacturing convenience.
In alighthearted (?) vein Ialso got to see a
Technics digital microcassette recorder, this
anear fictional device. It failed to work on
first try, generating appalling distortion, but
we were asked to give it asecond chance.
Accordingly we tried it after lunch, and it did
succeed second time around in playing
music of sorts. In my view this is not a
serious venture, and it is most unlikely to be
marketed for aconsiderable period of time.
Again, it used aspecial Technics Ângrom
tape, with twelve parallel tracks running at
4.8 cm/s: the maximum two-way playing
time is 45 minutes. The sampling frequency
chosen of 32kHz imposes a15kHz upper
frequency response limit, while an 85dB
dynamic range is claimed with 0.01% or less
distortion, this achieved with 8bit coding

using aheavily non-linear transfer
characteristic. The non-linear function is, of
course, generated digitally, and in theory
should work rather better than the analogue
equivalents. But conversely, when things go
wrong at this high information density level,
the failure in audio terms is not one of simple
dropout; rather it results in catastrophic
failure, revealed as gross distortion.
Both these ' prototypes' look clean enough
in a photo [see P.41], but in practice they
were connected by asubstantial umbilical to
amassive rack of digital hardware. In fact
their cases contained only essentials of their
mechanisms, with separate units housing the
actual processors.
Returning to the realities of domestic
digital recording, Technics' SV-P100 VHS
video deck continues in production, but is
now joined by the SV-100 digital audio
processor, which sells in Japan at the
remarkably low price of Y150,000 or around
£350. As with Sony's PCM-F1, the SV-100
adds digital record/replay to any domestic
VCR. The Sony is a16- bit machine, but the
Technics design sticks to the EIAJ standard
used in the SVP100, namely 14- bits linear.
Total harmonic distortion is specified at
0.01% at full modulation, with the usual
86dB dynamic range. Claimed to be the
world's lightest, the processor weighs 2.9kg,
with the separate mains power pack at 2-3kg.
The attractively low price has been achieved

Signal Flow Diagram of SV-100

processor are expected soon in the UK and
PAL form, with an estimated price of around
£500 or so. (We hope to review the system
when it is available.)
Of all the demonstrations that my hosts,
Technics, laid on for me, the most successful
was undoubtedly asmall recording session
with the domestic PCM recording system,
which allowed comparison of the replay with
the original. In arelatively informal
arrangement, Technics had invited a
charming Japanese jazz vocalist Keiko Tani
to sing, accompanied by Mr Yamashiro on
the piano. This session took place in a
Technics custom-built studio/listening room
with replay monitoring on the large
honeycomb-diaphragm SB-M1 speakers.
Using atwo- microphone technique, ( plus a
B&K omni on the piano), avery high
standard of sound replay was demonstrated,
with effortless dynamics and great subtlety
of fine tonal shading. The high quality of
both the PCM processor and the speakers
was amply demonstrated.
The listening room was designed by one
Shinuchiro Ishili to represent areproducable
standard, and it offers some acoustic
adjustability via the use of sliding panel
screens. The rear wall behind the speaker is
essentially reflective, and the main design
target of the room was to provide auniform
reverberation time over the whole frequency
range, the latter rather wider than the classic
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mainly through the use of anew digital
converter IC which operates both in AID and
(NA modes like the Hitachi design ( see block
diagram of signal flow). Possessing aone
hour recording capacity on in-built
rechargeable batteries, the SV-100 processor
is also joined by anew lightweight
Panasonic VCR, the NV- 100, to make a
competitively priced portable digital
recording system. Supplies of the PCM

vadeo S.9.1

125Hz to 8kHz span normally adopted for
architectural acoustics. Specified for 20Hz to
20kHz in third octave bands, the
reverberation time tor this tapered room is
0.4 seconds from 100Hz upwards, with some
minor ripples between 0.3 and 0.4 seconds
from 20Hz to 100Hz. The overall result,
though, is so uniform that quite accurate
loudspeaker response measurements could
be undertaken in it, the room employing an
111:11 NEWS & R&CORD REVIEW
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appropriate half and half mix of anechoic
and reverberant chamber constructional
methods.
As its designer correctly points out in his
AES paper ( 1887 B-4 72nd convention, for
those interested), aconventional listening
room has areverberation time complicated
by standing wave effects, which is markedly
and erratically increased at low frequencies.
For example, values of around one second
are not uncommon at 50Hz. In his room the
designer has audibly and measurably
solved this problem, but one is still left with a
discrepancy in sound between normal
domestic conditions of loudspeaker use and
this perfect laboratory test room. So a
speaker with excessive low bass output in a
normal room might sound quite dry and
correct in the special room. This problem of
specifying astandard room remains a
difficult one for all speaker designers.
To close this digital discussion, Technics
are also involved in the professional side of
PCM recording, and their linear path 4-track
recorder is now finding its way into some
Japanese studios. Off-tape monitoring is
possible during recording, the record head a
thin-film type and the replay head based on
magneto- resistive principles. Running conventional 10 1/
2in. reels of 1
/ in, tape at 38cm/s,
4
the replay sound quality of this machine was
exemplary — some of the best digitallhave
yet heard. With 16- bit linear coding and
equalisation, a50.44kHz sampling rate is
used, offering adynamic range of greater
than 90dB, and total harmonic distortion ( at
+4dB) of 0.05% or less all the way from 20Hz
to 20kHz. No lightweight, this trolleymounted machine weighed 353Ibs, and the
remote control itself accounts for some
57Ibs! A matching editing console was also
demonstrated, this atwo-channel device
with variable cross-fade times and up to 8
seconds of pre- monitor. Editing accuracy
was high at aquoted 120i.ts. A digital mixer,
8in to 2channels, together with adigital
preview unit, completes the professional
equipment line-up. This press trip to Japan,
was, as you may have guessed, courtesy of
the Technics division of Matsushita. Besides
their equipment already mentioned, Iwas

shown many of that company's new
developments. These ranged from
prototypes of devices yet to be developed for
production to new audio models, some
analogue, some digital. We also saw some of
their recently installed production facilities,
which are highly automated. Typically each
morning's seminar began with a
sophisticated audio/visual presentation,
employing as many as 10 synchronised
1-F1 NBV,s & RECORD REVIEW
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projectors at atime. Sound levels were
pretty high, but clean and if you were not
quite awake before, as aresult of the
previous night's hospitality, you certainly
were after one of these sessions!
Technics engineers' were particularly
proud of an amplifier circuit which used a
microprocessor to monitor and control the
operating conditions of the output stage.
This can considerably reduce the distortion
effects resulting frorribias changes due to
temperature alterations in transistors during
musical transients. Using adistortion
cancellation technique similar to Quad's ' null
test', the Technics engineer presenting the
amplifier was able to show that in normal
amplifiers small but prolonged changes in
crossover distortion lasting several seconds
follow heavy power transients. The
microprocessor control system was seen to
visually eliminate the resulting distortion,
with complex tracking of temperature, load,
and power all taken into account. No specific
evidence of improved sound quality was
given though. Two models incorporate this
computer drive, the SU V 505 ( 60W/ch) and
the SU V303 (40W/ch).
On the audiophile front we were shown a
new preamplifier in the A3 series. Despite
the advantages in semi conductor
technology, Technics have chosen to install
their very costly SH-305MC amorphous core
step-up transformer instead of asolid-state
headamp. These products were considered
by Technics to be in the same league as the
Sony Esprits. If partnered by the SE-A3 Mk2
power amp, the estimated combination price
is around one half that quoted for the Esprit
in the UK. Alone, £500 was suggested for the
305MC-equipped preamp.
Further research is continuing on costly
audiophile tuners, these employing multigang passive or mechanical tuning sections
rather than the varicap. or semi-conductor
diode capacitors used in the majority of
digitally-synthesising tuners. We were shown
acostly silver-plated, 10-gang tuning
capacitor where the drive shaft had been
increased to 9mm in diameter to maintain
mechanical stability, this aremarkable
component that will be used for anew top-

line tuner presently under development.
Some confusion was generated during the
presentation of anew tuner, the ST-S505,
which was apparently described as DCcoupled, this also being indicated by a
prominently displayed label on the front
panel. However, when questioned closely on
this matter — an important point since
similar claims have been made in the past
concerning pre and power amplifiers — it

transpired that the audio output of the tuner
was not in fact DC-coupled but much of the
internal circuitry was. It was claimed that this
leads to aconsiderable improvement in the
low frequency response of the system,
leading to better stereo separation and
distortion. A particular detail Inoticed was a
spectrogram of the output noise of this 16station synthesised tuner, where the
absence of spurious audio band whistles
was immediately obvious, in marked
contrast to many of its competitors. The
moderately-priced STR-S505 also has a
microprocessor for automatic switching
between wide or narrow IF bandwidth
according to the reception conditions and
the proximity of adjacent interfering signals.
Amongst its remarkable specifications were
a mid- band distortion figure of 0.05%, a
separation of 60dB, and awide 5Hz to 18kHz,
+0.2 — 0.5dB frequency response. Technics
suggest that it is ideal for taping live
broadcasts on adigital recording system!
The turntable and cartridge division
appears to be maintaining the great impetus
and market lead generated by Technics inhouse direct-drive motor technology, with
the recent slim- line parallel-tracking range
going from strength to strength, and giving
rise to numerous imitators. The SL5 low-cost
model has been joined by the SL-V5

designed specifically for vertical orientation.
All these turntables ( SL3, 6, 7, 10, etc), as well
as others in the current range, use the
Technics T4P cartridge system, asimple
plug-in arrangement that is secured by a
single bolt and with all alignment problems
taken care of. It is now an accepted industry
standard, and many firms have joined
Technics in making cartridges in this form,
including Stanton, Pickering, Shure, Audio
Technica, and Ortofon. One fool- proof
advantage is that awith adefined head
mass, the correct tracking force is
automatically applied upon installation.
A new version of the ruby ball bearing
tonearm, the EPA100, was also shown. Now
called the Mk Il, numerous refinements
have been incorporated, including a
boronised titanium tube for the main beam
and aboron- reinforced detachable
headshell. Effective mass is quoted as 15g,
and we saw another version for T4P
cartridge mounting whose mass was
estimated at some 50% lower. To go with
these aims, two new cartridges have been
developed, one the Mk II verson of the
305MC ( along established moving coil
model). A year or so back, Technics attained
new heights in moving- magnet cartridge
design with their EPC100 Mk11 and its
derivative the famous EPC20511IL, and when
questioned on their current attitude to moving-coil development, they admitted that
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their sympathy lay with the moving- magnet
principle, particularly as regards the new
wide- bandwidth forms, though market
demands also dictated improved versions of
their moving-coil type.
Certainly their trump card developments
in technology have been reserved for their
finest moving- magnet model yet, which is
not yet in production but will be called the
EPC 100 Mk IV. Still further reductions in tip
mass to astonishingly low levels are
claimed, with afrequency response
extending to beyond 80kHz to within 4dB,
and the output just 2dB down at 125kHz.
The high frequency test record had
to be run at 2.5 times normal speed ( at 83.33
rpm) to generate this graph, although in a
real sense it is invalid, since the wavelength
of the maximum 125kHz recorded in the
groove is actually that of the original 50kHz
recorded at 33 1
/3rpm.
In addition to using avery small stylus
stone and athin-wall boronised tapered
cantilever, further improvements in the fixed
coil system and associated poles have
extended the electrical frequency response.
The final touch is the new stylus profile
called by Technics ' linear elliptical', whose
specified dimensions of 4x60µ.m
correspond closely to those of Van den Hul's
stylus. The graphs illustrate the loss in high
frequency response from outer to inner
grooves with anormal elliptical stylus 8x
8µm tip radius, as well as for the new tip. The
linear tip shows a2dB drop at 20kHz
(comparing outer with inner groove radii
outputs) while anormal elliptical gave a5dB

loss. At present we all live happily with this
change in frequency response during the
progress through arecord side! The linear tip
has aremarkable geometry whereby the
contact area is thinned in depth as well as in
profile so that the effective contact radii do
not change appreciably as the tip wears, and
it was suggested that this tip gave two to
three times the life of a normal stylus. The
electron microscope pictures clearly show
the unusual grind of this stylus as well as its
very small overall size, but Technics would
not reveal exactly how it was made; I
would
speculate that the depth profiling was
achieved by laser machining after the overall
grinding and shaping. Such precision work
will not come cheaply!
Before leaving analogue disc players, the
current progress of the lengendary SP10
direct-drive motor unit is worth reviewing.
Now in Mk II form, it remains in context a
competitively priced item. The Mk II is still in
production, and has sold over 3,000 units to
studios and broadcast organisations in some
30 countries, including large quantities to
our own BBC. The new Mk Ill version retains

the three speed options ( 33, 45 and 78 rpm)
but now has full synthesiser speed control.
A massive 16kg-cm of starting torque is
available, this required to bring the heavy
composite copper and aluminium platter to
speed quickly. Weighing 10kg with a1.1 toncm movement of inertia, the platter start-up
time to 33 1
/3 rpm is nonetheless an amazing
0.25 of asecond, while an extraordinarily
low figure is claimed for rumble (test method
unspecified) of no less than 92dB DIN B
weighted. However, it still requires agood
foundation, and no matching isolation
system is available of adequate
performance.
In general, Japanese turntable designs,
including those from Technics, have
comparatively poor isolation from external
acoustic and vibrational energy. Queried on
this point, Technics engineers stated that
while the matter had been considered, it was
not thought to be very important in terms of
their overall market. Nor were matters of
turntable coloration high on their list of
design problems as long as their partial and
none-too-effective solutions lay in low
resonance compounds and high mass. The
classic spring-suspended subchassis
principle so successfully used by UK and
other European producers is considered
impractical. In asense, they have therefore
chosen to ignore the low coloration/high
information retrieval sector of the market,
the SP10 series succeeding in limited
domestic circles more by brute force than
skilled mechanico-acoustic system design. It
was admitted also that even with their
prestigious player system based on the •
SP10, the sound would be improved with the
acrylic lid discarded. This is because it is
insufficiently isolated from the tonearm
platform and contributes significant
coloration. • •
Ihave previously mentioned experimental
Ângrom cassette tapes in connection with
the prototype digital recorders. There is yet
another version of this type designed for
analogue compact cassette decks called
Ángrom DU. This new double- layer tape
uses aconventional coating coupled with a
vapour-deposited pure cobalt thin-film
surface. With adbx-equipped cassette deck,
the dynamic range is claimed to easily
exceed 16 bit digital ( Cr0 2equivalent dbx
dynamic range claimed at 110dB). A20Hz to
30kHz frequency range was also claimed,
though it was conceded that not only were
special record and replay heads required,
necessitating athree head mechanism, but
also new bias and/or equalisation settings
were needed on record. Replay was to the
current chromium standard, and in asense
this tape combines the best of conventional
and metal types. Available in Japan early
this year, it may be on the UK market by
autumn.
Technics also noted that tape heads would
probably have to be built using their new
amorphous core material with very narrow
gaps, particularly for replay. On the subject
of cassette recorders, their new machines
were also demonstrated, and for me, the
sound was certainly not to PCM standard.
The stereo sounded phasey and some
muddling of detail was noticeable, but
conversely the dynamic range was very
good.
Seen previously in prototype form, the
dbx-equipped personal cassette player
dubbed the 'Way' has now been released in
Japan, but is expected to be marketed in
the UK. A particular achievement was the
design of adbx integrated circuit capable of
low voltage operation, down to a3V battery
supply end- point of just 1.4 volts). In
dynamic range terms the dbx Way is

certainly of hi-fi quality with a90dB-plus
dynamic range ( dbx replay), a40Hz to 14kHz
frequency range, and ahyperbolic contour
replay head for cleaner bass.
Questioned on the multiplicity of noise
reduction systems offered on their top- line
cassette deck — Dolby- B, Dolby-C, dbx
and dbx disc replay, they explained in good
humour that their machine represented their
best technology yet called the ' ED' system or
'End of Discussion' on noise reduction! .
In fact, remembering some press trips with
other Japanese companies, it was clear that
Technics on this occasion at least had
sufficient confidence in their stature to
answer difficult questions in afrank and
open manner, this in marked contrast to the
somewhat evasive replies given to
journalists in previous years.
Before leaving the subject of cassette
players and recorders, their production
numbers can be used to give some idea of
the massive scale of the Matsushita
operation. Taking these two items alone,
both hi-fi and portables under Technics,
Panasonic, and National brands, the monthly
output is 1
/
3 million units, these produced in
seven factories, and with 70% going for
export to 130 countries.
On the loudspeakers front Technics have
developed two new monitor systems, the
SB-MI four-way floor-standing unit, and the
SM-M2 three-way stand- mounted system.
UK sale is unlikely for these models which
retail in their homeland at around £ 1,800 and
£1,000 apair respectively. Both use flat disc
diaphragms throughout, with Technics' own
aluminium foil honeycomb-core diaphragms
— these handmade on asmall production
line. The new 28mm tweeters used are
exceptions and employ natural mica for the
diaphragm skins. Imade one personal
objection — their protection grille is virtually
an exact copy of the B&K microphone grille
design. Surely Technics could have come up
with their own interpretation?
Looking briefly at details of the SB-M2, the
reflex- loaded bass unit is 380mm in diameter
and is energised by amassive 3.0kg, 1.48
Tesla magnet on a75mm diameter motor. A
high 92dB/W system sensitivity results, and
'pistonic' break-up free operation is claimed
up to 2.0kHz. When Ireviewed one of the
earlier flat diaphram systems from Technics,
the SB-10, Inoted that the bass driver had
impaired resistance to rocking modes (the
Japanese engineers described this contrarily
as ' rolling'). A new spider ( rear cone
suspension or damper) has since been
developed consisting of four cantilevered
box sections rather than the usual
circumferentially corrugated disc. Pressing
on the driver diaphragms of various
examples fitted with both types of spider
showed agreat improvement in rocking
resistance with the new version. Overall
linearity has been improved this way.
The SB-M2 system crosses over at 750Hz
to a200mm honeycomb midrange unit,
which is itself filtered at 4kHz for smooth
transfer to the 28mm tweeter. The flat
diaphrams naturally endow the system with
an intrinsically flat linear phase response, so
allowing asimple flat baffle cabinet design.
However, the overall system is not linear
phase since the computer-designed
crossover is essentially of 12dB/octave
slope, with the phase reversed at each driver
interchange; but the overall phase response
is pretty smooth, nonetheless. Weighing
50kg, the speaker's internal volume is
estimated at 130 litres with an overall quoted
frequency range of 27Hz to 38kHz. After all
the ballyhoo from Technics in previous years
concerning the importance of an ultra wide
RECORD It t,
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bandwidth, and their use of a100kHzcapable leaf tweeter ( which in practice was
only satisfactory as asuper tweeter), it was a
relief to see areturn to normality in this
department.
Computer- aided design is used exclusively
for speaker research, finite-element analysis
of cabinet structural vibrations, driver
simulation, and crossover system response
sythesis and alignment. On the measurement
side anew anechoic chamber has been
equipped with aTechnics custom-designed
audio processor which uses both digital and
analogue analysers. Employing an array of
microphones on 12 data channels, it can
perform apretty comprehensive test
program in under one minute, an operation
which would ordinarily take about an hour to
achieve. What would aspeaker reviewer give
for such afacility? Axial, 30°, 45°, 60° lateral,
+15° and — 15° vertical frequency responses
are all taken, in addition to 2nd and 3rd
harmonic distortion plus phase response
and impedance.
Shown the speaker production facilities, I
found the degree of automation used
impressive. The contribution made by the
Matsushita group is equally amazing — they
have drivers for other manufacturers such as
Pioneer, Sansui, and Trio and produce a
staggering 40% of all Japanese drive units
made. Overall, around 60 million units ayear
are manufactured, although not many are
strictly hi-fi types. One facility Ihad never
seen before was an automatic cabinet
manufacturing machine. In virtually one unit
and without human intervention, veneered
precut timber was loaded by suction into aVgroove cutting mill, after which the grooved
panels were glued and folded up to
previously located front and rear panels to
make acomplete assembled cabinet: total
time of under one minute. Completed
enclosures moved off on aconveyer system
to the driver installation stage which was still
done by hand — but one wonders for how
long.
In the component stereo field, Technics
engineers were clearly very proud of their
new stereo 33- band 1/
3 octave equaliser,
model SH-8065. This has an unusually wide

BOOKS
BERUOZ by Hugh Macdonald: 261 pages, 7half-tones, 4line
illustrtions, 62 musical examples, hard covers. Price £8.95.
Published in ' The Master Musicians' series by J. M. Dent &
Sons Ltd, 33 Welbeck Street, London W1M 8LX.

FOR OVER 40 years J. H. Elliot's somewhat
unenthusiastic book on Berlioz has been the
standard ' Master Musicians' volume, and it
surprised many Berliozians that as late as 1967
583

control range overall from 14Hz to 30kHz.
The ± 12dB amplitude range may be
expanded to ± 3dB for greater sensitivity,
and great care has been taken to ensure
minimal degradation in sound quality. While
it is specified for use by the professional and
advanced amateur, it is clear that one
potential use will be for the so-called
equalisation of adomestic hi-fi installation.
To this end, amatching acoustic analyser
(SH-8000) has been produced which
comprises a1/
3 octave warble tone
generator, 20Hz to 20kHz, and acalibrated
sound level meter plus measuring
microphone. With the latter, one is assumed
to equalise one's audio system using the SH8065. While Ifeel the analyser is amost
useful low-cost measuring unit, equalisation
is avery difficult and time-consuming
procedure, probably best performed with a
real-time parallel band 1
/
3 octave analyser
such as the Klark Technik or 'vie.
In any case, the question arises as to
whether room sound equalisation is
desirable, since the main room response
errors occur in the time or reverberation
domain, aregion inaccessible to the normal
equaliser. In addition, when different
equalisations are allocated to each stereo
channel, phase and amplitude differences
with frequency are imposed on the firstarriving or direct sounds from the speakers,
seriously damaging the stereo effect.
Technics themselves unwittingly gave
convincing proof of this in their own
demonstration of the equaliser. In an
appropriate context, however, such as signal
tailoring and monitoring equalisation, etc.,
the equaliser undoubtedly represents a
significant contribution.
During our visit we were ably assisted by
Mr Ken Kuno of the export division, who
gave us some interesting background on the
company and its attitudes to newly induced
engineering and management graduates. On
entering the company, ' apprentices' spend
several months on the production lines as an
assembly worker, to better appreciate life at
this level and to retain some future concern
for the welfare of production staff. The
company's founder Mr Konosuke Matsushita
this pre-war study was regarded as worthy of a
further edition. Much has happened to public
awareness of the composer and to appreciation of his music over these four decades,
espcially since 1950, when, as noted at the
conclusion of this new book,Jacques Barzun's
huge propagandist biography appeared in
coincidence with the birth of the LP record —
which has brought much previously obscure
music to millions of fresh ears.
We have a more relaxed setting for this
long- needed replacement of the Elliot, in
which Professor Macdonald devotes four
chapters ( 75 pages) to adignified summary of
Berlioz's life and character, followed by five
chapters ( 131 pages) dealing with his music
and musical style. There are also Appendices
giving acalendar of events, acomprehensive
list of works ( both surviving and lost), notes on
key personalities, and auseful bibliography—
which pointedly excludes Elliot! Plus of course
an Index.
Prof. Macdonald is General Editor of the
New Berlioz Edition, an eventually complete
and totally authoritative version of all the
composer's musical works, so he is probably
the best equiped man on earth to produce a
general overview of Berlioz's music. His amalgam of erudition and enthusiasm certainly
comes over in the musical chapters, which
follow achronological scheme and manage to
offer comments and/or analysis on everything

believes strongly in good publicity and the
power of advertising agood product, so to
gain an insight into customer relations new
recruits are also required to spend some
time as general assistants in retail outlets.
Ken Kuno found this experience valuable, if
at times alittle dangerous — at one stage he
found himself rigging TV aerials on fragile
Japanese tiled roofs without any prior
training!
Despite the hi-fi/audio component
recession, one cannot help but be impressed
by the sheer size and prosperity of the
Japanese economy at the consumer level.
Their cities appear to be filled with welldressed, free-spending citizens, with
consumer sales running at adizzy rate.
Seeing at first hand the power and scale of
their home market it is much easier to
understand how effortlessly the Japanese
have come to dominate so many markets in
so many fields, and undoubtedly, judging by
the level of investment in research and
industry in general, there is yet more to
come.

Postscript: In December 1982 National Panasonic, the UK arm of Matsushita/Technics was fined
£250,000 by the EEC Commission for practices
contrary to the Treaty of Rome, specifically the
clauses aimed at preserving free trade between
EEC member states. The case related to a 1979
incident in which National Panasonic had refused
to supply goods to retailers Lasky's, whose holding company. Audiotronics, had shipped its manufactured goods to French and Dutch shops. In a
scenario more in keeping with the cinema than the
hi-fi scene EEC officials seized documents in a
dawn raid on Panasonic's Slough headquarters. It
has taken up to the end of last year for the case to
be decided.
Matsushita are not the only hi-fi conglomerate
whose marketing practices have fallen foul of EEC
rules. Pioneer were recently fined a similar
amount, and European manufacturers Grundig,
Saba, and Telefunken are also said to be under
investigation currently.— Features Ed.

in the way of compositions or arrangements
that emanated from one of France's greatest
composers. Being amusicologist, Prof. Macdonald follows acommon assumption ( or his
publishers do) that lay readers will take
printed musical quotations in their stride and
hear the sounds in their head simply by
studying the score. Ihappen to believe that
this is wrong, and that the time is now ripe to
issue a cassette of recorded examples with
books such as this; but there are only 62
quotes here, and the text is so informative and
interesting that Iwas constantly tempted to
run off and find the relevant passages on recordings. Iwas also made to wish by various
intriguing comments and descriptions that
many rarely played and unrecorded works
could be heard more easily: Le cinq mai or
Hymne a la France for instance.
There are numerous passing phrases and
ideas that give pause for thought, sometimes
about music in general as much as about
Berlioz in particular — as for instance at the
end of apassage on the Funeral & Triumphal
Symphony: '
mourning has always inspired
finer music than triumph'. There is much sadness and quiet beauty in the music of Hector
Berlioz, as well as much grandeur, and it is to
Hugh Macdonald's great credit that he gives
us a truly balanced and deeply informed
assessment of it all in this fine study.
John Crabbe
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SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS
Adrian Orlowski
IT IS A FACT to be lamented about the

'average British hi-fi journalist that although
he is likely to have amore or less steady
stream of hi-fi equipment passing through his
system, he is unlikely to run much more than
tepid when asked, as he often is, to hang free
on combinations of equipment which work
together well and give good value. As most
people have ashade or opportunism in their
nature, the occasions on which the journalist
suffers embarrassment tend to be numerous.
It does not help his ego either tono back to
work and then be lambasted from various
political quarters for recommending a
handful of tried and tested, and therefore
reliably safe, systems. And being paid a
pittance, he is acutely conscious of the fact
that to obtain the best sound from ameagre
end-of-the- month bank balance requires
more than a list of good equipment, but a
complete system which, almost by definition
of the word, should be more than the sum of
its parts.
It's therefore pleasing to be able to discuss
some hi-fi equipment which, although having
limitations which would blot its copy book if
reviewed separately, turns in asynergistic
performance when hooked up together;
which isn't ( yet!) among that tired handful of
commonly mentioned names; and which
does not require adeep pocket to afford it.
Indeed, at atotal system cost of about £750, it
is probably less than the price paid by the
average HFN/RR reader for his own system.
And from the journalist's point of view, about
which he has only to contend the critical
quibbles of fastidious colleagues and not,
hopefully, the weight of various hi-fi lobbies.
On this occasion fortuitous circumstances
happened to bring together equipment which
remained connected up and playing
discs for far longer ( even into the early hours)
than I
would have guessed beforehand from
the generally humble price tags. Using a
system of high quality and no little expense
myself, the task of auditioning lesser
equipment turns out often to be achore, most
rewarding when it has been done with. But
this occasion was intriguing — ahome
audition of Rotel's RA-840 £ 100 integrated
amp. Their cheaper RA-820 had been receiving
promising comments, but was the 840
proportionally better? or was the 820 a
one-off? and, of course, how would it fare in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the budget amp stakes, where the NAD3020
has been so dominant the last three or four
years?
A Basik 2arm happened to be available (full
review coming shortly— Ed) so was slipped
into aLinn deck, acomparatively easy matter
for that somewhat temperamental beast
when equipped with the Ittok arm previously,
and the amp connected to Celestion's SL6s. It
was immediately apparent to me that the
powerful and cohesive rendition was
something out of the ordinary for a ' budget'
amp; but also the impression that the treble
was dimmer and the midrange thicker and
more cluttered sounding than usual with the
SL6s made it imperative to try it with a
speaker that was kinder to these suspected
characteristics in the amplifier. But even so
the 840's performance suggested that it could
at least be placed on apar with the 3020 for its
quality of rendition of the music.
By chance again Ihad available apair of
Monitor Audio's new R352 speakers left from
areview for adifferent publication which I
shall not favour with afree advertisement—
large speakers whose continued presence on
the premises was causing aminor storage
problem. These £ 150 speakers are modest
strictly in price only: they are larger than any
£150 speakers Ihave seen; their sensitivity is
high at aspecified 91dB/W/m; and they have
high power handling. But they are built to the
absolute acoustic basics ( how often do you
see so much cabinet for the money— and it's
real veneer— or chamfered grille frame?),
and they are tonally smooth with an even,
airy bass rendition, possess only minor
colorations, and reproduce the life of the
music. But they are tonally on the bright side,
and instruments are lightened in sonic
weight, the lower mid lacking in timbre)
richness and the upper mid rather cluttered.
Given my first impressions of the Rote), it
seèmed apromising match to try the Monitor
Audio speakers with it. So the latter were
introduced to the former, and it was love at
first sight. Sonically it was not just the case of
the amp's lower mid thickening being added
to that of the speakers in the upper mid; in
fact it was acase of both these characteristics
no longer being present in the sound, each
one apparently nulling out the ' distortion' of
the other, and producing an overall sound
which retains the virtues of the components
but without the attendant vices. The total
system sound is such that I
would gauge it
impossibleto detect the aural shortcomings
of the amp and speakers in this system and
attribute them correctly to the right
components; two ' guinea pigs' failed
dismally, but that is to the system's credit.
To attempt to describe the overall sound of
the Linn/LVX/RA-840/MA352 system invites
the usual short walk off the gangplank of
inadequate vocabulary into the sea of vague
superlatives, but to my ears strikes a
satisfying blend of tonal neutrality, freedom
from muddling, good stereo,
interest-sustaining musical rendition, and an
absence of disconcerting colorations. Its
particular strengths I
feel are its ability to
reproduce the rhythmic vitality of ensemble
music, and apresentation of instruments that
remains consistently natural ie, real, in scale
over many different records. Expect better
equipment to be more precise in its
presentation — but also revealing the warts
of rock and classical records more clearly
(different tonal and instrumental balances,
stereo anomalies, etc). But on the whole it is a
system I
can happily recommend, and,
perhaps more to the point, would be
personally content to live with were my

budget restricted to £750 for abasic
disc- playing system.
Ishould mention that I
entertain some
doubts about the whole business of stereo
(like: if it works, why don't ) sometimes get
the impression of being twenty feet above the
orchestra when the microphones are there?
and: surely Bob Berkovitz of Acoustic
Research is correct that miking up an
instrument or instruments must take account
of radiation properties of the loudspeaker in
its place of use). Also, I
dislike being forced to
sit in anarrowly defined area to obtain a
stereo spread, so as aconsequence Irarely
listen on axis to loudspeakers, preferring
Hugh Brittain's arrangement of over- angling
the speakers so their frontal axes cross
comparatively close to the speakers
themselves. This tends to produce, for
speakers designed for a flat axial SRL
response aworthwhile image even when
listening outside the line of either speaker,
but can produce anomalies with some
speakers designed for wall- location and no
angling- in. The R352s Ilistened to using
Brittain's technique, so if your domestic
arrangements indicate amore or less central
listening position I
suggest that you don't
angle them in, and even experiment with
angling them out alittle way if necessary.
A slight question mark remains over the
cartridge supplied gratis with the Basic 2arm.
It complements the system synergy nicely,
and short of a £ 100+ moving coil ( which the
RA-840 will not accept directly if alow-output
type) I
feel there is no reason to pursue more
expensive magnetics. However that doesn't
change the fact that it is cheap, probably with
minimal or no quality control, and that some
may be nasty— mistracking or having the

characteristically coarse sound of anot very
good or poorly aligned tip. At this stage I
regret I
can't suggest an alternative that is
most optimally suited in sound to the rest of
this system, but if you are giving it aserious
audition, this is the part most amenable to
tailoring the sound to your specific
requirements.
This Linn/Rotel/Monitor Audio
combination is one of my personal favourite
'finds' of 1982. But what about those
questions on the RA-840 Ileft dangling
earlier? On adirect subjective NB of the NAD
3020 and the Rote) my money slightly favours
the newcomer. They sound quite different:
the Rote) sounds coloured in the midband but
in control of the signal; the NAD more
coloured in the frequency extremes and
somewhat less controlled overall, but with a
more detailed and musically expressive
midband. Both are musically
interest-sustaining amps, but the Rote) just
wins my vote in musically integrating the
bass and treble into what is happening in the
main ( midband) part of the music. But, as a
commendable caution, you know what they
say— whoever you vote for, the government
always gets in!
35

from abroad.
to help save the British car industry,
We never had avideo industry to lose. But
especially firms like British Leyland which
we do still have acar industry to lose and it
now get £ 10 million aweek to stay afloat. ' But
could survive. What I
encountered with
it goes without saying' she added 'that the
British Leyland was exactly the same
standard of those cars must be equal to those
situation encountered in hi-fi ten years ago —
from any other country in the world.'
the impossibility of finding anyone inside the
Over the past ten years I, and everyone else
company in aposition of authority who
in the business of hi-fi journalism, have
cares. The motoring press is often as
watched the British consumer electronics
sycophantic as the hi-fi press was ten years
industry commit han kan. We've had good
ago. If, by any chance, there is anyone with
technology, but it has been fouled up with
clout in or over Leyland who is ahi-fi
inefficient production, poor quality control
enthusiast and reads HFN/RR, then do please
and shambolic marketing and public
contact me. Is it so unreasonable that one
relations. The Japanese have got at least
industry should learn from the mistakes of
some of these things right, and walked all
another?
over us. Now exactly the same thing is
Meanwhile news breaks of an interesting
happening in the car industry.
idea from America. The plan is to extend the
Partly out of loyalty Irecently bought a
digital chain right into the cinema. At the
British Leyland Metro. I
soon found that a
moment the films you see at your local
wire shown in the circuit diagram was
cinema have either magnetic or optical
missing. The tissue of incompetence, buck
soundtracks, and they are analogue of
passing and downright lies that I
encountered
course. But several film studios are now
for three months while trying to get astraight
using digital recorders at the production
answer from British Leyland created an awful
stage to cut hiss introduced during dubbing
Barry Fox
sense of déjà vu. Within five years BL's brand
and mix down. Two American inventors,
names will surely have gone the same way as
Peter Custer and Dr George Bird, have now
RECENT DECISION of the European court
those of Garrard, Leak, Armstrong, EMI,
suggested how the chain could be extended
in Luxembourg will have some
Lowther, Murphy, Magnavox, Mullard,
right into the cinema. They reckon we could
far-reaching effects on anyone trying to sell
Ferrograph, Elizabethan, Decca, GEC,
get six tracks of digital audio on a
British electronics technology purely on the
Vortexion, Ferguson, Fidelity, Brenell, Jason,
conventional 35mm cinema film print, still
merit of it being British. Afew years ago there
HMV, Connoisseur and so on and soon.
with room at the edge of the film for a
was a ' Buy Irish' campaign in Southern
Twenty years ago these were all big names in
standard mono or stereo optical track to
Ireland, the idea being, of course, to get
British audio technology. Some of them have
maintain compatibility with existing
people to buy home- produced, rather than
now been gone so long that younger readers
imported goods. But the Common Market
equipment.
won't even have heard of them. Others, like
The digital tracks are printed as apattern of
Commission objected. They brought legal
EMI and Decca, have been saved from
tiny dots over the picture area. The dots are of
action against the Irish Government. And
oblivion only by take-over, or by buying in Far
transparent dye so they aren't visible in the
they won. The court at Luxembourg has held
Eastern products and putting their own
screen when the film is projected. But when
that Ireland was out of order in organising a
badge on the front. Others, such as
the dots are irradiated with ultra-violet light,
campaign to promote the sale and purchase
Armstrong or Lowther, are still in business,
they glow. At the sound head, where there's
of Irish goods in Ireland. Why? Because it
but on avery limited scale compared to the
normally amagnetic or optical track reader,
'frustrates the aims of the community' and
Japanese.
there is an array of 2048 solid state photo
'checks the flow of trade between Common
The sycophantic press has been as much to
sensors. These read the passing light of spots
Market countries'. Article 30 of the Common
blame for today's sad situation as anyone
made visible by an ultra violet lamp. Each of
Market Treaty says such activities are taboo.
else. By failing to criticize out-dated
the six tracks has 100% redundancy; in other
The Federation of British Audio gets money
technology and uncompetitive products
words each digital word is recorded twice.
from the British Government via the
because they were British, they generated
The data rate is adaunting 10.5M bits/s but
Department of Industry to help promote
complacency. Why bother about tomorrow,
the inventors reckon this is possible at the
British hi-fi. The Irish decision means thatthe
the manufacturers said, we are doing very
standard 35mm film speed of 24 frames per
FBA now can't run acampaign which, for
nicely today. And look at the flattering review
second which is equivalent to 18 in/s or 90
instance, would encourage Brits to buy
we've jut got! When times subsequently got
feet aminute. If the system can be made to
British hi-fi.
hard there was no cash to pay for research
work reliably, it could get off the ground
Interestingly enough, Prime Minister
and development of new technology. And
because of its compatibility with existing
Margaret Thatcher couldalso be in similar
once afirm stops spending money on Rand D
cinema equipment. More details available
trouble. At around the same time that the
it's living on borrowed time. That's why so
from the SMPTE ( Society of Motion Picture
Luxembourg court was ruling against the
much new technology, and so many new
and Television Engineers).
'Buy Irish' campaign, Thatcher was launching
products worth writing about, now come
a ' Buy British' campaign. This was designed
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BOOKS
JOHN DOWLAND by Diana Poulton
Hard covers, 528 pages £ 15.00 ( ISBN 0-571 - 18022.11
Also available in paperback, price £6.95 ( ISBN 0-57111859-3) Published by Faber & Faber, 3Queen Square,
London WC1N 3AU

The first edition of Diana Poulton's important
work on John Dowland was published 10
yeays ago, and has since become astandard
reference work for students of Elizabethan
music, in general, and John Dowland, in
particular. The volume is the product of
considerable scholarship, and its study of the
composer's biography is rich in fascinating
quotations, letters, and references to contemporary musical life. The largest proportion of
the book covers every aspect of Dowland's
output, and the great many musical quotations and texts are discussed with enthu-

siasm and clarity.
In the new edition, Diana Poulton has made
a number of textual changes in the light of
newly discovered Dowland compositions,
and throughoutthe book, dates and other bits
of information have been clarified orcorrected
in the wake of recent research. Two very short
articles have been tacked on to existing
chapters, and these cover notes on Dowland's
playing technique as well as the stringing of
his lute. Appendix 1makes new reference to
the Margaret Board Lute Book, the Hainhofer
manuscript, and also mentions other works
ascribed to Dowland since the 1972 edition.
To those readers who already possess a
copy of the first edition, and are wondering
whether to invest in the new one, Ican only
suggest that the additions would only be of
interest to the music historian or Dowland
specialist. However, for those who do not
knowthis book, yet havea particular interest in
Elizabethan music, this splendid volume is
essential reading.
Colin Evans

CONVERSATIONS WITH ARRAU by Joseph Horowitz. An
intriguing sort of book, comprising a series of personal
interviews with the great Chilean pianist 'in which the style
and temper of Arrau's speech reveal as much as the
content', then ashorter section in which the author talks to
other musicians who have worked with Claudio Arrau, then
an essay by Arrau himself in which he expounds his
Jungian approach to life and art, and finally achapter on
Arrau as recording artist — plus various appendices. Hard
covers, 317 pages plus xv, some music illustrations, price
£12.95. Published by Collins, 14 St. James's Place, London
SW1.
KIRI TE KANAWA — abiography by David Fingleton. It's just
that, ahandsome and substantial book about the life and art
of Dame Kin i
Te Kanawa, the singer with an extremely lyric
soprano (or mezzo-soprano?) voice who has climbed to
international fame from obscure half-Maori origins in New
Zealand. Hardback, 192 pages, 59 photographs, price £8.50.
Published-by Collins, 14 St. James's Place, London S.W.1.

THEGUITAR HANDBOOK by Ralph Denyerwith Isaac Guillory
and Alastair M. Crawford. Foreword by Andy Summers. A
large format colour illustrated source book for all aspects of
the guitar, focussing on the electric instrument. Covers
instruments, noted exponents, styles of playing, maintenance and customising, amplification, recording, plus a
chord dictionary. 256 pages, extensively illustrated. Hardback, price £ 10.95. Published by Doffing Kindersley, 9
Henrietta Street, London WC2. Also in soft covers, price
£5.95, by Pan Books, Cavaye Place, London SW10.
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Whatever the reception
conditions, the sounds from your
tuner should be every bit as
clean as those you get from JVC's
turntables and cassette decks.
Now JVC's invented the
Quartz-PLL synthesizer they are!

•

The T-X55 identifies, isolates,
purifies and sticks with the signal.
4

Im/rm

> MPL JI

R

PROGRAM - MON /AUTO- MEMORY

It's easy to say what you want from a
tuner - the least possible distortion, noise
or interference and positively no drifting
whatever the reception conditions.
In other words you expect full hi-fi
performance.
JVCs new T-X55 tuner with the unique
Quartz-PLL synthesizer makes sure you
get it. As you tune in astation via the Up/
Down tuning buttons, amicrocomputer
automatically determines its signal

Quartz luck

) NTROLLED STEREO TUNER

-a

strength and checks to see whether there
is an adjacent station powerful enough to
cause interference. Then it determines
such tuning factors as sensitivity, IF band
width and FM mode, to assure the best
reception.
If the signal strength is excessively low,
JVC's Quieting Slope Control (the QSC)
comes alive to reduce the noise inherent
to FM stereo broadcasts.
You get spot-on tuning accuracy with total

DOWN

--- TUNING

stability. Drift is banished completely.
Any radio station is captured at its best.
Once astation has been tuned it can be
entered into the T-X55's Auto Memory
along with all the tuning parameters.
Up to 8FM, and SAM stations can be preset and recalled from the memory at the
touch of abutton.
JVCs engineers were not content with
the giant technological breakthrough that
Quartz-PLL synthesized tuning represents:
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The " F- X55 Quartz-Locked Digital Synthesizer FM/AM Tuner

YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST TUNERS
T-X55

TX3OL

TK2OL

Quartz-PLL synthesized tuning

•

•

•

Preset Tuning

•

•

•

LED Signal Strength Indicator

•

•

•

Low noise construction

•

•

Auto-scan tuning
FM/AM

•

•

•

•

•

T-K1OL

•

•

superb range of tuners at your JVC dealer.
they also re-examined tuner technology
You'll be sure of agood reception!
from the front end to the oscillator, from
the FM-IF to the AM circuitry. Everything
was done to improve signal to moise ratios
and lower distortion. Even the displays are
'static drive' to eliminate the switching noise
'dynamic drive' synthesizer tuners generate.
JVCs engineers have been so successful
the T-X55 has an amazing 84 dB (mono)
.IVC. is the registered trade rrarrk of the Victor Company ofJapan.
FM signal-to-noise ratio.
your guide to the best in hi-fi.
Hear the T-X55 and the rest of JVC's

JVC

Predictably the speakers in
Mozartt house are something rather special.
At JBL, we consider ourselves privileged to
have been chosen to supply the speaker system
for the Mozarthaus in Salzburg.
It's achoice which, in all modesty we feel is
rather apt. Like the composer himself, we too
enjoy areputation for excellence. In our case, it's
areputation which is based on aperfect
marriage of advanced design engineering and
traditional standards of craftsmanship.
From our intensive research and
development to our painstaking attention to
detail in manufacture, every speaker in the JBL
range represents the sort of quality that has
made us the natural choice for professionals the
world over
Our new L- series speakers continue that
tradition with aspecification - from the compact
L15 to the floor-standing L150A-whose wide
frequency response and sensitivity produces
sound quality which others can only aim at.
For afree demonstration of the latest JBL
speakers, including the new compact L15, the
definitive bookshelf speaker see your local
dealer soon. He'll tell you all you need to know
about JBL technology- your ears will tell you
everything else you need to know.

MOZART'S HOUSE, SALTZBURG

For more information contact your local dealer opposite.
Harman UK, Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 500.

'AL
L15

Your local
JBL dealers
DEREK GEDYE SALES
5A Broad Street
Alresford
Hampshire
Tel 09627 62803
HOCKEN SOUND LTD
1195 Pershore Road
Stirchley
Birmingham
W Midlands
Tel 021 459 4242
TURNERS ELECTRICAL
42 King Street
Bridlington
Yorkshire
Tel 0262 74775
AUDIO SERVICES
41 Victoria Road
Cambridge
Cambridgeshire
Tel: 0223 68305
CANTERBURY HI Fl
21 The Burgate
Canterbury
Kent
Tel 0227 65315
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road
Christchurch
Herts.
Tel: 0202 473901
P&A AUDIO
98 Liverpool Road
Crosby
Nr Liverpool
Merseyside
Tel 051 924 7287
AUDIO AIDS
52 George Street
Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel 031-226 3970
PETER SCOTT
76 South Street
Exeter
Devon
Tel 0392 73309
HOMESOLIND
145 Sidwell Road
Exeter
Devon
Tel 0392 72814
PJ EQUIPMENT
3Bridge Street
Guildford
Surrey
Tel: 04835 04801
THE MUSIC ROOM
221 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
Scotland
Tel 041 221 2527
B.M.V. Video + Hifi
34 College Road
Harrow
Middlesex
Tel: 01 863 4410
HUGHES HI Fl
/High Street
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel 0494 30138
SOUNDS SUPREME
136-138 Portland Rd
Hove

Sussex

Tel: 0273 723399 .
DESIGN STEREO
150 Narborough Road
Leicester
Leicestershire
Tel 0533 541338
AZAT ( LONDON) LTD
61 Charlotte Street
London W1
Tel 01 580 4632
SPATIAL HI FI
29 Tottenham
Court Road
London W1
Tel 01 637 8702
LION HOUSE
227 Tottenham
Court Road
London W1
Tel 01 637 1601

D COLES & CO
11 St Marks Crescent
Maidenhead
Berkshire
Tel: 0628 26755
UNILET
Compton House
35 High Street
New Malden
Surrey
Tel 01 942 9567
RICHARD REEVES
174 Kettering Road
Northampton:.
Northam ritoMbire
TeL.0604 3357$

PEARSONS OF
NOTTINGHAM
•Long Row
Nottingham
Nottinghamshire
Tel 0602 45761
OER
256 Banbury Road
Oxford
Oxfordshire
Tel 0865 53072
J KOCZUR
185 Yorkshire Street
Rochdale
Lancashire
Tel 0706 42107
CRAIG HI Fl
13 South Street
Romford
Essex
Tel 0708 28902
HAMILTON
ELECTRONICS
35 London Road
Southampton
Hampshire
Tel 0703 28622
W DARBY & CO LTD
Lockey House
St Peters Street
St. Albans
Hertfordshire
Tel 0727 50961
GERRY & GILL
THORPE
25 Trinity Street
St Austell
Cornwall
Tel 0726 5400

SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

C

RYSTAL-GAZI NG is prevalent at any time,

‘...e but is particularly so in the early months of
a new year. Predicting the future is often a

fruitless exercise, as the pace of technology
moves so fast, but one safe way is to offer
ideas that will take effect far enough in the
future that most of us will not be around to
check the prophesies! Leaving that approach
to the science fiction writers, there's plenty
here already, or lodming up on the horizon, in
our world of electronics and hi-fi sound. It
seems that devices made from gallium
arsenide instead of the now familiar silicon
will make possible direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) radio received and adaptors of
remarkable sensitivity. Broadcast stereo
sound for TV, already available in several
countries, does not appear to being pursued
with much vigour in the UK, as yet, although
the adverts are exhorting us to buy stereo
video recorders. VCRs are certainly in vogue,
and the videodisc technical quality and
facilities will have afollowing when enough
repertoire and the ' right' price become
accessible.
Coming to the special field of interest for
this magazine, what is now given the
umbrella title ' entertainment electronics'
looks set fair for innovations, or marketable
products now out of the laboratory. We have
progressed from digital control of cassette
machines and FM radio units to digital signal
processing, for example, in many tuners
today we find frequency synthesised tuning.
With digital encoding of analogue signals,
music can be transformed into digital
information as with any other signal, leading
eventually to the full digital sequence of
microphone, recording system, replay
system — even the loudspeaker— in the

wishing to update his grasp of the CD scene to
get acopy of HFN/RR Yearbook/Annual and
study auseful analysis of the digital/analogue
features by our contributor David Prakel. With
its other contents, including abasic library of
classical discs, aprecis of 1000 classical
reviews, and an audio index, plus reprints-of
reviews of all links in the hi-fi chain, at £ 1 . 75
this book is good value I
think.
With the ever-willing co-operation of
Sony's Michael Sykes, recently I
have had an
opportunity to audition Sony's COP- 101
Compact Disc Player.
The sound quality can be describad as
'impressive'. Material derived from dirket
recordings on atwo-channel master tape
were strangely quiet, with tremendous
dynamic range and wide frequency response.
Of course, if the original recordings are noisy,
derived from multi-track compressed
mix- downs, then the reproduced sound will
be the same.
On the unit I
tested, all the functions— 'full
logic feather touch', AMS ( automatic music
sensor) for locating beginning of adisc, and
repeats, digital read-out display, and remote
control operation from a supplied
'Commander— worked well. There is no need
for me to elaborate on my findings, as
elsewhere in this issue will be found reports
and technical comments. I
would add,
though, that the sophistication and
complexity of the circuitry means that only
the skilled service engineer should try any
repairs, if breakdowns occur. The plastic
containers for the CD disc do not seem to be
very tough, as my samples were cracked.
Again, the knack of handling ( I
found the
thumb and second finger of the left hand
makes removal from case easier) must be

FAIRBOTHAM & CO
58.62 Lower Hillgate
Stockport
Gt Manchester
Tel 061 480 4872
RED RADIO SHOP
11 Olive Street
Sunderland
Tyne & Wear
Tel 0783 72087
L & NF FRENCH
52 Dorden Road
Dorden
Tamworth
Staffordshire
Tel 082 789 2252
HOMESOUND
36.38 Station Road
Taunton
Somerset •
Tel 0823 73321
PETER SCOTT
162 Upper Union Street
Torquay
Devon
Tel 0803 22884
VICKERS HI Fl
24 Gillygate
York
Yorkshire
Tel 0904 29659
AUDIO POWER

68 High Street
Watford

Herts.
Tel: 94 26169
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domestic listening room.
Peering into the future, we see digital
amplifiers, with ' software' handling balance,
volume, tone, and aswitching output stage.
This last circuit will be PWM ( Pulse Width
Modulation) or Class- D. Another
development, eagerly sought by the hi-fi
enthusiast, is the'laser disc', which will
record, as well as playback. Perhaps the audio
future lies with developments in
semiconductor ' music memories',
encapsulated in RAMs and ROMs— no discs
or tapes, as we know them now.
So we've come to the digital audio disc
(DAD), and the company seers predict that
this system will keep the audiophiles happy
for the next decade or longer. Due for
launching this month, this Philips- Sony
development has been bruited around all last
year, with many demonstrations to
journalists. Icommend every hi-fi enthusiast

acquired.
Yes, the Compact Discs are free from c icks

not advisable to follow the
suggestion ( printed in the December 1982
Cosmopolitan magazine) that the discs are so
incredibly togh that you can throw them
around, spill things on them, even drill a2mm
hole through the playing surface, without any
loss of sound quality! The author of that piece
must have been listening to the hard sell of an
over-enthusiastic PR man. In fact, the records
must be cleaned with the cloth supplied
before playing, and do not touch the playing
surface, or expose to heat. Nevertheless, the
potential sound fidelity is remarkable.
I
wonder what the G.O.M. of sound
recording — Thomas Alva Edison— would
have said about this development, not
forgetting Soundstream's Audio stationary
and plops, but it is

high density digital recóreling system — see

HFN/RRJanuary 1983!
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UUK HEAD
IIN
WITH TFYIS SPECIAL OFFER

in Somerset and The West

* Superb Galaxie " 17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters

U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from

AVALON 111-F1

LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.

STUDIO e

Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo

Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular

dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370
PERSONAL DEMONSTRATIONS IN OUR STUDIO
AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED
WITH PLEASURE

FREE

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION AND ADVICE
ACCESS, VISA AND PART EXCHANGE FACILITIES

LARGE SELECTION OF HALF—SPEED
DISCS AND ACCESSORIES
*ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPH * ALBARRY * ALPHASON *
* CLEARWATER * CRIMSON * DIESIS* HEYBROOK * FIDELITY
RESEARCH * KISEKI BLUE * LENTEK * LOGIC * MYST *
* PINK TRIANGLE* SYSTEMDEK * ZENN * TRESHAM *
* AND OTHER FINE EQUIPMENT*
MON to SAT lOam-6pm. LATE NIGHTS THEIRS & FRI.

You can't be serious
You can't be serious about hi fi if you haven't
listened to Stax Lambda earspeakers.
The earspeakers that Alvin Gold in Hi Fi
Answers described as, ' truly remarkable
headphones by any standard.'
He wrote, ' The Stax Lambda remains perhaps
the most satisfactory headphone known to me and stakes afair claim to the title of the Best
Headphones In The World.'

Enthusiastic words about the semi- panoramic
sound of the famous Stax electrostatic ear
speakers.
Yet the Lambda is not even the top model in
our range. That honour goes to the Sigma which
is afull ' panoramic' earspeaker. Truth to tell,
Alvin Gold prefered the sound of the Lambda.
We can only comment by again quoting from
Alvin's article.

'And finally. the unique nature of
the Lambda and Sigmas means even more than is normally the case
-you should audition both carefully
for yourself.'

STAX EARSPEAKER CENTRES
Audio Aids 52 George Street Edeetergh 031 226 3979
Audio T 190 West End Lane. London NW6 01-794 7848
Cosmic Radio 246 256 Station Road. Addlestone.
Weybridge. Surrey 0932 51753
Donnington Audio 16 Swan Street. Kingsclere. Hants
0635 297479
Eulipion Audio 81 1Arilmslow Road. Rusholme.
Manchester 06' 225 4448
The Gramophone Wireless & TV Company
The Pedestrian Precinct. 121 Rose Street. Edinburgh
031 2259535
KJ Leisure Sound 48 Wrgmore Street London WI
01-4868263
Lintone Audio 7-11 Park Lane. Gateshead
0632 774167
Midland Hi Fi StucRo Royal London Buildings.
Wulfruna Street. Aielverhampton 0902 771774
Reading Hi FI Centre 6Hams Arcade. Friar Street.
Reading. Berks 0734 585463
The Music Room 221 St Vincent Street. Glasgow
041 221 2527
Unilet 35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey
01-9429567
Unilet 270 High Street. Guildford. Surrey 0483 71534
Unite' 14 Bute Street London SW7 01-5892586
W.A. Brady 401 Smithdown Road. Liverpool.
Lancs 051 733 6859

STAX
Sole U.K. distributors. Wilmex Ltd, Compton House. 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545
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several tuners and aerials tried. The transmission of radio data can introduce similar, but
not identical, noises, particularly when the
station is not quite tuned in correctly. Some
tuners when considerably off-channel, reproduce aticking noise at around 100 pulses per
minute which nulls when the station is better
tuned in. It is thus evident that both the
Japanese tuner designers and the BBC have
more work to do in coping with such problems. The introduction of digital sound makes
listeners more aware of hiss problems.

Tsons and Carols Service from Kings ColHE BBC FREQUENTLY uses the Nine Les-

lege, Cambridge, to initiate a new technical
system, and this time we were treated to a
direct digital link from Kings to the BBC at
Broadcasting House. The output from the
main control desk fed standby analogue lines
to London, analogue open- reel recorders, the
Telefunken-Mitsubishi 16- bit digital recorder
running at 38cm/s, and a Sony NTSC PCMF1 digital adaptor switched to 14- bit encoding
mode. The output from the PCM-F1 was sent
to a local NTSC Sony Betamax recorder and
then down avideo line to Broadcasting House
where the output was split, avideo feed being
passed to a satellite transmitting station,
whilst the second output was decoded by
another Sony PCM-F1 with audio outputs
interconnected with the Radio 4 continuity
desk. The broadcast sound as received on
Christmas Eve was generally excellent, with a
very natural quality, awide response and low
distortion, although I did detect limiters
acting fairly potently, eg, in the last verse with
choir and congregation singing ' Once in
Royal David's City'. What is rather fascinating
about this broadcast, though, is that the BBC
chose to use what is in effect semiprofessional equipment to encode and decode, the Sony equipment working outstandingly well. Iwas perhaps a little surprised
that they did not use their NICAM 3system for
the prestige it might have given, but it must
be said that the amazingly inexpensive Sony
system is quite possibly causing alot of heart
and soul searching within the BBC and other
broadcasting organisations.
As is usual, the service was again replayed
on Christmas Day on Radio 3, this time from
the Telefunken-Mitsubishi digital recording,
again with excellent results.
The satellite signal was kept in Sony
PCM-F1/NTSC 14- bit format through to Madely in Herefordshire, and via satellite to Etam,
West Virginia. It was then sent via ATT lines to
the Washington Technical Operations Centre,
and decoded at National Public Radio's
Washington centre. General US analogue
distribution was from Minnesota Public
Radio, who received it via analogue satellite
link from Washington. What NPR then did to
the bits remains to be seen, although Ihave
already heard from my friend Dick Grubb in
Boulder, Colorado, who received the stereo
FM broadcast from his local NPR station. He
noted very considerable compression, particularly at the beginning of ' Once in Royal
David's City', commenting that it sounded as
if various engineers along the line between
Washington and his own local station must
all independently have fiddled with the dynamic range. He was most disappointed that the
American broadcasters seemed to be unwilling to transmit a signal as received. May I
therefore make a plea to the US to learn
something about dynamic range and stop
fiddling with satellite contributions. Maybe
they are paying the BBC back for the BBC's
fiddling with their satellite contributions,
which is ironical!
Because of circumstances, Iwas only able
to hear the second part of the concert relayed
from the Royal Festival Hall on December
14th ( R3) in which the London Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted by Solti, performed
Dvorak's New World Symphony. The BBC
balancer was using AKG's new stereo capacitor microphone, the C422. Iam very definite
indeed about my opinion that the reproduced
sound was in general amongst the best that I
have heard broadcast from the RFH. The
string tone was both smooth and sweet, and
reproduced with adelightful sheen that is so
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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often missing. Cellos and basses reproduced
very clearly with a fidelity that is somewhat
unusual, the attack of the bowing being
remarkable, yet without any trace of waspiness that would have been introduced with
close mikes ( as so often used by record
companies). Woodwind and brass positioning was amazingly precise, but reproduced
with a warm and natural ambience which
helped position them clearly behind the
strings. Just as welcome was the improved
hiss level, the old C24 stereo mike used for
years at the RFH clearly being outclassed by
the new one by very many dB. My only
criticism was that the balancer was perhaps a
little over- enthusiastic about alllowing peaks
at too high alevel from his desk, thus driving
limiters somewhere down the chain rather
hard, the effect being clearly noticeable in the
last minute or so of the symphony. This does
bring up the point that peak modulation
levels have been creeping up abit in the last
nine months or so, for Iam hearing rather
more limiting and ducking than in past years.
Perhaps the BBC have increased their transmitter audio input gains a little too much,
giving virtually no guard band to accommodate high level HF transients without limiting.
C24 stereo mikes have almost entirely been
replaced by C422s, and Iunderstand that
almost all the BBC balancers are finding the
new microphone to be splendid. There is
some temporary aggravation, however, as at
some locations the remote control pattern
boxes have yet to be installed in the control
rooms.
Iam still concerned with noise problems on
Radio 3, and it would seem that whilst some
of the contribution on many installations was
coming from the 57kHz radio data problem,
noise recently seems to have crept in somewhere else. A number of suggested causes
have been discussed with me, and amongst
these are the effects possibly of a degree of
multipath reception with many listeners due
to the mixed polarisation now transmitted
from Wrotham. The BBC are still working at
Wrotham on their new equipment and it may
well be that some of the noise has been
coming from radio frequency earth loops, etc
in the transmitting equipment. In mid December, radio data ceased to be transmitted on
Radio 3, and had not been switched on again
by the beginning of January when this
column was written. Inexplicable, squawky
noises, perhaps at — 60 to — 65dB, have been
noted, the intensity being about the same on

There has been much discussion within the
European Broadcasting Union concerning
the possibilities of digital audio broadcasting
via satellite in the future. One of the systems
being discussed is microwave transmissions
coded with NICAM 3, thus getting more
stations within agiven frequency band than is
possible with other discussed digital broadcasting systems. NICAM 3 incorporates the
compansion of a 14- bit digital audio signal
to a 10- bit one. It has been proposed
that ICs be designed for domestic use to
decode NICAM 3 transmissions and the
prospect seems quite exciting. I
am still alittle
uneasy, though, about noise modulation, for
although Icould only detect it on the BBC's
'bonger' test signal when Iheard the system
last, the system must inherently generate
quite alot of it. In the past, when Ihave tested
a recording and reproduction system which
can produce discernible noise modulation,
such as the dbx and Adres noise reduction
systems, the effect can be very significantly
reduced by incorporating Dolby- B noise reduction around the chain, and for this reason,
and before we are presented with a fait
accompli, I would like to suggest that
Dolby- B noise reduction could give aworthwhile improvement to NICAM 3at amarginal
increase of cost.
When testing hi-fi equipment in the lab,
especially FM tuners, my colleagues and I
have frequently encountered earth loop problems between signal sources and tuner audio
outputs. No matter how often mains earths
are connected or disconnected, there seems
to be continual aggro, either with hum or with
radio frequency interference pick-up by the
leads. We recently tried an old idea and found
that it worked remarkably well in isolating live
and earth between the RF signal generator
and the unbalanced 75 ohm aerial input. RS
Components supply very small die-cast
boxes with a BNC chassis male socket one
end and a female on the other end. We
changed the female one to an insulated type
which holds the earth away from chassis, and
then connected up the two sockets internally
using a short length of coax such that the
inner was interrupted with an extremely
small 1,000pF disc ceramic, whilst the outer
was held off with three similar capacitors in a
ring around the inner. This simple series
circuit thus rejects all low frequencies between input and output whilst passing VHF
with an extremely small loss ( measured at
0.22B), and barely affecting the VSWR. In
some circumstances the measured tuner
hum levels were very substantially reduced.
Unfortunately, Icould not trace a 1:1 VHF
transformer with adequate performance as
well as isolation between input and output
earths, although Sound Technology make an
excellent 50:300 ohm model which is very
useful for checking 300 ohm inputs. The
problem detailed only occurs when there is
any form of earth loop between source and
measured outputs which tend to occur particularly in a computerised set up, but I
mention this as it may well be useful.
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You must reme

e
just somebody else's opinion! It is imperative
that ybu formulatê your own.
At Spperfi we believe in playing you the widest selection of hi fi at prices that will be
music to your ears!
Só don't be fooled! Drop in at Superfi, because when it comes to buying hi fi the
fundamental rules apply, just listen!
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COMPLEAT RECORDIST ;
a)

monitoring as well as the record- accuracy. The most successful
ing gear tends to be abit trauma- and convincing master-tapes can
tic, with odd boxes of cables, often be traced back to one or
amplifiers, adaptors, mains ex- another of the old and trusted
tension- leads, etc, but thereafter basic microphone arrangements,
one gets used quickly to aregular whether it be based on a line of
kit of parts and a procedure for omnidirectionals along the front
setting it up, and it is well worth of the orchestra, or acrossed- pair
of directional mikes at the centre,
the effort.
The most useful piece of equip- Blumlein-style. Amateur recorment, as it were, is a basic dists are thankfully deprived of
approach to microphone- the opportunity to indulge thempositioning. However much one selves in too much overtries to set up good loudspeaker engineering for lack of facilities,
monitoring when recording on but it is seldom wise to stray too
location, the sound reproduction far from the ' straight and narrow'
A FIER JANUARY's overture to
this regular bi-monthly col- will be unfamiliar and probably in favour of some eccentric micnot ideal, and any efforts to use rophone configuration which may
umn for the amateur tape recordscattered multitudes of mic- seem a good idea in the enthu'ing enthusiast, it is time to conrophones in conjunction with re- siasm of the moment.
centrate on some of the mechaThere are two basic schools of
nics which go into the making of a latively complicated mixing will
be let down by inadequacies in thought about how to record
good recording. As far as the
original recording session is con- the monitoring room listening en- stereo with two microphones, and
cerned, the technicalities can be vironment. The more complicated although Iappreciate some readclassified into three areas: firstly the basic microphone set-up is, ers may possess 4 or 6 input
in the studio itself, with the mic- the more dependent one is upon microphone mixers enabling
rophones, their means of support the quality * of the monitoring- some more exotic techniques, I
room; conversely the less com- will leave any discussion of these
(stands, or suspension ropes),
plex the microphone arrange- until a later date. The first, and
and the cabling; secondly, the
ment, the more dependent one is apparently most ' automatic' idea
mixer ( or mike preamplifiers),
upon the acoustical qualities of for the amateur starting out is to
tape and tape- recorder; and thirdlythe monitoring amplifier, louds- the hall. This fundamental law use two spaced mikes, one for left
applies to commercial profession- and the other for right, with the
peakers and headphones.
al recordings, just as much as it spacing anything between 2feet
When endeavouring to achieve
does to amateur ones and ex- and 25feet. This method appears
the best possible results, it is
plains the extraordinary phony to mirror the concept of the
important to find a suitable conspatial effects heard on some spaced loudspeakers in one's livtrol- room away from the perforgramophone recordings ( espe- ing-room, and can be very sucmers. On odd occasions it may be
cially audible on the new laser cessful. Purist spaced mike reacceptable to locate the recording
Compact Discs). Most commer- cording calls for omnidirectional
and monitoring equipment in the
cial classical albums are recorded microphones ( equally sensitive to
same room as the musicians, but
on location and the eery clarity of sounds arriving from any directhere is nothing much more
the new digital discs shows up the tion), and the tonal accuracy of
embarrassing than a scraping
adverse side- effects of over- omnis is often more accurate and
spool accompanying the slow
engineering with merciless pleasing than that obtained from
movement of a symphony from
the back of the hall. Reel-changes
become a cabaret act for the
audience sitting by the equipment, and the worst part is trying
to achieve any acceptable standard of monitoring. Headphones
are a great help when recording
on location, but speakers are
advisable as well, and one needs a
room ideally somewhere between 10ft x 12ft and 20ft x 24ft
acoustically isolated from the
musicians being recorded. Most
concert- halls will have some kind
of ' Green Room' or changingroom backstage within a reasonable cable- run (
le, not more than
50 yds or so away) of the microphone position, and churches
generally possess asuitable vestry, lobby or sacristy fairly close
by. Without areasonable room for
monitoring, it is very difficult to
assess the finer details of the
recording and one ends up leaving too much to chance, not really
knowing what is on tape until one
gets home to a known acoustic
when it is too late to do much
about it. The first time one takes
A typical Decca miking arrangement. ASM'Marriner in St. Johns, Smith Square
out a set-up for loudspeaker

E-4

Tony Faulkner's
column for the
tape recorder
enthusiast
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some cardioid and figure- eight
directional models, which can suffer from loss of extreme bass and
ahard presence peak somewhere
in the treble, this being especially
true with cheaper electrets. Recording stereo with just 2 ° alms
can produce arather woolly bassend, with phasey low frequencies
and lack of precision in stereo
image location — the sensation of
reproducing the atmosphere of a
real room can be achieved satisfactorily, together with tonally
accurate reproduction of instruments but without the sharp image localisation and overall clarity
of the other fundamental microphone technique, the crossed
pair.
Although the idea of spacing
microphones to be in the same
place as one's living-room speakers might seem philosophically to
be attractive, the reasoning is
scientifically spurious since the
spacing will compound the error
generated by having to space the
speakers in the first place. The
physical ' inverse square law'
means that the wider the microphone-spacing, the greater the
subjective and objective attenuation of the instruments at the
centre of the original soundstage. To get over this, companies
such as Decca committed to the
sound-quality of their omni microphones in preference to directional types opt for a 3 mike
technique with athird mike halfway between the left and right
channel ones mixed in to ' fill the
gap'. If you choose to go for a
spaced omni approach, Iwould
recommend restraining the immediate inclination to space the
mikes too far apart. A distance of
24-30 inches is sufficient to give
pleasing stereo using a pair of
omnis, without much loss of the
centre of the stereo stage — a
spacing such as this enables one
also to use just one stand, with a
wide stereo bar across the top and
astand adaptor at each end. Such
an arrangement is well suited to
recording in some modern halls
of dry acoustic, where acrossed
pair of directional microphones
can sound rather thin and hard. In
reverberant conditions, however,
it may be necessary to place
omnis closer than one might
otherwise desire, and in this case
it is often useful to have a high
stand to raise the array anything
up to 10ft or 12ft in order to be
able to pick up instruments at the
rear of the soundstage.
In May, Iwill go into crossedpair recording, the intricacies of
microphone impedance/balanced-cable matching and the
powering of capacitor microphones.
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COMPILeT DISC
PLAYERS
Martin Colloms examines the
first models available in the UK

Right: Sony's front loader CDP-101

Left: Marantz CD63/Philips CD100

OMPACT DI
is here at last. After many years wait players
sould be on
blic sale very soon after this magazine issue is
published. Acc
panying the players, initially selling bDth hi-fi sr d
record dealers
ill be alaunch inventOry of 250-300 record titles, of
which areas
able proportion will hé classical. Well in advance of this
review Ihad lopportunity to examine some pre-produ:ction CD
machines a dreported on them in HiFi Choice: Turntables and
Tonearms his latest HFN/RR report is the first to test the performance of fin Iproduction models, and also the first to include detailed
technical sts using several special test records. Few re ders can have failed to notice that CD is anew record
mediu
sing adigital recording- replay process. Possibly the most
import taspect is its adoption by over 40 hi-fi manufacturers asid
also by ost of the record industry, and thus it has become anew
interna, onal audio disc standard. The achievement of such ade facto
standard is amajor strength of CD. Provided that the specificatio iof
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thatstandard does not significantly prejudice both the final cost and
the performance of the resulting program, the existence of this
stard §-M
more valuable than the new medium itself. CD is likely to
grow tent
domination ir, the record and player industry over
the next deca
iis no exaggeration to suggest that 78 is to LP as LP is
to CD: no -orte
th any sense would suggest abandoning the existing
LP heripg
tit is quite certain that CD will make an immediate
imp.3ctron
hi-fi market and thereafter its influence 'w81 grow
stro
Isuspec
at in wiew of the understandable limitation on ersonal
spending in the present economic climate, sales of the new
players
may further depresssales of existing audio equipment. An i
ediate
impact may be expected on higtimuality analogue or LP turnt
les.
With CD players priced initially iiithe £430-£550 range, provid ga
line level flat response output, they are competitive on price one
with conventional £200 turntables when the additional tonea m,
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moving-coil cartridge, and possible extra preamp matching requirements, are accounted for.
While few prospective purchasers of complete audio systems will
seriously consider CD on grounds of cost and available catalogue,
those seeking to replace or upgrade part of their system, not just the
turntable, will be sorely tempted by the prospect of aCD player. The
logic is plain to see. In atypical £ 1,500 audio system CD would
potentially make the largest technical contribution to improved
sound, and this by aconsiderable margin.
Sales of upmarket analogue turntables and related components will
thus be under considerable strain in future. The consumer is likely to
view them more in the context of competently reproducing existing
archive LP material, rather than offering astate-of-the-art audio
performance.
When a £430 CD player has the potential capability to outperform a
£2000 + LP player ( add another £ 1000 if state-of-the-art headamp and
RIAA equalisation is included in the latter, as it should be), the decline
of the LP is inevitable.
Briefly summarising the qualities of CD as compared with LP we
have, in areas of the technical specification, the following:
a)

b)
c)
d)

e)

f)
g)

h)

i)

k)

I)
m)
n)
a)
p)
g)

Essentially flat frequency response over the audio band with
much improved low frequency extension, in consideration of
input matching, temperature, etc.
(Typically 5Hz to 20kHz±0.5dB).
Near perfect inter-channel phase and amplitude balance.
(20Hz to 20kHz±0.3dB, 5° max difference).
Very high stereo separation, more than 100 times better.
(Typically better than 80dB, 20Hz to 20kHz)
Low background noise, both in the audible bandwidth and
outside it, 10 to 100 times lower.
(S/N ratio better than 90dB CCIR/ARM, 96dB 20Hz to 20kHz).
Completely negligible wow and flutter, 100 to 200 times better
than LP.
(Measurement shows less than 0.001% DIN pk wtd).
Complete rejection of acoustic feedback effects, together with
decent levels of mechanical shock immunity.
Complete absence of delayed reflections and mechanical resonances associated with analogue LP systems; coloration is by
today's standards exceedingly low.
Uniform power bandwidth over the frequency range, avoiding
the treble range compression of other reproducing systems. ( The
latter typically 5-8dB by 20kHz).
Uniform response and tonal balance throug hout the duration of
disc play primarily due to the constant linear velocity ( CLV) of the
modulation spiral.
(LP frequency range is curtailed with reducing diameter).
High level equalised output minimises demands on the preamplifier and makes apassive control unit entirely practicable (with
sensible power amplifier input characteristics). ( CD typically 2V
RMS max. output from 600 ohms).
Very low levels of distortion and spurious modulation.
(CD typically -96dB at peak level, -70dB at 30dB below peak: LP
-20t0 -40dB distortion).
On the practical side, factory alignment of player removes the
need for delicate dealer or consumer setting up.
Conveniently small, relatively damage- proof discs with foolproof
loading.
Tidy players, at last dispensing with those easily marked and
bulky plastic turntable lids.
Up to one hour ( potentially 1hr 20min) of uninterrupted replay.
(LP 30 minutes maximum).
Disc is tracked by anon-contracting optical laser head providing
virtually unlimited record life.
Sophisticated track selection; cueing, programming, display and
remote control facilities may be readily incorporated.

Front-loader styling of Marantz' CD73
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Hitachi's DA1000 — for LED lovers?
Lest one suppose that the whole system is now entirely cut and
dried, the evidence of the reviews which follow suggests that, in
addition to the features and facilities optioned on various machines,
there will be considerable scope for down and up-market versions.
Herethe quality of the final DAC ( digital to analogue convertor) is
crucial, as are the following analogue electronics used for filtering,
de-emphasis ( when engaged) and output amplification. It will only be
amatter of time and experience before the market can learn to identify
subtleties of sound quality associated with circuit design in this area.
Scopefar innovation and improvement will remain.
While all the publicity seems so fart() have been focused on the
consumer benefits of CD, it is as well to consider the implications in
other fields. Broadcasting is the first that springs to mind. Both the
BBC and the independent broadcasting organisations make use of a
huge amount of recorded material, whether as introductory or
background material, or as recorded music programmes. With very

Pre- production Toshiba/Aurex XR -Z90
popular material, the record wear and damage rate is high, this
leading to asignificant overhead cost. Furthermore, with older
material, it is often only too clear to the listener haw poor acondition it
is in. Program of archive quality available on conveniently small,
easy-to- handle, discs will bea godsend to broadcasters. With
appropriate machines, the microprocessor intelligence of the CD
player can offer the professional instant cueing, rapid track selection,
back and forward cueing — if necessary note by note — and accurate
timing of the piece. Many longer works, symphonies and the like, will
run on ale side without abreak. In addition to being freed from the
problems incurred with analogue LP broadcasting, such as worn styli,
the need for skilled handling, environmental contamination, notwithstanding the limited sound quality from LP, particularly towards the
end of the side, the professional CD player will provide reliable high
quality programming essentially of master tape standard throughout.
I
can seemusicians regarding this aspect with some disfavour since
CD will increase the availability of first-rate recorded music in
competition with live broadcasts. The technical quality of the recorded
music output of BBC Radio 3could be vastly improved, more or less
overnight. Playing LPs at the wrong speed or with movements in the
wrong order will become athing of the past.
Remote control comes naturally to the CD player, and ergonomical47
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All compact disc players
come close to perfect sound.
Toshiba's comes closer.
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DIGITAL AUDIO DISC PLAYER MODEL 50-210

The compact disc (CD) player is an incredible new system
that delivers near-perfect sound reproduction.
And since all CD players use the same digital technology,
it would seem logical they all sound alike.
But there is adifference.
You see, even though the digital technology is the same,
the circuitry that converts the digital signal back to analogue
—to feed into your amp—varies greatly from maker to maker.
And that greatly affects sound quality.
With the new Toshiba XR-Z90, you get analogue circuitry
of exceptional quality. So good, in fact, that the XR-Z90
consistently ranked in the top class for overall sound
quality, with better separation, presence and definition.

The Toshiba XR-Z90 also gives you other important
advantages. Like a1-Second Average Access Time that lets
you zip to any music selection in an average of just 1second
— the fastest of any CD player. There's also an 8-number
Memory Function. An Index Search that lets you quickly
pinpoint any desired selection. Plus the full-component size
preferred by most audiophiles.
In addition, the Toshiba XR-Z90 is top-ranked in both
operability and signal-reading ability.
So you see, there really is adifference among CD players.
And now that you've listened to all this, visit your nearest
Toshiba dealer soon.
And listen to the real thing.
The XR-Z90 will be available soon.

TOSHIBA
Toshiba (U.K.) Limited: Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JJ Tel: Camberley (0276) 62222 Telex: 858798

ly designed remote units for CD could be incorporated in the main
mixing console of the broadcast studio. Already considerable
research and practical work has taken place on totally digital mixing
desks — tone control, equalisation and other signal processing being
carried out on the signal in digital form — and CD output should
logically be available in raw digital form, either compatible with or
capable of being transformed to the standard in use in the studio desk.
A long-term goal would involve digital audio transmission to digital
tuners, thus eliminating the analogue defects of the FM encoding/
transmitting- receiving chain.
Consider also the implications for lending libraries. While many
librarians enthusiastically support arecord section, its size and
growth are severely hampered by the short life and high damage rate
suffered by borrowed LPs. CD could transform the situation since, in
theory at least, aCompact Disc will have alonger lifetime than a
hardback book. At last, alibrary will be able to build along-term record
collection for public use with excellent audio quality; its untidy record
racks perhaps being replaced by aneat compact shelf unit.
Even amongst friends, an enthusiast who would otherwise be wary
of loaning acherished LP would have little hesitation in parting with a
CD record. And on the second-hand market, CDs would retain ahigh
value since, unless badly damaged, they should play exactly as new.
While this review encompasses five models of CD player, in.a sense
it is as much areview of the medium as of the individual players. It
proved surprisingly difficult to obtain sufficient test material, both
musical and technical for the evaluation, and only after considerable
pressure had been brought to bear on the various suppliers was it
forthcoming. Particularly worthwhile was the acquisition of duplications of some program to allow simultaneous comparison of the
playback quality of two machines at atime. In addition, analogue LP
versions of several records were made available, allowing extended
comparisons of CD and LP reproduction of the original master
material.

Technical test programme
A laboratory programme was devised to exploit to the full the
possibilities offered by the available software. The appropriate test
records are noted in the summary below.
1) Frequency response 20Hz to 20kHz, L & Rchannels ( P).
2) Squarewave response 100Hz ( S), 400Hz ( P), lkHz ( S,P)
3) Total harmonic distortion ( excluding noise) 40Hz to 20kHz, spot
frequencies at full level, OdB, and at - 10, -20, -30dB(P) and lkHz at
0, -60,-80, -90dB ( S).
4) Spurious tone generation/demodulation noise: 6.3kHz, 10kHz,
16kHz, 19kHz, 20kHz at 0, - 10, -20, -30dB ( P).
5) Two-tone intermodulation distortion.
i: swept f
l,
f
2with f
2f
l = 70Hz difference frequency recorded,
ii: 400Hz + 7kHz,4:1 ratio, OdB and - 10dB,
19kHz + 20kHz, 1:1 ratio, OdB and - 10dB.
6) Signal/noise ratio, CCIR/ARM, Audio band, A-weighted,
wideband, 400Hz to 30kHz band for zero modulation and ' paused'
mode.
7) Noise spectrum analysis, ultrasonic spuriae, to below - 140dB, 1Hz
to 100kHz.
8) Channel balance 20Hz to 20kHz amplitude,
20Hz to 20kHz phase.
9) Channel separation 20Hz to 20kHz, loaded and unloaded.
10) De-emphasis check.
11) Error-tracking check, analysis where possible.
12) Wow & Flutter ( confirmation of negligible level.
13) Track access time.
14) Mechanical noise level.
15) Output level and source impedance.
Test records: Philips 'Audio Frequency Test Signals No.3'
DATD- 1174, 57-7-15July '82 ( with B&K
synchronised sweeps).
Sony 'Audio Frequency Test Signals CD type 1' YEDS 2
(spot frequency tones).
Polygram ' Error Correction Disc' 400079-2-06 ( multiple
music tracks with avariable width dropout).
These records are virtually handmade, and have very low intrinsic
error rates. The test tones and sweeps are computer-synthesised,
have no encoding error, and are generated to an accuracy of 6decimal
places, with distortion at 180dB ( I) below peak level.
Many of the tests will be familiar to the more technically interested
readers and are often performed on amplifiers. The error correction
section relates to the internal operation of the player. The digital data
on the disc is in theory protected by agenerous redundancy factor of
25%. Given aperfect, error-free disc and good tracking performance
on the part of the player (tracking in aCD context refers to good
focusing and track following), this factor should indicate very good
protection against superficial disc damage, abrasion, finger marks,
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and the like. Given anear- perfect test record and analysing the error
signals within the player circuitry, its tracking performance can be
assessed. Conversely, once aplayer's integrity has been established,
the errors present in other mass-produced software can be quantified.
It is known that, at present, aconsiderable proportion of the 25%
redundancy on music CDs is taken up by ' pressing' faults. Four levels
or orders of error correction are used at present: the first operates at
the bit-stream level; the second at the sub-frame; and third at the full
frame. All these provide perfect replay ie, any errors are fully
corrected. The fourth level should only rarely be invoked and involves
interpolation or substitution for the missing section of data, the
insertion composed of an average of the previous and succeeding
samples. If this fails, momentary muting prevents clicks appearing in
the audio output. With well- manufactured discs, the possibility of an
audible click in the absence of amute is theoretically in the region of
one every 5000 years, but with early software from the record
companies' pre- production runs, the figure is much more often than
this in practice. With anumber of the discs available, and depending
somewhat on the choice of player, level four interpolation occurred
once or twice an hour, while the lower order correction circuitry was
found to be in operation asubstantial proportion of the time. Indeed,
for professional applications, Sony and Philips have produced afault
analyser which provides acomprehensive assessment of all those
software errors. On amore simple level, one can connect appropriate
gates and triggered counters to the player to record the incidence of
error correction 'flags ' reported at the four error levels.
If agiven disc has asignificant error level, it may well play perfectly,
but will exhibit alowered tolerance to damage and contamination.
Hence the current recommendation from the industry to take
reasonable care of the discs, not to cover them with fingerprints, and
not to allow them to become excessively scratched. In extreme
circtimstances, fine scratches may be polished out radially, using an
acrylic polish; fingerprints may be removed by wiping the disc with a
soft cloth moistened with dilute detergent.
Several factors have been blamed for the relatively high error rate
occurring with present software. These include fine bubbles in the
plastic medium itself; imperfections and pinholes in the aluminised
reflecting layer behind the modulation contour; imperfections
produced by faults in the injection moulding process. These can be
expected to improve as production experience is gained, but at the
moment yields of playable discs are still low, said to be around 50%.
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An additional test was performed, comparing the peak spectral
energy on music program between CD and LP.

Subjective test programme
In addition to extended use in ahigh quality domestic replay system,
the CD players were also subjected to comparative listening to assess
the audibility of differences, if any. Two players were subjected to an
absolute subjective test whereby several original digital master tapes
(courtesy of Decca), replayed via the Decca custom decoder, were
compared with the corresponding Compact Discs. A particular feature
of the Decca program was its minimum content of repeat digitisation
to preserve as much as possible the bit resolution present on the
original recording. During the auditioning it became apparent that
several of the CD records tried from other companies exhibited
audible digital recording faults, including quantisation noise and
spurious signals, indicative that the machines employed were
le>
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»BODY WAS EVER1
S RTFOR=
BUYING THE BEST

Years ago Mission put forward ideas and products which have
influenced this industry ever since. We suggested good measurements
-weren't enough. We said to design for low coloration wasn't enough.
We insisted two-way speakers were inherently superior. We argued that
loudspeakers had to reproduce the emotions and dynamics of live music.
We claimed that good dynamic range needed higher sensitivity and power
_handling. We said our speakers had to be " hot wireer The unique combint E
ation of our own ideas with proven classical theories
accurate stereo
imaging, smooth frequency response, low distortions; etc. — gave birth
to ageneration of products that made Mission an industry leader
Our courageous work with new materials influenced designers all over the .world. 4 years ago the Mission 770 took the industry by storm and the competition has tried to out- perform it ever since. Our " upside down" 700
offered an entirely new standard of performance for inexpensive systems.
In 1983 we a3vance once again. The new Baby 70 offers the real
music lover an affordable high performance system, utilising carbon
fibre cone technology, dome tweeter and sophisticated filter network. It is designed to complement good quality equipment without being the limiting
factor — the better Your equipment the better the 70 will sound.
The 7008 is asubstantially refined and improved development of Mssion's
legendary 700 — and that says it all! In the 737 you have the result of
5 years of painstaking research in polypropylene technology originally
developed for the 770. This medium priced !oudspeaker now out- Performs
the 770, which ir turn made it necessary to develop the brand new 770S
Broadcast Monitor The 77.05 outclasses its competition regardless of size
or price, both in terms of measurement and music. As for the 780, this is
the ultimate expression of what Mission staries for and is the embodiment
of all our experience and knowledge.
- Don't take anything for granted. Don't go . by hearsay or even by what 7
the reviewers say. Listen for yourself and you will know...

Write to Mission Electronics. Stonehill. Huntingdon, England Pione. 104801 57477 Teles 32333
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offering nearer 12 bit rather than the specifed 16 bit resolution.
It was considered important to establish apoint of comparison
between LP and CD replay quality. To this end, an analogue disc player
of sensibly high quality, good tonal balance, and low coloration was
assembled. This comprised aLinn Sondek LP12 ( Valhalla'ed, felt mat),
Alphason HR100S tonearm, Koetsu Black cartridge, and Sony Esprit
preamp ( m-cheadamp not used). Prior tests had showed this £ 1000+
player to offer afine performance and to be anear-state-of-the-art
combination. Extreme care was taken over turntable adjustment,
pickup alignment, and the general set-up.
During these tests, the digital source was found to be notably
revealing, and initiated areassessment of all preamplifiers to hand.
Sound quality variations perceived via line level or auxiliary inputs
were surprisingly great, and larger than had been anticipated.
The extended low frequency amplitude and phase accuracy of CD
program also prompted àreappraisal of the bass performance
required of the monitoring loudspeakers, while the clean recorded
peak levels made it essential to use high peak capacity power
amplifiers.

COMPACT DISC TEST RESULTS: THE
MEDIUM
Auditioning
Fed adiet of well- recorded and well- mastered program, acompetent
CD player is capable of delivering areplay sound quality almost
indistinguishable from that of the original master. The sound quality
differences between players were surprisingly rather less than those
observed between the auxiliary inputs of anumber of very high
quality audiophile preamps. Examined to apossibly over-critical limit,
the audible differences between players working correctly can be
discerned, but at our present state of experience only with some
difficulty. Listeners possessing less critical attitudes to sound quality
would be unlikely to perceive anything significant. Very few in today's
industry would be prepared to argue against the contention that good
studio master program quality greatly exceeds that available to the
consumer via LP or prerecorded cassette. ( But see Bernard Coutaz'
piece on page 83— Ed). CD, for that consumer, represents adramatic
advance in program quality.
Comparison with digital masters
Carried out at Decca's West Hampstead studios, comparisons of CD
replay quality from Sony and Philips machines with the original tape
demonstrated that the domestic replay standard was very much to
that of Decca's very costly custom-built replay decoder. This is
acknowledged to be one of the best in the industry and the tests
provided convincing proof that Compact Disc provides avirtually
transparent link to the recording studio.
Using an H&H MOSFET power amplifier and B&W 801 monitors ( no
preamp), the standard of reproduction was very high in alarge
monitoring room possessing fine acoustics.
Longer-term listening
With areasonable selection of rock and classical music to try, the CD
players were subjected to extended auditioning. On some material,
production faults were clearly audible, which detracted from the
enjoyment of the music, though from atechnical viewpoint, the
annoyance was no greater than that due to LP surface noises.
Interestingly, the very aspect for which the medium has been
criticised by the dettactors of digital I
found to be its greatest strength,
this being the ability for the listenerto follow atune. In this context, it
means that the essential tempo, rhythm, and outline of the music are
easily followed by the listener in arelaxed manner, free from fatigue
or any feelings of strain. We were consistently impressed by the way
in which digital playback — even recordings with asecond-rate
balance or perspective — conveyed perfectly the timing, rhythm, and
clarity of the music. The pitch indecisiveness that we have long put up
with on analogue disc is entirely absent. The CD bass is taut, effortless,
has satisfying extension, and is free from boom and other colorations.
The stereo presentation from CD accurately reflected the original
production, warts and all. Tasteless multiple microphone
arrangements were ruthlessly revealed to the extent that almost every
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microphone, with its own coloration signature, could be discerned
scattered amongst the falsely staged soundfield. The stereo focus,
precision, and stability were remarkable on good material. The
perception of fine detail seemed effortless, and from good sources,
the feeling of transparency and depth were delightful. Complex
musical peaks were reproduced with satisfying realism, free from
compression and muddle.
Another aspect of Compact Disc may well cause problems,
however, if CD is introduced into existing analogue replay systems.
Let us, forthe sake of discussion, take aclassic LP record orientated
music system, based on Linn and Naim components. Such asystem
has for many owners demonstrated asymbiotic and synergistic effect
with respect to the reproduction of LPs, particularly of rock music.
Such an intimate relationship would suggest that these components
may not thrive if separated. Inserting a 'foreign' program source
somewhere down the reproducing chain may not produce the desired
result.
If the essential sound character of atop-class record player is
examined and compared with the original source, several points are
relevant. The subjective tonal balance tends to richness, due to the
generally down-tilted response of most moving-coil cartridges. In
situ, these show with respect to the 5-10kHz range some 1-2dB of shelf
bass lift, often with an increased rise below 40Hz. Above 10kHz, the
low level outer band measured frequency response may be flat, or
even slightly rising. However, when averaged over arecord side,
wavelength tracing limitations produce an overall upper treble
response 2-3dB down. On high level peaks, the treble content falls a
further 2-4dB. The overall effect is that of atilted response falling
gently from 30Hz to 20kHz by atotal of 3-6dB ( fig. 1). Add to that the
slight bass boominess and overhang present in many sub-chassis
turntables, plus the mild midrange forwardness and thickening
present on vinyl discs on apreferred — by myself included — felt
platter mat, and the subjective tonal balance is weighted even further.
Leaving aside for amoment the subjective effects of distortion in the
treble ranges from vinyl records, we must also consider the
amplifier/loudspeaker relationship that would provide asatisying
effect from such aprogram source as described. By implication, those
components in combination should possess atight, possibly
overdamped, bass register with some measure of infrasonic filtering
to exclude spurious low frequency noise magnified by the
cartridge/arm resonance. One could anticipate amildly rising
response through the upper midrange, with decent output in the
presence band to preserve openness, transparency, detail, and
transient ' attack'. Adispersed lively treble would also be afeature. In
general terms, this scenario is areality for the optimum Linn- based
system.
Now when aflat response, neutral source such as aCompact Disc
player is inserted, the result is inevitably abright, cold tonal balance,
with adry bass, aforward, almost metallic presence register, and a
stinging brittle upper treble. It follows that the most natural sound
quality with CD will be obtained from aneutrally balanced hi-fi chain
that has not necessarily been aligned for optimum sound from certain
top quality moving-coil cartridges, including their accompanying
turntables. As with all new program sources, some acclimatisation is
required to appreciate fully the intrinsic sound quality and its
integration with the existing system. Some trial and error experimentation will be required to achieve the best results.
Turning to the digital versus analogue comparisons, these were
performed with in the main four recordings: YYZ by Rush; Love over
Gold by Dire Straits; Traviata excerpts featuring Pavarotti and Baker
(Decca); and Wagner's Flying Dutchman overture on Philips.
With care, it proved possible to make useful judgements on
passages where the analogue section was near the LP rim. Here, mid
level sound quality on the admittedly very costly analogue system
was not too far removed from Compact Disc. Some loss of detail and
depth was noted, as well as amild degradation in stereo focus and
some coloration, this evident over many areas of the frequency range.
Towards end-of-side, the deterioration audible on the LP replay —
increasing muddle and increasing treble loss — made further comparison pointless. During quiet passages, comparison was also of
little value since the analogue surface noise level was subjectively
10-20dB higher, lending abrightening and masking effect. On
climaxes, the analogue replay again caused difficulty, showing a
failure to maintain the brilliance and sharpness of live transients. On
complex loud sections, the LP sound showed ablending and mixing
effect, while on CD each musical strand was preserved intact and was
separately audible. This was particularly noticeable on the Traviata
recording where soloists and choir sing together. ( The player used at
this stage was an Oracle, Audio Technical AT1100 arm and aB&O
MMC2OCL — worn — and the improvement upon switching to CD
was arevelation.)
On program with good bass, the digital replay demonstrated a
markedly higher standard. So much so, that Ihave been forced to
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effects of phase aberrations suggest that low frequency phase errors
are considerably more important than those at high frequencies, and
that reasonable levels of overshoot — 6-15% — and ringing at the
upper cut-off would not seem to be important. An idea of the total
phase response of a16 bit record/reproduce chain is given in fig. 2,
sent to me by Stanley Lipshitz, taken on the F1.
(Incidentally, I
neglected to check the absolute phase of the F1 in my
review — HFN/RROct.'82 — and note from Stanley that it is, in fact,
inverting.) On the material we tried, this did not seem of consequence,
but aproportion of the residual insertion error heard occasionally on
the PCM-F1 may simply have been due to its absolute phase inversion.
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reconsider my requirements for necessary low frequency bandwidth.
Before Compact Disc, Ihad been quite happy with an integrated room
response -3dB at 40Hz, this within the compass of the Quad ESL-63,
Spendor BC1, and Celestion SL6. Now I
am re- investigating the
applicability of subwoofers — the Audio Pro B2-40 has come back out
of store for further trials. Initial work with SL6s suggests that the latter
may be left unfiltered, while the B2-40 is set to a1.5-2V sensitivity and
a50-60Hz cut-off. The subwoofer is rarely heard as such, and yet on
much CD program it adds an almost indefinable weight and substance
to the SL6 reproduction, immediately noticeable if it is disconnected.

Laboratory test results
We have at last been provided with the means to measure by
established standards how successful the designers of hardware for
CD have been. By and large, the test results in numerical terms were
very good and not dissimilar to those one might expect from the line
or auxiliary inputs of agood quality hi-fi preamplifier. Consequently,
considerable care was required in the laboratory to ensure that the
figures presented were representative of the devices under test and
not just equipment residuals. Some idea of this problem may be
gained from the specification of the usual and rather costly
(Ceocen 0000) FFT digital analyser, this possessing 12 bit resolution
(70dB on paper, 4bits poorer than the players under test). Conversely,
the normal THD analyser will measure to typically -85dB, but not in the
presence of some of the residual out-of-band spuriae from the output
of many digital player designs. For example, a24kHz ultrasonic
tone at aharmless -70dB level will prevent most distortion analysers
from measuring below that threshold level. However, to assess
properly the linearity of aCompact Disc player, the measuring system
must be capable of resolving to at least - 110dB referred to full or OdB
modulation level.

Wow & Flutter and Error correction
Wow and flutter were below measurement limits, and to all extents do
not exist with Compact Disc.
Employing the Sony CDP-101, which seems to be apretty reliable
tracker, the interpolation error rate on anumber of music records was
assessed and found to be satisfactorily low at one per 1-10 hours'
playing time. No audible effect could be attributed to much greater
bursts of interpolation, induced by mechanical shock or physical
pressure on the laser traverse gantry. The error check record showed
that severe gaps in the modulation, if of aconcentrated nature, were
competently corrected by players, proving the inherent damage
resistant nature of the Compact Disc standard.
The test results suggest that as regard measured performance, the
best CD players would show noticeably impaired results if measured
via many high quality preamps.

COMPACT DISC — THE MEDIUM:
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Compact Disc replay is potentially the most —perfeCtitereo program
source accessible to the home consumer. Its intrinsic fidelity equals
and in some cases surpasses that of some of the industry's finest
electronics. It leaves vinyl LP, cassette, and tuner sources far behind.
As the manufacturers concerned gain experience, some further
improvements may be expected and the minor inconsistencies
noticed at the moment will quickly be brought under control.
Consequently, all purchasers of decent players can anticipate a
consistently high level of replay quality.
Engineers will have to reconsider the design of amplifiers to exploit
H.c.r
Stereo
channel

Cascading adistortion analyser with aspectrum analyser would
allow sensible measurements to be taken, though this is undoubtedly
avery time-consuming process. It would seem that digital audio
systems have, for the time being, surpassed the performance of audio
measurement systems.
Dynamic range and linearity
These two parameters are prime targets for the reviewer — are they
as good as has been claimed? The answer is 'Yes!': the best players
showed harmonic distortions in the midband at -95dB or better. Audio
band noise levels were in the same region, as is crosstalk between the
two channels. With good samples, it should be possible to perceive
information to below - 100dB, more so if the de-emphasis option,
incorporated but as yet unused, were to be employed.
Frequency response and spuriae
The players have shown that spurious noise signals can be held to low
levels, and that wide and extremely flat frequency responses are
possible, with excellent channel balance, and very good-to-perfect
phase correspondence. Certain players, with atime-shared D/A
section — the configuration commonly used — do generate asmall
differential delay between channels. This corresponds to half a44kHz
sampling interval, or about 90° at 22kHz, a1/4 wave delay. At 20kHz,
75° relative shift was found to be typical, this reducing to asmall 3-5° at
1kHz. Putting this time difference between the channels in context, it
corresponds to aphysical imbalance in the distance between the
listener and the left and right loudspeakers of just 3.5mm — in my
view, this is negligible. Under very critical conditions, it is possible to
detect spacing errors of 25-50mm (see my review of Carver's Sonic
Holography Generator Jan.'82) but the results from the CD players
with this effect would presuppose ahead clamp!
Absolute phase compared with Sony's PCM-F1
The absolute phase response of the players could not be measured
lirectly, but could be inferred to some extent from the squarewave/
mpulse responses. Clearly the phase characteristic is superb up to
many kHz, above which it deteriorates rapidly as the steep cut-off filter
it 22kHz is approached. Our understanding at present of the audible
52

Control
and display

Simple schematic of CD player electronics

adequately the medium's potential. Listeners will become more
aware of the need for firmer, more extended bass response, greater
transparency and stereo focus, and higher peak dynamic range,
particularly in the upper treble registers. Loudspeaker designers will
have to meet asimilar challenge. Analogue turntable systems will
have to be more competitively priced to maintain some measure of
credibility; system matching and alignment and LP pressing quality
need further control. Reproducing systems optimised for CD replay
may not extract the most musical results from LP records unless the
trends in analogue design move to acloser subjective response when
compared to digital.
Consumers who have experienced an intelligently set-up demonstration of high quality digital program are more than likely to
consider CD player acquisition afirst priority. Many of the consumers
in the home may be attracted by the excitement and quality of the new
system. Market research suggests that player purchase would be a
serious proposition for many owners of even comparatively modest
hi-fi systems down to around £500, despite the relatively high price of
the digital machine. Enthusiasts with good existing systems will
represent astrong sector, viewing CD as asensible first choice in the
upgrading of their gear, particularly when an improved analogue
turntable set-up is the alternative.
Far from Compact Disc causing ageneral malaise and retrenchment
in the recording industry, concerning its attitude to recorded balance
and production, I
see CD as initiating adramatic rekindling of
enthusiasm for more accurate, musical and realistic recordings. No
longer will the record producer need to consider the artificial
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Servo-control is essential for both the comple elaser head (left) and the focus lens (right)
he latter picture showing how surface imperfect .ons don't affect the light beam

techniques at present considered necessary to compensate for the
deficiencies of stylus/vinyl groove replay. Indeed, such artificiality,
will be abundantly clear to record critics using CD player for
assessment, and this will prove to be apowerful force for change.
For sensitive skilled producers, the quality of their work will be
revealed by CD, whether the original master be analogue tape or
digital. One of the first popular CD records so far available is Love over
Gold, yet the LP simply does not do it justice, although the original was
a76cm/s open- reel master, not digital. All existing good quality
master material, regardless of its vintage, can benefit from CD.
While no-one in his or her right mind would give up the wealth of
material already published, or indeed owned, on LP, at the same time I
feel that no-one interested in quality audio and who loves music can
afford to be without Compact Disc.
Other domestic digital replay systems have been proposed, and
indeed, demonstrated eg, Soundstream's AudioFile [
HFN/RRJan. '
83]
but economically viable, compact, large volume production models
are possibly years away. The value of Compact Disc is that it
represents an agreed worldwide domestic standard, and that it is in
production and available here and now.

In operation the players are distinctly different as regards 'feel' of
controls, as well as the facilities provided. Furthermore, some of them,
notably the Philips and Marantz models, are comparatively lethargic
in selecting chosen tracks, while others are very rapid. I
found it
reassuring to be able to enter atrack number on the Toshiba and
hardly have time to reach forthe volume control before it began —
perhaps one appreciates instant obedience from machines. On the
other hand, with the Philips design, one felt that it was thinking its way
from track to track. As it stands, the Sony seems rather sparsely
endowed with asimple control panel and atwo window display
showing track number and elapsed time, but in fact it is rather more
sophisticated than it looks, and includes slow and fast traverse cueing,
with the scanned music audible, albeit in interrupted attenuated form
(akin to picture search on avideo). This proved invaluable in selecting
precise start points and made repetitive track testing much easier. All
these and more facilities are present on aremote control which was a
joy to use; anumeric keypad allowed rapid entry of the desired track
numbers which were accessed directly after about aone second
delay. Machines lacking anumeric keyboard made number entry
rather slower since these now had to be entered step by step on one or
two keys only — these included the models from Philips, Marantz and
Hitachi. The latter was particularly annoying since its fast forward or
return jumped complete tracks and did not allow for any cueing within
atrack. In addition, both the ' stop' and the ' program' buttons needed
to be depressed in sequence before anew track number could be
entered. Only the Toshiba and Sony machines could enter track
numbers greater than 15, but as one test record had 30 tracks, this
made access to the second set of 15 somewhat of ahit-and-miss affair.
Of course, it is possible to access the higher track numbers by
stepping forward repeatedly and such arecord will, in any case, play
right through in the normal way, though without track number
indication.
Some machines usefully provided headphone outputs ( Sony and

THE PLAYERS
The designs covered by this review include the Denon DCD2000,
Hitachi DA1000, Marantz CD63, Marantz CD73, Philips CD100, Sony
CDP-101, and Toshiba/Aurex XR-Z90.
While all the seven players listed above were physically examined,
close similarities between some of them meant that asmaller number
actually needed to be lab tested and subject to detailed evaluation. For
example, Hitachi ( LoD in Japan) make both the DA1000 and the Denon
machines, these being virtually identical. The Marantz CD63 and
Philips CD100 are also similarly related, while the CD73 uses Philips
electronics in aJapanese- built housing, the latter providing drawertype front loading and an optional remote control facility. As aresult, it
was only strictly necessary to subject the Hitachi, Philips, Sony and
Toshiba machines to the measurement programme.
It has proved difficult to extract firm price information from the
manufacturers concerned, but the following is our estimate of typical
UK selling prices at the time of going to press.
Denon DCD2000/Hitachi DA 1000
£540
Marantz CD73
£460
Marantz CD63/Philips CD100
£425
Sony CDP-101 ( remote)
£499
Toshiba/Aurex XR-Z90
£590
In size the CD63/CD100 design is the most compact of the group and
hints at even smaller models to come. Being atop loader, in this case
access to the turntable hub is obtained via asmall transparent lid. This
model is relatively easy to make, and being simpler than the others
mechanically, it could well prove more reliable. Many admired its
non-technical, 'friendly' looking controls and appearance. The slimmest looking of the machines is the Marantz CD73, which will slot into
many existing rack systems. Visually impressive, with many LED
indicators, the solid action of its front loading, motor- powered drawer
mechanism will appeal to the more technically minded buyer, and it
also possesses some embellishments, these including rear connection for an optional remote control unit, soon to be released.
Sony's first design is also quite tidy, and is the least flamboyant of
the group, with aminimum of flashing lights. The dark sombre
clothing matches the Esprit range of electronics and its front loader
mechanism has also allowed arelatively compact size to be achieved.
Possessing an increased height dimension as well is rather greater
size all round, the Toshiba is much the same in volume terms as a
conventional large integrated amplifier. It uses the vertical presentation method, as does the Hitachi, this allowing sight of the rotating
disc from the listener position — either aplus point or adistracton
depending on one's personal viewpoint. The Toshiba is 13.5cm high
and the Hitachi 14.5cm as compared with the Philips at just 7.5cm. At
present none of the players can display information which will in
future be encoded on CD, this covering titles, track names and even
libretti. The Sony, though, amongst other things does have an
accessory port for connecting adisplay unit at alater date.
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Top: Complex decoding has to be
performed on the data stream derived from
the disc, whilst solutions vary to the
physical problem of loading it: simplest is
perhaps the Phillips while Sony and
Marantz offer retracting trays.

Hitachi), while the Toshiba and Hitachi had asecond pair of sockets
with avariable output level. All used phono sockets, which in the case
of the Japanese- built machines were gold plated.
Afeature to weigh against the considerable advantage of the Sony
remote control, is the random track programming of the other
machines — an ability to enter tracks in any order in amemory store
for the unit to subsequently replay as programmed, afeat the Sony
cannot do.
Design
The essentials of CD recording and play have been covered in
previous articles and there is insufficient space to properly describe
the intricacies of the internal design of the various players tested.
However, there are several points worth noting. The optical systems
reflect different methods for track aligning and tracking error
detection, the more advanced models using two servos for laser
advance across the disc. One covers full radius/prime traverse, while a
second smaller ' piggyback' or tracking servo on the laser heard itself
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41 provides fine tuning of tracking. The machines so equipped are those
capable of fasttrack access times and exclude the Philips- based
models.
The players also use different arrangements for focus error
detection. Sony and Hitachi employ acylindrical lens in the optical
path which generates abi-axis signal depending on the direction of
the focus error, with aquadrant of photo-diodes then producing a
specific output polarity proportional to the error axis detected.
Toshiba's focus detector uses two photo-diodes and aprism,
utilising the threshold angle detection method. A90 0prism in its
normal internal reflection mode only passes amaxim urn intensity,
optically normal ( perpendicular) output ray if the incident ray is also
normal on the alternate face. Changes in focus produce aray angle
change and consequently differential changes in the output of the
photo diode pair.
In the Philips decks aknife-edge is present in the optical path at a
second mode or focus point, and depending on whether the error
produces afocus point before or after the edge, one of two photo
diodes becomes more illuminated than the other, thus providing the
electrical output control signal required.
Estimated statistical life of the CD player laser is currently 2000
hours— this abroad consensus figure from the different optics
manufacturers involved. Cost of replacement is indicated as around
£100. These figures should be put in context by comparison with high
quality moving-coil cartridge stylus life of some 500 hours at asimilar
replacement cost.
Turning to tracking error detection, Sony and Hitachi have adopted
asystem whereby the laser beam is divided into three spots each
detected by aseparate photo diode. The central diode is, in fact, the
four-quadrant unit also used for focus sensing, and it additionally
recovers the modulated digital signal from the disc. Philips/Marantz
employ apair of side- by-side diodes which simply detect lateral
displacement error of the single laser spot on the track centre, while
Toshiba use another four-quadrant photo- diode, here with atime
difference detector analysing the outputs of opposing quadrants. That
difference and its polarity corresponds to the tracking error.
Having recovered the modulated signal, it is the duty of anumber of
advanced digital circuits to translate this signal back to the digital bit
stream which represents the original analogue signal, and which is
suitable for decoding in the DAC ( digital to analogue convertor), at
whose output normal analogue electrical music signals reappear.
Before reaching the D/A stage, however, complex error checking and
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SUCII ERROR CORRECTION IS EASILY MADE BY PARITY BIT fECIINIOUE
CIRC- CROSS INTERLEAVE REED- SOLOMON CODE

processing routines need to be carried out to ensure accurate digital
data. One of these comprises the CIRC or Cross Interleave ( Solomon)
Reed Code technique, whose working principle is illustrated in the
diagram above.
Interleaving
Asection of code from 1-29 is paired with aversion which has been
interleaved according to apredetermined pattern or code. For
example, the letter ' H' of the legend in position 2appears in position
10 on the interleave, which incidentally looks like gibberish. The
interleave has dispersed each word of the legend over the entire block.
Upon replay, alarge error or dropout has occurred in this example
over four successive bits, positions 15 to 18.1t can be seen that only
one letter is missing from three of the five words upon de- interleave.
Single bit errors' such as these, may be corrected using the common
technique of parity bit check, where the addition of check bits in a
particular sequence may be arranged such that the sum of agiven
group equals aknown value. By using amatrix which defines each bit
position, individual bit errors can be found and corrected.
In practice, highly complex interleave strategies are used to provide
56

ahigh error protection for CD replay. For example, in the Sony deck
the number crunching required to compute the error correction
algorithms is subtantial, using amicroprocessor running at 2.6MHz,
plus arandom access memory of 16K capacity and an associated
arithmetic unit integrated circuit. The latter's complexity may be
partially inferred from the large number of lead- out pins on the chip
totalling 60 in all.
Once the corrected digital data is obtained it is arranged in 16 bit
serial or sequential form. In the Sony an integrating, constant-current
convertor is employed, with a ' D' type flip-flop at the output to absorb
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timing jitter in the raw pulse amplitude modulated audio wave at its
output terminal.
In common with others, Hitachi found difficulty in using the normal
DAC form, thus employing a16 resistor reference ladder. The problem
is understandable since the precision of this ladder must be
superb — if the first resistor is 1or aunit value, the 16th must be
1/32768th.
In the Hitachi chip, errors in the resistor ladder are measured
internally and stored as corrections in amemory section within the
chip. During play this correction data is fed into the convertor to
linearise the output and, for example, to make it temperature stable.
Technics are known to have resorted to costly laser trimming to set a
high ladder precision on their D/A chip.
Philips have developed anovel system to achieve high correction
linearity and, in addition, they have avoided the problem of using an
analogue brickwall filter to remove ultrasonic spurious signals above
22kHz. Instead they use avery fast 14 bit high accuracy convertor,
(much easier than 16 bit) which is run at four timesthe normal 44.1kHz
clock rate ie, 176.4kHz. This is called over-sampling, and in effect
results in a28 bit/step resolution at this stage. The signal is then
rounded off to 14 bits with its noise and distortion spread over a
bandwidth equal to half the new sampling frequency (
le, 88.2kHz.) A
digital transversal filter is used to generate alinear phase pass band to
the audio range, final spurious attenuation being provided by aslow
roll- off analogue Bessel filter placed after the conversion.
Sincethe dynamic range is referred to an 88kHz noise distortion
bandwidth, that remaining in the audio 20kHlz bandwidth, together
with the improved resolution due to the smaller, faster equalisation
steps, results in an overall 16 bit conversion accuracy, and avoids the
usual critical analogue output filter. The transversal filter/DACs could
not be time shared and hence two such chains are used by Philips, one
for each channel. Because atransversal filter is equivalent to a
cascade of time delays it does not provide artabsolute time reference
and it cannot deliver aconventional pulse response. Thus the
Marantz/Philips players should offer improved pulse overshoot, but
transients will be symmetrically reproduced in the time axis,
apparently ringing in afixed time delay between channels, this noted
earlier. Variations in the choice and alignment of the necessary output
filters of CD players can be expected to continue to provide small
differences in phase and frequency response.
Considering the high mechanical and electronic content of aCD
player, I
am surprised that the manufacturers are able to sell them at
the £500 level, as in my view, to judge by their interior engineering, I
would have thought that £ 1000 would be amore realistic amount.
One must assume that the industry is hoping that there will be a
rapid climb to the high volume production levels which can provide
savings on ascale that will justify an initial uneconomic launch price.
This situation must also be true of the discs, in view of the present
capital investment required for aCD record pressing plant.

CD Player test results
Results have been given earlier for the medium in general;
accordingly, the results for individual machines are given here.
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Sound quality
Induced to place the models in order of preference, I
have done so, but
would point out that at the time of review some of the players were
rather immature in development terms, and could well have been •
improved or corrected by the time of going to press. However, in mid
January the order appeared to be: Toshiba, Sony, Philips/Marantz
CD63, Marantz CD73, and finally Hitachi.
The running was undoubtedly very close for the first three, with
separate tests proving the Sony and the Philips players to sound very
similar to original recordings. On A/B tests the Toshiba appeared to
sound ( very marginally) more open and transparent, with no loss of
apparent depth. Our Sony sample sounded very slightly dimmer and
slightly more detailed than the Philips, but only just.
The Marantz CD73 front- loader was present for physical
examination only, due to aknown mild subjective performance
shortfall, this confirmed on test. The effect was disturbingly subtle and
with extended listening, it was felt that the CD73 gave alittle more
grain and sibilance in comparison with the other, and somehow
appeared less subjectively involving. The Hitachi, however, was
distinctly different. This model, while pitch stable, dynamic and alive,
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critical A/B subjective comparisons they could be told apart. For
example, taking the Toshiba and the Sony, the former was flat in the
bass with an 0.2dB shelf boost from 6— 18kHz and the latter 0.2dB
boosted in the bass, showing atreble roll-off above 10kHz this
averaging — 0.4dB. Certainly the Toshiba will sound slightly brighter
than the Sony, while the Hitachi will be brighter still. In any case, the
block filter design models, such as the various Japanese examples,
may well vary slightly from sample to sample.
All the machines exhibited superb channel uniformity and fine
balance, with the Sony the poorest at 0.7dB, still apretty good result.
This was due to amaximum tolerance of 0.5dB from the convertor and
0.5dB due to the filter, but subsequent production machines will
reduce the convertor to 0.3dB. The phase balance was another matter,
this already discussed in the general results, and Ido not feel that the
phase differences noted will in practice prove asubjective problem.
Channel separation bettered 85dB over the whole frequency range
with the better machines, this showing some degradation on a
1k-ohm termination loading, as in the case of the Philips. The first two
Hitachis gave much poorer separation, down to 35dB at 20Hz and
68dB midband, but athird sample measured 78dB, reducing to 70dB
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also exhibited noticeable brightness, grain and sibilance, plus a
reduced resolution of depth and detail. We subsequently learned that
the trial and review stocks of the DA1000 sent to Europe at press time
had aserious distortion fault ( see lab results).
With the CD73 and Hitachi put aside for the present, the audible
differences between the ' sound' players as Ihave pointed out earlier,
were comparatively small. Even by audiophile standards, the replay
fidelity must be considered very good indeed on well mastered
program. On low level passages with the volume turned right up
(unrealistically so), some faint whistles could be heard in the Hitachi
background, but with the other models these were inaudible.
Conversely some second-rate digital program exhibited whistles
obviously present on the master.
Laboratory performance
The frequency response of all the machines was very flat by normal
standards, though residual small differences suggested that under
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Assessed via post spectrum analysis, the total harmonic distortion,
excluding noise, can be seen to be remarkably low. (This doesn't
include the Hitachis which at present are suffering from aserious
linearity problem in the upper 8bits of conversion.) The others
reached an extraordinary 100dB at low to mid frequencies and
although the graphs show some variation with frequency, on-eshould
rememberthat above 10kHz the harmonic distortion products are
actually outside the measurement and player bandwidth. In
consequence, the tabulated results refer to the downband beat
products. In the case of the Sony spectrogram, OdB ful level, 20kHz
(the almost suppressed signal at the fourth lateral division) the
spurious tones appear from left to right at approximately 4kHz,
-86dB, 16kHz, - 78dB, and above audibility, 24kHz, - 54d13. They arise
from mild non-linear multiplication with the main sampling frequency
44.1kHz eg, with the second harmonic of 20kHz subtracted we get
4kHz, while the third harmonic with 44kHz subtracted results in 16kHz,
etc etc. In asense these are inharmonic distortions which fortunately
occur at asatisfactorily low level and only in conjunction with large
recorded signals right at the band edge. A cymbal crash, for example,
would contain so much fundamental energy in addition to its
harmonic spread to beyond 20kHz, that such side toneswould be
inaudible on replay. However, if arecording arrangement wereto
allow anear inaudible 20kHz region whistle due to afault to enter the
system, then the resulting beat tones could well be audible on tne
replay of quiet passages.

Sony 1
kHz distortion, - 30dB (- 130dB
based

Philips 1
kHz distortion, - 30d8(- 65dB
base)

Hitachi 1
kHz distor6on, -30d9 (-60dB
base)

Toshiba 1
kHzdistortion. -30dB
(- 100dB base)

Distortion measurements were continued to very low levels, and it
is worth noting that even at 60dB down, apoint of virtual. extinction
with analogue players, the digital distortion is alittle over 0.5%, this
with areasonable A-weighted signal/noise ratio of 39dB.
It would appear to be afallacy to say that digital distortion increases
with reducing level. Sure enough, the percentage changes, but the
quantity does not, it remains the same throu • hout the dynamic sange,

Sony 20kHz distorrion, OdB, 1- 100dB
base:

Hitachi 20kHzdistarban °clef-100dB
bass)

Philips 20kHz distortion OdB (- 100dB
base)

Toshiba 20kHz distortion act81-100dEt
base)
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Sony noise spectrum (- }30c1B base)

Hitachi noise speztrum (- 127dB base)

Philips noise spectrum (- 130dB beset

Toshiba noise spectrum 1- 130dB base)

and in good systems it essentially stays at the background noise level.
Somewhat limited by instrument noise levels, the swept, two-tone
intermodulation distortion ( 70Hzdifference product plotted in Fig. 6)
shows good linearity and provides the otherwise missing information
concerning the high frequency range. In general the distortion is no
worse than at mid frequencies. In practice, however, the Philips gave
rather poorer I/M results than the others.
Distortion spectrograms were taken at 1kHz, - 30dB, and 20kHz, OdB
levels. For the Sony at lkHz the harmonics can barely be separated
from noise, the baseline of this graph being scaled at 130dB below
peak level) For the Toshiba under the same conditions ( longer noise
averaging here gave asmoother baseline), several harmonics are
visible at the appropriate horizontal marker intervals eg, 2nd, 5th and
7th. The ratio of such harmonics often changes with each alteration is
signal level.
Noise analysis ( spectrogams) showed some interesting differences.
The slow Bessel roll- off of the Philips output filter is clearly shown, the
output demonstrating alow incidence of spuriae, while in- band noise
is also low. The Sony is similarly quiet in- band, with acouple of
signals just poking through below 20Hz. The brickwall filter, however,
is clearly in evidence, while the ussual 20kHz component is under the
marker line at around - 105dB, hardly of any real consequence. The
Hitachi ( early quiet samples) is rather noisierin-band, with clear
spuriae at 44kHz, - 76d13, and 88kHz, - 66dB; these should be
improved. It would appearthat output amplifier noise is the Toshiba's
problem, since the brickwall carrier can barely be seen at 20kHz. The
in- band spuriae were also good here. For some reason the third
Hitachi ( production?) was marred by digital noise breakthrough and
gave anoise reading around 10dB worse than that of the earlier
samples.
The A-weighted readings for the good machines were particularly
impressive for noise, at almost 100dB down,though CCIR/ARM gave
somewhat poorer values. By any standards this confers an exemplary
dynamic range. Using the latest samples, all the machines produced a
healthy 2volt output from alow source impedance, andall would be
capable of driving most power amplifiers. De-emphasis operation
was confirmed, and as expected, wow and flutter were entirely
negligible. Considerable variation in track access speed, however,
was noted — for agiven track the Philips took 20 seconds as compared
with just 2.5 for the Toshiba and 3.8 for the Sony. Slight mechanical
whistling and clicking sounds were also audiblefrorn alkhe
machines, with the Toshiba proving the quietest— in the case of the
worst this was no greater than needle talk from amoving-coil pickup
cartridge.
Utilising the programmed error test disc which carries an increasing
dropout up to 2mm wide, the Philips/Marantz machines were judged
the best. By the 13th track, the full 2mm gap present, their output was
only occasionally and momentarily muted. The Hitachi was the
poorest, giving rise to audibleclicks and distortion from track seven
onwards, and showing clear failure by tracks 88t9. The Toshiba
showed slight fudging on 7-10, frequent clicks on 11 and severe
impairment by 12, while the Sony survived alittle longer, with
momentary loss at 9, and periodic ticks at 10, these not too annoying
but increasing by 12. On 13, serious audible dropout was apparent,
with serious clicks. These results are only valid for an otherwise
perfect disc, and while normal production discs will offer rather less
dropout immunity, they will hopefully avoid 2mm wide holes!
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H ach i
400Hz, 28% overshoot

Sony100Hz, extended LF response

Hitachi 100Hz, noticeable LF rotl-off

Sony 1kl-tz, 25% overshoot

Hitachi 1
kHz 29% overshoot

Philips ,Marantz 400Hz", 15% overshoot

Ph i
lips/Marantz 14kHz * 15% overshoot
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20hz

Toshiba MHz squarewave

At the £500 level, the Sony represents amost attractive compact
package of fine sound quality, with afasttransport and adelightful
remote control. Random track selection, however, is impossible.
Although still an early model the Toshiba/Aurex showed
considerable potential, and offered conventional styling with afine
sound and very fast transport.
We must reserve our judgment as regards the Hitachi. Various faults
were present obeli the samples, including the latest, imported in
January of this year— possibly aprematurelaunch? Similar reports of
difficulties have come from other European sources and obviously the
design cannot be recommended until the linearity fault has been
proved to be corrected, this also true of the matching Denon machine.
These problems aside, if asked the contentious question 'Would I
buy
aCD player?', the simple answer is 'Yes!'

With the project conclusions noted earlier, the following comments
relate to the players themselves. At £430, or perhaps alittle less, the
Philips CD100/Marantz CD63 offers avery fine technical and subjective
performance. Demonstrating avery neutral and consistent sound, it
offers the highest error correction and is also the smallest yet made; it
is, however, slightly slow on track seeking.
The more luxurious Marantz CD73, costing about £50 more,
provides classy front loading with arack compatible case and option
for an extra remote control.

%Tonkel°,

Toshiba 400$-is, 25% overshoot

Toshiba 100Hz squarevyave

Providedthat the players and recordsare of satisfactory quality, the
noises described above should never in practice be heard but a
measureof the allowable margin is, nonetheless, still worth seeking in
review. II-laying used amachine at two recent hi-fi shows, I
got two
dropouts per weekend on well looked after discs— Ed]
Finally, the pulse response is shown in the squarewave
performance photographs at 100Hz, 400Hz and lkHz and these show
nothing very remarkable. However, it is interesting to note that the
results are certainly rather better than those of analogue pickup
cartridges, particularly at low frequencies.

Mode,
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Sony 400H, 25% overshoot
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Genesis rehearsing for
their forthcoming tour
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Music is something Yamaha
know alot about.
We have been making
musical instruments for almost
one hundred years.
World famous musicians
such as Tony Banks of Genesis
use ¡them to bring pleasure to '
muSic lovers all over the world.
And when it comes to
listning to tapes or records
Tony Banks again turns
naturally to Yamaha.

He says "Ineed to have
HiFi that is completely faithful
to the original performance,
acCurately reproducing the
tonal quality and feel of the
music. Yamaha HiFi gives me
all this".
Yamaha make afull range
of audio components, all
reflecting our complete
dedication to Yamaha's music
tradition. It means you get pure,
natural sound reproduction
that only music specialists can
provide.
Send for full literature on Yamaha HiFi to
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7, Greycaine Road,
Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 36740.

Hands-on
CD with
Alvin Gold

THE

LEAD- UP to digital Compact Disc has
had many of the trademarks of apolitical
election, especially in the busy and often
almost acrimonious non-communication that
has characterised the efforts of all involved.
The manufacturers of the digital hardware
and software have been busy feeding the
rumour machine with propaganda and, if I
read some of the newspapers correctly, with
disinformation (= pure invention) too, in an
attempt to create the right atmosphere for the
commercial launch. They have succeeded,
perhaps beyond their wildest dreams. Public
awareness of what, in general terms, digital
means, appears to be at an all-time high for a
product that hasn't reached the shops yet,
and which, even when it does, will be priced
out of most people's reach.
Along with that generalised knowledge has
come afairly clearly appreciated idea of what
advantages CD offers over the 12in. LP.
Summarising, these fall in two areas: useability and performance. The promise of enhanced useability is clearly important and a
valuable user benefit — though in my experience so far, certain expectations in this
respect don't sem to have yet been fully
realised. The other is the performance angle,
and here your judgement is going to depend
on what kind of distorting mirror you like to
bring to your observations. To this too, I'll be
returning in due course.
Until recently Iwas under the impression
that the manufacturing industry has not been
especially communicative as far as digital
was concerned — until Ibrushed down my
paranoia ( this year's key hi-fi word) and
realised that on the contrary, its introduction
has been beautifully stage-managed. Ioriginally assumed that what was of interest to
readers of the specialist hi-fi press was hardly
of great interest to the likes of Sony and
Philips, who were preaching basically to a
much wider, less specialist, and ( dare Isay)
less impecunious market. After all, had Inot
recently heard ( at second hand) the off-therecord views of a major Japanese hi-fi
distributor saying that he could do without
his specialist hi-fi dealers altogether since
they accounted for only about 5% of his
turnover, the other 95% going out mostly
through mail-order catalogues?
The fallacy in this populist argument took a
while to click home. Yes, all of that may be
true for any number of suppliers trading
through mail order catalogues and the discount warehouse outlets too. But this is
missing the point. Could they in fact continue
to find aready market through such retailers
if it wasn't for the cachet attached to the brand
via its specialist dealer force, not to mention
the credibility accruing from the press cover62

age that such specialist brands attract? The
answer seemed implicit in the fact that this
brand hasn't ditched its independent specialist dealers; also in the fact that the company
concerned remains very active in its communication with the press; and finally in the
fact that other, similarly placed suppliers who
ditched their specialist dealers have had
conspicuously less success than the one
quoted here.
So what Ibelieve has been happening in
digital is that the suppliers of the equipment
have been producing just enough information to tantalise, but deliberately playing their
cards very close to their chests in an attempt
to forestall informed and investigative comment. And like Isaid, the plan has succeeded
like adream. To its eternal discredit, the hi-fi
press has by and large taken the easy way
out, and failed to investigate. Those who have
been critical have been out on a limb,
exposed to ridicule. Those with the technical
expertise to investigate the engineering
aspects properly have been starved of information, or alternatively have chosen not to
investigate. Altogether, press coverage has
been shambles, Ifeel.
On the other political side, acontrary force
up to now has been those manufacturers not
involved in selling digital equipment, especially those who will have their backs to the
wall when the revolution finally comes. As
such, their comments have not been exactly
disinterested, but they have certainly been
vociferously anti-digital for the most part.
Perhaps the only crumb of comfort for those
who have been bothered by the conduct of
the press on the digital issue so far, is that it
has conspicuously ignored much of the worst
of this ranting. Agnosticism rules OK?
All this is about to change. As Iwrite, the
first widespread distribution of digital Compact Disc players and discs to the press has
already taken place. As you read this, the stuff
should finally begin arriving in the shops.
And whatever else may be said for and
against the system as a means of playing
music, Iam full of admiration for the way the
product was brought from the drawing board
to actuality. But enough of the past. What of
the event itself? Does the product in the flesh
stand up to the myths? Does it give ' perfect'
sound quality? Would we recognise if it did?

Anti- climax
Well, Ihave to tell you that living with CD for a
while has proved somewhat anti-climatic.
Still, this was almost inevitable given what
we had been led to expect: no surface noise, a
performance unaffected by surface blemishes and scratches, asound quality that is
as far removed from the LP record as that is
from 78s. The Sunday Times of the 12th
December 1982 reported that the Compact
Disc is ' unbreakable, does not scratch, gives
more faithful reproduction than an LP and,
potentially, can be engineered to prevent
unauthorised copying'.
This latter point has been amajor carrot in
the digital industry's attempts to woo record
companies, and is pure hogwash, although

'cheap' CDs presumably will not appear
unofficially. Even where digital-to- digital
copying is difficult, recording from the analogue stage (
je the amplifier) will always be
possible — and potentially very rewarding
given that CD software will be expensive. It
has some attributes which invite copying;
absence of surface noise and ticks, and the
fact that the neighbour's cheap player ( when
they finally are available cheaply) won't
scratch or otherwise degrade the original.
But the other reason for the feeling of
anti- climax is the software — the CD discs
themselves. Ihave abunch of about adozen
in front of me right now, and have listened
more or less extensively to about another
10-15. Not one, in my view, is of a quality
associated with the very best analogue records from the last 20 years. However, there
are ways in which CD clearly is better than
anything that has gone before, so Iought to
explain exactly what Imean by ' good' and
'better'.
Thinking back over my most recent memory span, Irecall just one musical experience
that was set apart from anything else in the
way of sheer poetry of the recorded sound.
The record was one of Beethoven's symphonies ( the Sixth th nk), and the system was an
expensive active one belonging to ajournalist colleague. The performance was electric,
and the sound was quite stunning. The
recording was conducted by Mengelberg,
and was transcribed from 78s in mono.
Now Idon't spend much time listening to
recordings from that vintage; as a rule, I
prefer the luxury of more modern sounding
stereo recordings, though quite a few of the
records Iuse for day-to-day reviewing date
back to the early days of stereo ( did someone
say HFS 69 ?). Now the essence of good
recording and good high fidelity equipment
is essentially just such communication,
and as far as that is concerned, Isuppose
a lot of small things have to come together
at the right time, and this includes the
listener. But modern recordings tend to be
little better than their older counterparts as
a rule. If you want some recent examples of
the art, as opposed to the science, it's not
necessary to look much further than some of
the truly awful recordings foisted on us by
companies like DG whilst EMI seem to be
currently going through what can only be
described as a golden age.
What Iwas confronted with when Iset up
two Compact Disc players— the Sony CDP-101
and the Philips CD100 — and aSony PCM-F1
digital recorder, was ahiatus of just this sort.
Not one of the discs warranted extended
listening. Nevertheless Idid use them extensively, and tried them on a succession of
visitors over a several week period.
Now Iam not saying that digital per se is a
waste of time. All Iam saying is that Ireceived
abunch of unsatisfactory discs. Ihad some of
the CD titles in my own collection, and was
able to get hold of others, and by this means
was able to determine that the analogue
records were no better, and in some cases
worse. So it would seem fair to point the
finger at the recordings rather than at the
system.
I've said elsewhere that it is only necessary
to find one good digital recording to prove the
system. With 12in. analogue records recorded digitally, it is hard to find many recOrdings
that really stand up to such scrutiny, but Ican
think of at least three superb recordings of the
type: one from EMI, one from Philips and one
from Harmonia Mundi, of Ravel, Shostakovich and JS Bach respectively. And there are
certainly others. It's just unfortunate, IsupIII FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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pose, that none of these really fine recordings
imagine that later generations of players and
has yet come my way on CD. If you like your
discs will get over these hang-ups more or
less completely. Most of the discs gave no
Ravel Daphnis et Chloe Suite compressed
real problem provided they were kept clean.
and artificial ( Barenboim/Orchestre de Paris/
Apart from these occasional hiccups, the
DG), your Mozart Piano Concertos 15 & 21
CD players were both capable of the kind of
cold and clinical ( Brendel/Academy/Philips)
clean and dynamic performance that was
or your Petrushka inarticulate and with a
expected. They had extremely low backnervous hand on the fader ( Mehta/NYP/CBS
ground noise levels, at least where the discs
Sony) then these are the discs for you.
had been mastered from digital source mateAbout the best of the bunch is the Anne
rial. They both tended to dryness at low
Sophie Mutter/Karajan Brahms Violin Confrequencies, as noted earlier, and they were
certo ( DG), but this in my opinion is only
both very clear and sharp, with the kind of
moderately good as an analogue, and little
analytical quality associated with analogue
better as aCD — the violin sounds sharper,
systems with bright cartridges — except that
and some orchestral detail is also better
they were not tonally bright.
defined, but the low frequency information is
At the same time, Iwas left with adistinct
dry — to put it mildly. With the analogue you
feeling, backed up by some of my visitors,
could convince yourself you're listening to a
that the sound they produced tended to lack
recording made in some sort of solid acouscharacterisation. As an example, one of the
tic. With the CD, no such self-deception is
records used, in both CD and analogue form,
possible. Maybe this is because the CD is
was the Al DiMeola/John McLaughlin/Paco
better?
DeLucia Saturday Night in San Francisco
Itried the CD players in a number of
album, and one track called ' Mediterranean
systems. Igot some surprisingly positive
Sundance' in particular. This is alive 'double
results from an Aurex System 10, a £ 00
mono' type of recording of the pyrotechnics
amp/tuner/cassette deck/loudspeakers miniof two of the guitar super- heroes. In most
system. It really came to life with CD, but
terms it is an extremely fine recording, very
sounded a mess with a turntable ( Rega 3),
alive in feel, but whilst the CD is the clearer
apparently because the phono input of the
and better defined of the two, it is difficult to
amp wasn't all that hot. This is going to be the
say much about the instruments. For instcase Ithink with many other amplifiers,
ance, Paco DeLucia's guitar is anylon strung
especially mass market Japanese ones, and it
instrument, and this can be clearly heard on
is going to lead people to the wrong concluthe 12in. version, along with the sound of the
sions when doing direct A- B comparisons.
•body of the instrument, and a feel for the
Perhaps one of the greatest benefits of CD
tension of the strings and so on. Much of this
players is that preamplifiers are almost uninformation is simply missing from . the CD
necessary. CDs give plenty of output voltage
version — or Ithink it is. It could be that what
— up to 2V or so — and a series volume
I'm hearing is the effects of a brighter and
control is all that's necessary.
relatively bass- light balance.
Most of my listening was done using Linn
Saras and aNaim 32/250, with agood quality
What Idon't think is in doubt is that there
analogue turntable— Linn/Ittok/Koetsu Black
are two areas in which CD does leave
which costs far more than the CD players —
something to be desired. One is at high
for comparison. But it should be realised that
frequencies, which sound a little hard and
no truly fair comparison is in fact possible, as
clinical. The other is at low levels, where the
like is not being compared with like. Both
sound seems to lose out. Iam fairly certain
analogue and CD transfers are often of
that there is adistinct change to the sound as
uncertain origin, frequently from second or
it changes amplitude, and low level passages
third generation master tapes ( listen to the
have apeculiar, slightly mathematical sound.
hiss on the Dire Straits CD transfer of Love
Some of the analogue records which have
over Gold). Even if the mix is identical,
been dubbed onto CD, such as Billy Joel's
analogue cutting often results in what is
The Stranger, have quite a high level of
effectively aremix anyway, so the results are
background hiss, presumably carried over
bound to be different.
from the second generation of older master
Still, informal comparisons were interesttape. What is interesting, though, is the quality
ing. There were clear differences to begin
of the hiss, which is very harsh and edgy in
with between the Sony and the Philips
feel, and quite unlike the normal soft white
players. The Philips is both smaller and
noise effects we have become used to. This
neater, but a little slow and awkward to use
class of effect can be heard on other records
in some circumstances. The Sony also does
too, where the hiss is replaced by an absence
more, having a programme clock and a
of substance at similarly low levels.
remote control. More significantly, there are
The sort of effect I'm trying to explain is
differences in sound as aresult of the way the
analogous to the visual one of looking
error correction systems work.
through a dirty fish tank, the inside being
Isaid at the beginning of this column that
visible but partly obscured; and trying to see
the promised handling advantages of CD
inside the tank when the glass has been partly
were not entirely realised in practice. Both
painted over. In the latter case, the glass will
players proved very sensitive to relatively
be beautifully defined and clear, but what lies
small quantities of surface contamination on
within cannot be easily seen. Compact Disc
the disc, fingermarks for example. Both on
seems to allow the listener to follow the
occasions would get into a ' locked groove
broad outlines better because it presents
situation' when things got really tough, but
them more positively and with greater clarity.
the Philips tended to extricate itself fairly
Analogue is a little less impressive in these
quickly as a rule; the Sony didn't. At other
respects, but does allow you to dig deeper,
times, what Ican only assume to be the error
and generally paints in the underlying struccorrection circuitry came into effect, as the
ture of the music rather more convincingly.
sound became mushy and distorted. This
These are crude analogies to apply to an
didn't happen too often, but when it did the
unfamiliar system, and my reason for being a
Philips ( again) worked rather better in that it
little circumspect making these criticisms is
would struggle on without muting the output, •because of the limited range of software, and
whereas the Sony would simply switch off—
because the effects described are found to an
which is musically catastrophic.
extent in the analogue versions anyway.
These are early days for CD, though, and I
Of the two CD players, the Philips
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approached more nearly my ideal of what a
music source should do: whilst it was tonally
similar to the Sony, there was less highlighting of the high frequencies and a more
relaxed presentation. The way stereo behaved was different in the two machines too
— the Philips giving amuch greater sense of
depth and weight, the Sony giving a rather
flat perspective without much depth differentiation. There were no real compensating disadvantages either, and Iended up with
a distinct preference for the European
machine over an extended period of time.
The Sony's more up-front presentation led
some listeners to an initial preference for this
machine, but they tended to switch after a
while.
Nevertheless, Istarted the listening being
more impressed with CD than Iexpected to
be, and although my enthusiasm was tampered over the few weeks of use, I
still feel CD
has agreat deal to offer and that many of the
problems will eventually be overcome. In
part, this optimism comes from using the
Sony PCM-F1 digital/analogue converter with
their diminutive SL- F1 Beta recorder, which
uses a coding system similar to CD, and
which worked beautifully. Iwas able to make
recordings that were all but indistinguishable
from the original using records ( of both
types) as source, and was also lent some
direct copies of master tapes of recordings
made by Tony Faulkner. There was a rare
assortment of these, and quite an assortment
of sounds too, but the best of them were very
nearly impeccable. Imade no live recordings
of my own, but on the basis of what Ihave
heard so far Icannot but conclude that this is
by far the finest recording system I
have used.
What criticisms Iam able to make at all are
similar to those of Compact Disc, especially
the slight harshness at HF, but the effects on
the best of the recordings were at areduced
scale, and in general it was hard to distinguish copies from records provided the recording level had been set so that peaks were
close to the highest levels accepted by the
recorder before overload.
The one thing that has been said consistently in the pages of the hi-fi press in relation
to digital audio is that it opens the window to
the sounds of the microphones and to
hearing the way the recording engineer does
his job. This comment seems to me fully
vindicated from my own experience. Perhaps
on a less exacting system some of the
software Iused would have sounded more
acceptable, or the problems would not have
been quite so apparent.
Also, the 'envelope' of the recorded dynamics is more faithfully reproduced whilst
stereo image precision and pitch differentiation, especially at low frequencies ( apoint of
weakness with analogue) are outstandingly
good. This seems to me agood base to start
from, and the system will in turn provoke a
re-examination of the other elements in the
hi-fi system as awhole.
But neither of the digital systems as represented by the hardware looked at here is
perfect, and if you're looking for the sort of
quantum
leap that
accompanied
the
changever from 78s to LPs, you're going to
have to look hard to find it. Poor analogue
systems may well be transformed by addition
of aCD player, but good ones will be merely
threatened for afew years yet. Having said all
that, Istrongly suspect that the writing is on
the wall for analogue if the digital software
industry can only get its act together. The
question is, can it?
lit will, but only after when and if the engineers realise that
their slips are now showing — Edi
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Direct drive is good enough for some decks.
But not for ours.
Just imagine, if you can, arecord deck that has the
best of everything — arm, pick-up, speed accuracy,
suspension etc. — but no motor. Imagine that the turntable
is moved by some mystical means that involves neither
heavy bearings, moving parts, nor any physical contact
with the platter. How would this affect performance?
You would get no motor noise for astart. No motor
vibration. No age-related deterioration. No problems with
the hum fields every electric motor produces. Overall, an
excellent net loss!
Now dismiss your dream and face reality. A close
second to this ideal deck actually exists, with acontactfree drive system that is fact, not fantasy.
The system — called tangential drive— uses the
elementary law of physics that says any current-carrying
object placed in amagnetic field will experience aforce

that will cause it to move. Like the wheel of an ordinary
electricity meter (which works by the same law) the platter
rotates, silently and accurately, for as long as the magnetic
field is maintained by current passing through two
adjacent coils.
Tangential drive is only one of several unique features
built into the Beogram 8002. Microcomputer technology
adds machine intelligence that makes operation quick,
easy and foolproof. A patented suspension system
eliminates interference from external knocks and
vibration. Ultimate tracking precision is ensured by the
servo-controlled tangential tone arm, made of hard-drawn
brass, carrying the latest MMC 2pick-up with its
unframed contact-line diamond and miniaturised design
(see detail pic. below) which allows atotal cartridge
weight of only 1.6 grams.

Computerised control system
allows one-touch automatic
operation with pause and multirepeat functions. Actual speed
registers or. digital readout. Fabt
and slow aim scan for inner track
play. Manual over-rdes for nonstandard disc speed/size and
record cleaning.

Rumble > 75dB DIN weighted.
Wow/flutter <± 0.02° WRMS.
Speed deviation <0.03%. Pitch
control gives ± 3% speed
variability. Vertical tracking error
<0.04°. Channel separation
>25dB/IkHz. Frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz ± I.5dB.
TM 0.3 mg.

See and hear the Beogram 8002 in action by visiting your local Bang & Oluisen dealer ( he's listed in Yellow Pages under
Television and Radio Shops) or write for free Design Story to us, Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HN6, Eastbrook Road,
Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 2159L

Bang &Olufsen

TRIO A-71T-71L
YAMAHA
/1-460/T460
amp/tuner
combinations
T
I continued popularity of the integrated tuner/amplifier, which
UNER/amplifier separates still enjoy afair following despite the

seemed all set at one time to bring about the demise of separates
altogether. One advantage of separates is freedom of choice of each
department in terms of value, quality, features, power, sensitivity,
selectivity and so forth. Your choices are not hemmed in by what the
designers ( or marketing department) regard as the most desirable
combination. Moreover, if the hi-fi sun rises again and the excitement of upgrading returns to its past glory then it is obviously less
confusing and expensive to upgrade separates individually than a
combined integrated unit.
On the other side of the coin, separates do need to be connected
together so you end up with more wires in the system. It has also
been said that an integrated combination of given level and quality is
likely to cost less than two corresponding separate items owing to
common factors like power supply, housing and so on. Finally,
separates do tend to occupy more space than asingle integrated
unit. There are plus and minus points on each side, so the final
judgement can only be placed in your court!
The tuner/amplifier separates here, by Trio and Yamaha, are really
at the lower end of the scale: each tuner sells for around £85; the Trio
amplifier also around that price; and the Yamaha amplifier for
around £99. Should you be interested in a ' matched' pair the Trio
combination works out to around £ 184, so there's not much difference
between their prices. Although styled to match each other dimensionally so that one item can be stood upon the other, electrically they
are compati ble, so you could use the Trio tuner with the Yamaha
amplifier and vice versa.
Each item was separately lab tested, the results being drawn up for
easy comparison. For auditioning impressions each tuner was
partnered with my resident hi-fi system, and also partnered with its
own amplifier, while each amplifier was also fed with master tape
and disc source program material. Speakers used for the tests were
updated IMF TSL80/11 in aroom of about 70m 3 and 0.4s average
reverberation time. Several different moving magnet cartridges were
used on the AT- 1010 arm with amodified Leak 2001 turntable
system. Master tape was a38cm/s two-track stereo, and for some of
the tuner tests this source was used to modulate amodified Sound
Technology 1000A with 1100A conditioner.

Gordon King
Balance left/right is adjusted by asmall knob, and ' loudness'
accessed by pressing another switch. The amplifier is unusual in that
it is devoid of the conventional tone control knobs. It is, though,
possible to achieve some bass and treble boost by pressing one ( or
both) of two chunky square buttons on the fascia; but the degree of
boost is fixed, which Ithink unfortunate, though it has probably
resulted in amanufacturing cost saving.
There is little more that Ican say about the presentation of the
amplifier. It is neatly styled, that is true, and mains is connected
through twin-conductor cable ( no earthing conductor); neither is
there any DIN interfacing. It is metal encased of 'silver' finish and has
shallow indentations at the top which match with the feet of the T-7L
tuner, and facilitate non-slip stacking; but I
would have thought that
this would have restricted the free flow of cooling air through the
amplifier (through lower and upper grilles). When stacking in this
way I
would recommend keeping the amplifier at the top of the pile.
Dimensions approximate 350 x108 x237 mm (WxHxD), weight
4.1kg and price £85.
Lab Results
In the lab the amplifier would not quite deliver its rated power over
my test range of 20Hz to 20kHz, the limitation being at low bass.
However, the specification was met when the range was restricted to
40Hz at the low frequency end. Into 4ohm loads the specification was
also met, this time right down to 20Hz — both channels driven for all
these tests. 1kHz headroom referred to spectrum extremes was
greater into 4than 8ohms. Almost 10% of headroom was
measured with 20ms IHF bursts with respect to 1kHz steady-state
signal, so although the power supply is not particularly 'stiff' it is not
too 'soft', either. Dropping the test load to 2.7 ohms, single channel
drive, burst power held at 33W and 3.5A and even right down at 1
ohm the burst current was still 3.2A, though the power then dropped
to 10W.
The amplifier also functioned into the 60-degree phase- angle load
(Z 1)of circa 5ohms modulus of impedance without blowing afuse,
triggering the protection or burning out its power transistors— this
at 16kHz. Recovery from asevere burst overload was essentially
'instantaneous'. Certainly not abad power performance for such a
small amplifier.
Distortion did rise using the ZLwith 16kHz input but it was still low
enough in my opinion to be regarded as academic. Into pure resistive
loads the THD was well below the — 90dB noise floor of my Hewlett
Packard spectrum analyser. Icould have used fundamental notching
to extend the test dynamic range by 20dB or more but thought this
hardly worthwhile because, frankly, I
feel that far too much importance is being given to very small distortion values of amplifiers unnecessarily! The 19 + 20kHz IMD test can be useful as one assessment
of TID (transient intermodulation distortion), and as you will see from
the lab results both 2nd and 3rd orders were well down. Another
aspect of TID is the slew factor, which at the measured value ( greater

Trio A-7 amplifier
This compact bundle of hi-fi hardware has arated power of 22W/ch.
into 8ohm loads over 40Hz to 20kHz ( FTC) for no more than 0.09%
THD, and the same output into 4ohm loads but this time over 63Hz to
12.5kHz ( IEC) for no more than 0.7% THD. Its fascia matches that of
the partnering T-7L tuner, there being ablack plastic panel at the
right-hand side of the brushed aluminium section which carries a
large black volume control knob with resetting lines and numbers
marked on the panel ( pity it is not rear illuminated), and elongated
press-switches for mains on/off, source and tape selection.
When the amplifier is switched on, the input source chosen and 'on
line' is shown by ared-glowing LED built into the switch. Inputs
available are for m- m pickup and tuner plus tapes A and B. Interfaces
are made exclusively through pairs of RCA phono sockets at the rear,
each tape circuit having its own input/output socket pair. One of the
tape inputs, of course, could be used to interface an auxiliary source if
needed.
At the other side of the fascia are two press-switches for selecting
speaker pairs A or Bor both pairs simultaneously ( both switches on).
For headphone listening both pairs can be switched off, and ' phones
inserted into the standard jack socket. The speaker cables are connected to 'turn-to- lock' type terminals which have alow contact resistance. There is also an earthing terminal near the pickup input for the
record deck arm lead.
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I than 5) should keep the amplifier 'clean' when supplied with all types
of ordinary program material.
Dynamic ripple was ashade higher than Ihave measured from
some amplifiers at full drive, and damping factor somewhat lower
over the spectrum, but still adequate. Pickup input signal/noise ratio
was around average, as also were pickup overload margins. No
trouble was encountered with excessive DC offset voltage at the
speaker connectors.
The pen chart shows very reasonable accuracy of the RIAA
equalisation. With the output taken from the speaker circuit and the
input applied to tuner, the 'flat' response tended to roll off around
20kHz, which Iregard as desirable. However, the low and high boost
functions were pretty primitive, working like half rotation or normal
bass and treble controls but with no flexibility at all! You will also see
that the loudness control provided merely bass boost, the treble
rolling-off if anything rather than rising.

YAMAHA
A-460

BIB PO I/

Auditioning Impressions
As with all small amplifiers, after having been accustomed to
upwards of 100W per channel of urge, one has to be careful to avoid
exceeding the power dynamic range 'sandwich'. A strict control thus
has to be kept on the volume control finger. Actually, with the
reverberant sound pressure level peaks limited to around 90dBA the
amplifier sounded perfectly happy driving into the IMFs. Driven from
master tape source the integrity of the reproduction was quite high,
with good depth of bass and only mild upper-middle coloration. At
times, depending on the program material, the amplifier belied its
modest power yield and subjectively sounded more potent in this
respect than it really is. There seemed to be areserve of low bass
energy from the IMFs, possibly as the result of aslight 'overhang'.
Sadly, there is nothing that can be done to check any unnatural boost
in response, though it is easy to achieve asignificant lift by the
'boost' buttons.
On the other hand, the treble end was well controlled, and the
music attack and overtone rendering quite dramatic using superior
quality source material. There was alittle ' muddle' with complex
orchestral music which tended to increase with increasing sound
intensity. This would seem to be an amplifier that disfavours even
mild peak overload, but, when operated within its power capacity, is
capable of satisfying results.
Used with several cartridges, including amoving-coil with astepup device, the disc reproduction side was without apparent faults.
Hum and noise background was at alow level, and there were no
signs of pickup preamplifier overload. No problems were
encountered with interfacing to speakers and ancillary equipment,
but I
must admit to haying little use for the two boost buttons or the
loudness facility — not with the IMF speakers, anyway.

Yamaha A-460 amplifier
This is abigger and more powerful amplifier than the compact Trio
A-7. Power output rating is given as 35W/ch, minimum for 0.015% THD
into 8ohm loads over the full spectrum from 20Hz to 20kHz. The DIN
(IEC) rating into 4ohm loads at lkHz for 0.5% THD (just about clipping
point) is 55 W/ch., and into 8ohm loads 40W/ch. It is of matching style
and dimensionally similar to the T-460 tuner.
Fascia is aplain brushed aluminium panel carrying 'silver'finished control knobs which, although of 'classic' Yamaha format,
have been known to cause reactions from some observers — Irather
like them personally. For volume control alarge knob sits at the
extreme right-hand side. This has asmall ( not all that easy to see) dot
marked on it which works against resetting lines and numbers
printed on the fascia. Printed fascia marks are applicable to all the
other knobs and switches— smallish round ones for bass, treble,
balance and loudness; flat ones for source ( input) and record output
selection; and press-switches of three sizes for power on/off, A/B
speaker selection and high filter access.
It is possible to switch both speaker pairs off ( useful for ' private'
listening through headphones for which ajack socket is present at
the bottom left-hand corner), both pairs on, or either pair on. Source
selection goes over tape, m-m pickup, tuner and aux, and the sources
are interfaced to rear RCA phono sockets ( no DIN socketry). Record
output selection covers pickup, tuner and aux with an 'off' position,
this switch making it possible to record one source while listening to
adifferent one — apossibly useful feature. The amplifier accepts a
single tape machine, and asmall terminal resides beside the pickup
sockets for earthing the record deck arm lead.
Instead of the basic loudness button or switch, Yamaha have
adopted their variable loudness control on this model. This Ifavour
because it makes it possible to reduce the intensity of the reproduction from the level established by the volume control in such away
that the middle frequencies are attenuated progressively more than
the bass and treble frequencies. Hence for low-level listening the
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effect is that the bass, and to alesser extent the treble, are boosted.
The degree of effective boost increases as the level is further reduced
by the control. With the control set to 'flat' the effect is deleted and
the intensity can then be established normally (without loudness
compensation) by the volume control proper.
The amplifier is fully metal-encased with vent slots top and
bottom, the finish being 'silver-grey'. The two pairs of speaker cables
are connected to rear spring-pressure terminals which appear to be
quite effective. Construction was regarded as good.
Dimensions approximate 435 x112 x299.5 mm (WxHxD) and
weight 5.7kg. Selling price is around £99.
Lab Results
To clipping threshold the amplifier pumped out agood 40.5W/ch.
over the test spectrum into 8ohm loads. Although the power was up
into 4ohm loads the voltage was below that across the 8ohm loads.
Single channel drive resulted in arise of output, but the reduction in
output at spectrum extremes with respect to 1kHz (e.g, 1kHz
headroom) was not very dramatic with 8ohm loads— though greater
with 4ohm loads, as is usually the case. A healthy voltage was
maintained across 2.7 ohms resistive on IHF 20ms bursts,
corresponding to aburst power of over 100W and aburst current of
6.6A (single channel drive). However, when the load was reduced to
1ohm the burst voltage dropped very substantially corresponding to
apower of 4.4W and acurrent of 2.1A.
The amplifier was capable of driving into Z1 up to about 16.6dB
(19V) at 16kHz, but before reaching 17dB, which was possible across
8ohms resistive, the protection triggered. The protection was thus
set to trigger at an adequate threshold, thereby providing agood
compromise between protection and maximum output voltage
across adifficult, wide phase-angle load. It is much better in this
respect than some of the earlier Yamaha designs. Recovery from
severe burst overload was almost 'instantaneous'.
Like the Trio amplifier, THD into resistive loads was very small
indeed and I
felt no need to measure below — 90dB (0.003%).
19 + 20kHz IMD showed mostly 2nd-order products, but as is usual the
THD at 16kHz did rise when the amplifier was driving into the Z1.
Dynamic ripple was low up to clipping point but the residual
hum + noise and noise alone ( latter with CCIR/ARM weighting) were
both higher than from the Trio— but still in the i.tV region, and not
subjectively apparent.
Despite an extended small-signal frequency response the slew
factor was greater than 5so, as supported by the HF IMD results, it is
unlikely that the amplifier would encourage particular nasties due to
TID with ordinary program material.
No problems were detected with respect to pickup overload
margins, damping factors, or DC offset voltage across the speaker
circuits. Pickup RIAA equalisation accuracy was fine from 20Hz to
20kHz, as was the 'flatness' of response from tuner input to speaker
output with the tone controls centred and the loudness flat. The pen
chart reveals nicely tailored loudness contours at positions 6,8 and
10 of the control and well tamed tone control characteristics.
All in all, then, an encouraging set of measurements for an
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amplifier hovering around the £ 100 mark. Idon't think there would
be many problems concerning speaker interfacing with this latest
Yamaha design.
Auditioning Impressions
Although it was possible to raise 96dBA reverberant sound pressure
level peaks in the listening room from the IMFs, lower levels of
reproduction were more comfortable. Frequency balance was good,
and bass firm and well controlled without apparent overhang. Sound
was projected forward with good staging, but veered on the ' bright'
side of neutral. Low-level ambience was pleasantly portrayed without
one being particularly aware of the speakers.
Sonic differences were noted between disc and other sources, the
disc side showing signs of upper-treble brightness and mild
stridence. Best results were obtained from master tape, not
unexpectedly, but using the latest Shure V15V cartridge and well
known discs almost comparable quality was achieved.
All controls were smooth in rotation and all ( with the exception of
volume) operate against light indentations. Ididn't have much call to
use the switchable high filter ( low-pass) and its rate of roll- off as you
will see from the pen chart is only about 6dB/octave. The amplifier is
also equipped with ahigh-pass filter but this is said to have aroll-off
rate of 12dB/octave. For those requiring alogical form of loudness
control, the one on this amplifier will be appreciated, but if you do
not wish to make use of it, it must always be turned to the ' flat'
position. The record output selector switch is another facility which
could be useful and not always found on amedium price amplifier.

Trio T-7L tuner

Styled to complement Trio's neat little A-7 amplifier, this FM/AM
tuner, which boasts LW as well as MW, uses analogue tuning over a
somewhat restricted scale length of around 135mm. Frequency
readout is thus not very well defined— each frequency division on
FM in fact being as wide as 2MHz. There is similar lack of resolution
on the two AM bands. However, in practice, this would probably be
of little moment to most people as the tuner is intended primarily for
entertainment broadcasts as distinct from communication activities
and serious DXing.
Tuning is handled by alarge black knob residing on ablack panel
at the right-hand side of the brushed aluminium fascia, the panel
being of aplastic material which lines up aesthetically with asimilar
panel on the A-7 amplifier when one is stood upon the other.
Although not inertia- assisted by aflywheel the tuning is nevertheless
smooth running and free from irritating backlash — it being easy to
find the required station. The cursor consists of ashort, red-glowing
line which traverses aslot along the lower part of the scale as the
tuning knob is turned. An interesting point here is that as the tuning
arrives within the range of asignal the cursor starts to flicker in
brightness, the plan being to tune carefully over the signal until the
red glow is steady, this then giving afair indication that the correct
FM tuning point has been established.
The scale is attractively arranged, and at the top right are five
brightly glowing LEDs in aline which provide an indication of tuned
signal strength — the more that light, the stronger the signal.
Unfortunately, the dynamic range of the indication — that is, the
weakest to the strongest signal indicated — is not very wide, and
there is not adefinite change from one LED to the next as the signal
increases in strength. At the opposite corner is another LED which
tells when astereo signal is tuned— the normal ' stereo beacon'.
Three push-switches provide all the other functions. One switch
operates the power on/off, another the FM/AM section, while the
third provides LW/MW selection in AM mode and mono/auto stereo
in FM mode. FM interstation muting lies at afixed internally preset
threshold which, although probably of minor inconvenience under
practical conditions, rendered some of the FM lab tests difficult.
Rear terminations are RCA phono sockets for audio, and screw
terminals for 75 or 300ohm FM aerial, external AM aerial and earth.
There is no need to use an external aerial for regional AM signal
collection as the ferrite rod aerial, which can be shifted over asmall
horizontal angle, is quite effective.
The tuner is metal-encased and measures approximately 350 x68
x255mm ( WxHxD). Weight is 2.4kg net, and price around £85.

Lab Results
For the price the tuner gave some encouraging lab returns. Absolute
sensitivity was high, and the quieting characteristic desirably steep
such that the input required for 60dB mono signal/noise ratio was a
mere 10/.V. The noise of stereo decoding was also relatively low, the
noise floor being reasonably well down with 1mV aerial input.
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Although CCIR/ARM weighting was used for the noise
measurement, the value measured was influenced slightly by a
harmonic of the mains frequency somehow finding its way into the
audio circuits— this being present also in the mute conditions.
However, this finding must be viewed sensibly, since the level of the
signal was so low as to be essentially inaudible under ordinary
operating conditions.
Although the FM front-end would stand afair whack of signal
before protesting and generating spuriae, the RFIM was only of an
'average' value; but if you come up against trouble with extra strong
signals you could easily attenuate the aerial input to bring the
operation within the front-end dynamic range capability. Iwas
impressed by the good capture ratio and the fairly sharp adjacent
channel selectivity, though the latter was tending to cause a
distortion rise at ± 75kHz deviation, which reduced more or less
proportionally with decrease in deviation. The fixed muting level
made it virtually impossible to make some of my usual tests, and I
was unable to summon sufficient courage to delve into the circuit to
make alterations which would defeat the muting. Nevertheless, the
fixed threshold level was very low at circa 1.41AI , so it wouldn't
detract from the normal performance, though it may discourage the
use of the tuner for DX trials which are rarely of interest to the music
lover, anyway!
The speaking channel frequency response at the top of the pen
chart shows aprogressive roll- off of bass but an extended linear trace
almost to 15kHz, where the output collapses swiftly into the 19kHz
filtering. The non- speaking channel output indicates : he stereo
separation over anon-filtered sweep so it takes full account of
harmonics and spuriae, including pilot tone and stereo sub-channel
components. Using abandpass filter centred at 1kHz the
fundamental separation was good at 46dB.
Like all tuners with fast pilot tone filtering, a1kHz squarewave
passing through is likely to be perturbed by ' rings' and this is shown
on the accompanying oscillogram. Nevertheless, the result was 66dB
19kHz rejection, though there was lesser rejection of the stereo subcarrier proper— both measured in the absence of modulation.
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A test which Ithink will gain increasing importance on FM tuners
as time goes on is that which Ihave termed ' reciprocal noise mixing'.
This was brought to my attention by my colleague Angus McKenzie,
who has been investigating its significance in some detail. The
elegance of the test lies in its simplicity of application. Two signals
are applied 1MHz in separation, one at low level on which the 30dB
signal/noise ratio is established and to which the tuner is resonating;
the other, 1MHz away, is gradually increased in level until the
signal/noise ratio on the first signal is degraded by 3dB. The ratio of
the levels of the two signals, expressed in dB, results in an index of
reciprocal noise mixing. The value of 77.5dB measured on the Trio
can be regarded as good.
Auditioning Impressions
The tuner was auditioned both with its partnering amplifier and also
in my resident hi-fi system in place of the usual tuner, using both offair signals and lab-derived VHF signals stereo modulated with
master direct- reel tape. Off-air impressions were favourable, albeit
with asmall shortfall in the low bass register which couldn't wholly
be corrected by the normal bass control on the resident amplifier or,
indeed, by the low boost of the A-7.

Using the signal input more under my direct control, optimum
results were achieved by keeping afairly tight control on maximum
deviation. With deviation approaching the full ± 75kHz alittle
stridence was discerned on certain 'trebley' program material,
especially on piano music and strong string overtones. Results
settled into amore sanitary state by keeping the deviation on peaks
to no higher than ± 50kHz. Frequency balance generally, excepting
the low bass shortfall, was perfectly respectable and stereo staging,
although not flawless, was thought to be good for atuner in the price
range. Forward ' presence' was rather weak, and the low-level
ambience was not amatch for some of the more expensive FM
hardware. All in all, the net performance was by no means poor; in
fact, the off- air results would be judged by some listeners to be on
par with those typified by more expensive and elaborate FM kit.
The lack of switched muting would not Ithink induce user irritation
under normal conditions, and the tuner was very easy to operate and
matched nicely to its partnering amplifier. The AM section was
remarkably sensitive, though possibly not so well matched on the
selectivity stakes, but Ihad no call to utilise an external AM aerial to
provide me with AM material from regional sources that Iwished to
audition. The ferrite rod aerial possessed commendable response
capability on both AM bands, while its ( limited) horizontal
orientation was useful as an interference defeater. The flickering red
cursor light, although not all that easy to see, was auseful adjunct to
the LED signal strength indicator.

Yamaha T-460 tuner
This model is apartner to the Yamaha A-460 amplifier and, in
common with the Trio T- 7L, uses analogue tuning. But this time there
is ascale of greater definition of around 230mm active length, whose
primary divisions are 1MHz and sub- divisions as small as 100kHz,
thereby providing good FM resolution. An AM section is provided,
but it is tunable only over MW with reduced scale resolution.
A slot running along the scale between the FM and AM sections
shows ared-glowing cursor which is geared to afree- running, inertia
assisted tuning knob at the extreme right-hand side of the brushed
aluminium fascia. There are also two LEDs, one each side of the
cursor, which glow bright green when the tuning comes in range of a
signal. When operating on the VHF FM band the scheme is to adjust
the tuning carefully until both LEDs glow with corresponding intensity, which correlates closely to the optimum tuning point. These
LEDs also light when an AM station is tuned but then there is no
discrimination of brightness.
The scales are fairly narrow and angled back slightly for easy
reading, which is aided by illumination, and are protected by a
window which is nicely fitted to the fascia. There is no signal strength
indicator on this model, though there is the usual ' stereo beacon'
which is ared-glowing LED at the extreme right-hand side of the
scale slot. Typical of all Yamaha designs, the fascia gives the
impression of being totally uncluttered and 'clean' looking. In fact,
apart from the tuning knob the fascia only accommodates three
press- switches, achunky square one for mains on/off and two
smaller ones for FM/AM selection and mono/stereo mode, which is
also geared to FM interstation muting such that the muting is lifted in
mono mode but active always in stereo mode.
Audio signals emanate at the rear through apair of phono plug
terminated flying leads, while aerials are catered for by aBritish coax
socket and screw terminals for 300ohm balanced feeder option. For
AM there are two terminals for external aerial/earth or for
connecting to arear clip- on loop aerial which is provided.
The tuner has ablack-finished metal enclosure and dimensions

approximately 435 x93 x305mm ( WxHxD). Weight is around 3.7kg
and price in the order of £85.
The multi-lingual operating booklet carries acircuit of the tuner
which reveals the use of ICs, and an FM front-end equipped with FET
RF amplifier, amechanical tuning gang with two stages in front of an
IC, dual bipolar mixer. IF selectivity is secured by two ceramic filters.
Lab Results
The Yamaha T-460 is another tuner of good absolute sensitivity and
low noise floor, especially in mono mode. Although the nth- degree
of sensitivity is relatively unimportant for general use it can be useful
for speciality DX trials under enhanced tropospheric propagation,
the FM design ot the tuner lending itself to such operation.
Noise in stereo mode was slightly higher than that of the Trio, but
the mains ripple content of the noise was lower. However, with
input approaching the 1mV mark the noise floor dropped nicely.
Front-end dynamic range was some 2.5dB wider than that of the Trio
and the spurious response ratio was reasonable for atuner cf this
design. A good compromise appears to be established between
selectivity and distortion, but again the distortion fell with reducing
deviation — but even at full deviation the net harmonic distortion in
mono mode was less than 0.1%. As would be expected it was higher
in stereo mode, and higher still on IM at 4+5kHz two-tone.
Neither the 19kHz pilot tone nor the 38kHz stereo sub- carrier was
particularly deeply suppressed, and this also tends to show up on the
non-speaking channel trace of the pen chart which is flooring on
these signals. However, at 1kHz and through narrow bandpass
filtering, the fundamental stereo separation was agood 50dB. The
speaking channel trace shows response variations approaching 1cIB
over the range to 10kHz with afurther drop of about 1.5dB from
10kHz to 15kHz. On the other hand, the low bass output is well
maintained.
The overall squarewave test revealed an undamped ' ring' at the
top and bottom, as shown by the oscillogram. This is unusual since
the effect with pilot tone/sub-earner filtering is generally asevere
overshoot followed by aheavily damped ' ring' as nthe Trio case.
The ' reciprocal noise mixing' test gave avery good ratio of 81cIB ( see
the Trio tuner review for details of the test). This would imply that a
strong signal relatively close to awanted signal of lower strength
would fail to impair the signal/noise ratio unduly.
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Auditioning Impressions
The tuner was judged for sonic quality by both coupling it to my
resident hi-fi system and through the Yamaha A-460 amplifier —
again using off-air and lab-derived program material. Impressive
results were achieved from lab-derived organ music recorded in a
reverberant environment indicating that the coherence of low-level
ambience was not very much impaired relative to the source direct,
which is agood subjective test, I
find.
Atthe mid and treble end of the spectrum slight coloration was
heard on some more accurately recorded program, though using
off- air material the effect was far less discernible. Although stereo
staging was fairly forward and stable there sometimes seemed to be a
slight 'tizzle' or ' overhang' to the reproduction, especially on piano
music, with strings taking on aslight stridence; but again this was
mostly apparent using lab-derived repertoire, which Imight otherwise
have put down to multipath distortion! In fact, it was of that nature
though far less severe than would normally be expected in this case.
Using orchestral music there was not undue 'clutter', instrument
definition being very palatable. Overall impressions were, in fact,
above average, though using off-air material it was virtually
impossible to determine much difference between the two tuners
when driving into my own hi-fi system. The Yamaha scored at the
low bass end, though, using more critical material.
The AM loop aerial clipped to the rear of the tuner seemed to
possess almost as much response capability as agood ferrite rod
aerial. Quality of AM was well below that of FM, but the AM
sensitivity was good, though the selectivity was alittle wide which
showed up after dusk on the MW band. The loop aerial provided
sufficient signal for regional station reception.
Lack of asignal strength indicator may bother afew people, but it
is rather academic for entertainment broadcast applications, though
it would be useful to assess the strength of distant stations provided
it had sufficient dynamic range, which few medium price tuners
have, anyway. The indication of accurate FM tuning worked well and
the tuning point so determined linked closely to the least distortion,
lowest AM rejection ratio and best stereo separation.

Conclusions
You can't really regard this as the usual form of comparative group
review since here we are only looking at two amplifiers and two
tuners. The plan has been to evaluate each item separately and
singly, though, of course, it is quite easy to see how one amplifier or
NAME AND MODEL
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•'0.003
0.035

<0.003

003

<0.003

tuner compares against the other on the various tests to which they
were subjected on acommon basis in the lab. The reviews
themselves tell you how we thought they ' sounded' in the listening
room and about the different features they possess.
There were some auditioning differences between the two
amplifiers but some of these undoubtedly stem from the differences
in power. Into 8ohm loads over the entire 20Hz-20kHz spectrum, for
instance, the Yamaha was found to be getting on for 3dB more
powerful than the Trio. On the other hand, the Trio was capable of
greater burst power and current when loaded with lohm. The
Yamaha would appear to have a 'softer' power supply than the Trio
(not that this is abad thing for smallish amplifiers) and possibly a
more prudently established 'protection' threshold. But you should
always relate the power you have purchased to the efficiency of the
speakers, room volume, taking account of furnishings, and your
accepted level of loudness. Neither amplifier would run amiss or
stumble too much when pumping out quite moderate levels of
sound pressure; but you go above that level at your peril.
The Yamaha is the more conventional amplifier of the pair with its
normal bass and treble tone controls as distinct from the bass and
treble boost buttons of the Trio. Iknow that agood few people
nowadays scorn tone controls on principle, but Imust admit myself
to preferring continuously variable tone controlling to fixed degrees
of bass and treble boost. The Yamaha also has the attribute of
recording output selection and the dubious merit of a6dB/octave
roll-off rate high filter, along with illuminated indicators which show
the input source selected.
Both amplifiers are equipped with terminals and switching for two
pairs of speakers, while the Trio caters for two tape machines with
replay selection tied to illuminated press-switches. The Yamaha has
an aux input instead, so the main difference in this respect is that the
Trio has two pairs of sockets delivering recording signal against the
Yamaha's one pair.
As to the tuners, the Trio includes LW on its AM side, which could
be useful at certain times, but the FM tuning resolution of the
Yamaha is superior. Distortion from the Trio is slightly greater than
that from the Yamaha. Like the amplifiers, the two tuners did sound
different under audition, though the relative deviation of the two
from accuracy Iregard as academic. Activated from lab-derived
stereo-modulated VHF signals the Yamaha was possibly slightly
more favoured. The Trio is the only one with signal strength
indication, but both have their separate ways of telling you when you
have tuned correctly to an FM signal, which is more important than
relative signal strength indication, especially over asmall range.
To my eyes the Trio constitutes the neatest stacked package. It
occupies only about two-thirds of the volume of the Yamaha pair;
but some people might prefer the ' uncluttered' looks of the Yamaha
tuner, the black plastic bits of the Trio partnership probably not
appealing to them. Isampled anumber of opinions on this and in a
nutshell the overall result was 'for size the Trio' and 'for design
elegance the Yamaha'. So much for aesthetics!
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hoven, Holland, in March 1979 when Philips
played aprototype player to alarge audience
from all over Europe on the same day as they
more recently in my own music room, on
launched their first, and unfortunately rather
several different players, I have come to
poor, metal cassettes. The early CDs were all
conclusions which Ifeel particularly relevant.
made from analogue open- reel master tapes,
Perhaps surprisingly, these could all be
but this could be seen through and Philips'
summed up in the phrase 'the more you open
giant leap forward could be appreciated.
the window, the more muck flies in'. Let's
Subsequently, Iheard more Compact Discs
consider a modification to the phrase and
near London at a demonstration given by
suggest that with aCompact Disc we are not
Sony. Sony chose to use what they consideronly opening awindow, but also the veraned to be their very best and most expensive
dah, the back and the front doors, with all the
studio monitors, but most listeners present
chimneys open.
agreed that the reproduced sound quality
This may at first appear to be an extraordinwas coloured in the extreme. It was sufficientary contradiction of what Compact Disc is
ly poor that those who could not make
about, so it will need some clarification. First,
allowances for the bad sounding speakers
though, let me make my own position absocould easily have blamed the digital process
lutely clear. Iam absolutely dedicated to the
for the poor quality. After considerable pressfuture of Compact Disc, in that Ifeel it is
ure from the audience, Sony replaced their
clearly able to give music lovers by far the
monsters with the much less expensive
most magnificent musical experiences that
they ever will have had in their homes. I SS- G1 Mk11 speakers which, although having
an inferior bass end, were far less coloured.
consider the change from analogue LP to
Some of the Sony engineers probably
Compact Disc to be as significant as that from
thought the audience of British audio critics
the acoustic 78 to the electric one, and from
to be crazy, but Isuggest most strongly that
the 78 to the LP, although the criteria of
that audience understood the sounds of
comparison are very different. But no matter
music very much better than did the desighow good the quality of the playback system,
ners of the studio monitors!
ultimately the limiting factor concerning
A demonstration in 1981 at the Berlin
sound quality is the way in which the
exhibition by Philips was particularly fascirecording was captured in the first place. Up
nating, since whilst the loudspeakers were
to now, the analogue LP has contributed so
reasonably good but certainly not exceptionmuch in the way of spurious noise and
al, most of the Compact Discs that were then
distortion that on most systems the inherent
available were poor in terms of having an
recording quality is obscured, to a larger or
extremely artificial sound balance. This desmaller extent. With the playback quality
monstration, however, was the first sensible
offered by Compact Disc, however, if you
one which showed the maximum potential of
have a very good pair of speakers, and a
the system. Later in 1981, my colleague Roy
decent powerful amplifier, then you should
Brooker and Ivisited Hitachi in Japan and
be able to hear a reproduced sound quality
took with us some digital tapes which we had
which is likely to be very much better than the
made in various locations. Hitachi had just
sound quality which was heard at the studio
won agolden award at the Japanese Audio
or recording location. Professional monitors
Fair for an incredibly expensive and large pair
such as the frequently used JBLs offer
of speakers and our Japanese friends eagerly
considerable ' quantity', of sound, and awide
awaited a pleasant reaction from us. The
frequency range. However, in my experience
listening session kicked off with ashort piece
many such monitors are very coloured,
of Japanese music which we did not really
possessing response anomalies which would
fully appreciate, but then we played my
make the average electronics designer
digital material. Within seconds we all started
squirm in agony. Our listening criteria at
fidgeting: it was quite evident that my tapes
home are very different, for most of us want
were sounding really dreadful. Those present
to reproduce music at reasonably sensible
agreed that if they had not had faith in my
levels, but are concerned with a purity of
tapes being good, they would have put down
sound at these levels which would seem to be
much of the bad reproduction to problems
beyond the reach of too many studio monitor
with the original sound balance than imspeaker systems. Loudspeakers that Ihave
mediately wilh the speakers.
used, such as the KEF 105 . 2, Quad ESL-63
In March 1982, Philips and Polygram held a
BBC/Rogers LS5/8, and Spendor BC1, are
Symposium in the George V Hotel in Paris to
good examples of systems which have subcoincide with the Festival du Son. The ballstantially less coloration than most studio
room at this hotel was used and it was
monitors.
obvious straight away that the acoustics were
Fine details of sound balance will thus
so bad as to render the demonstration almost
show up much more clearly with good
hopeless. The Compact Disc sound quality
loudspeakers in agood and reasonably large
was continuously criticised because although
home listening room, and deficiencies will
it was possible to make allowances for the
have more chance of being revealed in their
bad acoustics, none could be made for the
true colours. What might have been thought
unrealistic grossly over-miked balances. The
of as perfectly acceptable in the studio can be
general opinion was that although the
heard only too clearly in the home to be
medium itself had amazing potential, the
flawed. Or, more to the point, the engineers
sound balance presented on the discs that
may have thought that the ' cooking'
were played was less than satisfactory and
they were doing to the sound was not
engineers would have to rethink totally their
having any undesirable audible side-effects,
criteria for sound balance.
but this doesn't now mean that the domestic
listener won't hear them.
Early in November 1982, Ihad my first
chance to hear aCD player in my home. All
This point is particularly relevant when it
my faith in the system was confirmed, but my
comes to the demonstrations of Compact'
feeling of dissatisfaction with the existing
Disc that have taken place prior to the launch.
Even if it means hurting people's feelings, I average commercial sound balance was very
strongly reinforced. Consider the colossal
will have to be absolutely frank about the
dynamic range offered by the Compact Disc
sound quality at these demonstrations. My
system. Without the distractions of hiss,
first hearing of Compact Disc was in EindHEARD DOZENS of Compact Discs
HAVING
in public and private demonstrations, and
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A
QUESTION
OF
BALANCE
Angus McKenzie attempts
to put CD into perspective

crackle, rumble and tracing distortion it tends
to draw the listener closer to the music,
together with its sound quality and surrounding ambience. Thus we reach a situation
where the psychological effects of listening
fatigue become all important. If so many
distractions are removed, any lack of reality in
the reproduced sound will stick out like asore
thumb. Examples are all too common as can
be seen from ' Compact Disc Monitor' on p.88
although some companies seem to produce
in general a more realistic and convincing
balance than others.
The problems can be illustrated by the DG
recording of Brahms's Violin Concerto with
Karajan and Anne-Sophie Mutter. This is a
fairly clear example of avery exciting disc but
one that for me is rather too artificial for deep
enjoyment. The orchestral sound at first
seems magnificent, but the morel listen to it,
the more Ihear that the violins seem strident
instead of being silky, whilst the cellos are
sometimes artificially forward. The soloist's
fiddle quite frequently seems too loud, but
the perspective is totally wrong, as if not only
had she been close-miked but the mike gain
had also been pulled up too much, thus rendering the illusion artificial. Iappreciate that
this type of balance is what many producers
want to give us, but Iwould ask the question
'Is it what most music lovers want to hear?'
How can one get over the problem of
balancing a violin concerto properly? If the
soloist's mike is placed further away, sufficient to ameliorate the somewhat dead sound
that would be contributed by a close mike,
then the signal from the solo mike, perhaps
processed by some digital electronic reverberation device, is going to be muddy. What
is more serious, though, is that amore distant
solo mike would then pick up in mono some
of the central orchestral sound, and when that
mike's contribution is added to the main
stereo picture, there will be clear anomalies in
the central image ( or wherever the soloist's
image is happened to be placed).
If you are going to use a large number of
microphones for arecording, then problems
of perspective will ensue. A member of an
audience in a concert hall will hear the
various instruments of the orchestra and the
soloists at different distances away, of
course, in different locations from left to right.
However, he will also hear the contribution of
the various instruments in the general ambience coming from all around the concert hall.
The reason why woodwind instruments, for
example, tend to be slightly more reverberant
in a concert hall than the front desks of the
violins is concerned with the ratio of direct
sound to ambience of each part of the
orchestra as heard by the listener from the
hall.
The intensity of direct sound is controlled
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EXCELLENCE.

KT-9XL QUARTZ SYNTHESIZER PM/MW/LW T'UNER
DUAUPOWER SUPPLY
•Multi-state memory for preset station reception condition • Random FM/MW/LW 8-station preset memory • Superb interference rejection
with Direct RF Conversion • Selectable Wide and Narrow IF bandwidths • FM sensitivity (75 ohms): 0.95pV Normal RF • FM S/N ratio:
86dB mono, 80dB stereo • FM THD ( 1kHz): 0.04% stereo Wide IF Stereo separation (1kHz): 55dB Wide IF
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enough foethe serious hiFor too long, one crucial aspect of
system design has been missing;
choice.
In creating the XL series, we've
produced arange of perfectly
matched components which offer
an unrivalled choice for any
listening environment: three
amplifiers, two tuners, two cassette
decks, two turntables and astereo
graphic equaliser, all designed to
stack in any combination.

igma DriveHi-Speed amplifiers, to
our Quartz Synthesiser tunersfeatures the very best in Trio audio
technology Together, they represent
much more; all the ingredients for
your ideal stereo system, whatever
that may be.
See the new XL series at your
nearest Trio expert. He'll be happy
to show you how easy it is to
achieve excellence.
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by the conventional square law, but the
intensity of reverberation of that sound is
fairly linear, and it is the ratio between these
intensities, highly dependent on the characteristics of each individual hall, which gives
the listener the apparent audible distance of
each individual instrument. If multi-mikes are
used to pick up the different sections of the
orchestra, and general ambience is added to
the conglomerate sound, the overall perspective must be wrong, thus taking away the
chances of reproducing anatural acoustic. A
coincident pair of mikes, or a good stereo
mike, placed reasonably far back, should pick
up the sounds of the orchestra and soloists
with the correct ratios of direct to ambient
sounds.
Such a mike technique, though, is highly
susceptible to reverberation anomalies, and
coincident mike recordings made in rather
nasty halls can sound dreadful, whereas
those made in good halls can sound magnificent. Engineers who favour coincident mike
techniques of one form or another, thus have
to choose their recording locations very
carefuly.
Let's look at another problem. The signal/
noise ratio on the Karajan Brahms Violin
Concerto is, of course, superb, owing to the
fairly close mikes used. A coincident mike
technique, though, stretches the signal/noise
ratio of the system to the absolute limit, and
there are very few good microphones that are
both flat in response, have good directivity
patterns and also have very low inherent hiss
in their circuitry. Compact Disc will reveal
microphone problems only too clearly. Models such as the early AKG C24, whilst reproducing agood overall sound quality, are just
too hissy for most of today's requirements.
Many Neumann microphones, particularly
some of the older ones, seem to add astrident
coloration which is just not there in the
original sound. It has not passed unnoticed
that one very long established record label is
about to replace many of their nastier spikey
and shrill Neumann mikes with the latest
Schoeps models.
Some of the latest Neumann mikes do not
seem to have such a spikey top, but I
remember once making adirect comparison
between a Neumann stereo SM69 and an
AKG C24 for arecord of Elizabeth de la Porte
playing Bach harpsichord music. With microphones in exactly the same position, a
recording was made separately on each. The
Neumann had abetter signal/noise ratio, but
was unbearably hard, steely, and sounded
too close, whereas the C24 gave amore open
and much smoother sound, being vastly
preferred by both the artist and the recording
team, which resulted in its use for the record.
Over the years Ihave made comparative
recordings at various concert halls and Ihave
always preferred AKG or Calrec mikes —
including the Soundfield — to Neumanns,
whilst acknowledging the superior S/N ratio
of most Neumanns.
AKG, however, have recently designed a
very much quieter microphone amplifier, the
460, which replaces the 451, the new amplifier being some 7dB quieter. This is significant, for if Compact Disc sound quality forces
coincident microphone techniques to be
favoured for classical music recording, then
every microphone manufacturer, not just
AKG, will have to make capacitor mikes
significantly quieter.
Another factor which can dramatically
affect the reproduced sound quality is
whether or not the original engineers had
worked in acontrol room where an attempt

has been made to flatten the omnidirectional Da
reverberant and direct response of the monitor speakers. The technique involves the use
of an omnidirectional B&K microphone, and
graphic equalisers in the feed to the monitor
amplifiers. A measured flat response on a
pink noise signal as picked up by the B&K
mike obtained by use of graphics might not
necessarily mean that the engineers will be
hearing aflat response. The reverberant field
may be flat, after the dreaded treatment, but
the direct sound, which reaches the listeners'
ears first, would probably be grossly up in
top, and have woodles all over the bass end.
The engineer might thus actually decide to
cut HF on his master recording. But what
happens if he is monitoring at what most of
us mortal souls would regard as deafening
levels. This could well emphasise both low
bass and extreme top, so the engineer might
then feel the sound needs ' sweetening' and
add reverb! When the recording is subsequently played back at a realistic level, on
decent speakers, it can then be seen to be
coloured and have strange response anomalies. Iam not suggesting that this always
happens, but clearly the monitoring conditions, and especially the type of speakers
being used, can greatly influence abalance,
and the decisions made concerning sound
quality by a producer who is listening on
doctored feeds to coloured monitor speakers
in a dead control room, may well be miles
away from what he would actually want to be
heard when played back via Compact Disc on
reasonable quality speakers.
Underground trains, traffic rumble, or aircraft are all the more audible on CD, and this
is clearly going to rule out many recording
locations which have been much used in the
past, eg, acertain hall fairly close to Holborn!
If you are hearing underground trains passing on LP when fairly close mike techniques
were employed, think of what will happen
with more natural microphone balance techniques on CD. With luck, we may even see
recordings of orchestras more frequently
being made in our own best concert halls in
the UK, instead of some of the dreadful barns
we are used to.
Care will have to be taken to provide break
points throughout each disc so that access
can be more easily gained to arequired part
of along piece of classical music. Stravinsky's
Petrushka on CBS for example, has only one
marked point, the beginning. It would take
you very many minutes to find the beginning
of, say, the 4th tableau, and this is ridiculous.
On one or two discs, reverberation has been
cut short suddenly in between movements,
and this again is ridiculous. It is this sort of
unmusical engineering that perhaps has
caused afew writers to criticise reverberation
on digital recordings in the mistaken belief
that it was the sound itself dropping below
the bottom bit!
Ihope Ihave indicated to readers that
whilst Ithink the CD system is the most
fantastic advance in reproduced music possibly even for 100 years, the actual quality of
recordings leaves much to be desired, and I
am hard put to find even one Compact Disc
which Icould class as a near perfect sound
recording. There can be no doubt that dramatic changes in the philosophy of sound
balance will have to be forthcoming and it
would be fascinating indeed to watch the
development of CD in the next few years. It is
ironical that the very perfection of the
medium allows one to hear so clearly every
imaginable fault in the sound balance for
virtually the first time!
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OR SOME REASON fewer recordings than
usual in the last quarter qualified for
coverage in Quality Monitor. The launch of
Compact Disc this month throws the subject
of sound quality into sharp relief but there is
little evidence that the overall standard of
recordings has risen with the introduction of
modern technology; in fact, one could be
forgiven for thinking that the opposite was
nearer the truth. For interest's sake, we dug
out the 1957 Beecham Scheherazade recording ( HMV SXLP 30253), and although the
sound is undoubtedly ' Iotech' — highish
noise and distortion, and arestricted frequency response — it had an immediacy and
vitality which seems to be rarer than it should
be nowadays. Following asuggestion made
in ' Letters' last month, we have included a
number of recordings which didn't receive a
star but look promising.
Lyrita records have always made regular
appearances in QM, and their recording of
HE EQUIPMENT used is not meant to represent
Tthe
' ultimate' in sound quality; rather, good

systems that have been found to work synergistically and are not of the reach of readers desiring good
sound quality.
John Atkinson: Koetsu ' Black', Linn Ittok, Linn
Sondek; either: Meridian 101B preamp, Marantz
English composer George Lloyd's 5th Symphony ( SRCS 124), with the Philharmonia
under Edward Downes, was double-starred
in November by BS. Presumably an analogue
recording, the sound is nevertheless outstanding: it may not have digital ' clarity' but it
has an overall feeling of integrity, of instrumental cohesion, which would be hard to
beat. The perspective is perhaps a little flat
but the result is not unnatural and complements the music admirably. Star confirmed.
Also starred in November was aHyperion
collection of Stanford songs 'Trottin' to the
Fair' (A66049) sung by tenor James Griffett,
accompanied by Clifford Benson. In his
review DH commented both on the stereo
image and on the dynamic range captured,
and we would agree that both are excellent.
The depth of the image is clearly defined,
both singer and piano being set within a
warm acoustic, and the sound is both natural
and unforced. Star confirmed.
'Drums + Orchestra' is the title of arecord
of two modern works dedicated to percussionist Siegfried Fink— Benguerel's Concierto and Soler's Requiem — (
Thorofon Capella
MTH193), which was given an A*/B rating in
January by AO, who commented that it could
be said to be a triumph of multi- milking
recording technique. It is the kind of record
that the late Geoff Jeanes typified as requiring aspecial B* rating — not at all ' real' but
still totally convincing musically. Instrumental detail and sounds are almost
exquisitely captured but there has been no
attempt by the producer or engineer to
preserve the correct perspectives. The balance is thus occasionally a little wayward,
and image depth is sometimes anomalous.
Nevertheless, the record is most enjoyable as
a pot-pourri of recorded sounds and the
mixed rating is more appropriate than aplain
A.
Once the recording team decide to dispense with the idea of recording in anatural
manner, however, the results can be unpredictable, to say the least, and even unpleasant. This was brought home when we
listened to guitarist John Williams' new
collection ' Portrait' on CBS 37791. Strictly
speaking, this doesn't qualify for discussion
in QM as it was given a ( generous) Bby PT in
February, but it illustrates what can go wrong.
'4
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Ma- 5 class-A or A&R Cambridge SA200 power
amps; or Exposure VII preamp, Exposure VIII power
amp; Celestion SL6 loudspeakers plus QED C38
speaker cable.
Ivor Humphreys: Dynavector DV23R, Linn Basik,
Rega Planar 3; Quad 34 preamp, Hafler DH-200
power amp ( modified, see Jan 83 p. 37); Quad
There is no doubt that JW is amajor talent,
even if his excursions into rock music with
Sky would seem to fall neatly between two
stools, having neither the vigorous simplicity
of rock, nor the sense of musical development essential to 'serious' music. The actual
music on ' Portrait' is an eclectic farrago,
ranging from Bach and Vivaldi to Stanley
'Cavatina' Myers and Leo Brouwer, the latter
contributing a superb arrangement for two
guitars ( both JW) of Lennon and McCartney's
'Fool on the Hill'. The music is not served, it
would appear, either by the choice of recording venue, AIR Studios in London, or by the
use of aSony digital recorder.
The studio is purpose-built for the recording of non-classical music, and thus doesn't
have a particularly appropriate acoustic for
live music making. JW's guitar is of necessity
close- milked, therefore giving a dry sound,
not very flattering to the instrument, and with
no sense of space around it. This is unfortunate, but would probably be found acceptable
on the solo and duet pieces by many listeners, particularly if the replay level were kept
unrealistically low. It is more than unfortunate with the Dmajor Vivaldi concerto featured
because the accompanying string orchestra
sounds as though it were playing in an
anechoic chamber, which in effect it almost
was. Harpsichord and chamber organ continuo instruments seem to have had some
artificial reverberation added, which conflicts
with the drier guitar and string sound, and to
add to this, the fact that the Sony machine is
two-track only has meant that no post- mixing
was possible. The sleeve- notes mention this
as avirtue, but this, of course, would only be
the case if the recorded balance were perfect
in the first place, and this is not so, the guitar
dominating the other instruments. (As overdubbing is not possible with the Sony system
used, double-tracking has to be done in real
time using two recorders, the musician playing along with one machine and recording on
the other.) A mixed B/D rating, therefore
expresses our dissatisfaction with this record, and we feel it agreat shame that no-one
at CBS, or even John Williams himself, were
not more critical about the project at the
planning or recording stages.
To turn from one solo instrument to
another, SD gave a straight A rating in

December to the Ruggiero Ricci set of J S
Bach unaccompanied violin music ( UnicornKanchana DKP9010/12). We had heard and
been impressed by ataped extract from this
UHJ-encoded recording at an Ambisonic
demonstration some time ago, so it was
interesting to hear how the sound had fared
after its transfer to disc. Recorded by Dr.
Geoffrey Barton, who has also been involved
with Nimbus, using aCalrec Soundfield mike
and a Sony PCM1600 digital recorder, the
violin is set relatively close to the listener but
thankfully doesn't have an over-wide image;
most of the stereo stage being taken up by the
recorded ambience. The image occasionally
'splashes' slightly in stereo, this presumably
being afunction of the Ambisonic encoding,
but this is nothing to worry about, and
doesn't prevent us from raising the rating to
A*/A. A particularly praiseworthy aspect of
the set is that every movement is acomplete
take, thus maximising the chances that some
ESL-63 loudspeakers.
Adrian Orlowski: Linn Asak, Linn Ittok, Linn Sondek;
Naim 32/250 amp; Heybrook H133 Series II loudspeakers.
Paul Messenger: Linn Asak, Linn Ittok, Linn Sondek;
Naim 32 preamp, 3xNaim 250 power amps; Linn
lsobarik MS loudspeakers.
of the zest of a live performance will have
been captured on tape!
Also reviewed by SD in December, the
Harmonia Mundi set of JS Bach Suites from
La Petite Bande and Sigiswalde Kuliken ( HM
20388/9) received a full recording star for a
'realistically unobtrusive' sound. Another
digital recording lacking the edgy HF often
associated with the process, we can only
enthuse over the unexaggerated presentation of both the image and the sounds of the
period instruments used. Overall, the balance
is a bit mid predominant, accentuating the
sound of the baroque oboes in No. 1and the
flute in No. 2in particular, but this is only a
minor quibble when replayed on a neutral
system. An A* record and again adigital that
forces us to feel that at least some of the
so-called digital sound problems are due to
the way in which the performance was
captured in the first place.
Music from a somewhat earlier era featured on ' Battaglie e Lamenti' by Monserrat
Figueras/Hesperion XX ( DG Archiv 2533 468)
which received a star rating from PT in
December. We were impressed with the
recording, feeling that sonic results in the
home will be limited by the replay system — it
even showed inadequacies in the Linn frontend. The transparency of sound is both a
pleasure and a revelation, achieved without
distending
or
distorting
the
interinstrumental or tonal balance. Instrumental
placing in the recording hall is almost palpable, while the hall itself, its size and characteristics, can be easily reconstructed from the
ambient information. A* confirmed.
A DMM sticker proclaims that Crusell's
clarinet concertos 1/3 ( Hyperion A66Ó65) was
mastered directly onto metal surfaces. KO
reviewing in January rated it an A. On
reassessment we note that Thea King is
distinctly forward of the LSO, while the most
natural sounding reproduction occurs at low
volume control settings. Realistic levels make
the engineering of the recording conspicuous
and intrusive on the enjoyment of the music.
Also, strictly sonic cues are at odds with
musical ones: the performance is in fact very
good, but to appreciate this requires close
listening through the recorded sound, which
gives the impression of somewhat lacklustre
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efforts by the players. DMM does not seem to
assist either way. A down- rating to B for the
recorded sound, therefore.
It was a rare exception to the now overwhelming proportion of digitally recorded
discs that received astar— strictly asplit star
— rating from DH in December: Mendelssohn's String Quartets ( DG 2740 267). It is
obviously hard to achieve consistent quality
over eight sides, and DG have done very well
on the whole. Presentation is on the forward
side, which may not be to everyone's taste
(microphones having arising treble response
and subtle colorations?), but it is only aslight
sense of fatigue that detracts from anatural
listening experience and precludes afull star
treatment for this set which comprises much
fresh and aware playing. Unlike the review
copy, the QM sample had problem-free
surfaces A*/A rating confirmed.
December found CB waxing lyrical over the
de Waart/San Francisco Mahler 4 ( Philips
6514 201). '... asuperbly detailed recording,
wonderfully apt in its airy acoustic, that
should give anti-digital collectors cause for
serious thought— I
can't think of an analogue
Fourth where the big climax of the slow
movement has comparable impact allied to
such translucency of texture.' Neither can we,
offhand. We also agree about the recording's
PR job on behalf of digital. Having heard so
many now which give rise to worries about
top-end clarity, hardness, edginess, etc, etc, it
is good to welcome one in which these
qualifications do not obtain. This'll be one of
our Desert Island Compact Discs in due
course ( assuming we can find another 11
we'd want to take with it1). But on to the
details, about which the sleeve is singularly
unhelpful. The hall acoustic sounds just
about right for the forces involved — warm
but not too rich — and although the orchestral
image is fairly close, there is no sense of
crowding in the climaxes: everything stays
put. It's rather like atypically good Concertgebouw recording transposed, as it were, to .
another orchestra. Chris singled out the slow
movement climax, which is translucent indeed and has all the weight one could
reasonably ask of a regular analogue pressing. Listen too to the magical, predominantly
strings and harp, section which closes that
movement — beautifully lucid textures,
beautifully captured. Only the occasional
rhythmical sniff from de Waart gives away
the spot miking (the soprano soloist's mike
sensibly left active during movements one to
three?) and the overall balance is superb.
Margaret Price is also well balanced; she is
clear but not dominant and no orchestral
detail is obscured. Star quality confirmed.
The two Mozart symphonies on Oiseau Lyre DSLO 608, nos 19a in Fand 29 in A, have
already appeared in vols 1and 4, respectively, of the AAM/Schreider boxed sets, only the
Divertimento in DK136 being newly released.
Strictly a reissue then, this was given a
straight A rating by KD in November, who felt
that 'the recording lives up to the qualities of
the music making', which, delving into his
comments on the performances, indicates
that it ' has greater alertness and is more
relaxed than ... the earliest offerings in the
series', and that is fair comment. Listening
anew, we feel that the recording probably
deserves upgrading to asplit A*/A rating: the
impression of the ( presumably north London!) church location is nicely caught without
spoiling either the immediacy of the image or
the clarity of detail, which is always well
focused. The sheer presence at low levels is
remarkable, with Hogwood's subtle continuo
support beautifully placed within the string
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textures. The unmistakeable ' edge' of period
fiddlers also gives the ear clear locational
clues, so the perspectives need to be well
judged. The texture seems to crowd alittle in
the more strident passagework, but no more
than one is used to elsewhere in recordings of
this scale. We would have upgraded to a
straight star had the cutting engineers not
managed to reverse the channels for K19a!
Quad 33 owners can cope by selecting' the
stereo and both mono buttons ( all three
buttons in), but most of us have either to
resort to lead swapping ( sounds like some
kind of party— Ed) or to do headstands. A*/A
it is then.
Barely two months before the newfangled
Compact Disc launch, EMI ( who in that regard
will be conspicuously absent from the software back-up) seem finally to have caught
sight of the highest plateaus in cutting and,
more pertinently, pressing technology with
their first Direct Metal Mastered release:
Mozart Violin Concertos 2, K211 and 4, K218
with Anne-Sophie Mutter/Muti/Philharmonia, ASD4185, of which we managed to filch a
pre- launch copy. A John Mordler/Neville
Boylin recording, it was mastered at Abbey
Road and then cut and pressed ( presumably
by Electrola) in Germany. There's no doubt
about the DMM technique — a notable
absence of 'graininess' in the background
and a distinctly smooth top end, by recent
standards. In recording terms this is nicely
managed, with the soloist atangible central
presence, if just ashade prominent in relation
to the orchestral backcloth ( although she's
been an awful lot closer on DG lately — they
really ought to listen to this to hear how to
achieve a working compromise between a
natural, concert hall balance and one which
won't get lost in the cockpit of von K's private
aeroplane). The orchestral sound is well
balanced with good clear perspectives and a
nice hall ambience to boot. The replay level
needs to be selected carefully to get aproper
focus on the overall canvas, but there's no
doubt that this deserves an A*. Congratulations then EMI for pressing on, so to speak,in
these recession- battered times.
Orlando Lassus' beautifully poised, poignant set of liturgical services for holy week,
beautifully poised and poignantly realised by
Pro Cantione Antigua on Hyperion A66051-2
(2 recs), were warmly welcomed by PT in
November. 'Tony Faulkner has produced
another of his fine series of vocal recordings.
There is no mention of " digital", but perhaps,
from such an advocate, the chips were down
at some stage. We are given stable, precise
imagery, with depth, clarity and life.' Well
there's really little to add to that. ' Life' is,
perhaps the most enduring impression left by
the recording — a marvellous and rare
balance between committed performers,
their presence and a superbly etched impression of the surrounding acoustic. Too
often one finds that the engineers have
wallowed in the reverberance in unaccompaned vocal music of this period, clarity
suffering due to the blurring effect of the
faster passagework. Here the necessary compromise is handled as well as you will hear.
PT doesn't give areason for his unadorned A
rating, but we are inclined to upgrade it to our
highest accolade. Here are music, performance and the art of recording wedded virtually to perfection: vintage Hyperion, vintage
Faulkner so A* it is.
January found DH enthusing over the
Unicorn recording of Alexander Goehr's
Metamorphosis/Dance and Romanza for Cello and Orchestra ( DKP 9017). Splendidly
caught by Bob Auger, with a naturalness

which is almost Soundfield mike-like, the
recording is one of the best we have heard in
preserving both lateral and depth imagery.
The extreme clarity is highlighted by dint of a
remarkably quiet background and lack of
hiss. However it was managed, though, the
perspectives revealed are as though from the
optimum seat, some 30 feet back from the
stage. Everything stays put and the detail is
unaffected by dynamic contrasts in the
music. Goehr's effective use of the percussion is nicely delineated here too, with a
lifelike 'weight' to the bass drum when it
finally erupts towards the end of Metamorphosis/Dance. The cello soloist is unobtrusively
integrated in the Romanza, the balance of
perspectives left, quite properly, to David
Atherton, who certainly knows what he
wants. One of the best sounding digitals
we've heard and well up to Unicorn's laudable standards in this kind of music. ( The
recent Knussen/Bainbridge recording comes
to mind.) Recordings of this quality really do
give modern music its best chance, allowing
the textural and harmonic novelties to speak
as intended and resolving many of the
difficulties of appreciation. Star confirmed.
Lydia Artymiw's persuasive recital series
for Chandos continues with her lucid account
of Tchaikovsky's The Seasons (
Op 37a) on
ABRD 1070. Starred by CB in January as
being ' in the demonstration class', it does
indeed exhibit an exemplary ' range of sound'
with 'tactile imagery'. The recording was
made at St George the Martyr, Bloomsbury,
using Schoeps and Neumann mikes and
Chandos' Sony PCM 1610. The slightly warm
acoustic produces a very slightly ' cluttered'
reverberance in the more vigorous passagework, but that apart we have few qualms.
Particularly commendable is the convincing
dimension afforded the instrument ( contrast
the 8-foot wide piano sound that DG gave to
Michelangeli in his Brahms/Schubert recital,
splendid though that is in its way) and the
sense of ease, of room left in the handling of
Artymiw's rich dynamic palette. ' Dem class'
yes, but only in the complimentary sense.
Star confirmed.
If there is one major reservation concerning
the Vienna Boy's Choir, Folk songs and songs
for children ( Philips 6514 188), enthusiastically commended by JF in December, it is that
the disc is something of an Audio Obstacle
Course for trackability. The ingredient of
children's choir and flute and like accompaniment is going to make life tough for some
moving-coil users, so the disc may prove a
disappointment under some conditions. That
said, the balance and mix are nicely handled,
though the dynamic range and ambience are
somewhat constricted, and occasional sound
effects are a little peculiar. Though pleasant
enough in a number of areas, the tracking
caveat and rather bland, slightly constricted
overall sound suggest a B rather than A*
rating.
Though given an A* rating by BJ in
December, we felt that, all things considered,
the recording quality on Philips' Waldteufal
Waltzes collection is insufficiently distinguished to merit such accord. A plain B
(meaning ' good') surely adequate for a recording which avoids the horrendous pitfalls
into which that notorious first Decca digital
Boskovsky/Strauss New Year Concert fell
(excessive brightness, etc), but lacks the
warmth and integration of Georg iadis/
Strauss on Enigma. In essence this is a
smooth and balanced recording, but one
which fails to capture the power and majesty
of asymphony orchestra in full cry; ultimately it lacks both scale and drama.
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Carina II
The new Carina II is another in
the long line of highly successful
products from KEF. Good looking
and powerful, the Carina II has
been developed to meet the needs of
anyone with an ear for music,
whatever their taste, at aprice that
is unrivalled.
What makes the Carina II so
special? The large 33-litre enclosure
with its three drive units gives
exceptionally high acoustic output.
A rare combination of quality with
power. We've introduced aFerrofluidcooled high frequency unit to give
greater power handling capacity up to 80 watts per channel. We've
incorporated 4mm binding posts for

more effective connection with popular
brands of super cables.
And for those who like to listen with
the grilles off - we're looking good. The
new orange and tan front panel livery is
really stunning. If it's grilles on, we give
you the choice of textile or foam.
All this, backed by world renowned
research and development facilities in
the true KEF tradition.
The new Carina II - athoroughbred
of quality and power.
KEF Electronics Ltd,
Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 6QP.
Tel: Maidstone
(0622) 672261.

Another thoroughbred
from KEE

The Second Volume
Album Cover Album
Compact Disc, launched this month, will make not only vinyl L.P. records
obsolete. It spells the death of record sleeve design, the technique of illustration
which almost became an art form in its own right. The examples below are taken
from the recently published The Second Volume Album Cover Album, edited b
Storm Thorgerson, Roger Dean and David Howells, published by Paper Tiger
price £7.95— afitting epitaph to what will soon be aby-gone era.
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IU OW ABOUT A CHAT with André Previn?'
FlIremarked EMI's Joan Coulson during an
odds and ends conversation we were having
acouple of months ago. The idea appealed as
I'd long been an admirer and it was, after all,
some five years since HFN/RR had met him:
Andrew Keener's interview in Gramophile in
Feb 1978 followed, of course, by the Audio
Award ( given for his remarkable and unique
contribution to British music on record) and
Peter Gammond's subsequent ' appreciation'
in our Nov 78 issue. At the time Previn was
coming to the end of his long, 11-year, tenure
as principal conductor of the LSO ( he succeeded Kertesz in 1968 and was succeeded in
turn by Abbado in 1979) and for ayear had
also held the reins at the Pittsburgh SO, a
position he has retained. Free of the bulk of
his LSO commitments he has, in the intervening years, been able to expand his freelance
work with other orchestras throughout the
world, most notably, perhaps, his regular
collaborations with the Vienna Philharmonic
with whom he is recording works outside
their generally known repertoire ( see below).
Good news for British concert-goers is that in
two years' time he is to assume the mantle of
music director of the RPO, an appointment
which should give the orchestra and, indeed,
London music a welcome boost.
The appearance of another Scheherazade
last month ( see Feb reviews) would probably
have caused few eyebrows to twitch had it
not been made with the Vienna Phil. (Who can
recall another recording by them?) ' Oh yes,
I've worked with them quite alot in the past
five years. They have decided that I
am one of
the conductors whom they can ask to come
with repertoire they don't usually play, and
it's great fun to see how they react to it. Some
of the things they hadn't done are obvious of
course, but some would surprise you. They'd
never done any Messiaen for instance or
Prokofiev symphonies — okay, fine. As you
know I'm in the middle of doing a lot of
Strauss with them, but this past year it wasn't
possible for various reasons, so Iasked what
they would like to do and they said Scheherazade! When we started playing Iasked how
long it had been since they last looked at it —
and you know it turned out to be 17 years. You
can imagine how thrilling it was to conduct
Scheherazade and have people in one of the
fabled orchestras come up to you and say
"what a good piece"!'
The VPO, like the Berlin Phil, has a quite
'The Vienna Philharmonic is an orchestra
unique sound of course, instantly recognizwhose sound cannot be changed of course,
able regardless of the music they are playing.
and if you wanted to do it you'd be afool.
Plainly, the BPO's sound is also Karajan's, just
There you do what you want within the
as the Los Angeles has developed towards
confines of their sound, and there's nothing
Giulini's ideal, but to what extent does a
wrong with that. It's aheavenly orchestra and
conductor impose his own ideas on an
they're terribly nice to get on with. I'd heard
orchestra? 'Well, Ithink if you spend enough
all kinds of horror stories, but they were not
time with an orchestra they will anticipate
difficult in the least— they could not be more
that which they surmise you would ask for
charming.! The Berlin players also have a
anyway, so that it does become your orchescertain ' reputation' of course, and the auditra in terms of sound. It's much easier to do
ences tend to be somewhat conservative.'
that in the States or on the Continent than it is
What sort of repertoire does avisiting conin England, because when you're a music
ductor take there? 'The orchestra? Oh yes, not
director there you do really endless concerts
half! But if you wanted to avoid Karajan's
— perhaps 75-80 every season. Iremember
territory you'd have to leave out just about
reading that when Koussevitzky first took over
90% of the repertoire— you know he's played
the Boston orchestra he did 26 weeks of their
and recorded everything! But if you were to
28-week season! Naturally the orchestra
say " Ican't do Strauss in Berlin because of
began to play exclusively the way he wanted.
Karajan or Ican't do Schubert in Vienna and I
The predeliction of English orchestras has
can't do Copland in New York", you'd do
always been to have agreat many conductors
yourself out of alot of repertory which those
so the effect isn't so dramatic. At Pittsburgh I specific orchestras tend to do better than any
do around 80 concerts each season, so I
think
other. It may be cheeky, but Ialso think it's
by now, after six years, they're beginning to
sensible to go right ahead and do what ever
play in a way that Iwould prefer. Whether
you want.'
that's actually agood thing or not is beside
' ... In the summer Iteach at Tanglewood. I
the point!
always tell the young conductors that what-

interlierieW
Andre Previn

talins to dvor klumptureys
ever their own instrument is they should play
chamber music, because it teaches you to
listen to everything that's going on at the
same time and that's not a bad habit for a
conductor; so that you not only go for
whatever is the most important thing of the
moment, but that you begin to hear all the
strands. Every conductor spends his life
telling people how to play, or requesting it
anyway, and I
think to sit down and physically
produce asound that is either good, bad or
indifferent is extremely important. Ialso find
that members of the orchestra enjoy the fact
that the conductor is willing to sit down and
gamble in the way that they do. To oversimplify it, if a conductor makes a mistake it's
rarely audible, but if he sits down and plays—
and sometimes badly of course— it gives the
other players akind of bond. All conductors
have to start on some kind of instrument and I
think it's crazy to let it go.
'Last summer in Boston Iplayed the same
Mozart piano concerto several times, varying
the cadenza night to night. The orchestra was
highly amused by it, but also in a seminervous state because they didn't know howl
was going to come out of it. Ilike that!...Yes,
that's quite true, very early on just before I
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was appointed to the LSO job Iwas playing a
Mozart concerto and got myself into aterrific
dead end in the cadenza. Ijust kept improvising until Igot myself out of it. Isuppose the
orchestra felt that if Icould manage that, I
might keep my head in worse situations!'
When playing Mozart, André Previn is
always at pains to adopt an appropriate size
of ensemble wherever possible. What, I
wondered, were his views on the use of
authentic instruments? 'Well, I'm not expert
on that and I'm not entirely sure. There are
people who do it wonderfully well, but there
are a great number of pragmatic problems
with it because it means you have to work
with aspecific group of musicians who have,
know and prefer the instruments. If Iwere to
go to any one of the major orchestras and say
I'd like to do Mozart, but please use original
instruments Idon't think I'd get avery helpful
response! I'm not sure about it. Ioften get
quite shocked looks from, say, the Chicago or
Boston orchestras when Isay Iwould like it
with 8:6:4:2, but Ido prefer it. I'm doing the
Brandenburgs at Pittsburgh soon with one
instrument per written line, so some of them
involve only seven players. Ihaven't heard
the Karajan record of the Brandenburgs with
the whole of the Berlin Phil — it must be
amazing. Ibet it's wonderful playing!'
It's something of acliche by now to remark
on Previn's affinity with 'colourful music with
a strong rationalistic flavour' as one writer
has put it. Certainly in his LSO days he
acquired a reputation for his compelling
performances of both Russian and English
music, but does he own to the label himself.
'Well you know, many years ago Piatigorsky
wrote his autobiography called Cellist, and he
said something in that which Ifound very
amusing. He was once asked to play aReger
sonata, and then, because of one anniversary
or other, he played afew other Reger pieces
in his next two recitals. After that he read that
he was a Reger specialist. That's just how I
feel! English music is agenuine love and I've
done a tremendous amount of it — and in
some of the damndest places. Russian music
Ihappen to like, but no more than a lot of
other music. It just happened that at the
beginning of my career Imade alot of records
of Shostakovich, Tchaikovsky, Rimsky and
Rachmaninov, so Igot a reputation.
'Last year [ 1981] we did aBritish Festival at
Pittsburgh — six orchestral evenings of
different British music. We also took three of
the programmes to New York and another
three to Washington DC. Michael Tippett,
John McCabe and Oliver Knussen came over
with some journalists and critics and it
became quite abig event. It was an extraordinary success, not just in New York where
you might expect it, but in Washington and
Pittsburgh as well. Imean, for a Pittsburgh
audience to come and hear a programme
which consists of, say, 011y Knussen's new
symphony, the Tippett Triple Concerto and
the McCabe Variations was quite something,
and they loved it. We also did acouple of, if
you like safe, items like the Elgar with Yo Yo
[Ma] and the Walton with Kyung-Wha
[Chung], but that's still not music which gets
played all the time.
'... You know, Benjamin Britten was a
superb conductor. He was also, Ithink, the
best accompanist in the world. I'll never forget
hearing a Schubert Wintereisse that he did
with Peter Pears — it was just revelatory.
What he got out of that piano part... My LSO
Sinfonia da Requiem? Oh Yes, but you know
that was on the first record Iever made ( one
of the few for CBS, coupled with Copland's
The Red Pony, with the St Louis Orchestra) —
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they keep reissuing it! I'd like to do Gloriana
very much — do it in the opera house too —
and I
think we could stand anew recording of
Turn of the Screw. I
was very lucky that Iknew
Ben and that he seemed to like my musicmaking. Ionly worked with him in his last
years, but Iremember going to Aldeburgh to
do Our Hunting Fathers with Elizabeth Soderstrom. He was around at all the rehearsals —
he hadn't heard it in so many years. That's an
extraordinary piece.
'... Of all the newer pieces that I've done
recently the one Ifell most in love with is the
Tippett Triple Concerto. That's a glorious
piece— absolutely wonderful. When we did it
in the States Idid it with our three principals.
They hadn't seen the music when Iasked
them and they said " Oh how thrilling, how
very nice of you — and to play it in New York
too". Then the parts arrived and one day
outside my dressing room all three were
standing there saying " You have to be
kidding"! But they played it wonderfully and
Tippett himself was very pleased.'
One of Previn's most compelling performances on record, surely, is the early LSO
recording of the Walton First Symphony
which he made for RCA. Few performances
since can have equalled the driving rhythmic
urgency, the forward-thrusting momentum
he achieved there. ' Oh I
would love to do that
again, you know. There were plans to do it
again with EMI, but Ithink with Bernard
Haitink's recent recording there's little chance
for some time. It's a very great piece. I've

'I don't like recording bits and
pieces. You can easily destroy
the sense of aperformance...'

done it all over the world I
think, and in places
which wouldn't exactly spring to mind! I
did it
with the Israel Philharmonic and I've done it
in Paris where they really didn't know the
piece. They thought it was unbelievably
difficult to play and the initial reaction was
certainly not wholehearted, let's say, but the
audience reaction is always amazing. It's
quite aprimal piece, Ithink, and the first two
movements don't let you up for a second.
'I've done the second symphony quite alot
lately too — that's quite unjustly neglected.
The first recording of it was made by Szell and
the Cleveland, and in many ways Ithink it is
the most amazing record he ever made. It's
unbelievably clean — Imean you hear every
single demisemiquaver just where it's supposed to be. Those were the days in which
rehearsal time was a little less limited, but
they must have worked at it like mad; Ican't
imagine how many times he went through
it... Yes, Ihave the first page of manuscript of
anew symphony with an extremely touching
and friendly inscription to me. Whether there
will be asecond page Ican't tell you, but one
still hopes you know.
'... Oh yes Ilove recording. That has to do
with my curious past life too, because Idid so
much film work when Iwas a young man.
That, of course, is all recording work. So,
regardless of what kind of music it is that I'm
doing Ihave been used to watching for that
red light to go on all my life and it doesn't hold
any particular terrors for me. Ilike to do long
takes — with asymphony, say, whole movements at atime— after which I
will go back for
necessary things. Idon't like recording bits
and pieces. You can easily destroy the sense

of a performance if you slice things around
too much.
'When digital started they were loathe to
make as many cuts as they were used to
doing. Iremember when Imade the first EMI
digital— the Debussy Images— they told me
before we started that although they could
make cuts they would like to keep them to a
minimum. So since it was abrand new thing I
did something rather underhand and told the
LSO that cuts were impossible except in
emergencies! The result was that Images was
recorded with every movement as a single
take. Idon't think we went back for anything. I
like it because subconsciously the concentration is heightened both for the conductor and
the players.' But does he not miss the lack of a
live audience, the feeling of concert performance? 'Well there is something that's lacking,
obviously, and Isuppose it's the lack of
danger. But if the orchestra is first-rate Idon't
think they let up in their efforts at all. No, I've
never found it very different. In certain pieces
it is perhaps: in Mahler 9, say, the tension in
the last movement during àlive performance
is imperceptively different, but with recording it's largely the knowledge that if something goes wrong it's not going to stay there
on tape. But I'm not that crazy about absolutely immaculate records at the expense of the
performance. If someone knocks the tamtam
over that's one thing!, but asplit note in the
horns, or something, is not that important.'
How involved does he become in the
process of recording? ' Oh Iknow nothing
about it. That's been a theory of mine. I've
been very lucky and have worked with very
good producers and brilliant engineers. They
don't quarrel with my interpretations and I
don't mix in with their business. Iwill go and
hear abalance after the first test take to see if
there is anything that Ithink is basically
different from that which Iimagined for that
particular piece, but after that Ileave it totally
in their hands. I
think you either have to know
all about it or you're better off knowing
nothing!'
One of my own worries about recorded
music is the very real danger of getting to
know awork through one performance and
then assuming that that is the way it should
be performed. ' Oh yes, of course. Where that
gets really dangerous is with student conductors. Ihave found in teaching at Tanglewood
every year with a great many of the young
conductors that if, let's say, they are going to
learn Shostakovich 5, they buy Bernstein's
recording, or Maxim Shostakovich's or mine,
or whatever. And they don't learn the piece so
much as that performance. Ifind that an
extremely dangerous thing to do. There are
three occasions on which Iwill listen to
records before a performance. One is if it is
something that I recorded long ago and
haven't heard in as many years, because I
tend not to play my own records for amusement. I'll play it then to hear how much I've
changed my mind. Another would be if a
piece is thrown at me at aday's notice: there
it's ashort cut to hearing it quickly. The third
is if I'm going to do a piece which is so
complex, so contemporary, that it is really
difficult just to look at — say one of Max
Davies' symphonies. Iwould hear that once
while Iwas looking at the score and then put
the record away. That may be an admission of
afailing, but it does bring the thing to life a
lot quicker. On the other hand, Iread an
interview with Solti in which he said he does
everything with records, which is an extraordinary thing to admit.'
As Isaid at the beginning, André Previn
assumes the mantle of Musical Director of the I>
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Guildford, New Malden
and Kensington are now
red light districts.
For those of you who like to try
it in private, undisturbed, in
comfort- the new hi fi demonstration rooms at our three stores
will fit the bill.
Ask to audition some of the
really interesting equipment like
Linn, Naim, Nytech, Meridian,
A & R, Oracle, Audio Research
and Threshold.
We'll book you into a
comfortable, superbly equipped
demo room, switch on the red
engaged light and leave you to
listen.
The single speaker dem rooms
are something different at Unilet.
But don't worry everything else
stays the same.
The low, low prices, the high
level of service, the large
comparator showroom, the big
range, the guarantees, installation,
mail order and instant credit.

All the things that make us
Britain's leading independent hi fi
store. Come up and see us
sometime...Or
phone us on
01-942 9567.

We stock alarge selection of equipment
including: Aiwa, AR, Ariston, Audio Technica, Aurex,
B & 0, BAS, B & W Bose, Carver, Celef, Celestion,
Dual, Dynavector, FR, Gale, Hafler, Heybrook, JBL,
KEF, Luxman, Marantz, MS, Mission, NAD, Nakamichi,
Myst, Pink T, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Sennheiser,
Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Stax,
UNILET
Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Thorens,
Yamaha, plus many more!
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Mail to Unilet,
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey.
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price saving catalogue.
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over the past 250 years. The book contains
articles on ' Covent Garden's Three Theatres',
'Dance at Covent Garden', ' Opera and Music
at Covent Garden', and ahistory ' From
Playhouse to Opera House'. It comprises 144
pages of text with 48 colour plates and 226
black and white illustrations. Price is £9.95 in
hardback or £5.95 paper. Published by the
Royal Opera House and distribution is
through Hamish Hamilton.

ROH book
The Royal Opera House has recently
published ahistory of the three theatres
which have stood on the Covent Garden site

Music on TV4
Announcing the new season of music
broadcasts on Channel 4, Andy Park, Music
Commissioning Editor for the network was
able to point to arich and varied series
dominated, it is fair to say, by Polytel Film's
mammoth Music in Time. This is aseries of
16 one- hour programmes covering the entire
history of music. Co- produced with German
and American companies, the series will be
hosted by James Galway, the outright choice
of all three companies.
The series cost over £2million and
features soloists and orchestras from
virtually all over Europe and America. Other
programmes include, notably, atrio of
musical biographies, beautifully
photographed by Christopher Nupan. The
subjects are aspectacularly beautiful
programme featuring the 85-year old
Segovia, and astudy of Respighi, A Dream of
Italy, which promised to be as revealing as it
is watchable. The last is an ambitious study
of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition. In
this honours are shared with Ashkenazy who
appears as commentator, conductor and
pianist. An interesting feature of this
programme is that Ravel's familiar
orchestral version of the score is jettisoned
in favour of one by the Finn, Leo Funtek,
published in 1922, afew months before
Ravel's. This version, in Ashkenazy's
opinion, is much superior to Ravel's, and
gets closer to the spirit of the original.
Transmissions of opera from some of the
world's great houses, include Don Carlo
from the Met, and an open-air Aida from
Verona featuring Maria Chiara in the title role
offer spectacular colour and first class
singing. Nearer home, two Glyndebourne
productions: Peter Hall's lovely Midsummer
Night's Dream and his Orfeo et Euridice.
From the Opera Factory, Birtwistle's Punch
and Judy and Jonathan Miller's updated

1 RPO in two years' time, an appointment he is
clearly very enthusiastic about. ' Iwas terribly
flattered and pleased when they asked, and
very happy to take it up, because although 1
am conductor emeritus of the LSO Ihaven't
been able to have as steadfast a base in
London as Ilike. I've had the most wonderful
time with the LPO and I've worked with the
Philharmonia and, obviously, the LSO a lot.
I've also got the ECO coming up, but 1have to
be honest and say that it will be lovely to
realize that when Ido come home I'll be
working with the same orchestra every time.
The RPO is agreat orchestra and I've always
enjoyed working with them. As musical
director I
will be able to involve myself in alot
of periphery, even during those stretches
when I'm not actually on the box.'
Our conversation turned, finally, to composition and the subtleties of orchestration,
subjects about which, of course, Previn has
first-hand knowledge both as a composer
himself and as aperformer. ' My composing is
abit like my piano playing in that while I
like to
compose Iam not driven by genius to do so
every day of my life whether anybody wants it
or not. Ilike to be asked to write a specific

piece for an occasion or for a group or a
soloist, and then I
very often say yes. So in the
last few years 1have written pieces for the
Pittsburgh to celebrate the anniversary of
their hall, and for the Philadelphia orchestra.
I'm also writing a piece for the Vienna
Philharmonic and I'm finishing apiano concerto for Ashkenazy. It's art awful thing to
admit for acomposer but Ineed to know who
is going to play the piece and have adeadline
beforel can get on and write. And when I
write
down the last chord Idon't automatically
reach for another sheet of blank paper. I'm
not that kind of composer.
'Oh yes, Ilove all French music. Those
Debussy and Ravel scores are like black
magic to me — sometimes they're very prolix
but even when they are extremely plain
looking, such as an early Debussy piece like
L'Apres Midi there is an extraordinary beauty
that comes out of the page.' From this we
went off on a tangent slightly, to discuss
Previn's way of working on ascore. He works
away from the piano but ' refers' to it. I
mentioned Stravinsky who always worked at
the keyboard and Britten and Shostakovich
who, of course, had no need of it in their

NOTES
Concert Artists Guild
The third American Concert Artists Guild
'Amcon Award Music Competition' will be
held in New York next month. Among the
contenders will be asmall British contingent
selected from some 50 applicants by a
London jury which met at the Wigmore Hall in
February. Prizes for the competition itself will
include substantial cash payments and, more
importantly perhaps, adebut at the Carnegie
Hall and ahealthy boost towards the
establishment of an international career.
Last year's ' Silver Apple Award' was won
by English clarinettist Michael Collins, and
two other Britons were also among the
prizewinners— Barry Douglas ( piano) and
Glyn Davenport ( bass- baritone).
Accompanist Nigel Clayton also won special
recognition for his essential part in the
proceedings. Michael Collins was the BBC's
Young Musician of the Year in 1978.1t is hoped
to foster the development of atwo-way
exchange of young British and American
musicians through their active participation
in such competitions.
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Rigoletto from the Coliseum. Contrary to
expectations this seems to work well.
A programme of Miller at work, The
Staging of an Opera, is devoted to
preparations for Kent Opera's Fidelio, and
looks fascinating. More challenging perhaps
are the four programmes devoted to John
Cage, Robert Ashley, Philip Glass and
Meredith Monk. If successful, Mr Park hopes
to extend into new areas of contemporary
music.
On this evidence Channel 4certainly
justifies itsclaim to beconsidered the cultural
balance to challenge the monopoly of BBC2.
KD
Robert Cohen
Just to show how impartial we really are we
thought we'd reportthe news, recently, that
Robert Cohen's recording of the Rodrigo
Concierto en modo galante (
EMI ASD 4198)
was given critics, choice awards in both
Classical Music and the Gramophone as the
most outstanding cello recording of1982.
(Incidentally, that work should not be
confused with the Concierto come un
divertimento commissioned by our other fine
young cellist, Julian Lloyd Webber.) Cohen
has had avery impressive start to his
recording career. His Dvorak and Elgar
recordings for CFP have sold over 75,000
copies to date. An interview with Robert
Cohen appeared in ourJanuary1981 isssue.
Toronto Symphony
Just as HFN/RR comes out this month the
Toronto Symphony will be beginning their
European tour, conducted of course by their
Musical Director, Andrew Davis. This will be
the orchestra's first visit to the UK since he
joined it in 1975. Dates in this country run from
February 27th to March 5th and the venues
are Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds,
Reading and London ( RFH). In addition to
works by Dvorak and Prokofiev, including
piano concertos by the two latter played by
Canadian André Laplante, there are two new
works: Awakening by Stephen Gellman and
La Serenissima by Andrew Davis himself, the
first work he has written since his student
days at Cambridge. A musical portrait of
Venice, Davis describes it as Inventions on a
theme of Monteverdi. The Toronto
Symphony is visiting 17 European cities in all
in this tour which celebrates its 61st season.
composing. Previn's Shostakovich cycle for
EMI is now well under way, with nos 1, 4, 5, 6,
8, 10 and 13 already completed. The 10th is
released this month ( review, hopefully, in
April). ' He's another 1admire tremendously. 1
love the sound he gets out of an orchestra,

and with him when you look at the page you
see exactly what you hear; it's so crystalline
and so absolutely clear.' Shostakovich worked straight into full score, though, which may
perhaps account for that clarity. ' Oh Iwish I
didn't know that. That's so depressing!'
81

S A PUBLISHER of gramophone records
Afor
the past twenty-five years, Inaturally
enjoy my profession and I
am, in the nature of
things, particularly heedful of any form of
technical development which may improve
the recording and dissemination of classical
music. Who can forget the radical changes in
record publishing that were brought about by
the invention of the long playing record: no
more of the cumbersome, scarce and expensive 78s and the consequent restriction to an
élite of amateurs of recorded music? With a
single stroke it became possible to make
large numbers of records of much higher
quality available at considerably lower prices.
Technical progress in both sound recording
and the manufacture of discs has continued
of course, and the results are common
knowledge: thanks to the LP an enormous
number of people literally discovered music
and a huge new audience was born — an
audience one also began to find in the
concert halls. Opera and chamber music,
once the privileged reserve of acultured and
moneyed few, became the delight of millions,
free of the distinctions of class.
Today a skilfully organised advertising
campaign promises us a further revolution
with the invention of Compact Disc. Ishould
like to take this opportunity to pose anumber
of questions on both the realities and the
extent of this so-called revolution.
Frankly, it would be rather naive to assume
that atechnological step forward necessarily
accompanies or provokes an aesthetic one,
despite the fact that such abelief might be in
keeping with the religion of progress born in
the 19th century. We should not lose sight of
the primary aim of gramophone record
publishing: the dissemination of the w;dest
possible repertory of music of all types
among the largest possible number of music
lovers, while maintaining the highest standards of quality.
We would all, Ithink, agree that what
matters above all else is the quality of the
music itself and of its performance, and it is
obvious that the quality of the sound reproduction can add nothing in this respect. Ido
not think it is necessary to go very deeply into
the fact that as far as the essentials of a
musical work are concerned there is no such
thing as progress. Who would claim, for
example, that a sonata by Boulez or a
symphony by Berlioz signifies ' progress'
compared with a Haydn sonata or a Mozart
symphony. It is quite simply amatter of man
expressing himself differently according to
his period and the condition and habits of his
life, and this applies to all forms of artistic
expression. In the field of ethics there can be
no aesthetic progress, and who can see
'progress' from an Amlash vase or a Benin
bronze to asculpture by Chadwick or Moore?
So, has the digital recording process,
actually brought about an' improvement as
regards the recorded sound and its inscription on the master tape? Perhaps it has in
terms of the dynamic potential, but we still
haven't reached the limits of the dynamic
possibilities inherent with analogue tape.
Because we have to take into consideration
the limitations of the subsequent reproducing equipment, we do not use the full
dynamic range available on high quality
analogue tape: we cannot use the widest
dynamic range with the amplifiers and speakers presently in use. So, despite its greater
potential, sound engineers will still have to
limit the dynamic range they use with the
digital system in order to prevent the replay
equipment from being destroyed.
In addition, there remain of course, the
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restrictions imposed by the practicalities of
modern day living — we all have to live in
some kind of harmony with our neighbours. If
the listener has to lower the replay volume
still further to avoid alienating his neighbours, the nature of the sound itself will no
longer be true: it will, as it were, be out of
focus.
Iventure to observe that as far as the sound
quality is concerned all sound engineers
would be in agreement with my assertion that
adigital tape is in no respect more faithful to
the original sound than its analogue equivalent. The critics of the periodical The Absolute
Sound have on several occasions written to
inform me that comparative tests undertaken
with the best Harmonia Mundi analogue
recordings very often came out in favour of
the analogue sound. With this in mind it is
surprising that record critics have not more
frequently questioned the real nature of the
'progress' involved with an analogue record
cut and pressed in the traditional manner
from adigital master tape and published with
the word digital on the sleeve.
It is obvious that if one begins with a
digital tape (which Ifeel in itself offers no
audible improvement over the analogue)
and then makes an analogue copy of this
tape in order to produce a conventional
analogue cut and atraditional pressing, the
final result cannot in any way be better in
quality. And in such acase one wonders why
such arecord should be sold at ahigher price.
At the risk of making several enemies in the
profession Iwould add that there have been
numerous occasions when both digital and
analogue machies were used at recording
sessions, but that only the analogue tape was
used for the manufacture of the disc itself
because the editing of digital tapes is still a
long, difficult and costly business.
At the present stage of the technique of
sound recording we may assume that excellent analogue recordings will continue to be
made for some time to come, and that digital
copies of these will be made for the manufacture of Compact Discs. This is very fortunate,
since the recordings will continue to be
available in both formats. If that weren't the
case a good number of great performances
which are unlikely to be equalled would be
doomed to oblivion.
Much has already been said about Compact
Disc and it would be ridiculous to deny the
advantages of its playback system: greater
dynamic potential, reduced storage space,
the absence of surface noise, unlimited life,
etc, etc. But what does the music itself gain?
CD can contain an hour's music on one side,
but the discs that are to be issued this year
will be recorded on one side only. One will
therefore be buying no more than an hour of
recorded
music,
and
at
something
approaching double the price. If the single
side is to contain two concertos of, say, 26
minutes each, there will be 52 and not 60
minutes of music, and it seems to me very
unlikely that an encore will be added as a
filler.
At the moment there are only two manufacturers of the discs — one in West Germany
and the other in Japan. Both seem to have
agreed on auniform package in plastic boxes
similar to those used for cassettes. But these
little boxes cannot hold more than a tiny
'booklet of 12 pages, 4 inches square in size.
This is all very well in the case of rock or pop,
but what is to be done in the case of classical
music and especially opera which demands a
commentary, a synopsis, and the libretto,
with a translation into the language of the
purchaser? The provision of abooklet of this

COMPACT

DISC
Bernard Coutaz, President
of Harmonia Nlundi France,
puts a record publisher%
point of view
kind is indispensable to aproper appreciation
of the work, but it does not seem to have been
considered by the manufacturers who have
been more mindful of the pop market because it is the more profitable. Are we going
to have to forsake the correct practice of our
profession in obedience to technical standards and quick returns?
Another question that is even more worrying to a publisher of classical records like
myself is that the manufacturing costs of
Compact Disc will be considerably higher than
those of conventional records. They will have
to be sold for much more and consequently
there will be an immediate drop in the
number of music lovers buying records
simply because they cannot afford them. This
comes at a time when it is becoming increasingly necessary to sell a much greater
number of records anyway, in order to
recover the expenses of recording and manufacture. When one is publishing a record of
unknown early or contemporary music, one
takes the risk of trying to guess the number of
people who might be interested in buying it.
Sometimes one is mistaken and suffers a
loss, and sometimes there are happy surprises. But in the field of mainstream classical
music the happy surprises are few and far
between. Here, then, is the question that
publishers of classical music records are
going to have to answer. If, on undertaking
publication of a virtually unknown work or
young performer, one estimates the number
of people who will be interested in the record
at 10,000 but the costs of manufacturing the
Compact Disc indicate the need to sell 20,000
copies to cover the outlay, what is the
publisher to do? Give up the project
altogether? Go on issuing until the end of
time yet more versions of The Four Seasons?
And if the record publisher comes up against
these new impossibilities, will not the performing musician and the music itself be the
real losers? What other way is there of
disseminating widely a newly discovered
work or a new performer?
As I mentioned at the beginning, the
invention of the LP caused an extraordinary
development in record publishing, but is
there not equal reason now to fear that the
technical advances of Compact Disc could
actually provoke the opposite and bring
about an impoverishment of the recorded
repertoire and fewer opportunities for young
performing musicians? As Isaid earlier, it
would be wrong to believe that what is an
incontestable technological step forward will
inevitably go hand- in- hand with an aesthetic
one, because in the latter realm there is no
such thing as progress. Of course it would be
pleasant to own a Compact Disc playback
system, but do not be in too great ahurry to
relegate your present turntable and pickup to
the attic or to throw out your old LPs.
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"NO HALFMEASURES
HERE"

. . . Not one BUT TWO
single-speaker demonstration
rooms now in use, in addition
to our existing facilities!
•Open Thursday until 8.00pm
•Extensive FREE parking
•Special discs stocked
•All equipment checked before sale
•Demonstrations are available in
FIVE demonstration rooms (our two
single speaker demo- rooms are
available by appointment only!)

We stock selected items from: Aloi, AR, A&R,
Audioref, Ariston, Audio Technica,
Celef,
Celestion, Chartwell Creek, Crimson, Denon,
Dual, EAR, Elite, Entre, Glanz, Grado, Gyro-Dec,
Heybrook, Hunt E.D.A., KEF, Kit Deck, Koetsu,
Lentek, Linn Isobarik, Linn-Sondek, Maxell,
Meridian, M ESL, Michell, Mirage, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Monster, NAD, Nagaoka,
Nakamichi, Nytech, Ortofon, QED, Quad,
Quantum, RCL, Revox, Rogers, Rote!,
Sennheiser, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, Sugden,
Supex, Swallow, Syrinx, Systemdek, Technics,
Trio, Walker, Yamaha and others.
Active systems by Meridian, Swallow, Linn and
A& Ron demonstration.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel: ( 04215) 2827 & 65232

What's firm,
upright, and resists
vibrational effects?
THE

STAND
Celestion have done it again.
They have isolated the problem,
researched it and produced the
optimum solution.
The SL6 Stand, the most
elegant and effective
loudspeaker support system
ever produced.
Ideal for SL6 and any other
loudspeaker of suitable size.
Available in black and natural
walnut at around £35 apair.

CELESTION
INTERNATIONAL
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Tel. 0473 73131

TONBRIDGE
CONSULTANTS

19-21 ()marry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 2RM. Tel: ( 0732) 366767

I

DEALERS FOR ALL THESE
FINE COMPANIES
A&R, ARC, Creek, Celestion, Heybrook, Kef, Linn,
Musicial Fidelity, Mordaunt Short, Naim Audio,
Nakamichi, Quad, Rega, Supex, Nytech.

/MERIDIAN
Music speaks
louder than words

Judge for yourself
in one out of two
demonstration lounges
ring for an appointment
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held back. This causes almost all HF energy to
be either at the correct level or limited at the
tape's maximum potential. Energy that would
normally be reduced very considerably is
restored.
Having listened to HX Professional cassettes Ican see that not only ferric cassettes will
Angus McKenzie
benefit ( providing the tape has good modulation noise characteristics), but that the same
process could allow chrome cassettes to be
made at 70µs yet have the energy capability of
WO EXTREMELY important pieces of
a 120µs curve. If hiss is to be kept to amininews have come to hand recently, one
very good, the other, in my opinion, very
mum, all interim and loop bin masters will
unfortunate. The good news is that Electro- have to be made with far greater care, possibly
even on chrome reel-to-reel tape. Perhaps one
Sound in California showed me acomplete
day it will be possible to transfer direct from a
duplicator
incorporating
Dolby-HX
digital master onto aspecial Dolby— B or — C
Professional along with many improved
processed digital copy, which could itself bemechanical and electronic facilities, during
come a form of loop bin master by being
my recent visit. They seem totally to have
beaten Gauss, the other well-known manureproduced at many times the normal speed.
One digital tape could be replaying whilst a
facturer of duplicating equipment, who are
second copy was rewinding, thus maintaining
apparently still in an early development stage
the loop bin continuity. Such aprocess could
at the time of writing. Judging by some highgive stunningly good prerecorded cassettes,
speed experimental duplicates supplied in
normal and HX professional formats, the inwhich might equal the existing average LP in
sound quality, or even better it, but with the
troduction of the system into duplication, perhaps within six months or so, should make a additional factor that crackle and rumble
would be ruled out.
dramatic improvement to the sound quality.
So now to the bad news, the first inklings of
HF transients and openness are much
which were disclosed last May. It appears that
improved, and higher overall levels can be
the music division of Thorn EMI's board of
accommodated on prerecorded cassettes
management have now decided to abandon
which should bring substantial improvechrome and return to ferric cassettes, despite
ments in the available signal-to-noise ratio,
gaining some of the best reviews any
even without the possibility of Dolby- C.
company has had for prerecorded cassettes.
Unfortunately, the better the duplication on
EMI's excellent quality of late has not only
ferric tape, the more modulation noise
proved the great superiority of chrome, partibecomes audible and, perhaps strangely, the
cularly with reference to HF clarity and
more it becomes annoying. So whilst some of
improved modulation noise characteristics,
the latest CFP releases are basically very well
but also its extremely good duplication; eg,
duplicated, Ifound the modulation noise
keeping interim noise down to a minimum
rather disturbing. Interestingly, mod noise
whilst offering a very wide and consistent
seems subjectively almost absent from
frequency response. Distortion has also been
chrome cassettes, however they are masterremarkably low on chrome, despite EMI's high
ed, so HX Professional should in no way give
recording levels. CBS, too, have shown that
prerecorded cassette manufacturers an
they can make equivalent strides and have
excuse for reducing the quality of the dupcaught EMI up. The PolyGram people have
licating tape. The improvement is not just in
accepted criticism in avery helpful way and
the higher HF saturation point. What is perare also striving to improve their quality, so it
haps more important is that HF transients
which would normally drive the tape into
seems like commercial madness for EMI to
give up chrome cassettes having proved their
saturation and beyond are reproduced with
viability so convincingly. Just imagine what
considerably more energy, since the RF bias
they could do with chrome, HX Professional
level applied to the duplicator's record head is

CASSETTE
MONITOR

T

Crossword

CLUES ACROSS
1
I'm with little Albert somehow concerning the tonal quality (6)
7
Score untidily with abackward point, though asking for more (7)
8
18th century Austrian composer comes back concerning the crazy bird (6)
10 (
8( 9
Cry about her— RIP one way in the popular old song (6-4)
down)
11
Beat the French for the top brass (7)
15
Were made abouta note for this German composer ( 5)
18
Rather vulgar instrument made frightfully popular, by George! ( 7)
20
Vesta's about to form the musical Ines (6)
22
Italian conductor meets asticky end with apopular instrument (6)
23
Modern American film composer finishes in aconfused manner after a
German note ( 7)
24
( See 3DOWN)

1

a

Plays the operatic parts after two points (6)
School comes back for amusical symbol (4)
Retire in confusion after anote for the aerial (
7)
(See 10 Across)
Be nicer somehow one way for the Handelian opera (8)
Little Edward gets heart somehow, though having no potential (7)
Operatic composer for whom I
get an unusual bonus (6)
Made avocal come-back in the Agnus Dei(4)
Scrap the recording from the opera seria (6)
Improvise with alittle voltage and some current (
4)

UÓ

I.

5

6

4

7

9

lo

11

12

13

CLUES DOWN
2
French composer comes back in the centre binaural ly reproduced(6)
3 (& 24
Reasonable rut I
get around for aspecial listening treat (8-6)
Across)
4
5
6
9
12
14
16
17
19
21

and chrome loop bin masters! If you feel
strongly about this, I
suggest you write to EMI
themselves. The more letters they receive the
better, unless they come up with some magic
formula which will totally remove all
subjective modulation noise from ferric and at
the same time give improved dynamic range
on the 120µs curve. If their ferric cassettes
show adegradation in quality, then they will
have to accept the loss of sales which will be
diverted to those companies who are
prepared to use chrome and such new techniques as HX Professional. One American
record company has recently ordered 70 new
slaves together with loop bin sending machines fitted with HX Professional from Electro Sound. ltwill be fascinating to seewho installs
the new Dolby system in Europe.
In looking over the reviews this time, it was
particularly encouraging to see that CBS have
dramatically improved their quality, whilst
RCA seems to be still churning out rather too
many poor quality cassettes, particularly their
most peculiarly mastered Victrola range.
Academy Sound and Vision seem to be
plagued with hum problems, whilst the CRD
releases are poorly balanced. EMI releases are
still up to ahigh standard in many cases, and
CFP are clearly trying very hard indeed within
a tight budget. The PolyGram group are
clearly producing some magnificent recordings, but have yet to appreciate the importance of controlling dynamic range carefully
before making their loop bin masters, which is
why so many of their chrome issues get only
fairly reasonable ratings (thequieter passages
disappear in the noise). Decca seem quite
autonomous despite being part of the PolyGram group, and despite the sparsity of
review samples they have shown distinct
improvements. They have clearly done
something — probably at the interim mastering stage— to improve subjective quality.
Many people have doubted that cassettes
can be as good as records until they have
heard comparisons in my laboratory. The pros
and cons are obvious enough, but looking at
them realistically asa music loveras well as an
audio engineer, I'm sure that if it is the music
that you want to listen to, many aprerecorded
cassette rated B or better, can be at least as
good as a disc in the degree of pleasure it
imparts.
Detail reviews next month — Ed
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JANUARY'S WINNERS: G. Tabbron, Bolton; C E. Faulkner- King, Wood Green, London; J.
Alterman, Finchley, London; E. E. Clarke, Gerrards Cross, Bucks; I. Burns, Ayre,Scotland.
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ARTHUR
RUBINSTEIN
(1886-1982)

1R obert Matthew-Walker pays tribute

to the great
pianist

Polish- born

WHEN A GREATLY loved artist dies, one's
v v initial, instinctive reaction is to reject the
news, as though the prospect of living in a
world bereft of such aperson is too awful to
contemplate. Within the last few months we
have lost two great pianists. In October came
the shocking news of Glenn Gould's selfforetold death at the age of 50, and six weeks
later the no less distressing— even though he
was almost twice Gould's age — passing of
Arthur Rubinstein, just over a month before
his 96th birthday.
It is difficult not to write about Rubinstein
without conflicting emotions — especially if
one's life had been touched by having known
the man personally. On the one hand, profound gratitude for having had such personal
knowledge, and on the other extreme sadness that this giant of aman has passed from
the face of the earth.
It seems almost incredible that— in 1983 —
one should be writing about the recent death
of a man who made his American debut in
1905 with the Philadelphia Orchestra— not as
a boy prodigy, but as ayouth of 18 or 19 —
and who, over 70 years later, was still one of
the tiny handful of the world's supreme
pianists. This is no fanciful, rose-tinted memory, all sweetness and light, recollected in
tranquillity: technology can prove it for us
whenever we want. We are used to conductors finally ' making it' should they survive
until the age of 80, but not instrumentalists,
for obvious physical reasons. Yet it is no
exaggeration to claim that Rubinstein's prowess as apianist actually grew during the last
20 years of his life. Had he died in 1962,
instead of 1982, it is safe to assert that his
reputation would then have been lower in our
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concert

estimation. The great final series of recordings — the virtually complete Chopin, now in
stereo, being the Imperial diamond in this
studded artistic crown — would have remained unknown to us, and we would merely
have ( one says ' merely' advisedly, for he too
knew his limitations at the time) the mono
tapes from the 1950s, almost all of which
were in greater or lesser degree unsatisfactory from an artistic point of view. And had
Rubinstein died 45 years ago — at the same
age as Glenn Gould — he would be remembered today, at best, as an ' historic' artist,
with two or three recordings of outstanding
merit known only to collectors.
One could not be in his company for more
than five minutes without a succession of
great personal qualities making themselves
felt: his unfailing kindness and innate good
manners; his lack of self-importance; his
bubbling, infectious humour— but above all
his total integrity, which shone through his
every word and action. Although he became a
naturalised American citizen in 1945, he was
forever adistinguished son of Poland, and his
aristocratic bearing and magnificent sense of
style made one think that only such aperson
could properly play the music of Chopin. And
now that he has gone, who today also
possesses these almost indefinable, yet
nonetheless tangible, characteristics of race,
humanitarianism, breeding and breadth of
artistic learning — to say nothing of a
transcendental pianistic technique without
which these finer aspects of performance
would remain locked in the frustrations of the
mind?
Rubinstein's repertoire was very wide,
much wider than is generally supposed, yet at

the centre of it was the music of Chopin. I
have hinted at his deep and unshakeable love
for Poland, but the United States was the
country to which he possibly owed most,
even though he lived in Paris for many years
and began his international career as a
recording artist with his EMI recordings of the
1930s in London. On December 7th, 1941,
Rubinstein was the soloist with the New York
Philharmonic under Arthur Rodzinski ( for
Rubinstein, his own first name was always
'Arthur', not 'Artur'). It was a Sunday afternoon concert at Carnegie Hall and the news
came through, during the intermission, that
the Japanese had attacked Pearl Harbour. He
and Rodzinski had gone out to the platform to
begin the second half, when Rodzinski
announced the news to astunned audience.
The gasps had hardly subsided when Rubinstein, at the piano, struck up 'The Stars and
Stripes Forever' and within seconds every
voice in the auditorium had joined in the
American National Anthem. His was an
impulsive reaction — but it was the right one
for aman who was not American ( at least, not
then), as he knew what it meant for Americans to be forced into war against their will.
His sense of outrage at the wider implications
of the Second World War never left him: as a
Polish Jew, he knew what totalitarianism —
whether of the right or of the left — meant,
and his subsequent refusal to appear with the
most eminent German musicians, among
others, is eloquent further witness to his
refusal to abandon his principles for dubious
artistic expediency or afat cheque.
His time in America brought this gregarious and affable human being into contact
with other branches of art and entertainment.
He was a great friend of Jack Warner, the
irascible head of Warner Bros. Warner was
anxious to get Rubinstein into pictures ( he
made several eventually, which Channel 4
would do well to get hold of: his artistic
integrity was never compromised), but Warner had acrackpot idea which he continually
pressed onto Rubinstein. This was that the
pianist would agree to appear in afilm, during
which he would play anything he so wished.
The point was that Warner wanted Rubinstein
to begin the piece — say, a Beethoven
Sonata — and continue for several minutes,
the background being an elegant salon. After
awhile, adoor would open, and Jack Benny
would appear, carrying his violin. Benny
would then strike up and Rubinstein would
turn into an accompanist — an idea Rubinstein rejected out of hand. ( In actual fact, Jack
Benny was not at all a bad violinist.) 'You
musicians,' Warner replied 'you have no
sense of humour'. This was too much for
Rubinstein: ' Look here,' ( anyone hearing
Rubinstein utter this phrase would spend
hours trying to recapture the inflexion) he
said to Warner, ' musicians are the funniest
people in the world. Whenever they meet
they always laugh, and always they tell jokes.
But comics — in private they are always the
unhappiest and most miserable of people.
Musicians always make people laugh, but
they never do it for money'.
Rubinstein loved to quote this encounter
with Warner. He put his finger on aprofound
truth, and he would then follow it up with the
funniest story he ever told me. It concerned
both Jack Warner and the composer Arnold
Schoenberg, who went to California at the
beginning of the War. Schoenberg had little
money at that time, and Rubinstein thought it
would be a good idea to get Warner to
commission some film music from the composer. He mentioned the idea to Warner, who
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The author presenting Arthur Rubinstein
with a Gold Disc on behalf of RCA records in October 1975.

seemed interested, and said he had acouple
of dramatic pictures being shot, and Schoenberg seemed to be an ideal candidate to
provide the music. But in any event, he would
have to discuss it with the composer. So
Rubinstein fixed up a meeting between
Schoenberg and Jack Warner. At the
appointed hour, Schoenberg arrived, and
was shown into Warner's plush office along
with Rubinstein, who introduced them. 'Well,
Arnold,' said Warner, ' Iunderstand you want
to write some film music for me'. 'That is
true,' replied Schoenberg, ' but before Ican
consider it I'd like to know how much you are
going to pay me.' Warner blinked a little at
this direct approach. 'Well, how much do you
want?' I
could not consider writing it for less
than 50,000 dollars.' What!' said Warner,
'That's impossible!'. 'Well, I'm very sorry',
replied Schoenberg, and got up to go. ' Hey,
just a minute. Look — no-one gets 50,000
dollars apicture, not even Korngold, and he
writes it all himself. The most we could
possibly pay is 15,000 dollars.' I'm sorry,'
Schoenberg said, ' but Icannot take apenny
less than 50,000', and got up to go asecond
time. 'Wait aminute, Arnold, wait aminute'.
Warner wanted to help, but he knew that
Schoenberg's demands were unreasonable.
'Why do you need 50,000 dollars apicture?' It
is very simple.' Schoenberg spoke slowly. ' I
compose music with great difficulty. It takes
me a long time to write music, and Ihave a
young family, and a house to rent, and
expenses, and it will take me ayear to write
the score. And my financial needs for the year
come to 50,000 dollars. Ireally cannot consider doing it for a penny less, otherwise my
family will suffer. If you cannot pay me 50,000
dollars then Iwill not waste any more of your
time.' Warner thought for a few moments,
chewing the end of his cigar. Rubinstein sat
through the dialogue nonplussed, smoking
his Havanna. ' Look, Arnold, I'll tell you what
I'll do.' This was clearly going to be Warner's
final offer. 'You just let me have three or four
good tunes, and I'll get my boys to fix it for
you.'
Although during his later years Rubinstein
tended to concentrate on a handful of composers — Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann
and Chopin especially — they had always
been central to his art. Yet during the 1930s,
for example, Rubinstein was the most passionate advocate of John Ireland's Piano
Concerto, which he played many times— and
not only in London. He thought it amagnificent work, and it is a great tragedy that he
never recorded it: an elderly friend of mine
has avivid recollection of the last occasion he
heard Rubinstein play the Ireland. It was with
Sir Henry Wood at the Queen's Hall, and
Rubinstein prefaced the Concerto with
Franck's Symphonic Variations. As if that was
not enough, in the second half Wood conducted the British premiere of Rachmaninov's The Bells. Concerts like that do not
seem to occur today.
His often surprising choice of repertoire
reflected his many-sided qualities: Milhaud
dedicated his Poemes Juifs — amagnificent
song-cycle — to Rubinstein ( in 19151), and
Stravinsky made his virtuoso transcription ( in
effect a virtual re-composition) of Three
Dances from Petrushka for him in 1921. But
perhaps most important of all, and thankfully
awork that Rubinstein recorded although it
has never been released in Britain, is Szymanowski's Symphonie Concertante for Piano
and Orchestra ( his Fourth Symphony) which
was written for Rubinstein and is dedicated to
him. The RCA recording of this work dates
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from the early 1950s, and is in stunning
sound, although only in mono. Rubinstein
loved recording, yet he forbade any reissues
of his performances at less than full price. The
full royalty always had to be paid, which was
somewhat short-sighted when earlier recordings — often in stereo — were superseded.
There was no alternative but to delete the
earlier issues, and this often meant depriving
the public of quite outstanding performances, just because Rubinstein had rerecorded the same music. Perhaps the most
unfortunate casualty was the first of the three
complete sets of Beethoven Piano Concertos
in stereo, with the Symphony of the Air lie
the NBC Symphony Orchestra) and Josef
Krips, which to my mind is possibly the best
of the three, although Iwould not be without
either the Leinsdorf or the Barenboim sets
(especially the latter). Nor would Iforego the
earlier Third Concerto with Toscanini or the
Fourth with Beecham, but these two performances perhaps less for Rubinstein's contributions than for those of the conductors. Other
casualties of Rubinstein's unwillingness to
allow his performances to be sold cheaply are
the great Brahms Concerto series, his stunning recordings of Rachmaninov's Paganini
Rhapsody. ( A work he adored, and somehow
managed to get EMI to let him make their
fourth 78 set of the work in a dozen years,
which in those days seemed wildly profligate
— the other three being Rachmaninov,
Moiseiwitsch and Cyril Smith. No Rachmaninov lover should be without any of these
performances.)
But in one over-riding regard, Rubinstein's
circumspection with reissues was unerringly
right. In the 1930s, he had recorded much of
Chopin's piano music, in performances
which established him as agreat international pianist and did much to enhance Chopin's
own reputation. After the war, in America, he
re-recorded nearly all of these works, and
added many more. But to British ears Rubinstein's years in the United States seemed to
have led to ahardening of tone, to acertain
efficiency of performance in which the essential poetry of much of the music he played
tended to be lost. Recording after recording
appeared, to be met — in this country at least,
certainly not in the USA — with somewhat
depressingly predictable reviews. The mono
LPs of Chopin's piano music from the early
and mid 1950s do not represent this great
artist at anything like his best, and it was not
really until 1959, when the final, definitive
stereo series was properly begun, that record
collectors all over the world could at last hear
Rubinstein's matchless interpretations of his
compatriot's great music as they should be
heard. In this, the maestro was helped by a
young RCA producer, Max Wilcox, like- so
many of RCA's classical staff asuperb musician in his own right, as well as being a
highly-talented conductor. All of us owe
Wilcox avery great deal, for it wa,, he who
coaxed these staggering performances from
aman then ( at the beginning of the series) in
his early 70s, and recorded them so superbly.
This great Chopin series is, without doubt,

Rubinstein's testament — and he knew it. In
the Summer of 1977 he invited me to Paris to
have lunch with him at his home on the
Avenue Marshal Foch. For some time it had
been my responsibility to compile a tenrecord set for his 90th birthday ( regrettably, it
was never released), and I
was determined to
include such classics as the Toscanini Beethoven 3, the Szymanowski, and even some
early piano rolls which had just come to light
as well as some historic chamber music
performances. From the generally unsatisfactory mono Chopin tapes Ichose what was to
my mind the finest performance, the Andante
Spianato and Grand Polonaise Brillante.After
lunch, a delightfully amusing occasion, impeccably prepared and immaculately served,
we turned to the ten- record set. Rubinstein's
face dropped as Iwent through my list of collector's items. 'Why do you want these old
records?"Well, Maestro,' with as much tact
as Icould muster 'you have appeared with
many of the greatest artists, and none of
these performances are currently available.
Your later recordings are known the world
over, but from the early ones there are many
that ought to be made available again, if only
for the younger generation.' Ican understand that, but the playing is not so good.
Maybe Toscanini is important, but the sessions were alittle unhappy, and the recording
is very bad, you know. And Beecham, yes,
well, Ican understand that too, but my latest
records are so much better.'
And so the conversation went on, first this
way and then that. Iwas disappointed, but
unwilling to press too hard the claims Ihad
made. At length Rubinstein conceded many
of my points, but insisted on several changes,
to which Ireadily agreed. ' Please, please — I
beg you. If you plan to issue abox to honour
me as apianist then include agroup of those
works which Ido not think Ican ever play
better. The Mazurkas — please have some of
those. If Ihave done anything on record
worthy of remembering, it is the Mazurkas.'
In the weeks since his death Ihave played
the Chopin box on many occasions. And the
old man was right: his artistic judgement was
infallible. The Toscanini record is not good;
nor for that matter is the Beecham, whatever
starry-eyed collectors of the past might think:
but the Chopin Mazurkas are definitive — in
so far as any performances can be so
described — and constitute Rubinstein's
greatest, most inimitable recorded interpretations.
For such aman who played before millions
of people — and who sold millions of records
— many music- lovers will have their own
personal memories. Privileged to work
for RCA in his later years, Ialso saw him work
at close hand. His dedication and his respect
both for the music and his fellow- musicians
enhanced such memorable recording sessions as the Beethoven Concertos with
Barenboim — with neither soloist nor conductor using a score at all. Or his last
appearance anyWhere, at the Wigmore Hall in
London, when his recital contained a performance of Schumann's Carnaval that noone who was present will ever forget. It
remains the greatest musical experience of
my life, and during the interval of this recital, I
spoke briefly with Murray Perahia, who was
sitting a few seats behind. We were both
amazed at what we had just heard, but
Perahia's words made the most eloquent
tribute. ' No matter how long Ilive, I
will never
be able to play Carnaval a tenth as well as
that.' It was four months after Rubinstein's
89th birthday.
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N page 85 readers will have seen CassetQ
%- te Monitor, in which Ihave been brutally

coded. Depending upon the player, it may
take up to aminute of fast forward searching
to get to the fourth tableau. Whilst there was
some welcome ambience, too many instruments, including higher and lower strings
and brass, were positioned either hard left or
right, although there was good woodwind
positioning around the centre of the stage
image. But see the introduction above for
comments on timpani distortion. Not a bad
disc, though, apart from this distortion, but
rated C+ because of several 'spits', etc.

,

frank about some of the dreadful sound
quality that has been pushed out recently by
some companies. Others at least have been
trying to improve quality — most companies
have admitted to me that Cassette Monitor
has influenced them to try harder— but afew
have totally ignored the column.
After avery pleasant evening entertaining
the editor at my home, we both agreed that a
Compact Disc Monitor along similar lines
might serve two purposes. First, to assist
readers in choosing some Compact Discs
which are likely to please, and to warn them
against others that, in our opinion, would be
less satisfactory. And second, to point out to
the record companies that there are many of
us dedicated music lovers, who care about
sound balance, who are getting fed up with
many modern sound balance techniques. A
particular bete noir of mine is currently a
particular DG recording of Holst's Planets
Suite (
in any format). The Compact Disc
version reveals more easily than LP rcord or
cassette the thoroughly unnatural balance.
Almost every critic that Ihave spoken to
dislikes this recording — so how is it that
such bad recordings are actually released?
This column will deal only with the repro-

duced sound quality, which should, in effect,
be just the sound balance as briginated in the
studio, but which will obviously include any
mix-downs from multi-track originals. It will
also cover the differences between CDs made
from analogue masters and digital ones.
Perhaps we may find the odd faulty disc, but
to begin with it is going to be very difficult
apportioning the blame correctly. A typical
example of this problem lies in the Japanese
CBS/Sony issue number 38DC 11, Stravinsky
Petrushka, New York Philharmonic/Mehta.
Approximately 11/2 minutes after the beginning there are some timpani strikes which
very audibly create some form of clipping/
spit distortion, this phenomenon repeated
several times on the disc. Ihave tried two
samples, each on separate players from
Philips and Sony. My colleagues and Ihave
checked it on headphones, BBC LS5/8s, KEF
105.2s and Quad ESL-63s, with various
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amplifiers and preamps, and the distortion
always remains audible. We spent some two
hours examining the waveforms of the
offending passage on a digital storage
oscilloscope, triggering the picture gradually
along the sound, and eventually managed to
find an almost horizontal 0.8ms line at around
—0.5V, which commenced with an extremely
sharp corner.
The total peak-to- peak level of the music,

however, was very much higher, showing
that it was hardly likely to be the Compact
Disc bits clipping, but clipping introduced in a
microphone preamp, or on a multi-track
digital recorder used for the original mastering. Iam told by a friend who has the
analogue disc equivalent that the same
problem exists on it, so more care will have to
be taken at sessions in future to avoid this
type of occurance. So let's have alook at the
stereo balance of some of the first Compact
Discs that were made available to afew critics
in November 1982.
CBS/SONY ( from Japan)
Stravinsky; Petrushka, New York Philharmonic/Mehta ( 38DC 11). This disc seems to
have been time-coded only for the beginning
of the first section, it being very difficult to
find the other sections, since they are not

Beethoven 5th/Schubert 8th, Vienna Philharmonic/Maazel ( 38DC 1) These performances
were recorded in Japan when the orchestra
was on tour, and sound rather better than
most CBS releases. Double basses in the
Beethoven were rather too close, and positioned on the extreme right, although the
other strings were spread from left to right
reasonably. The sound was fairly natural with
a better than average perspective on woodwind, and the ambience was quite lifelike.
Although, perhaps, the strings were slightly
too forward in both works, the main problem
with the Schubert is some extraordinary
crackly digital hiss, particularly on the left
channel, and a high pitched hum clearly
audible in the quietest passages, which is

disgraceful and results in aC+ rating for this
disc.
Bruckner 4th, Bavarian Radio Orchestra/
Kubelik ( 38DC 6). This recording is superbly
balanced with one of the best perspectives of
any classical CD so far, although the hiss level
is worse than average because the mikes
were placed further backthan usual. Rated A-,
this disc gave me much pleasure. How
marvellous it is to hear the french horn solo
against the shimmering strings at the opening. Iwish CBS could do more balances like
this one. However, there are some audible
edits at various places.
Friday Night in San Francisco (35 DP 9). This
is alive recording made in San Francisco of
three guitars, placed hard left and right and a
very ph .
asey and indeterminate centre. There
is plenty of atmosphere, but ambience is
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rather coloured. Rated B, and of specialist
interest only.
Billy Joel, The Stranger ( 35DP 2). Although
this is claimed to be 'stereo digital mastering'
surely the original was analogue — Isuspected hearing tape-originated modulation
noise on some whistling. Even so, Ithought
this was quite awell balanced pop disc, with
some very exciting sounds on it, and so it is
rated A—.
DG
Brahms Violin Concerto, Berlin Philharmonic/Karajan/Anne-Sophie Mutter (400 064-2).
This recording is extremely bloated and
massive, with atendency to strident sounding strings and rather vague positioning of
some of the instruments. The soloist is not
only close-miked, but she is too far forward in
front of the orchestra, and at times virtually as
loud. Rated B— the recording has the merit of
having an excellent S/N ratio, but remains
tonally rather strident.
Ravel concert, Orchestre de Paris/Barenboim
(400 061-1). At the beginning of Bolero Iwas
rather astonished to hear passing traffic and
other odd noises. Although there is some
clanks ' off stage'. Although there is some
wonderful music to enjoy here, the sound
was rather over-miked, and surprisingly reverberant in acoloured way, particularly on
climaxes. At worst the reproduction was
messy, and just not natural; sometimes hard
with detail missing — thus rated at B+. In the
music there is a clear break before Danse
generale in the 2nd Daphnis and Chloe suite,
but the stored digitised beginning of this
consistently came in late. At least this disc
was programmed, unlike the CBS/Sony Petrushka., which was not, despite the programme notes implying that it had been.
Mahler 1st Symphony, Chicago SO/Abbado
(400/033/2). Although multi-miked, and with
not aparticularly natural balance, the sound
on this recording is fairly spectacular, reproducing with astaggering signal-to-noise ratio.
Strings are alittle over-wide, and woodwind
slightly too close, yet the balance is valid,
seeming much better than the average DG
European balances. Stereo positioning is
usually excellent, and this receives an A—
rating. Unfortunately there is astrange background crackling at the start of the third
movement.
Mozart Mass in C minor, Berlin Philharmonic/Karajan ( 400 067/2). Another multi- mike
recording having over-wide strings, the
sound is nevertheless most enjoyable with a
good chorus/orchestral balance, and it is also
very clean. Soloists are clear and only slightly
forward. Signal to noise ratio is excellent, and
this is rated A—.
Mozart Piano Concertos K414/466, Rudolf
Serkin/LSO/Abbado ( 400 068-2). This reproduced with quite agood orchestral sound, but
the piano seems to lack body and the middle
frequencies are rather forward. The stereo
imaging of the piano is slightly wide. There is
much to enjoy, though, and this receives aB+
rating. Ifound Serkin's continual humming
rather distracting.
Brahms Symphony No.2, Los Angeles Phil/
Giulini ( 400 066-2). This disc lacks some
openness, and some of the instrumental
positioning is alittle vague. Pizzicato basses
did not seem to have the full sound that I
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would have expected, although that could be
partly due to the performance itself. The
sound coarsened a little on climaxes, and
rated B+, it lacking that magic that would
have put it into the A class.

ence noise was hardly ever bothersome. At
least no instruments were too close to mikes
although the stereo is a little over-wide, but
since I
found it enjoyable it is certainly worth a
B rating.

Mendelssohn/Bruch: Violin Concertos, Berlin
Phil/Karajan/Anne-Sophie Mutter ( 400 0312). Whilst Iprefer the sound hereto that on the
Brahms concerto, there are some strange
bass thumps and rumbles which may be due
to feet agitating a microphone stand somewhere— possibly the soloist's mike. The odd
high note from the violin reproduces with
what sounds like analogue tape modulation
noise, but since this is digital, it is probably
due to too close a mike pick-up, grossly
emphasising bow/rosin noise, which Ifind
disturbing. For this reason, Icannot rate it
higher than B—.

Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture/Capriccio Italien/Marche Slave, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra/Barenboim (400035-2). This disc is
a typical example of atrociously unmusical
balancing — and it is worrying. A typical
serious perspective error occurs shortly after
the beginning of the 1812, at apassage where
a double bass player seems to let off hundreds of wasps from his bridge, which then
fly out towards the listener. This absurdity is
obviously caused by the engineer placing a
microphone ludicrously close to one of the
double basses. Brass instruments are miked
in a 'we have ways of making you listen'
technique. Overall this 1812 is rather vulgar
and Icould not enjoy it musically, although
the bells and various explosions might sell
the odd speaker system. However, Icannot
rate this higher than C, Capriccio italien also
sounding grossly over-miked.

Vivaldi's Four Seasons, English Concert/
Trevor Pinnock (400 045-2). Itried this issue
on Quad ESL-63s, BBC LS5/8s and KEF 105.2,
and on no system could Iget a completely
uncoloured reproduction. The main solo
violin is always too close and a little edgy,
whereas the orchestra seems slightly confused, and sometimes slightly shrill. This
could have been such agorgeous sound if it
had been recorded with an appropriate coincident mike technique in a warmer and
more ambient surrounding. It's just not silky
enough, and so rated B—, some rumble also
being noticed in the background.
Brahms/Schubert piano recital, Michelangeli
(400 043-2). If you want anatural sound of a
fairly old piano in a concert hall type surrounding, this disc is not for you, for the
elderly piano is reproduced with avery wide
stereo image allowing one to hear every
detail of the instrument very clearly as if you
were rather too close to it. For me it is too
intimate a balance, but nevertheless it is
magnificent to hear possibly Michelangeli's
best technical recording, and we should be
grateful for it. Rated B, there is too much
'studio' and not enough concert hall.

Stravinsky: Petrushka, LSO/Abbado (400
042-2). Ipreferred this disc of Petrushka to
the CBS one, for not only were distortion
levels very good, but I
did at least have access
to all four tableaux and two further track entry
points which is useful. The sound is multimiked and rather close, ambience being
lacking, thus producing a rather cold and
slightly coloured sound. Rated B, perhaps we
will see a better Petrushka in due course.
Tchaikovsky/Dvorak String Serenades, Berlin Phil/Karajan ( 400 038-2) Ienjoyed.this disc
greatly, and Ifelt a warmth of string tone
which is often missing from other issues —
although ambience was slightly coloured,
very high frequencies seemed to be lacking,
and the presence region was slightly aggressive. Rated A—, Iparticularly enjoyed the
Dvorak.
Franck Symphony/Saint-Saens ' Le Rout',
FNO / Bernstein ( 400 070-0) This re
cording was made live at aconcert in Paris in
1981. Despite a high pitched hum, clearly
audible in most quiet passage leg between
first and second movements), and a rather
phasey sound with some clammy reverberation, the music actually reproduces more
naturally than seems usual with DG. Audi-

DECCA
Verdi: La Traviata, Highlights, National
Philharmonic Orchestra/Bonynge ( 400 0572).1 started listening to the Act IPrelude and
soon became aware ( in the early quiet
section) of our friendly Piccadilly Line Underground trains so characteristic of Kingsway
Hall concerts! Even so, Iquite enjoyed the
Prelude, but oh — the drinking scene! Singers
were rather too close, and low frequencies
very phasey. What was more disturbing,
however, is a cavernous acoustic with a
rather long reverb time, also having some
easily discernible multiple echoes. We pen
charted these, and steps can be seen around
—40dB and at — 55dB approximately. Iwonder if some artificial reverb has been used, for
its characteristic is not very nice, giving the
sound an empty cold background, and not the
delightful warm acoustic with the very much
better balance of EMI's recent 'Traviata'.
Distortion was minimal, though, and there
was alot to enjoy, so Iend up by rating this
B— but wishing it could have been much
better.

Bela Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra/Dance
Suite, Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Solti
(400052-2). Although this issue sounds rather
better than many other recent Deccas, Istill
found the string tone rather vicious, and
many instruments somewhat phasily reproduced. There is, though, some nice warm
ambience here, but Imissed the sense of
realism, the sound seeming faked- up by
Decca's mike technique. Many people like
this type of artificially enhanced sound, and
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since distortion is very low, and S/N is good,
this CD certainly merits B+.
Mantovani's Golden Hits ( London 800 085-2).
It is fascinating to see how many evils the old
pop, crackle and rumble, and tracking distortion of old LPs covered up, for Ianticipated
that Imight enjoy this album but ended up
hating it. One can easily hear various lurking
musicians sitting around what seems a hot
and smelly studio bathed partly in coloured
studio acoustic and partly in anasty artificial
reverberation. Instead of Mantovani's strings
seeming sweet with the brilliant musical
tricks which achieved his famous string tone,
they evinced violent reactions from everyone, including my secretary. What a total
waste of a CD, and how it proves my point
about opening windows and letting muck fly
in! Rated D, for we all heard hum and noise to
add to the disappointment.
Camel, The Single Factors (800 081-2). Some
will think me slightly irrational if Iadmit to
disliking this for very inadequate use of a
stereo sound stage, everything seeming left,
right, or centre as if the engineer couldn't find
out how to produce any other positions. I
know it's personal, but I
cannot stand singers,
percussion and rhythm section all being
pan-potted precisely dead-centre. Irate this
C+, although signal-to-noise ratio was quite
good.
Decca will have an
CD launch,
review.

titles available for the
ese uneltenately had n'
rived in time for

PHIUPS
Blakey and the Jazz Messengers ( 800
2). This disc is very clearly in the demonstration class, distortion levels being incredibly low, and the balance in general being
very clear indeed, except for aslightly muddy
bass sound. Some listeners may find the
overall sound on the dead side, but this is
highly personal. In the lab, we all found the
disc very exciting indeed, and recommend it
highly for showing the potential of the
medium — thus rated A+.
Genesis, Abacab (800 044-2). It is extremely
difficult to critisise adisc such as this, which is
atypical artificial electronic creation of afai
well produced rock sound. In attem
to
.....10dgeit as sound rather tha
duction,
I
wasimpresse wi
e acking and with the
signal-to-noise ratio, and its clarity despite it
being an analogue original. But why do the
engineers give Phil Collins such acastrated
sound, failing to produce any body to his
voice. Ithink it fair to give this a B+ rating.
Elton John, Jump Up (800 037-2). Whilst
Elton John's voice reproduces very well, I
found that high frequencies on the backing
were obsessively hard and over- bright, whilst
there was frequently a slight lack of bass,
even when Iplayed back at, for me, quite a
deafening level. On some of the tracks, hiss
became all too noticeable, and whilst the
overall sound was far superior to a normal
disc, it clearly shows that the best CDs are not
made from analogue originals, and so B—.

I

Dire Straits, Love Over Gold (Vertigo 800
088-2). This rock album reproduces much
more clearly than its analogue counterpart,
but whilst distortion is relatively low and
sounds are quite clean, Ican only rate it C+
because of analogue tape hiss, despite the
master having been at 30 in/s.
Rush, Moving Pictures ( Mercury 800 0482). Iadmit to being afuddy-duddy, and I
could
not bear some of the distortion intentionally
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ames Last, Tango ( 800 016-2). Whether
you regard this as musical wallpaper, or as
music to dance to, serious hi-fi enthusiasts
will not, Isuspect, want to use this disc as a
demonstration one. The rhythm section is far
too forward, whilst the strings are at the other
end of the platform at Leicester Square on the
Northern Line. Rated D Ican't really see the
point of having this on aCD.

introduced on electric guitar for example, but
it must be said that this is an extremely well
engineered mix-down of avery fine original
recording. Tape hiss once again rears its head
in the rare moments when the music is not
incredibly loud. I
am sure rock fans will love it,
but Ionly rate it B—.
Richard Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathustra,
Boston Symphony Orchestra/Ozawa ( 400
072-2). Despite this recording being multimiked, the impact is far cleaner than many
other CD orchestral recordings. The famous
opening is magnificent, despite cymbals
being a little too far forward, the organ
thundering away magnificently. It was
pleasant to hear more coherent ambience
than usual, but Iwish that Philips' engineers
could learn to do better digital editing, for I
heard avery obvious edit afew minutes after
the beginning. Nevertheless, rated A and
recommended for demonstration.
Mozart Piano Concertos K450/K467, ASM/
Marriner/Brendel (400 018-2). With this disc,
there seems to be a serious perspective
roblem, for whilst the orchestra reproduces
tremely well, with some delightfully warm
a bience which helps the string tone, the
st ngs are rather too wide. The piano is
ra er far forward, and this jolts one on its
fir tentry in K450. Close miking has unfortuna ly greatly emphasised the top end of the
o, but in addition the piano mike's
tribution is too great, and also overwide. If
t epiano had been better balanced, this disc
ould almost have been A— but as it stands it
is just aB. K467 fares better, with the treble
end of the keyboard not quite so aggressive,
and with some delightful woodwind.
POLYDOR
Abba, The Visitor ( 800 011-2). Whether you
like Abba or not, Idon't think you could deny,
when you hear this disc, that the recorded
sound is almost miraculously clear and clean,
as well as being very well balanced indeed. I
found myself impressed with the clear percussion which was not too far forward, the
sound never becoming hard. Bass was just
about right in level for me, and the voice
surprisingly natural, and thus Irate this A+,
for gone is the noise that is too obtrusive on
so many analogue originals.
Jarre, Magnetic Fields (800 024-2). Jarre's
latest of three albums to be transferred to CD,
this has afar better dynamic range than has
Oxygene for example. Iwas fascinated to
see how he made music out of agoods train
passing, whilst the whole album is very
typical of his style. It sounds that much
cleaner, which makes me wonder if the earlier
analogue masters have perhaps lost some of
their original magic, because they had been
played alot (
Oxygene on CD was both noisy
and grittier than Ihad remembered). Rated
B+, Magnetic Fields is a must for Jarre
enthusiasts.

Visage, The Anvil ( 800 022-2). For about the
first minute of playing back this disc, a
colleague and Ibegan to wonder what point
there was in putting amono recording on CD
— but then we started hearing various lurking
pan- potted sounds coming from other than
centre. It may be somebody's strange philosophy to use a stereo sound stage in this
weird manner, but it's not mine, and so Irate
this boring sound D.
Fame, The Original Soundtrack (800 034-2).
Considering this disc was probably made
from analogue mastering, much of the sound
was remarkably good, although occasionally
instruments such as the high- hat seemed
over-equalised; Isuspect also adegree of HF
tape compression. Certainly worthy of B+,
this one is worth trying.
CONCLUSION
Whilst most of the Compact Discs in this
review were very impressive for the first few
seconds of auditioning, it will be seen from
the above comments that too many of them
were frankly unmusical. The very absence of
background noise and distortion tends to
draw the listener's attention all too readily to
balancing problems. After listening to so
many, my colleagues and Iare agreed that it
is important to listen to them at the right level,
especially so when one wants to concentrate
on the music itself.
Iwas surprised to find instances in which
problems other than sound balance cropped
up, and we investigated further the Mantovani hum problem, which typifies the lack of
care taken in the production stage. We set a
peak reading meter to the maximum program
playback level on ' Greensleeves' and then
analysed with 3Hz bandwidth the 50, 100, 150,
200 and 250Hz hum components. Just after
the track was faded up, and before any low
frequency instruments began playing, there
was aclear 1.5 seconds or so in which hum
was clearly audible. Our analysis revealed the
50Hz signal to be at — 40dB, and the 150Hz
component to be at — 60dB, the 250Hz one also
being discernible. These hum levels are
disgracefully bad, and one might expect them
perhaps from acheap and nasty ten-year-old
music-centre, but not from aCompact Disc—
or even adecent analogue master tape, even
if this is fifteen years old. It would seem that
Decca either do not have a steep humrejection notch filter, or just didn't bother. We
also noted hum in the Bernstein Franck D
Minor symphony on DG, and on Schubert's
8th on CBS Sony.
Iam not trying to be destructively critical
here, but constructively so, in the hope that
much more care is taken in future both in
sound balance and re- mastering. Iam being
stricter in ratings, and a C+ for a CD could
well be aB or higher on acassette, as faults
noticeable on CD could be obscured on other
media. I hope that I will be possible to
recommend a higher proportion of CDs in
future, and my policy, as agreed with the
editor, will be to pick out the very best discs,
and afew particularly poor ones, to emphasise differences.
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J. S. BACH: The Organ Works, Vol. 8
Peter Hurford (org) / Choir of St. John's
College Cambridge
Argo D228D4 (
4 recs)
The welcome arrival of this volume completes a task that has taken roughly four
years, involving nine organs scattered
around the Earth.
Although most of the discs have been in
recital form, it is logical to make exceptions
for clearly grouped works, as in this case,
where the first five sides contain the Orgelbüchlein. The remaining three are basically
recitals, with a necessary bias towards the
large number of miscellaneous Chorale Preludes to be fitted in. Each Orgelbüchlein
Chorale is preceded by its vocal version,
using the same older settings as in Hurford's
earlier set ( Argo ZRG776-8), this time with an
all- male choir. The organs are at Toronto,
used in earlier volumes, and the Johnson
organ of St. Catherine's College Chapel,
making its sole appearance.
Once again we are treated to musically
satisfying interpretations signifying Hur-

ford's commitment to making this music
accessible as well as scholarly. This makes
formidable demands on technique as well as
on integrity, achallenge taken up with gusto
to the great benefit of the hearer. Of course
every such undertaking leads to some arguments — there are one or two details of
registration that struck me as over-' pretty',
nor would Ihave chosen to fade out the
unfinished BWV 535a, though Ican understand why this was done. But such minutiae
of personal preference must be seen in the
context of the whole, namely a crowning
achievement by one of the world's leading
Bach organ interpreters. No set will ever suit
everybody, but Hurford certainly occupies
first place in my book.
This volume was to have been recorded
digitally— but in the event it is analogue and
of Argo's consistently good quality, with the
bonus of improved bass extension, to the
undoubted relief of those with wide- range
systems, while maintaining an average side
length of more than 25 minutes. [
A:1*]
Trevor Attevvell

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: ® ( monophonic) or E ( stereo
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transcription). C) against an item in the index on p.4
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J. S. BACH: Toccata & Fugue in d 11
Prelude, Largo & Fugue in C El Prelude 8c
Fugue in Eb
Daniel Chorzempa (org)
Philips 6514 274 digital
An inescapable fact of life is the difficulty of
buying a record without acquiring yet
another version of a famous toccata. The
second piece here is known in four versions,
this one comprising the Prelude and Fugue in
C ( BWV 545) as outer movements, with the
largo from the Trio Sonata in C ( BWV 529)
between them.
The organ is the historic baroque instrument, dating from 1676, in the Bovenkerk,
Kampen ( Netherlands), for which aspecification is given. Chorzempa seems to have
moved towards the declamatory style of
interpretation, with exaggerated gestures of
phrasing, and slow- moving heavily punctuated rhetoric — his St. Anne fugue is the
slowest Ihave ever heard, except for the last
section, and Ifound it distinctly tedious. This
style may have musicological justification,
but is not instantly appealing to the average
listener.
The recording is beautifully sonorous,
bringing out the rich organ tonalities and the
fine resonance of the building, which gives a
smidgeon of natural ambient noise in the
gaps. No great dynamic range is called for,
but high levels are clean and the pedals well
represented — no reservations here! A curious mixture, this, with apopular ' come-on',
a historic instrument very well recorded, and
a performance mainly of interest to the
specialist. [
A:2]
Trevor Attewell
J. S. BACH: Sonatas for flute and obbligato harpsichord in b ( BWV 1030) & A
(1032 — completed Bennett) El Sonatas
for flute and continuo in e ( 1034) & in E
(1035) 11 Unaccompanied Sonata for
flute in C with anonymous continuo
accompaniment ( BWV 1033) 11 attrib. J.
S. BACH: Sonata or Sonata movements
in E-flat for flute and obbligato harpsichord with continuo movements ( BM
1031)
William Bennett (flt)/ George Malcolm (hpd)/
Michael Evans (vIc)
ASV ACD 251 (
2 records, PRT Sales)
Reissue from 1978
The original cover- notes are now out of date,
but the above extended titles summarise the
most recent research regarding the origins
and presumed authenticity of the ' Six Flute
Sonatas'. As for the works themselves, they
are printed in the old Bach-Gesellschaft and
subsequent editions, and long- known to
flautists.
The combination of William Bennett with
George Malcolm in this recording is familiar,
but I have to confess that after giving it
respectively fierce and reserved reviews on
two former occasions, Iam growing to like
the interpretation more. Bennett's tone may
be rather firm and lacking in sweetness, but
he has a control of line, breath and timing
which many of his rivals lack, while Malcolm
and Evans combine well in the continuo
movements. If George Malcolm treats the
obbligato movements a little too much as
though he were playing solo, at least he
conveys a love of the music.
The recording has worn well. There is a
strong forward sense of presence which
some listeners might wish to tame, but
proportions are sensible and colours sound
genuine. [
A:1/2]
Stephen Daw
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BARTOK: The String Quartets
JuiIliard Quartet
CBS D3 37857 digital ( 3 recs)
This Juilliard Quartet is not the same as that
which recorded the Bartok quartets so successfully during the 1960s. Only the leader,
Robert Mann, remains. The new ensemble is
good, but not as commanding over rhythmic
control or lyrical phrasing as the old one.
Since these quartets have become standard
repertory and have been recorded complete
several times, it is necessary to compare any
new performances with the best of previous
ones. In confining the selective choice to the
Tokyo- DG and Lindsay-ASV recordings, comparison is made with a recording generally
admired and with one which this reviewer at
least continues to regard as being on balance
equally good, arid often superior to the
Japanese. Only the Lindsay have previously
been blessed with digital technique, and the
quality of their ASV recording is generally
brighter and livelier than that of the CBS
team. By contrast, the DG sounds dim and
confined, while the old Juilliard was always
noted for its explosive violence.
When it comes to performance, the old
Juilliard wins hands down. They play really
fast with exemplary enunciation, and slow
and lyrical movements are beautifully controlled. The Lindsay come closest to these
qualities, though they slip occasionally, and
they too keep up to tempo. The Tokyo have
always struck me as mannered, generally
slow and relatively indistinctly articulated.
The new Juilliard fall somewhere between
the old Juilliard and the Lindsay: less probing
and less subtle than the first, but more
consistent throughout than the second. This
makes the new release second choice as long
as the other set remains, though the Lindsay
offers better sound. [
A/B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7 in A
Marlboro Festival / Casals
CBS 60126
Reissue from 1975
This is a live performance ( 1969), most
notable for the deeply felt phrasing of the
Allegretto, albeit taken at a conventionally
stately speed. With full repeats, the scherzo
has a rather slow trio, but this reissue —
markedly more refined in quality than on the
original ' Classics' release — is essential to all
those who unreservedly admire Casals' emotional way with Beethoven's music. But my
personal feeling is that this performance
somehow misses the categorisation ' memorable'. [
B:1/1 * 1
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D
Yehudi Menuhin (yin) / Leipzig Gevvandhaus
/Masur
HMV ASD4280 digital
It is hard not to equivocate over this, Menuhin's fourth LP recording of Op.61. In sum, I
think natural speeds for the music have been
distorted to allow the kind of expressive
articulation Menuhin wanted. Certainly the
Rondo is the slowest I have heard, and
incidentally the phrasing of the opening
theme has been re-thought since 1966. In the
Klemperer recording Menuhin makes a gap
between quaver and crotchet, dwelling on the
latter; now there is more ' spring', more stress
on the quaver, with the crotchet shorter, and a
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more legato manner. After Accardo's fast
finale, one wonders how Masur regarded this
tempo, not sluggish, but a sort of ' slow
motion'. He conducts a fiery and commanding first- movement exposition, and is firm
yet sensitive in the Larghetto. Excellent
orchestral discipline. The digital recording is
powerful, with the soloist in truthful perspective. The large hall sound opens up in depth
and lateral spread, nevertheless it is not quite
as natural as the 1966 analogue. Louder tuttis
seem electronically blended, athick puree of
the orchestration.
Listening right through Iam unsettled at
Menuhin's slow speeds, his unsteady pitching of notes. But dipping at random Iam
constantly brought face to face with such
profound understanding of the music that it
would be foolish not to recommend hearing
this disc. Perhaps Klemperer's famous remark ' you'll get used to it' applies. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Late string quartets Vol. 2
String Quartet No.14 in ce, Op.131 O 15
in a, Op.132
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6768 347 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1965 and 1969
The complete cycle was launched with
Op.132, an unsurpassed version which still
sounds respect-worthy as a recording. There
have been subsequent challenges: the
Veghs, and the Talich Op.132 has been widely
admired. However, the Italians remain the
most sympathetic interpreters in the first part
of the finale, after the long 'thanksgiving'
slow movement. In Op.131 the various tempi
are well related, and the technical quality is
good. Philips are very consistent in their
transfers, and if you have clean copies of the
SAL originals there would be nothing gained
in renewing them. The more accessible late
quartets are in Vol. 1 — 6768 341 ( 2 recs).
EA:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No.1 in f,
Op.2/1 II No.2 in A, Op.2/2 ONo.19 in g,
Op.49/1
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 6514 173
Reissues from 1976 and 1978
At first sight Iwas thrown by the Philips
heading ' Haydn Sonatas' ( were these premier recordings of some Bonn pieces?) for
recouplings of two sonatas from Op.2. Beethoven put repeat signs for the second halves of
the opening movements of these, which
Arrau played. But Brendel does so only in the
F- minor — presumably because in the Amajor the movement is ' written out', the
left-hand part fading to pianissimo in afalling
staccato. Ipreferred the cool perfection of the
playing in the little Sonata in G- minor ( 0p.49)
to those dedicated to Haydn, where Brendel's
cerebral preoccupations, for the present,
make me turn with disrespectful haste to
Kempff — a constant delight — or Schnabel.
Some ungainly detail in the F- minor is
resolved unobtrusively, too, in Binns' effective Oiseau Lyre account, on a Heilmann
forte-piano. These Philips recordings catch
the timbre of the modern instrument very
well. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — No.8 in c
Op.13 ' Pathetique' Li No.14 in ce Op.27
No.2 ' Moonlight' II No.23 in f Op.57
'Appassionata'

Malcolm Binns (f-pno)
Oiseau Lyre OSLO 603
Reissue from 1981
Extracted from the two box sets of Beethoven
Sonatas ( D183D3, D184D3) these three
named works will be sold or deleted on
whether you prefer a modern concert Steinway to aslighter-voiced ( and more appropriate?) 1802 Stein, an 1800 Heilmann of Offenbach, or a 1785 Dulken. Hardly a choice I
agree, and even if the older instruments are to
your taste, then the performances ( surprisingly) may not be, for whilst the different
medium has occasioned some radical rethinking, and whilst some keen musical
thought has worked on these sonatas, there is
a considerable flexibility of rhythm which
seems out of ( musical) character for someone
like Malcolm Binns.
The different timbres of the three pianos —
all recorded at the Colt Collection, Bethersden
— are well caught, alittle wide perhaps and a
shade shallow, certainly when compared
with Badura-Skoda's Beethoven recordings
for Astree, but nevertheless easier listening
than some early piano issues. [
A/B:2/3]
Roger Bowen
BIZET: Te Deum* / POULENC: Gloria**
Sylvia Greenberg (sop) / Gósta Winbergh
(ten)* / Wayne Williams (ten)** / OSR / SR
Radio Ch / Lopez-Cobos
Argo ZRDL 1010 digital
Iwas very hard on Bizet's Te Deum when an
identically-coupled disc from Turnabout
appeared two years ago. The composer was
only twenty when he failed to win the
Rodrigue Competition in Rome with it, and
the experience led him to comment sadly in
later years that he was ' not cut out to write
religious music'. To be sure, it is not an
inspired work; influences abound, some
unfortunate, others admirably chosen, but
almost all of them poorly absorbed. Dottedrhythm accompaniments also tend to do duty
for genuine movement. And yet, in agenerally accomplished performance such as this
new one ( the Stuttgart/Turnabout account
was neither accomplished nor committed),
the work makes a fervent if rather insistent
impression. The soloists on Argo are not
ideal. Sylvia Greenberg's voice is pleasing
but occasionally unsteady, and it is not
difficult to imagine a tenor of stronger
personality and vocal weight. The Swiss
chorus and orchestra are unexceptionally
good.
Poulenc's Gloria, written ayear before the
composer's death, is an incomparably finer
work. Its jaunty Laudamus Te and meltingly
beautiful Agnus Dei (
which inhabits the same
world of harmony and feeling as the first
movement ' development' of the clarinet
Sonata) offer eloquent evidence of acomposer who had discovered a vein of tenderness
behind a Stravinskian exterior; Bernstein's
CBS version is appropriately coupled with
Symphony of Psalms (
76670). Once again,
there is finer solo singing to be had elsewhere: Norma Burrowes ( Fremaux, ASD
3299) spins apurer line where Poulenc writes
ppp above the stave, and her words are more
clear into the bargain. The more ample
acoustic of the composer- approved 1961
version conducted by Georges Prêtre ( ASO
2835, c/w the Organ Concerto) might also
strike some as more appropriate, but the
recording, albeit impressive for its years,
sounds dated beside this crisp, well-balanced
digital account. [ A:1/3]
Andrew Keener
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BOEHM: Dirge for Flute and String
Orchestra 0 Concerto for English Horn
and Chamber Orchestra 0 Concertino for
Oboe and String Orchestra El Suite for
Strings
George-Louis Haas (obo & Eng hm) / Michael
Weintraub (flt) / Israel CO / Jaffe

da camera' pressing, these performances are
from a3 LP set of quartets by Schumann and
Brahms ( 6703 429). Resolutely phrased, and
beautifully recorded, the readings reflect the
sensitivity and refinement of the now disbanded Quartetto Italiano. [ A:1 ]
Christopher Breunig

Jerusalem ATD 8201 (£4.99) ( Bond Street
Music)
Jerusalem Records is anew, Israeli label. The
music ranges around the less well-known;
the mastering and pressing is done by
Nimbus. Thus the music is enterprising and
the quality is excellent.
Yohanan Boehm (
b. Breslau, Silesia, 1914)
is one of Israel's leading critics, writers and
teachers. All these works date from the 1950s.
Their musical manner is controlled and its
themes rationally connected (
le Clasical)
whilst using the harmonic resources of late
19th Century music. The Dirge is the remaining middle movement of an abandoned
concerto. The Concertino (
0p.11, 1953) and
the Concerto (
0p.19, 1956-58) were written
for George- Louis Haas and display the oboe/
cor- anglais sonority to great effect. The Suite
(0p.16, 1955) has four eclectic movements
skilfully stitched together — Boehm is a
capable craftsman who is worth hearing, and
these performances make this both possible
and pleasurable. [ A:11 Benedict Sarnaker
BRAHMS: Complete String Quartets
Prague Quartet
Supraphon 1111 3451/2 (
2 recs)
This double album nicely complements the
Quartetto Italiano box, where an extra disc
allows the inclusion of Schumann's three
quartets. Very recently, the two Op.51 were
detached as a ' Sequenza' reissue, the omission of first- movement repeat in the A- minor
affording a more convenient layout than on
Supraphon, where each work is interrupted.
The 1982 Prague recordings are not as
extended in dynamic or frequency range as
the older Philips'. The Prague Quartet are
very faithful to Brahms' markings, but they
seemingly adopt a less forceful range than
the Italians. For instance, in the opening
movement of the A- minor, toughly presented
by the Italians, the Czech players delight in
the syncopated theme at Letter B. Internal
balance here is excellent, always clear as
fragments cross the staves, and the husky
viola timbre is very appealing indeed. ( Stereo
staging corresponds with the album cover
portrait photo.)
Anyone who enjoys the third movement
from the second Symphony will respond at
once to 2(iii), while 3(ii) has a clear kinship
with the slow movement from the Violin
Concerto. No need to shy away from these
works. On the whole then, a gentler, more
lyrical manner than the Italians'. Snags are
the vibrato used rather too automatically by
the leader in soft expressive passages, side
turnovers, and the limited range of the sound.
My pressings were excellent, apart from one
or two sharp clicks: a common failing with
Supraphon imports, although this label is
much improved nowadays. [ B: 1 ]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: String Quartet No.1
No.2 in a
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6570 919
Reissues from 1968 and 1971

in c 8£

Separately available as an imported ' Musica
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BRAHMS: 4 Ballades, Op.10
zes, Op.39
Jean-Claude Pennetier (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HM1093

16 Walt-

Pennetier is a composer and conductor, as
well as a gifted pianist — but he is not an
instinctive Brahms interpreter, and this coupling is duplicated by one of the Julius
Katchen reissues ( SDD535) providing, additionally, the Op.79 Rhapsodies. Finest of all in
the Ballades is Gilels ( whose DG recording is
somewhat ' severe' in flavour), but restricting
myself mainly to comparisons with the midpriced Decca, Ifound that at virtually any
point Katchen's pointing of rhythms, his
sense of line, were echt-Brahmsian. Penne tier is not helped by a rather confined and
'clumpy' reproduction of the Steinway. An
analytical booklet with music examples
accompanies the French pressing — in my
case not free of fizz and rumble. Not a
recommendable release: Ishould think Pennetier would be happier in Ravel. [
B:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

BRUCKNER: Symphony No.1 in c (' Linz'
version)
BP0 / Karajan
DG 2532 062 digital
Reissue from June 1982
There is nothing tentative about Karajan's
first performance of the earliest symphony
that Bruckner wished to recognize. There is a
superb sweep to the opening Allegro, which
is powerfully sustained yet not lacking in
magical detail. The Adagio is stately, not
rigid; the scherzo full of fire; the finale
properly exciting though not hectic. Wonderful playing from the BPO, and a broad,
spacious recorded quality which lacks naturalness only in the highlighting of occasional
solo detail leg the oboe in the Adagio's
andante section). If Karajan views this work
by looking back from along experience of the
late symphonies, rather than from the viewpoint of Bruckner's position in 1865-66, when
he wrote it, it remains a stunning performance. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

BRUCKNER: Symphony No.2 in c
BP() / Karajan
DG 2532 063 digital
Reissue from June 1982
With the separate issues of the first two
symphonies in Karajan's complete cycle of
the nine numbered Bruckner works, DG keep
faith with those who have acquired the series
over the years since 1976. No.2 is given a
performance of great breadth and majesty,
accommodated with impressive ease by DG's
engineers ( the first side plays for over 36
minutes, offering the first two movements
complete — or rather, observing the cuts
indicated in the Nowak score). The scherzo
and trio are over almost uncomfortably
quickly ( shorn of the repeats as they are in the
1877 version), but the finale is unusually long
— partly owing to Karajan's deliberate tempo, partly to his restitution of the cuts marked

in the Nowak score. Though there is some
unnaturally prominent solo wind detail —
such as one would never hear in aconcert hall
— the recording is in other respects admirably direct, with burnished tone and exciting
perspectives. [ A:1 ]
Peter Branscombe

BRUCKNER: Symphony No.2 in c
Cologne ASO / Wand
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 938
The Classical Catalogue, listing a version of
No.9 which we do not seem to have received,
indicates that with this recording of No.2,
Wand's Cologne- based Bruckner cycle of the
nine symphonies is complete. For his text of
No.2 Wand uses the full score of the 1875-77
version ( that is, Nowak without any of the
cuts). In this respect, as in many others, he
differs from the recent Karajan version. By
comparison Wand is less ambitious, less rich
in contrast. Apart from the scherzo, which he
takes rather slowly, and a distinctly fast trio,
Wand's tempi are middle-of-the-road: convincing, steady. Some orchestral detail is
blurred, entries not always quite exact. It is a
good, not an outstanding, orchestra, and with
it Wand gives atotally honest account of the
symphony. The acoustic is positively cavernous by comparison with the bright quality of
Jochum's Dresden version; Isuspected artificial increase in volume during the recapitulation; but in general the sound is of acceptable
quality. [
B/C:21
Peter Branscombe

BRUCKNER:
Symphony No.4
'Romantic' (
Haas edition)
BP° / Tennstedt
EMI SLS 5279 digital ( 2 recs)

in

Eb

'Two LPs for the price of one', it says
modestly on the sleeve, thus enabling the
buyer to have the best of both worlds: a
spacious performance and recording at no
greater cost than that of an inevitably more
cramped single- disc performance. In fact this
is the slowest of the two- dozen recordings
known to me, only the older of Karajan's
versions coming close to the Tennstedt
timings. It is a finely- sustained reading,
carefully calculated yet full of joy in Bruckner's nature- painting. The Berlin Philharmonic provides playing of strength and delicacy,
and joins between woodwind phrases are
seamless. This distinguished Mahlerian
makes much of the contrasts within the
symphony, and appreciates to the full the
folk- elements. Icannot help wishing, however, that he had eschewed the vulgar cymbalbash at bar 76 in the finale, taken over from
the dubious revision of the late ' 70s into the
score of 1880. An interesting performance,
then, slow, beautiful and with ample detail.
The digital sound is superbly realistic, with
sonorous bass- lines and clean, never edgy
tone from the woodwinds and violins; early
on there was a lot of surface noise on my
finished German pressing of the first movement, which mercifully did not persist. [ A:1/
2]
Peter Branscombe

BYRD: Consort Music
The Consort of Musicke / Jones
Oiseau- Lyre DSLO 599
To judge by the current alternatives in the
catalogue, Byrd is much more widely known
for his sacred vocal music than for his
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c
instrumental works, either solo keyboard or
instrumental. The pieces for viol consort span
his whole artistic life and they are set in a
huge variety of forms and scorings, from the
miniature Fantasia à3to the large Fantasia à
6, with its big antiphonal effects and setting of
'Greensleeves'. The Consort of Musicke treat
us to performances of great dignity and
technical ease, and this seriousness of purpose gives to pieces such as Browning à.5, the
twenty inspired variations on the popular
tune, a powerful and profound cumulative
impact. A comparison, though, of their version of the Pavan and Galliard à6with that of
the Leonhardt Consort on the now deleted
Das Alte Werk 6. 35286-2, shows that the
continental group's interpretation is much
more highly articulated rhythmically, with an
emphasis on the buoyant dance gestures
which after all lie at the heart of the Pavan.
Given that Leonhardt uses a ' broken' consort
of violins and viols, there is even so more ' air'
in the texture with the inner parts freer to
weave their counterpoints. However, the
Consort of Musicke's rhythms are anything
but sloppy (
Fantasia à 5) and viols can
certainly skip with the best, so the difference
is clearly one of interpretation.
Studio- recorded in 1980, there is a good
breadth of sound to all of these very differently scored pieces. The change from three
instruments to six is staged very smoothly,
and whilst there seems alack of brightness in
the upper registers, this might be laid at the
door of the instrument maker rather than the
recording. [
A/B:1/2]
Roger Bowen

CESTI: Orontea
Helga Muller Molinari (sop) / René Jacobs
(c-ten) / Gregory Reinhart (bass) / Cettina
Cadelo (
sop) / Guy de Mey (ten) / Gastone
Sarti (var) / David James (c-ten) / Isabelle
Poulenard (sop) / Jill Feldman (sop) / Andrea
Biermam (alt) dir René Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi HM 1100/02 digital ( 3
recs)
Take one Orontea, Queen of Egypt who,
having renounced love in her first aria, almost
immediately falls for the court painter Ali doro, add adrunken courtier, another ( nontitled) pair of lovers, a royal philosopher,
season with an attempted assassination, a
girl masquerading as a very- high-voiced
male, garnish with various misunderstandings and an accident of birth
of course
resolved in the final défournent), and the
result is, well . . . hardly atale of ordinary folk,
but the very stuff of baroque opera.
René Jacobs is splendid as the charmer
Alidoro and as director runs the instruments
— beautifully baroque toned — very tightly,
and he has added various sinfonie and
ritomelli(enjoyable but not all by Cesti) which
gives them more exposure. Helga Müller
Malinari's Quen Orontea is very dramatic
(within Cesti's baroque constraints); Gaston
Sarti takes great care not to overdo his
inebriate Gelone; and it would be difficult to
better the youthful ardent lovers of David
James and Isabelle Poulenard. In fact it would
be niggardly to criticise any of the singers; if
there are moments which falter, the cause lies
more with the problems inherent in baroque
opera on record than with the performers,
either vocal or instrumental. Detailed historical notes and translated libretto complete
this altogether rather special issue.
The notes point out that because of the
'stereo effect of the recording' a double
continuo grouping was used ( 2harpsichords,
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2 cellos etc) so that the continuo switches
from channel to channel. Personally Ifound
this an unhappy solution to the problem and
it was on occasions aurally confusing. The
Tiroler Landstheater, Innsbruck was used for
the sessions and the voices move laterally
convincingly enough, but there is less variety
of stage depth, and when there is, the
instruments seem too close. It is all clean and
bright, but without that typically warm, deep
HM sound, which, taken with the staging, and
even excluding my reservations over the
continuo, take it out of the sonic star class.
[A:1*]
Roger Bowen

CHOPIN: Etudes Opp. 10 & 25
Ian Hobson (pno)
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4392 (£2.25)
There is great intelligence in many of these
Chopin performances. Iparticularly enjoyed
Ian Hobson's light and mobile account of
Op.25/2, in which none of the crescendidiminuendi rises above the piano framework
of the piece. Op.25/4 is also admirably deft,
with staccati that are characterful instead of
simply pecked. Elsewhere there is an unfailing sense of correct proportion and an almost
fastidious absence of mannerism; but of all
Chopin, the studies throw down with a
vengeance the double challenge to apianist's
technical address and amusician's imagination. These inseparable aspects of the music
demand equal fulfilment from asingle artist,
and, sadly, Ifound most of these performances on the dull side. Many seem seriously
lacking in musical and pianistic surprise and
(frequently as important) asense of humour.
The chattering figuration of Op.10/7 sounds
prosaic, with Chopin's hairpin dynamic markings either overlooked or ignored, while Ian
Hobson's espressivo in E-flat- minor ( 0p.10)
strikes me as inappropriately restless and
projected with asurprising plainness of tone.
There seems an unwillingness in this most
distant of keys to explore the possibilities of
half-light.
A further list would serve no purpose;
suffice it to say that what I
miss in the majority
of these readings is the sense of a strong
interpretative profile. Nor are details of articulation always as clearly defined as they
might be. Ashkenazy's wretched sounding
Saga disc inhabits an altogether richer world
of imagination and virtuosity; if only it
sounded as magnificent as this CFP production, which contains some of the most
truthful piano quality I have heard. The
spread of the instrument from half- left to
half- right is thoroughly lifelike, and clarity
and crispness are achieved with no loss of
warmth. [A* : 2/41
Andrew Keener

DEBUSSY: La Mer El Nocturnes
Boston SO / Monteux
RCA GM 43366 e(£3.99) (TOL)
'Face A = mono; Face B = stereo', declares
the small print on the back of the sleeve of
these 1954/55 recordings ( new to UK), yet I
listened in vain throughout the Nocturnes for
any directional information. The sound is
warm and powerful and generally quite
acceptable if rather fuzzy of detail, veiled with
tape hiss and inclined to congestion at peaks.
Dynamic range is also restricted, with true
pianissimos notably absent throughout, and
it says much for Monteux's reading of La Mer

that vividness and atmosphere are conveyed
as often as they are. It is astrong, brilliantly
played account; tempi are almost invariably
on the fast side, but the exuberance and
rhythmic life are such as to silence criticism.
One or two speeds did seem unacceptably
hard driven, however. Two small textural
points: the trumpets after Fig.44 of Dialogue
du vent et de la mer retain their mutes
throughout all twelve bars; and later in the
same movement, the motivic trumpets and
horns which Debussy later deleted are kept
intact.
Regrettably, Iderived little enjoyment from
the Nocturnes, if only because so much of this
music depends on withdrawn refinement of
sound; the female chorus, which for once
sings in tune, is distractingly close. But there
is also awant of magic in the performance
itself, as comparison with Monteux's more
familiar LSO recording of the first two Nocturnes (
SDD 425, now deleted) makes clear.
Studio clunks and rustles throughout this
Boston version are also an annoyance, and
there is bad wow during the closing pages of
Sirènes. Yet throughout this reissue the
opulence of this great orchestra is still
apparent. [
C/D:1/3]
Andrew Keener

DEBUSSY: Cello Sonata l7) Violin Sonata
O Sonata for flute, viola and harp
Syrinx
Maurice Gendron (vci) / Yehudi Menuhin
(yin, via) / Lily Laskine (hrp) / Michel Debost
(fit) / Jacques Février (pno)
EMI C 069-14038 (
Conifer)
These are performances of physical energy
and spiritual largesse. Menuhin's viola playing in the Trio sonata seems more closely
caught by the recording than the flute, and it
sounds occasionally a little rough and waspish, notably in the Finale ( though it is good
to be able to hear for once the astringent
pizzicati beside the harp in the opening bars
of this movement). There are, however, some
raptly played quieter moments: Menuhin's
open C beneath the melody at the start of the
second movement makes a warm, tender
sound, and the veteran harpist Lily Laskine's
contribution is ajoy throughout.
At the same time, it must be said that there
are more alluring sounds to be heard on
alternative versions of all three sonatas.
Menuhin's familiar, leisurely portamenti
(often so heavyweight as to give the notes in
between considerable definition) are in evidence at many points in the Violin Sonata —
notably in the Intermède and in the Finale,
where his G-string characterisation strikes
me as fulsome — and yet, the presence of a
strong, fine mind behind it all is inescapable.
Maurice Gendron's account of the Cello
Sonata is similarly perplexing. Idon't expect
to hear the very opening bars more commandingly presented, but Ido like the smile
behind the tears in the Finale to be just that;
here Idetect more Don Quixote than the
Pierrot Debussy had in mind, more of a
physical strength than a spiritual one. The
1975 PathéMarconi recording, cut at a high
level, is warm and full, but not ideally
expansive. Well worth listening to, but no
replacement for the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players' Privilege disc of all three
sonatas ( plus Syrinx), or respective versions
by Rostropovich/Britten, Chung/Lupu, ( both
Decca) and the Melos Ensemble ( mid- price
Oiseau Lyre). [
13:2]
Andrew Keener
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DVORAK: Stabat Mater
Soloists / Glinka Choir / Leningrad PO /
Tchemouchenko
Harmonia Mundi LOX 78720-21 (
2 recs)
(Con ifer)
Considering that it was composed under the
stimuli
of
several
profound
personal
tragedies, Dvorak's mammoth setting of the
Stabat Mater is unexpectedly serene. It dates
from between 1875 and 1877, and was the
work which helped establish the composer's
reputation in England and make him the
darling of the choral societies. It has not been
recorded often: ahistoric Talich performance
and the current DG version by Kubelik just
about establish its claims on the gramophone, though a new Czech recording is
promised. This Russian production is very
vivid — too vivid perhaps, with the solo
singers artificially prominent and an unnatural balance between winds, particularly the
brass, and the strings.
The two women singers, Tatiana Novikova
and Janna Polevtsova, the soprano and
mezzo, have a throaty quality which takes
some getting used to, but the men, especially
Georgiu Seleznev who sings the fourth section, Fac ut ardeat cormeum, are better. The
Glinka Choir, somewhat recessed, acquit
themselves with distinction and the Leningrad Philharmonic respond well to Tchernouchenko's direction, though this tends to
be abit flaccid and allows the tension to drop
dangerously low on occasion. The cavernous
acoustic with its high resonance lends support to the artificiality of the sound and
prevents this version from displacing Kubelik's. [
6:2]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Enigma Variations
Pomp and
Circumstance Marches 1 ift 2 III March of
the Mogul Emperors ( The Crown of
India)
BBC SO / Bernstein
DG 2532 067 digital
Bernstein evidently sees the Enigma as a
symphonic structure of near-Brucknerian
proportions. His Festival Hall account with
the BBC orchestra last April ( in the same week
as these sessions) took over 36 minutes, six of
which were accorded Nimrod before a lengthy, reverential pause; evidently the following Dorabella was to be thought of as the
Scherzo of the piece. The recording faithfully
reproduces these and most of the other
individualities of the concert performance,
where reservations began to creep in only as
details gradually returned to mind after the
event; such was the strength of interpretative
personality that only slowly did the cold light
of reason eclipse the excitement and concentration of the moment.
Engraved on disc, the reading strikes me as
less compelling, its agogic gestures overblown, and Bernstein's evident affection for
the composer dangerously sentimental. One
thing stands out beyond dispute, however,
and that is the playing of the BBC orchestra,
assured and characterful in every department. It is the sound of an ensemble thoroughly convinced by the convictions of its
conductor, and that in itself is highly impressive. DG's recording is excellent, too, combining tonal warmth with credible perspectives.
In the two marches I prefer the greater
open-ness of CFP's analogue production of
all five ( CFP 40363), and Ialso prefer Vernon
Handley's performances, full of daringly fast
tempi and lively detail; but that is amatter of
taste, as is, Isuppose, Bernstein's Enigma.
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For me, though, the loving smile of nostalgia
hangs soporifically over too much of this
reading; few of the 'friends pictured within'
seem to have any fibre at all. [ A:3 (
Enigma),
1/2 remainder]
Andrew Keener

FAURE: Requiem LI Messe Basse ( 1906)
Arleen Augér (sop) / Benjamin Luxon (bar) /
Paul Smy (trble) / Choir of King's College,
Cambridge / ECO / Ledger
HMV ASD 4234 digital
Here is the new King's Fauré Requiem, as
built to last, no doubt, as its 1968 predecessor. The most immediately noticeable difference between the two lies in the sound of the
orchestra, with the ECO predictably boasting
fewer strings then did the New Philharmonia.
On occasion Ledger even seems to be. using
first desks by themselves, and the result in
this setting is attractively intimate, with softly
radiant singing from Arleen Augér. Therein,
of course, lies the second major distinction,
for the older, male- only version featured
Robert Chilcott, then a treble of uncommon
intelligence and security. Ledger moves the
music forward with ease and flexibility, while
Willcocks, grave and much broader, coaxed
miracles of breath control from his young
soloist.
The occasional passing detail catches the
ear still more compellingly now than it did in
1968— the urgent first entry of the trebles in
Agnus Dei, for instance, reflected in darksounding hor,ns and string basses, or the
Libera me reprise, with its strong, firm choral
unisons. Benjamin Luxon shapes the last
lines of this setting in the manner of a quiet
prayer, no less fervent for its inwardness of
feeling and loveliness of tone.
Yet all is not gain. Imiss some of the vocal
and expressive freshness of the earlier version, not least in the Introit and Kyrie, and in
comparison with the refinement and warmth
of the NPO the ECO strings sound surprisingly threadbare in the opening of the Offertory.
There are also some raw-sounding tenors in
the opening of Agnus Dei, and the last note of
the work — not ideally steady — might have
benefited from a retake. In case this sounds
ungrateful, Ishould point out that no recording from this source deserves to be judged by
anything other than the highest standards.
Both recordings reproduce well; indeed,
there seems little difference between them,
except that Luxon's voice sounds a little
veiled in comparison with the quality given to
John Carol Case. The little Mass is beautifully
done. [
A:1/2]
Andrew Keener

FRANCK: Symphony in d / SAINTSAÉRIS: Le Rouet d'Omphale
Orchestre National de France / Bernstein
DG 2532 050 digital
From the opening bars of Le Rouet d'Omphale, placed at the beginning of Side 1, it is
clear that the opulent acoustic of the Théâtre
des Champs-Elysées is going to be one of the
more attractive features of this disc. In the
forte unison writing of the Saint-Saëns, the
string body makes aglorious sound, and the
deft exchanges between the first and second
violins are nicely separated between left and
half- left without any audible assistance at the
mixing desk. Perspective and general ambience are truthful throughout the disc, arid
only atendency for the timpani to spread aetcl
'boom' accounts for my split rating.
Bernstein's readings are tonally and expressively generous, with a potent sense of

atmosphere in many of the quieter moments
— helped, no doubt, by the acoustic halo. The
opening of the Symphony, closer to Adagio
than Lento, and ppp ratherthan pianissimo, is
fiercely concentrated, and the featherlight
string playing in the Allegretto reprise is
captivating. There, however, my enjoyment
ends, for this must be one of the most wilful
accounts of the Symphony on disc, both in
variety of tempo and rhythmic idiosyncracy.
Near the beginning of the first movement
Allegro, the short notes of the violins' dotted
descending motive mysteriously acquire
sforzandi — why? — and the Finale goes at all
sorts of speeds from an enervating Adagio for
the second group to a hell-for- leather race
homeward during the final pages. The standard of execution, with trumpets braying out
of tune, is, frankly, not good enough to merit
everlasting life on disc, and the excuse that
this is a public performance is neither here
nor there. Kondrashin's Bavarian concert
performance ( Philips 6514 119 also digital)
combines superlative playing with unmannered intelligence and a vivid sense of
occasion. [
A/B:3/4]
Andrew Keener

GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice
Baker/ Speiser/ Gale / Glyndebourne Chorus
/LPO / Leppard
Erato NUM 750423 digital ( 3 recs)
As her 'farewell' at Glyndebourne last year
Janet Baker took on the role of Gluck's
Orpheus in the version which has, with afew
possible variations, been regarded as standard for over acentury. This is neither Gluck's
original of 1762 ( in Italian with a male alto
protagonist) nor his much fuller version of
1774 ( in French, with atenor), but the edition
compounded by Berlioz for the French mezzo-soprano Pauline Viardot-Garcia. Writing
for Paris, Berlioz naturally made his version in
French; Dame Janet uses an Italian text. The
Glyndebourne version emerges here on five
recorded sides (the sixth regrettably left
blank: it could have been used for more
Gluck!). The recording was not made at the
festival theatre but at Brent Town Hall in
Wembley, London, where an excellent disposition of soloists, chorus, orchestra and
harpsichord
continuo
was
evidently
achieved.
I
will not deny that Janet Baker occasionally
pushes a note just a little too hard and goes
very slightly off- pitch, but otherwise this is a
treasurable document of her marvellous
interpretative art. The scene where Orpheus
pleads with the Furies, which after dozens of
hearings still strikes me as one of the great
things in the whole histon4 of opera, comes
off to splendid effect. Iwished, as at Glyndebourne itself, for a firmer-voiced Eurydice
than Elisabeth Speiser provides, but Elizabeth Gale's Amor ( Cupid) is admirable.
Raymond Leppard's drive, sensitivity, and
varied pace make much of the danced as well
as sung component, and he and his star have
evolved adegree of ( occasional) ornamentation which seems to me highly suited to the
mood and to the singer.
The growing strength of the early- music
movement in France will surely give us,
before too long, an authentic reconstruction
of the 1774 version. But until then ( and maybe
afterwards too!) most British I
isteners will not
feel impelled to search beyond the present
recording. [ A:1]
ArthurJacobs
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GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice
Baltsa / Marshall / Gruberova / Ambrosian
Opera Chorus / Philharmonia / Muti
EMI SIS 5255 digital ( 2 recs)
The coincidence of competition from Erato's
recording with Janet Baker ( see above) would
not in itself rule out this one. The Hungarian
mezzo-soprano Agnes Baltsa has established
her celebrity, not least in recordings with
Karajan; and Muti and the Philharmonia are
also a sought-after team. Moreover, this is
not the same score as on the Janet Baker
version: it is confined to what Gluck produced
for Vienna in 1762, without the Dance of the
Blessed Spirits and the other additions which
Gluck later wrote for Paris and which have
since become standard. The 1762 version is a
short work which could have taken even less
than the four sides here allotted to it.
Unfortunately, it is not very well delivered
here. Far from taking advantage of a fixed,
'authentic' score to try for a period effect,
Muti overloads the music with 19th- century
expressiveness. The prominent cello phrase
in the overture is over- stressed, the ' Giunge
Euridice' chorus is ponderous, and never can
Orpheus' famous ' Che farà' have been taken
more slowly. As Orpheus confronting the
Furies, Baltsa sounds merely lyrical, not
urgent. The Scottish soprano Margaret Marshall as Eurydice provides the best performance, with Edita Gruberova providing a too
full, too feminine sound for Amor ( Cupid).
The initial lamentation allows the solo
voices to sound properly forward, but later
John Rushby-Smith as producer goes astray
with the presentation of the Furies. They
sound remote ( a ' concert- hall' placing behind
the orchestra?) instead of at the centre of the
action. Other technical aspects are satisfactory. [
6:2]
Arthur Jacobs

GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice
Jacobs / nveksilber / Falevvicz / Collegium
Vocale of Ghent / La Petite Bande / Kuijken
Accent ACC 8223-4 (
2 recs) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
Reviewing Janet Baker's version above, I
remarked that it could not be long before the
'early music' treatment would be applied to
the work, with acounter-tenor assuming the
(originally castrato) title- role. Here it is, and
welcome. Performed in Antwerp with the
Belgian René Jacobs as Orpheus, it is a
technically excellent recording, with the distinctive ' feel' of bow- on- string which belongs
to the period style but without an intrusive
over- closeness.
As expected, this is not the same musical
text as Janet Baker's. She sang the conventional version compounded from Gluck's
1762 Italian original and his 1774 revision in
French ( designed for a tenor hero). The
Belgians restrict themselves to the 1762
original, excluding such well-known and
effective additions as the extended orchestral
Dance of the Furies and the Dance of the
Blessed Spirits. To exclude these seems to
weaken the whole when the approach is
otherwise ' standard modern', as in the above
Baltsa/Muti recording; but in this performance the strong sense of period and contrast
makes the shorter sequence cohesive and
convincing. Ifound the first side ( of four)
slightly too sluggish, but wholly agreeable
thereafter.
René Jacobs proves himself a singer with
an attractive vocal resonance and high expressive powers. He tackles the Italian language well, save for a difficulty ( Janet Baker

also showed it) with the opening diphthong
of ' Euridice,' and one misplaced emphasis
elsewhere. The voice contrasts well with the
other two admirable soloists, Marianne
Kweksilber as Eurydice and Magda Falewicz
as Cupid; this is an intelligent, well-balanced
casting. The collector who treats himself to
both this andthe Baker recording will find his
pleasure not duplicated but enriched. [ A:11
Arthur Jacobs
HANDEL: Organ Concerti Op.7, Nos. 3, 4,
5 and 6, in Bb, d, g and Bb, respectively.
George Malcolm (org and hpd) / ASM /
Marriner
Argo ZRG 941
Reissue from 1976
Originally issued as part of a set ( D3D4),
these four were recorded at St John the
Evangelist, Islington, using an organ ( by
Walker) of rather different tonalities than
Handel would have used, and the instruments are also modern. These are facts, not
criticisms. Performances are lively, some of
the organ interludes, though tasteful in substance, being taken a trifle fast for everyone's
comfort. The general interpretation certainly
shows detailed thought and scholarship.
The transfer has lost nothing in sound
quality, though the building is a little obtrusive, and it is a pity that the solo harpsichord
used for No.6 should be tucked away behind
the strings. So many sets of these concerti
have come and gone, wholly or in part, that
useful comparisons with alternatives are
impractical in the available space. [
A/B:1/2]
Trevor Attevvell

HANDEL: Six Concerti grossi Op.3
ASM / Marriner
Philips 6514 114 digital
Neville Marriner and the Academy recorded
the Op.3 set of concertos for woodwind and
strings for Decca in 1964. Nearly two decades
later, their fresh, lithe musicianship undimmed, they have re- made the set for Philips, in
splendidly precise, bright digital sound, and
with wonderfully quiet surfaces. Even more
than before they have sought variety of
texture and timbre, with beautiful playing,
crisp and rhythmically stimulating in the fast
movements, soulful in the slow. Decoration is
neat, apparently spontaneous; indeed, spontaneity is a quality that is much to the fore.
Tempi tend to be on the fast side ( in almost all
cases the 1964 set — still available — is
broader in tempo); there is, however, no
indecent haste, rather acontrolled, intoxicating vigour, allied to a delicacy that is never
effeminate. There are anumber of immensely
impressive recordings of Op.3, but Ihave no
hesitation in saying that this is one of the very
best. [ A:11
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: 16 Keyboard Suites
Andrei Gavrilov (pno) / Sviatoslav Richter
(pno)
EMI SIS 5234 (
4 recs)
This is a remarkable issue. As Kinloch Anderson says in his sleevenotes, Handel's suites
'are full of beautiful music which ought to be
better known'; this album will certainly help
substantially in that task of familiarization. I
greatly admire Edgar Krapp's scholarly recordings on harpsichord and virginal which
came out not long ago, and would frankly not
have expected greatly to like versions recorded on a modern concert grand piano.

However, the liveliness of response and the
ability to turn apparent disadvantage to
positive effect, characteristic of both these
master pianists, shows the error of my
presupposition. If all these performances
really were recorded live as detailed, in June
and July 1979, Idon't think Ihave ever come
across a more silent, rapt audience — the
occasional creak could easily come from the
performer. The piano tone is marginally
harsh on one or two sides, but the sound is
generally full, rounded and natural. Of the
pianists ( who share the task equally) Richter
is the more exuberant, dramatic, and Gavrilov the more introspective, technically the
more even. Both give great and, Ipredict,
lasting pleasure. The sixteen suites ( there is
no generally accepted numbering for them)
really ought to have been seventeen — there
is aBb Suite in the Second Collection of 1733
not included here. And one could criticize the
pianists for paucity of ornamentation — yet in
their different ways they both bring this
varied and delightful music vividly to life.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: String Quartets Op.20, No.4 in
D & No.5 in f
Tokyo String Quartet
DG 2531 380
Here are very impressive accounts of String
Quartets 34 and 35 in Hoboken's numbering.
The tonal beauty, accuracy and sensitive
insights of the Tokyo Quartet are well known
to the Haydn- lover from their earlier recordings of Opp.50 and 76. This pairing of works
from the magnificent set of 1772 seems to me
even more perceptive and assured than the
Tokyo's earlier Haydn issues. To the virtues
already admired, they add an individuality
which is warm, never mannered. In the
D- major their spacious yet urgent approach
to the first movement sets the tone; the poise
of the slow movement is matched by aclean,
very lively account of the finale. The ' gypsy'
minuet is perhaps a shade anaemic here,
though its companion in the F- minor work is
just right. Certainly the minor- key work is
given avery exciting, revealing performance
—though the tempo for the first movement is
surely overfast for Haydn's Moderato. Balance occasionally obscures second violin
and viola lines — the rougher, more individual approach of the Aeolian Quartet in the
F- minor's fugal finale, for instance, shows a
different approach from the homogeneity of
the Japanese players. Silent surfaces and an
agreeable perspective — neither too close
nor too remote, and laterally broad — are
further cause for congratulation. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
ALFRED HOLLINS: Concert Overtures
Malcolm Archer (org)
Meridian E4577054 (
45 rpm)
Despite being blind from birth, Hollins was a
brilliant keyboard player even at 16 ( he died in
1942 at the age of 77), and composed agood
deal of organ, and other, music. Romantic in
style, it is demanding technically, though one
might not describe it as great. Nevertheless, it
is well constructed, and easy to absorb — a
godsend to the producer looking for something with popular appeal that is neither
hackneyed nor mawkish.
The venue is Norwich Cathedral, where
Malcolm Archer is Assistant Organist. In
addition to the three overtures he plays two

shorter items, plus the Trumpet Minuet
which is Hollins' most recorded work, and his
performance is very commendable in all
respects.
The disc follows Meridian's current adoption of 45 rpm to optimise the analogue
reproduction. It certainly has agood dynamic
éange, with low background level, and more
bass than smaller systems can reproduce. I
found the upperwork a little duller than
expected, preferring a little ' slope', and Idid
hear a couple of edits, though these do not
stand out. [
A/B:1]
Trevor Attewell

LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Misha Dichter / Pittsburg SO / Previn
Philips 6514 200 digital
Since winning the silver medal at the 1966
Moscow Tchaikovsky Competition, Misha
Dichter's European career has never really
taken off, and this is his first major recording
release to have appeared in avery long time.
Happily, it's a good one — especially competitive on account of its excellent sound.
Philips have of late produced an exemplary
crop of digital recordings, and once again one
is struck here by the warmth and bloom of the
sonorities — the absence of upper-frequency
fierceness, the truthful balancing. The piano
sound is admirable too, and Dichter is not one
to spare the muscle in dealing with Liszt's
explosive fortissimos.
His is indeed a power- house of a performance in the bravura writing and Previn is with
him all the way. There is real tension and
electricity in their handling of the second
concerto's allegro agitato, to say nothing of
the finale with its surging flourishes from
keyboard bass register and lower strings in
tandem. Not that both parties aren't also
responsive to the music's somewhat cloying
lyricism — far from it — just that one comes
away from their performances with the
dramatic gestures above all ringing in one's
ears.
So, while Dichter does not provide the
rhythmic scintillation or stylishness of Ousset
in No.1 or the all-round flamboyance of
Richter in either concerto, there is much here
that is stimulating, while Philips have ensured that sonically their disc takes its place at
the top of the heap. [
A/A*:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

MAHLER: Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen E Kindertotenlieder E Five Rückert
Songs
Janet Baker (mez-sop) / Halle / NPO /
Barbirolli
HMV ASD 4409
Reissues from 1968, 1970
An earlier version of ' Ich bin der Welt', a
pendant to ASD2338, gives way to accommodate all five Ruckert settings, to make a
unique recoupling. If the Hallé accompaniment was less refined than in this Watford
Town Hall replacement recording, the singing was even more poignant before. It is
perhaps an exaggeration to say that ' art'
usurped ' heart' as Janet Baker became an
international figure, yet such a view is supported by comparisons offered by a briefly
available 1976 CBS Kindertotenlieder she
made with Israel PO/Bernstein. Beautifully
produced at Abbey Road, with excellent
spread and presence of detail, these are
enchanting Mahler recordings. They have an
air of rapt dedication to the music; they reflect
the keen rapport conductor and singer
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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shared. Divided over the sides, the NPO
recordings betray very little diminution in
range over the originals. [
A/A*:14,1
Christopher Breunig

MARTINU: String Quartet No.1
Panocha Quartet
Supraphon 1111 3018 (
Bond Street Music)
Though not the first of Martinu's efforts to
compose string quartets, this is the first to be
acknowledged. There is some confusion as to
its date: Pavel Skala, in his notes to this the
first recording of the work, gives the dates
1920-21 which would put it squarely in
Martinu's first Paris period, whereas other
authorities put it at least two years earlier and
among Martinu's Policka-Prague compositions. Skala also sees in it strong affinities
with the quartets of Debussy and Ravel,
which has prompted him to sub-title the work
'French', but other ears may detect even
stronger references to Dvorak and Suk. It is
the longest of Martinu's seven quartets,
lasting just over 35 minutes, which perhaps
does not fully justify occupying two whole
sides over it. One of the two string trios or the
second Serenade ( for two violins and viola)
might have been considered as fillers.
The general tone of the work is intense,
with little of Martinu's sunny disposition
being given much expression. Nor, considering its date, can it be regarded as wholly
representative; but it is very competently
written, if rather heavily scored by contrast
with the later works. The Panocha Quartet
approach it with seriousness but happily
without veneration, and the outcome is a
sensible unaffected performance. The sound
is reasonably well balanced if at times a
shade edgy in the upper frequencies. [
A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MARTINU: String Quartets Nos. 4 and 6
Panocha Quartet
Supraphon 1111 2845 (
Bond Street Music)
This is the third in the Panocha Quartet's
Martinu series; only the second and third
quartets remain to be released. Not surprisingly, these two reveal more of the characteristics of the mature Martinu than No.1 ( see
above), though neither perhaps aspires to the
individuality of the fifth. No.4 was written in
1937, ayear dominated by the opera Julietta;
and No.6 in New York in 1946, the year of the
Fifth symphony but also of Martinu's serious
accident. The fourth Quartet is imbued with
reflections on Moravian and Slovak folk
themes which were occupying the composer
at the time — he was also working on Kytice
— and its intrinsic melodiousness masks the
skill with which Martinu manipulates his
material. The Sixth took a long time to write,
and like other expressions of the struggle
back to health, lacks immediacy. It also
happens to be indicative of Martinu's creative
shift into the phase which produced the sixth
symphony and the other fantasia- inspired
works.
The work shows evidence of struggle — as,
incidentally, does the corrugated English
sleeve note which has the elusive quality of
Virginia Woolf: you think you understand it,
but after you've read it you aren't sure what it
means! With these two performances the
Panocha Quartet tend to confirm the reputation that preceded them, but which was not
fully demonstrated in the recording of Nos. 5
and 7. The old recordings by the Smetana and
Novak Quartets have their virtues but need
not necessarily detain us in the light of this

new one, with its committed performances
and improved recording quality. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MESSIAEN: Messe de la Pentecôte
Verset pour la fête de la dédicace 11 Le
banquete céleste
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn DKP 9018 digital/UHJ
This is the fourth record of the series which
will embrace the complete organ works of
Messiaen, recorded by Jennifer Bate on the
Gonzales organ in Beauvais Cathedral. These
are powerful and well- researched performances which do full justice to the music's
piquancy, colour and complexity, and they
are unquestionably among the very finest I
can recall hearing.
The basic quality of the engineering is
likewise indisputably excellent, and the very
high-pitched whistle that appeared on earlier
volumes has been eliminated. Ido find the
traffic rumble somewhat irritating, perhaps
the more so because of the remarkably high
standard of playing. Those with UHJ decoders will find this significantly less of a
nuisance, the noise being pushed into the
road outside where it belongs, and where it is
more acceptable. Decoding also rearranges
the ambient sound more realistically, and
these discs clearly show the superiority of the
Ambisonic system. Without doubt this is the
best Messiaen presently on offer, and can be
recommended, traffic or no traffic! [
A:1-k]
Trevor Attewell

MONTEVERDI: Messa da Capella
London Ambrosian Singers / McCarthy
Tudor 73102 (
Harmonia Mundi)
It is ironic that the Council of Trent, which sat
for an amazing 20 years ( one presumes in
extreme discomfort), is more remembered
for those works which continue to pander to
the 'titillation of the ears' than for those which
reverted to earlier principles. The appeal of
these contrapuntal forms was still strong
enough, even half a century later, to tempt
Monteverdi — aprime proponent of the even
more titillating ' seconda practica' — to compose this ' prima practica' Mass. The Ambrosian Singers emphasise this link with earlier
styles by interpolating between the movements of the Mass the Gregorian chant
proper for the Sunday after Whitsun.
The chant is very expressively sung by
male voices and does much to set the
heavy- laden, unequivocally liturgical atmosphere of the performance. The restrained
polyphonic lines of the Kyrie turn to the
intense homophonic singing of the Gloria
and the effect achieved by the Ambrosian
Singers in these reflective movements is
quite powerful. Less successful are the passages of more exhuberant expression at
higher dynamic levels where intonation and
to a certain extent tone quality suffer. There
might have been a case for colouring the
single line plainchant with a longer reverberance time than that given to the Mass
movements, but this effect is eschewed for
more uniformity of sound. It is regrettable,
though, that the full vocal sound is so shallow
and that it is afflicted with a biting edge at
high dynamics. [
C:2/3]
Roger Bowen
MONTEVERDI: Vespro della Beata Vergine ( Vespers of 1610)
Jennifer Smith (sop) / Audrey Michael (sop) /
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Wynford Evans (ten) / John Elwes (ten) /
Philippe Huttenlocher (bar)/Michael Broadard
(bass) / Ensemble Vocal de Lausanne / Les
Saqueboutiers de Toulouse / Ensemble d'Instruments Anciens / Corboz
Erato NUM 750292 digital
Any new version of the Monteverdi Vespers
must for me match up to Schneidt's winning
1975 performance with Paul Esswood, Kevin
Smith, Ian Partridge, John Elwes ( common to
the Corboz also), David Thomas, Christopher
Kyte and the Regensburg Cathedral Choir on
DG Archiv 272 018. The Schneidt is perhaps
not very typical of the available versions, as it
shuns the use of female voices for either
chorus or soloists, and the Pulchra es, arnica
mea might raise afew eyebrows when taken
by two male altos less assured and powerful
than Esswood and Smith. In many ways
Corboz opts for amiddle course between the
intimacy of Schneidt's reading and the grand,
operatic design which attracts Gardiner on
SET 593, and uses a comparatively small
instrumental group — slightly fewer even
than Ledger on SLS 5064 — and some more
extravagant imaginations might have wished
for a stronger and more elaborate continuo
group.
Corboz is well served by his soloists,
although Ihave yet to hear Ian Partridge's
magnificent Nigra sum (
the DG Archiv
again) bettered — despite Wynford Evans'
sensitive and thoughtful account here. The
Ensemble Vocal de Lausanne's direct and
rhythmic singing does much to add impulse
through the work, although their intonation is
not totally reliable under all circumstances.
The booklet accompanying the set shows
the fairly close grouping of instruments and
voices, with the high vault of the Cathedra! of
Saint-Pierre, Geneva towering above them.
The recording of full choir and orchestra
sounds if there is an ocean of empty space
above, and there is quite adistance between
us and them; but balance between the forces
is good. Soloists come in closer, leaving their
accompaniment rather behind; and be
warned, the solo tenor plainchant at the very
opening really is as far away as he sounds, so
do not dash for the gain control or else you
will be blasted by the following Domine ad
adjuvandum. [
B:2]
Roger Bowen

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 2
Belkin / LPO / Kondrashin / Barshai
Decca SXDL 7579 digital
Perlman last month, now Belkin, and Ifear
that the young Russian comes badly out of
the comparison. Firstly, with Belkin one is far
more conscious of the technical problems:
passage work verges at times on unruly, and
his rhythmic grip is not aways as tight as it
might be. Intonation, toi), is far from infallible.
Ithink especially of that treacherous unaccompanied passage in the first movement
of No. 1. Interpretatively, Belkin is no match
for Perlman in conveying the magic, the
illusion of musical innocence that the first
concerto engenders. His opening solo
abounds in fussy little nudges of rubato and
dynamic shading — knowing mannerisms
which immediately negate the purity of that
wonderful melody. On the credit side, there
are some ravishing sounds to be heard, and
though he may ultimately lack Perlman's
warmth of personality and breadth of line in
those wide- arced tunes of No. 2, Belkin
nonetheless plays them ardently. Some may
also prefer his slightly grittier slavonic delivery in passages which reveal the sardonic
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side of Prokofiev's nature.
Both concertos are well accompanied and
well recorded, though Kondrashin's untimely
death meant that one year was to separate
the sessions. Barshai has the showier task
and marginally fuller sound for No. 2 and it
must be said that the LPO play for him with a
good deal more character. Both must yield,
though, to the greater personality of the BBC
Symphony under Rodhdestvensky for Perlman, though Decca's slightly less prominent
solo balance makes for a more naturally
illuminating sound picture. Istill think that
Decca's analogue Chung/Previn disc sounds
warmer, but that's digital for you. [
A/B:2]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV: Symphony No. 3 in a
The Isle of the Dead
BP0 / Maazel
DG 2532 065 digital
Not, Iwould have thought, music which the
Berlin Philharmonic play every day; but as
one would expect, Rachmaninov's orchestration excites some compelling sounds, notably from the brass. Rarely have Iheard the
allusion to the opening motive at the end of
the first movement sound as dark as it does
here, and the quality of the soft lower brass in
The Isle of the Dead is smokily evocative.
Indeed, in matters of atmosphere, rhythmic
suppleness, shaping of climates and building
of tension, Maazel's account of this brooding
vision seems to me among the finest of the
last twenty years.
Try as Imay, however, Icannot hear the
Symphony as Maazel does. The first movement repeat Ican do without: aperformance
which leads the ear onward also leads it
across the double barline with no hankering
to go back. But Maazel's apparently expansive approach induces little sense of anticipation at such points. Isay ' apparently', since
the stopwatch reveals little out of the ordinary, so that Ican only attribute the impression
of stasis to the unnumerable small variations
of tempo within a phrase, or an unexpected
inflection at this or that key moment. There
are lovely details, of course ( it could hardly be
otherwise with these players), and still vividly
with me as Iwrite is the tonal refinement of
the opening of the first movement development, quietly urgent. Less palatable, though,
are the instances of blunt phrasing, fleeting
but noticeable. Perhaps the recording is
partly to blame here. By whatever cause,
strings occasionally seem too close for comfort, and their vigorous downbows in the
central Allegro vivace of the slow movement
suspiciously fail to excite the surrounding
acoustic. Lateral information is ear-catching,
but depth of field, with woodwind ' painted on
the wall', is considerably less impressive. A
perplexing disc. [
B/C: 1/1* (
Isle) 3 (
Symp)]
Andrew Keener

SCHOENBERG:
Die
Jakobsleiter
E
Erwartung E Die Gluckliche Hand E
Chamber Symphony Cl Chamber Symphony No 2 oThree Pieces for Chamber
Orchestra E Four Songs for Voice and
Orchestra
Martin / Mesple / Wenkel/ Bowen / Hudson /
Nimsgern / Partridge / Shirley- Quirk / RolfeJohnson / Minton / BBC Singers / BBC SO /
Ensemble Intercontemporain / Boulez
CBS 79349 (
3 recs)
These recordings concentrate on Schoenberg's pre- serial period up to 1922 and fill a

gap in the discography left open by the
present unavailability of the pioneering CBS/
Craft issues. But Boulez seems curiously
driven to record Schoenberg and often the
feeling of contractual obligation spills over
into interpretation, which is then marred by
lapses into routine.
Record 1is given over to arealisation of the
unfinished oratorio Die Jakobsleiter in Winfried Zillig's 1958 performing edition. Standard symphonic forces are employed following Schoenberg's own reduced score of 1944,
which dispensed with the choir of 750 and
massively inflated orchestra. Celestas and
harmoniums do, however, play a prominent
colouristic role. No English text is provided,
but the notes do explain the Part Ivision of
souls in Limbo striving towards God up
Jacob's Ladder. Archangel Gabriel urges and
advises them along the way. Gabriel is
written for bass voice partly in Sprechstimme, though curiously as with Yvonne Minton
in the Boulez Pierrot, here too Nimsgern is
more sing- song than speech-song, missing
the distinct pitched exclamation. Even in its
truncated form with small forces the oratorio
is rich meat indeed, but contains passages of
drama and of beauty, for example the astonishing transformation of the high voice
singing 'the soul of " One Dying" ':
tremendous singing from Otrun Wenkel.
The second disc couples two stage works
from the period 1909-13. Erwartung is available elsewhere on disc, though Die gluckliche
Hand has been unavailable since deletion of
the Craft edition. Erwartung struck me here as
bland rather than harrowing, partly due to
Janis Martin's detachment and creamily
toned voice; the artificially distanced soloist
in an otherwise vivid recording gives no help
either. Die Giuckliche Hand is an Expressionist drama with music and mime, and as such
translates poorly to the LP record, but agood
recording with some crisp singing and playing is very welcome.
The final disc couples the two Chamber
Symphonies in very sinewy unrelaxed performances by the EIC, though the aphoristic
Three pieces work well but are spoiled by a
wiry recorded sound. In the final work, the
Four Songs, Yvonne Minton sounds uncomfortable and at times insecure.
The box notes contain excellent articles by
Glenn Gould and Schoenberg, though lack an
English translation for Die Jakobsleiter— and
aside breakdown. Difficult to rate, but overall
[A/C:1/2]
David Prâkel

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 3in D E No. 5
in Bb
ASM / Marriner
Philips 6514 149 digital
Hardly fifteen months ( but some 285 works)
separate Schubert's 3rd and 5th symphonies,
and hardly another teenager can ever have
achieved amore masterly and delightful pair
than these two works, here offered. Excellently they fare, too, in these crisp, well-balanced
and vibrant performances. No. 3, it seems to
me, is closer to the naturally exuberant style
of Neville Marriner and the Academy, and
they give it abright, large-scale performance
(taking every repeat except the third in the
Allegretto). Wind detail is fresh and forward,
textures are lucid and airy. No. 5, more
modestly scored and more tender, eloquent,
also receives a fine performance — though
here Beecham ( who alone of current recordings also couples these two works, in an
ever- pleasing Concert Classics) reveals greaHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ter affection and grace with his slower, more
natural-sounding tempi, and with more committed phrasing. Where Marriner and the
Academy principally score is in the Philips
digital sound, which has aspaciousness and
clarity that make the HMV disc seem its age—
though for once the famous silent surfaces of
a Philips record are not much in evidence.
Still, definitely [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9 in C ' Great'
LPO / Boult
EMI SXLP 30558
Reissue from 1972
There are almost innumerable recordings of
Schubert's last symphony, and there have
been several recent reissues. In such circumstances meaningful comparison is impossible; suffice it to say that Boult's version
is very fine indeed, and deserves a place in
any collection. Right from the start we can
admire the conductor's poise, his wise choice
of tempi, fastidious control of forward movement. There is nothing meretricious or earcatching, just good, lively music- making of a
standard one should never take for granted.
The LPO is in fine form, the recording of high
quality with clean surfaces and presence. The
scrupulous
balance
between
accompanimental figures and melody is the achievement of everyone involved; but the keen
rhythmic sense and perceptive straightforwardness is Sir Adrian's particular contribution to afelicitous record. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHÜTZ: Kleine Geistliche Konzerte:
Eile mich, Gott, zu erretten, SWV 282 D
Bringt her dem Herren, SWV 283 E 0
süsser, o freundlicher, SWV 285 D Ihr
Heiligen, lobsinget, SVVV 288 D Wohl
dem, der nicht wandelt, SWV 290 LI Was
hast du verwirket, SWV 307 D O Jesu,
nomen dulce, SWV 308 D Habe deine
Lust an dem Herren, SWV 311 O Bone
Jesu, SWV 313 LI Symphoniarum sacrarum secunda para: Herr, unser Herrscher,
SWV 343 El Herzlich lieb hab ich dich, o
Herr, SWV 348 IE Was betrübst du dich,
meine Sede, SWV 353 D Wie em n Rubin,
SWV 357
Sebastien Hennig (boy sop) / René Jacobs
(c- ten) / William Christie (org) / Christophe
Coin (vcI) / Konrad Junghânel (archlute) /
Mihoko Kimura (yin) / Staas Swierstra (yin)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1097

At atime when the British catalogue has such
a thin representation of Schütz's works it is
doubly pleasing to welcome another disc
from Concerto Vocale, and such an attractive
selection of solos and duets from the Kleine
Geistliche Konzerte of 1636 and 1639, and
from the second book of Sacred Symphonies
of 1647. Both these splendid collections
indicate how superbly Schütz could turn to
advantage the sad restrictions imposed on
music- making by the Thirty Years' War. This
selection is constructed so as to provide
pleasing contrasts between pieces in various
forms, as well as between a confident,
even-voiced treble and the ever- resourceful
René Jacobs; and the accompaniments are
also pleasingly varied. Apart from wrong
identification of ' 0 Jesu, nomen dulce', the
documentation ( with three- language notes
and texts) is neat and clear. But the last word
must be jointly for the beautiful music and the
stylish, poised and expressive performances,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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presented in clean, natural sound which
falters only with some loss of quality on high
notes at the end of the first side. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SPOHR: Quintet in c, Op.52 CI Septet in a,
Op.147
Nash Ensemble
CRD1099
A companion disc to the Nonet/Octet on
CRD1054.
The
Brahmsian
cloud
that
threatens the outset of the late Septet ( conceived during a visit to London in 1853) is
soon dispersed by the pert sunlight of the
flute, the rippling winds of the pianoforte.
Both works are for flute, clarinet, horn,
bassoon, piano, with violin and cello additionally in Op.147. There, the slow movement
pays overt tribute to Schubert's Octet; to a
lesser degree the clarinet part in the A- major
trio suggests Mozart. So, too, does the
memorable Allegro moderato in Op.52: a
bubbling and buoyant movement with darker
hints of the earlier composer's wind serenade
writing. The fine performances are conveyed
in arecording of admirable range; however, I
have reservations over the stereo picture
which, although it has lateral separation,
does not really define the spatial relationship
of the players very helpfully. [A:1]
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: Petrushka — suite D Fireworks D Volga Boat Song for wind and
percussion D Orpheus D The Rite of
Spring D Ode
Moscow SO / USSR State SO / Stravinsky /
Robert Craft
Chant du Monde LDX 78718/19 (
2 recs)
Nothing I say here is likely to dissuade
collectors from acquiring what is after all a
unique set of live recordings, made in the
autumn of 1962 when Stravinsky, like the
prodigal son, returned to his homeland for a
series of celebratory concerts. Let me stress
straight away, though, that musical values
must here definitely take a back-seat to
historical curiosity. The recordings are fairly
primitive for a start — coarse-grained, overmodulated, glaringly fizzy on top, the balance
factor more of accident than design, Ifancy
(solo spotlighting is extreme and invariably
inappropriate, Ineed hardly add). As for the
orchestral playing, well it has ' character',
certainly ( of the gaudy slavonic variety) but
you have to be prepared to go along with
countless lapses in co-ordination. Unruly
would be an understatement.
Orpheus — distinguished by some affectionate and surprisingly refined string playing — and Petrushka (
earthily uninhibited)
fair best, though why Stravinsky elected to
give the Petrushka Suite Icannot imagine. To
be deprived, above all, of those haunting
closing pages is, to my mind, tantamount to
sacrilege; and anyway, it isn't as though the
Suite is that much shorter than the complete
score. For the rest, Iwould have been happier
if Chant du Monde had included Stravinsky's
performance of the Symphony in Three
Movements (
which was also given, we are
told in the sleeve- note) rather than Robert
Craft's unremarkable Rite of Spring. Without
the justification of the composer himself at
the helm, Isee little point in committing to
disc as untidy and unfinished account as this,
whatever its context. [
D:2/31
Edward Seckerson

o
Wre,
STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella Suite E Danses
Concertantes
ECO / Gibson
Chandos ABRD 1065 digital
I
fancy Stravinsky would have approved most
heartily of Gibson's bracing, angular, nononsense approach to these infectious
scores. But, as if the extravert brilliance and
incisiveness of the ECO's playing weren't
enough in itself, Chandos have opted here for
a closely-miked, larger-than- life production
which, though remarkably vivid tonally, at
once minimises the effect of all those subtle
half-shades and ultimately makes for arather
severe tutti sound. I'm afraid Ifound it all a
little tiring on the ear.
A pity, because Gibson does offer aunique
coupling and, as I say, he does coax a
performance of Pulcinella from the ECO that
is full of character and wit if not the last word
in elegance and refinement. For that, of
course, you must look to Marriner's excellent
Argo disc ( coupling; Apollon Musagete),though Gibson's account has, Imust
confess, set me wondering afresh if that
reading is not perhaps a little too precious. I
have always had my doubts. [
13:2]
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella — complete
ballet D Suites 1 & 2
Yvonne Kenny / Robert Tear / Robert Lloyd /
ASM / Marriner
EMI ASD 4313
No sooner had the ink dried on the above
review of Gibson's Pulcinella Suite, when
along came this complete recording to compound my views. If anything Marriner has
refined his approach even more since that
celebrated Argo recording of the suite ( coupled with Apollon). The Academy's playing —
incomparably elegant — is aconstant joy, let
that be said straight away. Rhythmic articulation is immaculately light and airy, legato
lines as graceful and persuasive as one could
wish. Just listen to the winds — in particular
the first oboe. A more beguiling group would
be hard to contemplate.
Again, though, is it not all a little too
clean-cut — a little too civilised and straightfaced? Should there not be a streak of
rusticity, of vulgarity even, running through
the more folksy numbers— adeal more edge
and point to the sycopated accenting of a
dance like the Tarantella, for instance? Itend
to think so. Certainly the Two Suites for small
orchestra which Marriner adds as fill- ups are
too dapper by half. Their little ethnic quirks, to
say nothing of their humour, seem to have
eluded him.
Perhaps EMI's warm, refreshingly natural
recording abets too much the rather plushy
cast of the Marriner sound. It's all very cosy,
very luxuriant. More brilliance, such as Argo
provided in 1968, might have sharpened the
effect. The vocal soloists, by the way, are all
first-class. IA:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

SZYMANOWSKI: Piano Sonatas 1 in c,
Op.8 CI 2 in a, Op.21
Peter Schmalfuss (pno)
Thorofon Capella MTH175 (£5.65) ( TOL)
These two sonatas are works dating from the
composer's early and late 20s, and they
respectively exude the strong influence that
Chopin and Scriabin had on him prior to his
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aquaintance with the music of Stravinsky,
which helped open the gates of later personal
creativity. Stylistically they are an interesting
contrast, but that is virtually all that can
recommend this record, which is a worthy
example of how not to record a piano. The
sound is thin and wiry, tinkly on transients;
the piano is without any warmth of timbre;
and the stereo image is smeared. Messrs.
Steinway and Sons, one of whose instruments was used, would not be very pleased
with this 'advertisement' were they to listen
to what has happened to the sound. Peter
Schmalfuss, who has previously studied with
Kempff and given concerts in England, seems
not so much to play as do battle with the
acoustic, and the victim is decidedly the first
sonata. The second survives better, but that is
not unexpected as it leans heavily on the
dramatic and declamatory vigour of the
post-Op.53 Scriabin. But that is the remainder
of what can be said in favour of this issue.
[C:2]
Adrian Orlowski
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty
Leningrad PO / Fedotov
DG 2740 274 ( 3recs)
A headstrong challenge in timing to the
red-and-silver liveried Lanchberry Sleeping
Beauty (
see below). Like the Svetlanov set on
EMI, these DG discs carry the ' Melodiya'
imprint, but the sound quality proves far
more agreeable. Even so, the very opening
confirms a degree of dynamic limiting that
pervades this 1980 production — tapes
which, at best, open up to define a large
resonant hall. The score is more sharply
characterised by Viktor Fedotov than by
Lanchberry, with Dorati's generally underrated Concertgebouw reading lying between
the two extremes. The Sarabande on Side 6
offers atypical contrast: Lanchberry suggesting aBach pastiche, Fedotov awistful atmosphere piece. The Leningrad violinist plays his
solos in a way we might classify as ' old
fashioned' in sentiment, but Igreatly enjoyed
the 'woody' Russian clarinets. When, in 1957,
Mravinsky's Tchaikovsky recordings arrived,
they were like an electric storm; the playing of
the Leningrad Philharmonic here has that
same vibrance and swaggering virtuosity.
[A/C:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Ballets — Nutcracker,
Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty
Ambrosian Singers / Philharmonia / Lanchberry
HMV SLS 5270 (
2recs, Nutcracker), SLS
5271 ( 3 recs, Swan), SLS 5272 ( 3 recs,
Beauty), all digital
These Du Maurier sets may also be purchased complete, in a slip case, as SLS5273.
There are forewords by Margot Fonteyn —
rather oddly she disparages the Nutcracker
Act 2divertissement, the basis of one of the
most popular of all orchestral Suites — and it
is a pity these effuse over the ' purity of the
digital process', and so on. The bold-type
notes are kept simple, and one is curious
about the sort of collector Du Maurier have in
mind, when the actual recordings are not a
little demanding. They would sound best in a
really large room, for levels are powerfully
high in climaxes. Balances Ithought were
close, and the sound picture sometimes
confused.
John Lanchberry makes no cuts, indeed he
adds his own orchestration of apiano original
of a Gigue in Nutcracker. The Philharmonia

players obviously revel in unfamiliar repertoire, and the solos, violin, cello, harp,
clarinet, are striking and polished. The readings are lively and convey the atmosphere of
the ballet, yet I
found the music presented in a
generalised 'jolly' way — little of Ansermet's
savouring in Nutcracker, for instance. I
would
pick Swan Lake as the best set: it easily
displaces Ozawa's, if not Bonynge's; but all
three may be enjoyed for what they offer.
[A:11
Christopher Breunig
VERDI. Aida
Milanov / Barbieri / Bjoerling / Warren /
Christoff / Clabassi / Rome Opera House
Chorus & Orch / Per/es
RCA VLS 43533 ( 3 records) (TOL £ 13.50)
Reissue from 1955
Half-speed remastering removes some distortion from this 28-year-old recording —
which exposes the thin, rather harsh RCA
balance. This is not therefore the recording to
displayAida's sonic splendors. It is however a
classic performance which every Verdian will
treasure for the beauty of singing and unexaggerated dramatic projection. Every one of
the principals sings and characterises
memorably. We might expect this from the
likes of Jussi Bjoerling or Fedora Barbieri
(here at her finest) and fine singing by Zinka
Milanov and Leonard Warren comes as no
surprise; yet equally superb is Plino Clabassi
as the King of Egypt. Perlea and his Roman
forces support the cast with drive and refinement. Thus avery welcome reissue of better
quality than the original, but aquality which
exposes recording balances which were not
well chosen. [C: 1*J
Benedict Sarnaker

VERDI: Otello — highlights
Rysanek/Vickers/Gobbi/Rome Opera House
Chorus and Orch / Sera fin
RCA GL 42167 (£3.99) (TOL)
Reissue from 1961
There is no shortage of good ( or even better)
recordings of Verdi's great tragedy. Yet,
though it is now 22-years-old, Iknow of none
that excels this performance under Tulio
Serafin. The opposition of John Vicker's
passionate portrayal of the tormented Moorish general against the ruthlessly powerful
(vocally and dramatically) lago of Tito Gobbi
at the height of his maturity has no rival. We
get a good selection of their interaction in
recitative and duet. Also included are: the Act
Ilove duet; Otello's heart- breaking monologue (' Dio, mi potevi scagliar); Desdemona's
Willow Song and Ave Maria; and Otello's
end. The recording has worn very well and
would be no disgrace were it newly issued
today. [A: 1*1
Benedict Sarnaker

VERDI: La Traviata — highlights
Sutherland / Pavarotti / Manu guerra / London Op Chorus / National SO / Bonynge
Decca SXDL 7562
Reissue from 1981
These highlights are taken from the complete
recording (
cfHFN/RR April 1981). The greatest
strength of that issue was the performance of
Joan Sutherland. Her rich, big voice transmitted aportrayal of Violetta Valery as afar more
mature woman than we usually find, and this
mature picture has much insight to offer. This
is best shown in her great Act Imonologue
which blends sadness with doubt at this
critical turning- point of the drama in afashion

which gives great depth of credibility to
subsequent events. Sadly, her male companions lack these qualities. Pavarotti constantly
pushes out power, regardless of the frequent
intimacy of the context. Matteo Manuguerra
is grey of tone and feeling and thus does little
to help the tragic situation which he creates.
Richard Bonynge displays a finely tuned
sensitivity (just occasionally tinged with mannerism) in his direction of the orchestra —
which latter plays variably. The recording is
good. [ B:1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker

WEILL: The Unknown Kurt Weill
Teresa Stratas (sop) / Richard Woitach (pno)
Nonesuch D-79019 digital ( Conifer)
After alove- hate struggle learning the part of
Jenny for the Metropolitan Opera's production of Mahagonny, Teresa Stratas received
such high praise and so grew in liking for his
work that she chose to dedicate arecord to
some of Weill's casual songs. This is that
record. It contains 14 songs in German,
French and English written between 1925 and
1944, which range from the moody and
sentimental to the acidly satiric.
• Space only allows a sample. Die Muschel
von Margate (
The Mussel of Margate) is
subtitled ' Petroleum Song' and whimsically
tells how afish stall pitch turned out to be an
oil well. Wie lange doch? explores the dying
days of a love affair with poignancy and a
hard realism. There is abitterly satiric song
called Schikelgruber (
alias Adolf Hitler) and
several songs about islands, both sweet
(Youkali: Tango Habanera) and sour (
Das
Lied von den brauen Inseln— oil again!). The
whole is captivating.
Part of the captivation is Miss Stratas'
artistry. She sings beautifully, but she also
has the courage to 'speak' and shout — to
sound hoarse and ugly for the sake of the
sense. Her partner Richard Woitach is
empathetically with her and their combined
achievement is transparently recorded. If
Quality Monitor should disagree with the
rating this reviewer's excuse is: bewitched by
pure performance! (A*: 1*]
Benedict Sarnaker

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL

CABARET SONGS
Songs by BRITTEN / COWARD / DANKWORTH / DUKE / GERSHWIN / IVES /
MALLORY / WRIGHT
Sarah Walker (m-sop)/ Roger Vignoles (pno)
Meridian E77056
It is very rare for acelebrated performer of the
Classical repertoire to sound equally at ease
and convincing with the 'swing' of light music
and jazz, but Sarah Walker possesses such a
gift and, thankfully, has committed it to disc
with her equally talented accompanist Roger
Vignoes. This marvellous selection displays
not only the wit but also the frequently risqué
sentiments inherent in songs of this type —
all are brought off to perfection.
The four Britten Cabaret Songs, written in
collaboration with Auden between 1937 and

'39, were not published until 1981 and are
recorded here for the first time, while the
Gershwin songs, Someone to watch over me,
I Love to Rhyme, The Lorelei, and the
Viennese parody By Strauss will already be
familiar to many. These fine, fresh performances are welcome all the same. T. S. Eliot,
Thackeray and Milligan ( with outrageous
humour in British Teeth) are Dankworth's
unlikely lyricists, whereas Coward, Duke and
Ives provide both words and music for their
songs. The four epigrams by Dorothy Parker,
admirably set by Margaret Mallory, are superb ironic miniatures of life that, between
them, take less than two minutes playing
time, but set you thinking for much longer.
The clear, detailed ( but slightly treb.i)
recording of this live 1982 performance at
Dartington Hall has a pleasant acoustic.
Dynamic range is wide and well-captured,
and while applause and frequent chuckles of
appreciation abound, the listener is more
likely to be carried along by this enthusiasm
than distracted. So, a splendid record that
inspires repeated listening. [
A: 1*1
Barbara Jahn

CHORAL MUSIC FROM ST. FIN BARRE'S
CATHEDRAL, CORK
Choir of St. Fin Barre's Cathedral / Andrew
Padmore / Colin Nicholls (asst org)
Alpha APS 338
CHORAL MUSIC FROM BELFAST, WARWICK & CORK
POPULAR HYMNS AND ORGAN MUSIC
Choir of St. Anne's Cathedral, Belfast /
Jonathan Gregory / Christopher Boodle (asst
org)
Alpha APS 339
KING OF GLORY
Choir of Collegiate Church of St. Mary,
Warwick / Paul Trepte / Arthur Hilyer (ast org)
Alpha APS 340
None of these issues is seasonal, though the
Warwick programme is drawn substantially
from Ascensiontide. Ithink it would also be
true to say that none of these choirs represents the highest standards of choral singing
in the Anglican tradition. This is not surprising, since none has a specialised choirschool. In the case of St. Fin Barre's, although
choral music has a history of 700 years, the
choir was in a reduced state for many years
and was only reformed on a sound basis as
recently as 1978. It takes longer than that to
create a tradition, but things are obviously
well under way. The choir is now large, and
performs with confidence over its somewhat
restricted range of material, albeit with some
degree of treble inaccuracy which plagues
nearly all choirs. [
A/B:2]
Warwick chooses a20th- century repertoire
which includes some fine pieces. Being ' only'
aparish church does not prevent alarge and
flourishing choir, which sings with an assurance, even when unaccompanied, which
should be the envy of some of our more
professional foundations. With careful selection of works, the choir produces an inspiring
sound worthy of the great tradition. There is
that common lack of strength and depth in the
bass line, not to speak of some treble-trouble;
but the overall effect is very fine. A spacious
recording, with fine presence and ambience,
makes up one of Abbey's better offerings.
[A:2]
The Belfast disc is not called Popular
Hymns and Organ Music for nothing: nearly

everything here is indeed very well-known.
Nothing wrong with that; but did we have to
have Mendelssohn's Wedding March? This
choir includes women for the alto line, which
is perhaps a better decision than the more
usual sopranos. There is nothing here to
prevent good, vigorous singing which should
make this issue a popular success: it is very
much asingalong record, and was obviously
designed as such. The sleevenote describes
the originally Harrison organ as a ' romantic'
instrument, which is true. This quality is
exploited in the playing; and if you care to
listen to the Queen of Sheba, the Wedding
March and the Toccata from Widor's Fifth
Symphony, it's all here in the all- in manner.
[A/B:2]
Peter Turner

CE DIABOLIC CHANT: Ballades, Rondeaux and Virelais of the Late 14th
Century
Medieval Ensemble of London / Peter Davies
and Timothy Davies
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 704 digital
The only thing diabolical Idiscern in this
music is its difficulty, which is such as to
dispel any illusions about the musical culture
and performing virtuosity of that distant
period. ( The title is in fact a line from one of
the rondeaux rather than amoral judgment.)
Listening to this material is no easy ride;
performing it calls for the highest degree of
skill and discipline. These qualities are displayed abundantly by the Ensemble, which
on this occasion consists of three instrumentalists, four male voices and one
female voice: that great rarity, the female
alto. Miss Margaret Philpot has aremarkable
voice, barely distinguishable from acountertenor, and deploys it with admirable effect.
The result is very satisfying: it then only
remains to get to grips with the music.
Whether or no that task is worthwhile really
depends on whether one wishes to be
acquainted with one important stage in the
development of European music from plainchant to polyphony: a stage often sounding
unbelievably ' modern'. Iam sure you will find
the pilgrimage worth the making.
The recording has nothing noticeably digital about it: the music calls for no great
dynamic range or frequency-extension, but
ones does need clarity of texture. That we get
to ahigh degree: the voices and instruments
are well separated throughout, and it is
difficult to think of ways in which the recording could be bettered.
As always with the Florilegium series,
adequate and scholarly notes are provided,
together with text and translation. The original French may be compared to Chaucerian
English, and isn't easy. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
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Music by Albinoni, Bach, Beethoven, Boccherini, Dvorak, Faure, Gluck, Grieg, Handel,
Mendelssohn, Molart, Pachelbel, Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Wagner.
William Bennett (flt)/lona Brown (vIn)/Josef
Suk (yin) IASM IMarriner
EMI SIS 5267 (
4 recs)
Reissue from 1971, 1974, 1977, 1980
Four contrasting discs, originally issued
separately, the first already reissued in 1975,
make up this apt pot-pourri of well-known,

much- loved extracts and complete works
from ASMF. Josef Suk is a little too insistent
and unvaried in his tone and vibrato for the
mainly classical works for violin and orchestra on Record 1, and the characteristic blandness that mars some of the Academy's
performances of Baroque and Classical
pieces — often the result of their technical
adroitness — can be detected in a small
number of items included in this set. However, the highlights — especially the Siegfried
/dy// and one of their many recordings of Eine
kleine— are excellent and well worth having.
The digital sound of the mainly Romantic
Record 4 is more congested than on the
original ( pressing is not so clean either) and
the best of variable Record 3 ( Quadraphonic)
is the best of the set. The earlier discs are fine
but lacking modern clarity. [
A*/A/B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond

CLAUDIO ARRAU: EARLY RECORDINGS
Music by Beethoven / Chopin/Debussy /
Schubert / * Weber, etc
Claudio Arrau (pno) / *PO / Galliera
HMV RIS 7712 mostly C) ( 3 recs)
Reissues from 1929-61
For twenty years Claudio Arrau has recorded
almost exclusively for Philips, and such
recent albums as Books 1-2 of Debussy's
Preludes have conveyed his studio work with
unprecedented realism. Many collectors will
have formulated their impressions of this
pianist solely from the recorded cycles of
Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann, etc, and
doubtless most would describe the art of
Arrau as one of ' deliberation'. Arrau has said
'Music rebukes us, for it is wider and richer
than any of us knows'. Some, of course, see
his pained searching manner 'fussy'.
Prompted by the Chilean pianist's eightieth
birthday, EMI have sampled from riches in its
vaults: the recordings reflect earlier, more
spontaneous phrases in Arrau's life. Even so,
the two most compelling items date from
1960-61. In the Moments Musicaux Arrau
brings to mind one of my great Schubert
'experiences', the revelatory Britten/Pears
Winterreise. In acomparable way the C- major
evokes the sharpest of images, even though
the music is wholly abstract. And Weber's
chivalrous tale, the Konzertstück (
in primitive
stereo) might have been expressly composed
for this interpreter. There is thrilling virtuosity
at the end of the Introduction; dazzling too is
the oldest of these recordings, Jeux d'eaux a
la Ville d'Este, made when Arrau was 26, and
forging an international career.
A 1939 Schumann Carnaval, full of brio,
and Beethoven's Op.110, are respectively
less sombre, more rich and spontaneous than
the stereo replacements. The A-flat was one
of Arrau's warmest Beethoven sonata realisations, fluent in expression, austere in the
Arioso dolente/Fugue alternations. Op.78
which fills out the Beethoven side was
perhaps surpassed in the Philps cycle, where
grandeur and poetic sensibility are more
acutely apportioned in the first movement.
Tarantelle Styrienne (
1940),Granados' Lover
and the Nightingale (
1952) show Arrau in
uncomplicated moods — more sonorous
than Gieseking's Debussy, matching Rubinstein's sense of colour and life- embracing
timing. Overall a well balanced collection,
widening the appreciation of and for an artist
who had, in his teens, studied with apupil of
Liszt. [
H/B: 1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

EGON PETRI IN RECITAL
Busoni / Franck / Liszt / Medtner
Egon Petri (pno)
dell'Arte DA 9009
His final Westminster series long vanished,
along with the HMV sampler from 78s, Egon
Petri— aBusoni pupil— is apianist in danger
of oblivion. These transfers reproduce a
typical programme ( at nearly eighty, he gave
a recital of seven Beethoven sonatas, and
dell'Arte have announced a coupling of
Op.106/110). His playing was deeply serious
and considered; he conjured massive sonorities from the lower registers, as this disc
illustrates. Indeed, at first hearing you would
even say the Swiss Radio tapes, 1957-8, had
been oddly doctored in the bass. Franck's
wonderful Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue is
realised on ascale of notable breadth, and of
particular interest is the four- movement Indian Diary Book I, the true colours of which
emerge in Petri's reading. In Liszt's Petra rch
Sonnets Isuggest you can hear the influence
he had on Earl Wild. Of course, another Petri
student was John Ogdon, and by coincidence
Petri was teaching at Manchester's Royal
Northern College back in 1905! [
B:H]
Christopher Breunig
FRENCH HARPSICHORD MUSIC
Works by Clérambault, Le Roux, Louis
Couperin, d'Anglebert, Lebègue
Kenneth Gilbert (hpd)
DG Archiv 2534 009 digital
This is arecord really to savour! No-one who
knows Kenneth Gilbert's faultless technique
and even more immaculate musical good
taste will be surprised that the performances
of these suites and occasional pieces, are
superb. The composers fall in the generation
between Chambonnières and Couperin le
Grand and showthe move from an adherence
to techniques derived from the lutenists to a
more modern, fully-fledged keyboard style.
Clerámbault's gift for beautiful and sustained
melody ( seen most famously in his cantate) is
evident too in his C- minor Suite, whose
Allemande's Lentement opening phrase descends beautifully through the harpsichord's
range. Louis Couperin's astonishing improvisatory F- sharp- minor Pa vanne, the earliest
music in the recital, tests the unequal temperament of David Rubio's copy of the V&A's
17th century Vaudry harpsichord to the
utmost; but the two- manual, richly-toned
instrument performs splendidly, and Lebègue's evocative piece of musical imagery, Les
Cloches, could hardly be bettered as adisplay
of its power and resonance.
With such a big, full-bodied solo instrument the much quoted upper frequency
digital sheen is difficult to isolate ( there is so
much happening up there anyway!) and the
sound seems to me to be absolutely faithful.
Kenneth Gilbert could be literally in the room
— just sit back and revel in the sound of the
jacks hitting the strings on the return.
[A*: 11r]
Roger Bowen
THE FRENCH CONNECTION
DEBUSSY: Danse sacrée et danse profane / FAURÉ ( orch Rabaud): Dolly Suite!
IBERT: Divertissement/ RAVEL: Le Tombeau de Couperin
ASM / Marriner
ASV DCA 517 digital
The quality of execution on this record is ajoy
right from the opening of Side One, where the
Ravel Prélude is treated to oboe playing of
captivating deftness and imagination. The
Menuet is elegant and the Rigaudon splen-

didly on its toes. All Imiss, in the last analysis,
is the sadness behind the smile in this music.
Perhaps the troubled time of its composition
and Ravel's dedication of each movement in
the piano original to the memory of afriend
killed in World War One have led me to seek
things which are not there in the first place,
but it seems to me that the pathos of Le
Tombeau has been more potently captured
by one or two others. For the rest, however,
this disc is a delight. Marriner's tempo for
Debussy's Danse profane— on the swift side
— seems to me ideally suited to its veiled
'haunted ballroom' world ( only Haitink, with
more strings and greater inwardness, conveys astill more magical feeling of things rich
and strange), and the soft violin and viola
unison at the opening of Danse sacrée sound
most beautiful. The Fauré strikes a fine
balance between character and restraint, and
lbert's piece of high-jinks is played for all it is
worth — which is surely the only way. A
marginal want of bloom on the sound of the
violins throughout the disc may be more the
fault of the clear, well-balanced recording
than of the players themselves; Iwould, too,
have preferred fractionally more immediate
clarinet and bassoon images. The overall
quality, however, is unobtrusively good.
Recommended. [ A/13: 1]
Andrew Keener
GOLDEN AGE OF THE CORNET
Max Sommerhalder (cnt) / Christoph Keller
(pno) / Eva Kauffungen (hrp)
Accord ACC 140 312
At some point in evolution the post- horn
grew valves and emerged as acornet, with a
tone different from that of the trumpet with
which it battled for supremacy and at one
time looked like winning. It excelled — and
still does — as a solo instrument for the
virtuoso player; and, according to Sommerhalder, its golden age was the turn- ofthe- century, as a salon instrument. This
recital ( and you may, like me, know none of
the composers except Glazunov) illustrates
the period. Unfortunately, most of the music
is frankly trivial; but it was made to do one
thing, and does it admirably: to illustrate the
exhilarating virtuosity achievable on it by a
great player. Amongst those one must place
Max Sommerhalder, who has a ravishing
tone and a technique which leaves one
gasping. So far as Iam concerned, Ishall
never listen to this record in search of musical
delights of aformal or structural kind; but as
an example of brass- playing it deserves a
place in any collection.
Here is a nice recording, too: very brilliant
but never harsh, cut at ahigh level, and close
enough to reveal occasional action- noises
which are not distracting. The piano is very
good, too, but lacking in ultimate bass— as is
the excellent harp which appears once only.
The high cut will give your equipment quite a
chase- around; but if it can cope, this is one to
hear, and will tempt you. [
A:1 *]
Peter Turner
GUITAR MUSIC OF FIVE CENTURIES
Narciso Yepes (gtr)
DG 2531 382
A title such as this usually portends a
collection of popular encores. Not here,
fortunately. You'll need to be something of a
buff to know much of this recital; and of the
eight composers represented, Dowland,
Poulenc and Turina are the only ones likely to
be found in this week's Radio Times. So this
issue enlarges one's experience, and is worth
having for that alone.
Unfortunately, Ididn't find the perform-

ances very moving: Yepes does not seem
very alive until he reaches the most recent
pieces, by Gombaud and Turina; then he
does get going and enjoys himself. As usual
these days, he is using his own ten- stringed
guitar, which, whatever it may do for him, has
small appeal for me, if only because by the
nature of things it cannot sound like a
standard instrument: the sound is thicker and
richer, with a less brilliant treble end: surely
those extra strings must add a ' sympathetic'
timbre? To me they seem to.
Apart from a degree of tape- noise, which
departs blissfully between bands, the recording is avery nice one: not very resonant, the
instrument portrayed with a credible width
and avery stable image. Indeed, it is the very
realness of the recorded sound which reveals
more than Ihave heard previously just what
the ten- string effect is; and Idon't think it is all
imagination ...
Yepes is asuperb craftsman, with atendency to idiosyncratic interpretations which are
always challenging even when one does not
take to them — e.g. his Aranjuez. This issue
should be considered by all collectors. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
MAURICE GENDRON
LOCATELLI: Sonata in D ( arr. Gendron) /
MARIAS: La Folia ( arr. Gendron) /
SCHUBERT: Sonata in a (' Arpeggione'),
D821
Maurice Gendron (vcI) / Naoyuki Inoue (pno)
RCA RL 10487 (£ 5.99) ( TOL)
A new recording by Maurice Gendron is a
welcome event, even if the two sides of this
disc leave a very different impression. The
interest is focused on the Schubert sonata
written for that otherwise forgotten ' guitarvioloncello' of the early 1820s which gives the
work its name. The other side contains a
curious and unidentified Sonata in D by
Locatelli, arranged for piano and cello by
Gendron, preceded by La Folia by Marin
Marais. There is much to admire in the
playing of these pieces, especially in the
Locatelli slow movement ( eloquent and sustained) and its wittily phrased if overromanticized closing minuet. The Schubert
emerges proud and warm, unhurried yet
lively, full-toned and rich. Naoyuki Inoue is a
worthy partner here ( his role in the older
works is not alittle unrewarding), supporting
Gendron skilfully in many asubtle touch. The
recording is pleasantly resonant and lifelike,
with admirably silent surfaces. IA:11
Peter Branscombe
MUSIC FOR VIOLIN &
GRIEG: Sonata No.2
Sonatina / KREISLER:
Liebestod Eli Rondino
Leonard Friedman (yin),
Syrinx 003

PIANO
in g / DVORAK:
Midnight Bells CI
Allan Schiller (pno)

Information about this new British recording
venture is to be found in our December issue,
which explores in some depth the technical
methods employed in making the records as
well as the aesthetic motivation of those in
charge. As far as this example is concerned, it
would appear that these hopes have been
largely achieved, for the sound and balance
between violin and piano are most natural
and give a good impression of space. But
records are ultimately bought for the music
they contain, and for this recital Leonard
Friedman and Allan Schiller have chosen a
programme of well-known but not excessive-a
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ly exposed pieces for which they obviously
feel an affinity.
The Grieg sonata is the most extended as
well as being the most seriously intentioned
item, and it receives a weighty and impassioned reading offset to some extent by the
charm of the Kreisler pieces, one of which,
Midnight Bells, seems to have escaped Perlman's comprehensive survey of these attractive morsels and is not recorded elsewhere as
far as Ican see. The Dvorak Sonatina, once
very popular, is less frequently heard now,
and it is a pleasure to hear it again so
affectionately yet unaffectedly performed.
Prospective buyers should not be deterred by
what may appear to be an unadventurous
programme; the music, the performances
and the manner of their recording will all
repay attention. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PETER DONOHOE RECITAL
PROKOVIEV: Piano Sonata No.6 / STRAVINSKY: Three movements from ' Petrushka' / RACHMANINOV: Étude Tableau in Bb
Peter Donohoe (pno)
EMI ASO 4321
Now that all the ballyhoo and controversy
surrounding
Peter
Donohoe's
Moscow
triumph has died down a little, one can
hopefully look more objectively at this, his
first solo recital disc. Needless to say there is
some marvellous pianism on display here.
The technique is in dazzling shape, with
rhythmic suppleness and agility fit to take the
breath away time and again. If ultimately the
performances fall short of my highest expectations, they do so because the heat- ofthe- moment electricity and intensity that one
normally associates with a live Donohoe
performance is here somewhat muted. Petrushka, in particular, sounds — well, Ican
only describe it as a little ' studio- bound'.
Perhaps all this has something to do with
the sound which, I have to say, was my
biggest disappointment. Iknow that Donohoe rightly prides himself on the wide tonal
range that he can coax from apiano, but here,
whether through fault of the instrument or
the engineering, the spectrum of the sound is
disconcertingly restricted. The wildly insistant opening of Prokofiev's Sixth Sonata
immediately reveals adryish, rather shallow,
'covered' tone. The middle and upper- middle
range has a decidedly hazy cast below
fortissimo, and in the virtuoso finale the
recording hardly does justice to some fantastic rhythmic articulation. Petrushka, too, a
performance again marked by its cleanness
of line and superb delineation of every
'voice', would certainly have gained something from a fuller bodied, more resonant
sound. But there are many lovely things to
relish here: the haunting second tableau, so
sensitively observed; or the opening of the
final scene with the hubbub of the Shrovetide
Fair slowly coming into focus. Masterly; you
can all but actually hear the orchestral
sonorities. [
C/B: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson
RUSSIAN ORCHESTRAL
GLINKA: Overture ' Russian and Ludmille' I RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio
Espagnol / TCHAIKOVSKY:
Marche
Slave E Capriccio Italien III The Sleeping
Ifeauty — Waltz ( Act 1)
Moscow RSO / Fedoseyev
HMV Melodiya ASD 4389 digital
Such collections are difficult to evaluate, but I
should think most listeners would be fairly
pleased here, especially with the first item.
Fedoseyev steers a middle course between
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the extremes of the lumbering Rostropovich/
Paris Orchestra, and the over- driven Solti/
LSO or BP° versions of Russian & Ludmilla.
There is some witty detailing too. The two
Capriccios are less charismatic than on the
Kondrashin Victrola bargain reissue ( German
pressed); these Moscow performances suffer
from raucous brass and wobbly horns.
Fedoseyev generates some rowdy noise
levels, and these are reproduced in a confused way by the Previn/HMV Marche Slave,
Rostropovich's Berlin Capriccio Italien, or
Barenboim's Chicago Rimsky ( both DG). So, a
lively but ultimately not distinguished miscellany, with recorded sound that corresponds
to the musical standards achieved. [
B:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

SHOSHANA RUDIAKOV RECITAL
CHOPIN: Sonata No.3 in bi RACHMANINOV: Variations on a theme of Corelli /
SCRIABIN: Etudes Op.8 Nos.11 8£ 12;
Op.42 No.5
Shoshana Rudiakov (pno)
Jerusalem ATD 8207 (£4.99)
This young Riga- born pupil ofJacov Flier and
Bella Davidovich offers fiery, grand interpretations, sonorously sounded and technically secure. The first movement of the
Chopin sounds majestic and strongly motivated, while there is sensitivity in the slow
movement and arefusal to rush fences in the
Finale ( I
found the latter asmall-scale conception with unconvincing luftpausen; '
lucid and
thoughtful', commented apianist friend. Take
your pick). The Rachmaninov ( in which Miss
Rudiakov omits the penultimate variation) is
similarly intelligent, with considerable poetry
in the more reflective pages, while the
Scriabin etudes, clearly influenced by Chopin, are magnificently projected.
If I hesitate to offer a more detailed
response, it is because this recording,
apparently made in somebody's front- room,
left me with very little impression of the
sound of Shoshana Rudiakov's interpretations, as distinct from their sense. A more
sympathetic acoustic woud surely reveal a
wider range, amore melting pianissimo and a
fortissimo of greater opulence. A further
point. Next time Iplay the disc, my attention
will be deflected from more important matters by anticipation of the smudged F- sharp in
bar 5 of the Chopin. Likewise the slip in the
first movement coda and several others left
uncorrected throughout the disc; nor does
the out- of-tune D- flat at the beginning of
Scriabin's Op. 8/11 ( most movingly played)
improve with repetition. This talented artist
deserves better. [
CID: 2]
Andrew Keener
SPLENDOUR OF THE BAROQUE
Brass Ensemble arrangements from
works by Susato, Lappi, Charpentier,
Boyce,
Holborne,
Mouret,
Fischer,
Schein, Clarke and Anons
London Gabrieli Brass Ensemble
ASV ACM 2042 (
PRT Sales)
This record is asuccessor to the same brass
sextet's ' Brass Music of the Baroque' ( ASV
ACM 2034), which includes avocal ensemble;
the new record includes aTimpanist ( appropriately named Gary Kettel) in the final item of
each side.
Both playing and recording are very good
indeed through this recital; as with its predecessor, any fears that so many short movements might prove tedious are dispelled by
the expertise of the arrangements and the
musicianship of the playing, much of which

Ql
will prove to be a revelation to specialists in
this area, as well as those with more general
interests. Particularly admirable is the control
of attack, tone and intonation over a very
wide dynamic range by the whole ensemble.
The sound is natural and lively without
aggression, like the playing itself, and it
sounds as though the group is performing
about fifteen feet in front of the listener, using
a conventional stereo setup in an ordinary
room. Delightful — and strongly recommended to all collectors, specialist or otherwise. IA* : 1*]
Stephen Daw
TOCCATA!
Music by: Bach, Boëllman, Edmundson,
Gigout,
Matthias,
Mulet,
Whitlock,
Widor
Noel Rawsthome (org)
EMI ESO 7144
Reissue from 1971
Eight pieces from this collection of ten organ
'pops' include 'toccata' in their titles, the
others being similar in type if not in name.
Originlly numbered TWO 338, with the same
title, the recording was made at Liverpool
Anglican Cathedral. It seemed to me that a
little of the tuning was fractionally sharp,
possibly due to temperature rise. However,
temperature had nothing to do with the kind
of gross over- exposure from which most of
this music was suffering, while brisk tempi
tended to bury the finer detail beneath the
reverberation.
The sound produced is very loud, high,
deep and clean — and there is no doubt that
the total effect is most impressive. That last
adjective may well be the deciding factor for
many purchasers. [
A/B:1/21
Trevor Attewell

TOSCANINI LIVE
DVORAK: Symphonic Variations IROSSINI: String Sonata 3 in C / VIVALDI:
Concerto Grosso in d
NBC / Toscanini
dell'Arte DA 9008 M
Live recordings 1951, 1952, 1954
With due respect to RCA, one or two other
labels allow a more rounded picture of
Toscanini to emerge. I am thinking of a
marvellous Fonit-Cetra Debussy coupling
(DOC18) of La Mer, Iberia, and L'Apres-midi
— which was not recorded commercially by
the maestro — live NBC performances from
1953.
Dell'Arte have reproduced here some
arresting grainy action shots of the conductor, and Thomas Heinitz's lengthy sleeve note
is as exemplary as is the Nimbus pressing.
The Dvorak emerges as taut and dramatic;
the sound is unlike the familiar Carnegie Hall
or Studio 8-H transcripts, and one is conscious of background hum. There is asuggestion of Janacek's quirky scoring idiom, but
that forward- looking impression comes from
the source quality itself, not from Toscanini's
interpretation.
There is an unimportant lapse at the
beginning of the Vivaldi finale, and the music
is given vivid large-scale projection, with
rallentandos in the romantic manner. But the
contrapuntal subjects are unforgettably incisive and powerful. The warmth and care in
slow movements, the lack of condescension
to Rossini's youthful embroidery too, make
this atreasurable collection. [
H:H]
Christopher Breunig
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ROCK
Fred DeIlar

While you're filing that fact away in the
memory bank of your shopworn Sinclair,
spare athought for the Poison Girls' Where's
The Pleasure (
XNTRIX XN 2006), a release
that effectively puts the damper on the theory
that all punk records are a mixture of crash,
thrash and dumbo sloganising. For the album
is one of the most musical and lyrically
intelligent offerings to have graced my turntable in recent months — a statement all the
more remarkable when one remembers that
Vi Subversa, the Poison Girls' lead singer, is
such an unlikely rock heroine: a40- plus lady
who could easily be mistaken for your
favourite aunt, albeit a somewhat wayward
one! But her brand of vocalism is in adifferent
league to that of the Beki Bondages and Hazel
O'Connors of this world. She not only roars in
your ear, she also confides — and performs
such duties much in the manner of a punk
Piaf, her anger at the world being tempered
with an equal degree of love. Thankfully, the
material with which she's provided on
'Where's The Pleasure' is worthy of her
attention — confessions like Cry No More
('I'm tired of crying for the underprivileged,
for the blacks, the women, for the starving
children' etc), lining up alongside pop pretties with sinister undertones (
Mandy Is Having A Baby) and emotional heat- raisers such
as Soft Touch, the kind of love story likely to
cause heart- burn among the regular Mills and
Boon clientele. In summation, ' Where's The
Pleasure' is not just agreat punk record— it's

HEN IWAS knee-high to a 78, Benny
W Green
spent a whole page of Record
Mirror chastising me for being aracialist. Not
that Iam. My crime, if Iremember rightly, was
that in aletter to the paper I'd merely claimed
that Carmen McCrae was one of the best
black singers around at the time — a statement to which Benny took exception. He
argued that singers shouldn't be labelled
black, white, pink or any other colour. In his
view, the term ' black' had been used in
derogatory manner. Poor me! ( Pay- rise soon
—Ed). For I'd used it no such way. Apart from
Peggy Lee, Frank Sinatra, Mel Torme and a
handful of others, virtually every vocalist to
which Ipaid much attention was black. In the
interim Ihaven't changed overmuch. Given a
Rod Stewart, I'd still take aSmokey Robinson.
Offered aJanis Joplin, I'd settle more readily
for aBillie Holiday or maybe an Ester Phillips.
Marvin Gaye, Louis Jordan, Curtis Mayfield,
Dinah Washington, B. B. King, Rosetta
Tharpe, Stevie Wonder... such folk have
always supplied the soundtrack music to my
personal dreams. Black— aderogatory term?
Not even an ex- member of Lord Rockingham's XI should suggest so much!
All of which leads to the subject of Luther
Vandross (
Epic EPC 25220), aprime example
of contemporary black music fare. Vandross,
the producer of Aretha's last album, offers
true, no- compromise stuff. And, as with most
great black singers, his voice contains elements of gospel shout, blues moan and jazz
purr. Which means that when he elects to
party, as he does on tracks like Bad Boy and
Better Love, you're instantly aware that it's a
real human being offering the cut and thrust
and not just some product of the great disco
machine. And when he decides to merely
settle down and sing his heart out, as he does
on Bacharach's evergreen A House Is Not A
Home it brings the sort of lump to my throat
that Iexperienced when checking out my first
Bessie Smith discs. The name again then is
Luther Vandross — it's worth remembering.
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Luther Vandross—no-compromise stuff.

a great record, period. One with no obvious
flaws and certainly no makeweight tracks.
Placed in any company it wouldn't disgrace
itself. File it next to ' Abbey Road' or ' Pet
Sounds' if you wish. It has that sort of
integrity. [
A:1]
Curiosity of the month is Heroes And
Villains (
Dakota OTA 1001), which documents
the happenings at the Hammersmith Odeon
last September, when Dave Dee assembled a
multitude of ' 60s survivors in order to celebrate Radio One's 15 years of Tony Blackburn
jokes. Some of the hits paraded now bear a
touch of irony that wasn't originally intended
— Chris Andrews' Yesterday Man and Chris
Farlowe's Out Of Time, for instance — while
it's interesting to speculate what was uppermost in Sandie Shaw's mind as she, very
pregnant, attempted to view her tootsies and
sing There's Always Something There To
Remind Me for the umpteenth time. Also on
the gig were Carl Wayne and Magnum —
apparently the closest anyone could get to
employing The Move — Cliff Bennett, Dave
Berry, The Rockin' Berries, The Merseybeats,
Nashville Teens, Swinging Blue Jeans,
Wayne Fontana, Troggs and, of course, Dave
Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich, each and
everyone of them doing their ' 60s jukebox bit,

while Junior Campbell ( ex- Marmalade) is
heard reviving Hallelujah Freedom, his 1972
hit, and Billy Fury offers the only unfamiliar
ditty to be heard in Wondrous Place. No great
deal, of course, but it's all harmless fun and
not at all abad reminder of the time when the
King's Road and Carnaby Street were more
important than Port Stanley, and when there
were more dolly- birds than bods on the dole.
[B:2]
Another release that contains tracks by a
zillion different artists is Pillows And Prayers
(Cherry Red ZRED 41), a sampler of some
quality. A mention for everything and everybody involved would occupy most of my
available space and some of Ken Hyder's
old-tyme dancing page too. Suffice to say
then, that the compilation includes everything from The Misunderstoods' psychedelic
relic / Unseen, through to Thomas Leer's
synth- saturated All About You, by way of
such diverse items as Atilla The Stockbroker's
ode to the Mustard and Crass gang (
A Bang
And A Wimpey), Ben Watts delightful Some
Things Don't Matter, all acoustic and back to
bossa nova, plus worthy contributions from
Tracey Thorn, The Monochrome Set, Kevin
Coyne, The Passage and others. The clincher
is the price — just 99p! No Godfather cliches
need be added. [ 6:11
Slowly, producer Arif Mardin has been
pushing Chaka Khan in the right direction,
and her latest effort, titled mere Chaka Khan
(Warner Brothers 92-3729-1) is the ex- Rufus
singer's best solo venture yet. A bright but
abrasive funk package, the album follows in
the path of Chaka's previous ' What Cha
Gonna Do For Me?' by harking back to the
days of bebop on one track — a medley in
which snippets of beret- bedecked classics by
the likes of Monk, Parker, Gillespie and
Coltrane are spliced together to form a
different sort of ' Stars On 45' styled disco
romp. Happily, nostalgia is not the name of
the game and even the inclusion of a song
called Twisted rings no alarm bells— for it's
not the much- rehashed Annie Ross vocalese
vocal-tease, but rather a train rhythm slowroller that chugs its way ever forward towards
a particular glory of its own. [
13:1]
Rushing with complete lack of dignity
through some of the other records that I've
loosened from their jackets, I'll pause to
bestow a bouquet upon Richard ' Dimples'
Fields' third album, Give Everybody Some
(Epic EPC 25236) if only because Fields is one
of the most engaging voices on the contemporary soul scene. [
A:1] Then it's the quick
dash to award the best reissue ( well, sort of!)
plaudit to The Big Three's Cavern Stomp
(Edsel ED111), an album that contains every
'60s release made by the sadly under- rated
Merseybeat group. [
B:1/2] Mother Gong's
Robot Woman 2(
Shanghai HAI 100) demonstrates that Gilli Smyth, Didier Malherbe and
new leading man Harry Williamson are continuing the Gong legend in a manner that's
both fun-filled and funk 113:2]; though David
Allen, the band's one-time arch- loony, disappoints on The Death Of Rock (
Shanghai
HAI 201), an absurd word deal, redolent of
some ancient Greenwich Village beat- poet
read- in, the main track of which is merely a
list of those who have bought a one-way
ticket to that great Shea Stadium in the sky.
[B:3] Lastly, comes Chic's Tongue In Chic
(Atlantic 78 0031-1) which, even if it fails to set
Nile Rodgers and Bernard Edwards back at
the top of the disco tree, at least confirms
their ability to fashion rhythm tracks that
delight the tootsies. Boomps-a-daisy and
other avant-garde terpsichorean expressions! [
A:2]
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MAIL ORDER HOME & EXPORT

UNIT 7, GREYCAINE ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 4SB.
TELEPHONE 0923 47455

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

PHONE IN WITH ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD

CRAZY WINTER CARTRIDGE SALE

UNREPEATABLE OFFER ON LATEST AMERICAN ACUTEX CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Manufacturer's entire U.K. Stock must be liquidated at BELOW COST
The entire Acutex series is based on the newly developed
tri induced magnet cartridge design and will fit almost any
arm.
TriInduction: How it works
The tri armature attached to the base of the cantilever is
composed of three poles facing in three directions. One of
them acts as aneutral ground to avoid spurious crosstalk.
And the set of armatures pick up stereo signals and transmit
them to electric conversion system, while avoiding
crosstalk.
This unique Tri Induced Magnetic System is the basis for .....,.
ACUTEX International cartridge series manufactured in
Japan.
It provides outstandingly clear channel separation and high resolving power in addition to adynamic, solid and
rich tonal quality.

GRADO CARTRIDGES

4relloti

Acutex M310 III E

Acutex M315 III SIR

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 25 KHz
Bi-Radia)
15 x 10' cm/dyne
1.0 - 2.0g

£3.95
Acutex M312 III SIR
Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

20 Hz - 40 KHz
Perfect STR
36 x le cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

Only £2.30

THORENS TURNTABLES (Carriage (5.00)
TD 160 " SUPER" Upgraded " Audiophile" version of the popular TO 160
turntable. Without arm, but will accept most good quality arms. Now
available in Mahogany or Black
TO 160 11 BC. Turntable without arm, but will accept most popular arms.
Mahoganyor Black
TO 166 MK II. Excellent performance at areally keen price. Turntable complete
with low mass arm
TO 126 Mk IV. Latest improved version of this famous model. 33-45 & 78 with
strobe & speed control. Available with Thorens arm or without arm. Please
enquire for price.
TD147 "Audiophile" turntable with low mass arm- auto arm lift & shut off.
TP50/TP60 Headshells £12.95 TP63/TP70 carry arms £15.50 Drive belts £3.00
(P&P 50p)
QED ACCESSORIES ( P&P 50p per order)
Mains Distribution Unit - 4way in line £7.95:
6way in line £11.99
Suppressed Mains Distribution Unit - 4way in line- £15.50: 6way . 118.50
6a plugs for mains distribution units- 9/3 Mkt'
99p
Moving Coil Pre-amp MCA-1 ( Batteries 84p)
£29.95
Equaliser for Moving Coil cartridges 26/3
£21.95
Equaliser for magnetic cartridges 26/2. Special offer
£9.95
Phono switching unit 10/2 (2way). Special Offer
£9.95
Headphone Adaptor & Volume Control HC.2. Special Offer
£ 10.95
Surround Sound Adaptor ( DIN) 21/2. Special Offer.
£ 12.95
Tape Switching Unit PHONO...2 way £22.00:
3 way £27.00
Tape Switching Unit DIN...2 way £17.00:
3way £21.00
C38 Speaker Cable. Per Metre
£ 1.48
4mm Plugs ( pack of 4) for C38
£3.20
79 strand Speaker Cable - Black or White per metre
70p
4mm Plugs ( pack of 4) for 79 strand
£2.50

HEADPHONES ( POST FREE)
AUDIO TECHN1CA
STAX
ATH 0.1 ( Post Free)
£9.00
SR34
£75.00
ATH5
£29.95
Lambda/Junior
£ 110.00
ATH 7(
Electret)
£65.00
SR5*
£55.00
SENNHEISER
SRX-3"
£ 105.00
HD40
£ 13.00
SR Lambda*
£ 120.00
HD 410
£ 16.00
SR Sigma"
£ 176.00
HD 420
£29.00
*Energiser needed
HD 430
£41.00
SRD6SB Energiser
£40.00
HD 222
£36.00
SRD7SB Energiser
£59.00
HD 230
£56.00
SRD-X Energiser
£69.00

To: Fotronix International Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SI3.
Please send me

I
enclose cheque/PO for £
or charge my Access/Barclaycard No
Name

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

20 Hz - 45 KHz
Saturn V
Perfect STR
42 x 10 cm/dyne Convert any Acutex to alow mass
1.5 - 2.3g
cartridge with the Saturn V

£11.95

£5.95

Post 500

£8.95
Acutex M320 III SIR

20 Hz - 35 KHz
SIR
24 x 1056 cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

Signature

Address
HFN 3/83

Sale
Previous
Price
Discount Price
FCE + 1
£7.95
£10.95
F3E +
£10.95
£14.50
F2 +
£15.95
£24.95
F1 +
£24.95
£35.95
GTSuper
£8.95
£ 16.00
GCSuper
£11.95
£21.00
£17.95
£29.00
GF3 Super

HUNT E.D.A. Record Brushes
(Post Free)
Mk 6Carbon Fibre & Velvet.... £6.95
Mk 4Carbon Fibre £5.95
Sweep Arm - Carbon Fibre £7.95

ACCESSORIES

G.B. Record Clamp
E19.95
ADCLMG 1Headshell.... £4.95
Shure Stylus Scale
£ 6.99
Mayware Protracter
£3.99
£3,45
Mayware Din Adapter
£7.50
Monitor Audio 'Pod'
GA Glass Soundisc £ 15.95'
"LE MAT" by Audio Ref . 18S5*
Osawa Accessories
0M-10 Diskmat
£ 8.50*
Stylus Microscope
£ 2.95
Protractor
£ 2.95
Headshell - Meg Alloy
Copper Litz wires £ 5.95
Nagaoka Accessories
RC410 Clamp
£ 9.99
AG99L Headshell Wires £3.40
RClo0Cleaner
£ 7.95
RC200 Cleaner
£ 10.95
Record Sleeves (50)
£ 4.99
Record Sleeves ( 12)
£ 1.25
Pixel) Roller
£5.95
Pixall Refill or II
99p
Permostat Kit
£5.50
Permostat Refill
£3.95
Permostat Jumbo Refill £7.50
Audio Technica
AT6006A 'Safety Raiser' £10.50
AT637 Stylus Cleaner £ 9.95
AT605 Feet
£ 15.95
AT632Ttable Light
£15.95
AT6002 Sweep Arm
£5.00
P&P £ 1. Other items 50p

MAXELL OFFERS
7" Metal reels
2 UD50-120
/
10 1
10 1
/ UDXL50 12613
2

£2.95
£5.95
£6.95

PICK-UP ARMS
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FR64S & FR64FX
POA
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT1100
£99.95.
AT1120
£89.95'
HADCOCK
GH220'S/S .... Sp.Off. £ 87.00'
GH228 Export
£ 68.00"
MAYWARE (post Free)
Mayware Mk1V
£ 79.35
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£ 113.50'
SME Series IIIS
£ 81.50'
Damper for IIIS
12.75
CA- 1, Improved type .. £ 17.95
SME 300.3R £ 130.40'
SME 3012R
£ 136.75'
300911 Fixed Head
£59.95*
3009 II Detachable
£65.95*
Flexible Link
£ 14.35
S2 Headshells
£ 7.50
S2R Headshell
£ 9.00
S4 Headshell
£ 10.00
FD200 Fluid Damper £21.75
Damping Fluid Refill
£ 3.55
Reducing Fluid
£ 2.14
ADCALT-1
£39.95
Pnct
()thar items rAn

Genuine article in Maker's Box. Post 50p

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
ADC Phase IV
£ 39.00
ADC Phase Ill
£ 28.00
ADC Phase II
£ 18.00
ADC Phasel
£ 11.00
EliteEEI800 £ 19.00
EliteEE1700 £49.00
EliteEE1500 £36.00
EliteEE1400 £23.00
Elite EE1300H £ 13.99
Fidelity Research FR101SE P.O.A.
Goldrin G900E
£18.50
GoldringG900'1GC
Sp.Off.
Goldring G920IGC £29.95
Goldring G910IGC
Sp Off.
Nagaoka MP10
£13.00
Nagaoka MP11
£15.00
Nagaoka MP15
£31.00
Nagaoka MP20
£37.00
Nagaoka MP30
£46.00
Nagaoka MP50
£74.00
Stanton 881S
£65.00
Stanton681EEE £35.00
Stanton 680EE
£23.95
Stanton 500EE
£ 14.50
Stanton 500E
£ 13.95
Stanton 500A/AL
£ 13.9E
OrtofonVMS30ll £35.90
OrtofonVMS20E11 £25.90
OrtofonVMS 10E11 £ 15.00
OrtofonVMS5E11 £8.90
Ortofon Concorde 30 £32.96
Ortofon LM30
£29.90
Ortofon LM2OH
f25.50
Shure M44-7
Sr £ 12.65
Shure M44E
So.Of £ 14.50
Shure M55E
£ 16.50
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£14.75
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£ 16.65
Shure M75ED Type 2
£ 15.95
Shure M75HE Type 2
£ 17 .
95
Shure M95EJ
Sp. Off £ 15.00
Shure M95ED
Sp. Ott. £20.30
Shure M95HE
sp. 08. £28.60
Shure M97EJ
£30.55
Shure M97HE
£42,70
Shure M97HEAH £47.25
ShureV15111
Sp.Off. £55.00
ShureV1511I HE
£68.80
ShureV15IV
Sp.Off. £81.75
Shure V15 Mk5
£125.00

REPLACEMENT STYLI
RSlV
£22.75
RS III
18.50
RS11
£ 12.50
RS 1
£ 8.15
EEI850
£ 15.00
EE1750
£29.00
EE1550
£23.00
EE1450
£ 11.00
EE1350
£7.00
S101SE
£26.50
D140E
£ 11.00
D140IGC
£32.00
D170IGC
£18.50
D160IGC
£32.00
N-10MP
£5.50
N-11MP
£7.00
N-15MP
£22.00
N-20MP
£25.00
N3OMP
£35.00
N5OMP
£52.00
D81
£37.00
D6800EEE
£19.95
0680
£17.99
D5100EE
£10.95
05100E
£9.50
D5107AiAL
£8.95
03011
£21.00
D20E11
£ 16.50
D10E11
£ 10.00
05E11
£6.50
L3OH
£29.50
EL30
£29.50
L2OH
£22.50
N44-7
£8.95
N44E
£9.95
N55E
£11.50
N75EJ Type 2
£9.40
N75H-EJ Type 2
£ 12.65
N75EDType 2
'
£ 12.30
N75HE Type 2
£ 13.75
N95EJ
£ 12.30
N95ED
£ 15.50
N95HE
£ 19.55
N97EJ
£ 16.75
N97HE
£26.50
N97HE
£26.50
VN35E
f27.10
VN35HE
f27.90
VN45HE
£38.20
VH5HE
£57.70

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Satin MNTG
Sp Offer £32.00
AudioTechnicaAT3200XE £26.95
AudioTechnicaAT3100XE £24.95
Technica AT31E £39.95
Audio Technica AT32E £65.00
Audio Technica AT33E £97.00
AT630T/former
AT650T/former
£31.95
AT31E+AT630 £85.00
£62.95
£87.50
AT32E+AT630
AT32E+AT650 £ 138.00
AT33E+AT630
AT33E+AT650 £ 119.00
£169.95
Mayware MC 2V
£69.00

Post 50p
Zenn MC-Z7/MCZ-Z
POA
Onoton MC200
POA
Ortofon MC2011
POA
Ortofon MC1011
POA
T10 transformer
00. 0
POA
T20Transformer
Dynavector 10X MK3 £5
Dynavector 20A Mk11 £106.60
Dynavector DV50A
Dynavector Karat Ruby
£
29329 :
5150
Dynavector DV23R Ruby
POA
P.O.A.
Fidelity Research
Elite MC Pre.Amp ( Mains) £82.00
Tenorel TMC 10
£ 34.95

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES P&P 50p
Dynavector 10xMkIll
£39.60
navector Karat Ruby . . £69.20

Dynavector 20A Mk11
Dynavector DV23R

£66.30
P0 A

ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADCXLM/VLM
Stanton 500 Series
Stanton 680/681

£ 26.00
£ 17.00
£23 .00

Ortofon M15 Series
Ortofon VMS20/30
Ortofon FF 15E It

£23.00
£ 23.00
£ 17.00

ELITE ALIGNMENT GAUGES
Combined Standard 8.( Plug in Models for all arms.
Pnct Free ir 4 qg

JAZZ
Ken Hyder
I consideration this month, some of which
T
—I
—

HERE ARE A lot of albums under

have been hovering about my turntable for a
fair while, josling for attention. The jazz bag
gets bigger all the time as the music grows
and espouses other forms, so that within any
stack of review copies there is an immense
variety of musical statements to challenge
the imagination. It is always difficult to make
judgments about music because not all music
hasthe same function. You don't assess aPhil
Spector single in the same way as you would
an Art Tatum piece.
But there issomething that good
musics have in common, and that's alasting
quality. Out of this month's batch the album
most likely to stand on its own merits in, say,
ten years' time is Mujician by Keith Tippett on
FMP Records SAJ 37. This is an LP which
stands in its own space,with its own identity
and clarity. Of course there are influences,
and each player has influences ranging from
other musicians and other artists to
influences from within his own environment.
But in players like Keith Tippett, these
influences are synthesised and re-presented
in aform which is personal and individual;
maybe it's because he succeeds that his music on
this live album becomes the kind that's lasting.
It's onething to have your chopstogether,
and string afew ideas into aperformance, but
it's another to capture the spirit. There's little
point in trying to analyse the spirit in musical
terms. Another equally dexterous pianist
might try andfollow the same path and fail
not on musical, but on spiritual terms, and it's
the spirit which makes this album special.
There are devices which players use,
however. Tippett uses arolling, tumbling,
rumbling approach at times which can set up
athrobbing, hypnotic effect. He's also acutely
aware of sound quality. By applying
techniques like selective damping, it's
possible to isolate, and therefore throw into
prominence, parts of the instrument's
harmonic range among the overtones, which
so often get lost in aperformance. He has an
exquisite sense of space too, and some of the
impact of his music is to do with the spaces
between the notes. There would be some
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justice in life if Tippett were in the same
position of public recognition as Jarrett, But
life's not like that. If you want to play apart in
correcting this unfortunate state of affairs,
seek out this album. [
A:1*]
In Concert is the unimaginative title for a
crassly presented album by aput-together
quartet of Chat Baker, trumpet, Lee Konitz,
alto, Michael Moore, bass and Beaver Harris,
drums. The sleeve note tells you where it was
recorded, but not when. The sound is abit
ropey and there's too much of an air of
tentativeness about the whole thing. Konitz
does his best to keep it all together, and
personally turns in some nice moments. And
Chat Baker; he puts it out too. He does it not
by showy flourishes but by exploiting those
simple, fragile lines like Miles used to. The
trumpet is, perhaps, well suited for teetering
articulation and the controlled fluffs, and alot
of trumpeters use it. But Baker has it off and
down to afine art. The album doesn't hang
together so much as agroup performance,
but some of the soloists' spots are absorbing.
It's on India Navigation IN 1052. [
B/C:21
Leo Records have scored another
successful importation of tapes from behind
the curtain and the result is abrace of albums,
Ancora Da Capo, parts one and two, featuring
the Russian free jazz trio of Vladimir Tarasov,
Vyacheslav Ganelin and Vladimir Chekasin.
For atrio they pack quite afew licks. They
have asense of performance and bring to the
gig chops from avariety of disciplines
including straight music, and folk music.
Between them they cope with abewildering
array of instruments. Their style is eclectic in
that it relies on their knowing each other's
playing extremely well. There's alot of
humour in there too. They can contrive to be
serious without taking themselves too
seriously. I
imagine that hearing them live
would be an enjoyable kind of event. The
trio's leader Ganelin manages to compensate
for the lack of abass player by using abasset
with,his left hand. This electric bass keyboard
anchors the music while his right hand adapts
to one- handed piano playing. Chekasin, the
reeds player, reminds me of Dolphy at times,
especially in the middle of the first album.
Like many behind-the-curtain players,
Chekasin has had to be able to turn his hand
at many different sorts of music. So while he
can sound like apost-Dolphy altoist one
minute and bring it off with conviction, he's
capable of playing folk clarinet the next. It's
this constant change which sustains interest
in the performance and which makes thistrio
remarkable. They would be interesting
enough if they were European or American
musicians, but considering where they are
coming from, the Ganelin trio is quite a
phenomenon. These albums are on Leo LR
108 and LR 109. Leo Records are at
130 Twyford Road, West Harrow, Middlesex.
[A/B:1/21
Perhaps the most unusual album in this
month's selection is Dedication on FMP 0900.
Two East German musicians, one from the
classical organ tradition, and the other afreejazz percussionist, get together in aBerlin
church to produce amusic which, on paper,
doesn't look as if it should work out. Just
before they recorded this record, Iheard
Hans-Gunther Wauer and Gunter ' Baby'
Sommer playing together, but with Wauer
playing piano. There was akind of stiffness
then which made the performance abit stilted
and strained. But the organ is Wauer's
principal instrument, and on this record the
individuals' playing dovetails superbly. The
majestic organ sound of course summons
associations with music other than what is

being performed here. ,
There ié of course atradition of improvising
church organists, although this aspect is
generally under-stressed in favour of the
written set pieces. The interesting thing about
this record is that it takes that church organ
improvisation alot further. There's more bite
and substance to this jazz excursion into
church organ territory than other similar
attempts I've come across. Where other
efforts have been principally involved with
jazz pianists trying their hand, Wauer has the
benefit of starting off on top of the
instrument. His improvising is perhaps less
free and much more rooted in form than
some other keyboardists, but there's a
balance in his playing with Sommer.
Imaginative percussion and amutual
regard to space and dynamics make this an
exciting album. When they are going at it full
tilt, the sound is dramatic, heavy and
stunning. In the end, it's impossible to
categorise this album, and perhaps it could
have been reviewed in the classical section.
It's agreat pity that we're collectively hung up
on labels and musical boundaries because it
means, for alot of people, that some musics
don't get alook in. This is certainly one record
you should seek out to try for yourself. It's
distributed by The Other Lapels. [
A:1/21
A number of James Newton's albums
seems to have concentrated on showing off
his scintillating technique at the expense of
his music. That's why Portraits— India
Navigation IN 1051— stands out. Here he is
working with other musicians like Cecil
McBee, bass, Phillip Wilson, drums, Abdul
Wadud, cello and Bob Neloms, piano. The
playing is full of poise, and with the
breakdown to duos and trios, the effect is one
of chamber jazz. The dryish sound means that
the effect has to come from the music and not
the recording, and that's refreshing. Wadud's
contribution stands out as something special,
and shows an intelligent use of the cello in
this music. All too often when the cello has
been used in this kind of context, it has been
as asort of substitute bass. Wadud's control
and tone greatly enrich the mixture.
Newton's still inclined to flood the space with
notes, but perhaps the process of self-editing
has begun. At times his leaps, if not his tone,
remind you of Dolphy. Altogether, it's a
delightful album. [
A:1/21
Finally, an album from the late 1960s when
any black American jazz musicians finding
themselves in Paris with acouple of hours to
spare were dragged into the studio by the
BYG record label. Often the groupings
weren't of players who regularly played
together, and in that way it was akind of
French equivalent to the Blue Note record
sessions. Consequently, some of the
attempts came off and others didn't. On Tank
(now issued on Affinity AFF 42) tenorist
Dewey Redman leads atrio with Ed Blackwell,
drums, and Malachi Favors, bass. Redman is
one of those tenorists whose individuality
and strength has been consistently put in the
shadows by the bigger names. Yet what he
has to offer is something special and
personal. He has developed, more than most
other horn players, atechnique of singing
into the instrument and playing at the same
time— check it out on ' Related and
Unrelated'. These 1969 tracks represent the
blood-and-guts playing of the time where
each player was expected to play with 100 per
cent commitment to the moment. The energy
is very real and the conviction is genuine!
You're left with the feeling that these players
didn't have to toy around with gimmicks of
any kind, for the music said it all. [
13:1/2]
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Brass-fronted German
is top performer!
In recent years, emphasis on front-end
performance has caused many to overlook
significant advances made in amplification.
Development work by many manufacturers
means that we have plenty of exciting new
models well worth ahearing. Even our established favourites like Naim, Meridian and Quad
have been busy lately.
Nairn have quietly improved their famous
NAC 32 preamp (the latest versions sound
better than ever), while Meridian have recently
revised the circuit layout of their 105 power
amp (ssh!) and improved the 101 with the 'B'
mod. Even Quad have something new — their
latest preamp — selling at around £200. Dubbed
the 34, it has that exceptional build quality and
finish you expect from this long-established
company. And have you actually listened to
their very latest 405 Mk II power amps? We'll
say no more!
Other new products at KJ West One currently include the range from PS Audio and
Legend, the Sugden 128 Series, plus some-

thing that should be heard and seen — the
fabulous Burmester preamp from West
Germany. It will impart aremarkable degree of
improvement to almost any system. We really
do feel it is one of the very best preamps we've
ever heard. Available in brass, black or chrome
finishes, at around £800 it represents very
good value for money.
Meanwhile, in the stratospheric price bracket
comes the Krell Class A power amp. Big,
expensive and hot (in more ways than one), it
literally takes over where other power amps
leave off, delivering results that are outstandingly natural, dynamic and effortless. In the

same category, the legendary Audio Research
SP-8is another remarkably fine product.
For the more down-to-earth budget, we
reckon we'll have a new British integrated
amplifier of supersonic performance selling for
around £ 110 by the time you read this; and
this will complement our popular favourites,
the NAD 3020, Nytech CA252 and A&R A-60
(also recently improved).
While we don't undervalue the importance
of optimising turntable performance, we welcome opportunities to demonstrate the exciting
contribution that these product advances can
make to any system. Ring us for an appointment — and audition some of the best.

48 WIGMORE STREET LONDON W1
Telephone 01-486 8263
The Sound Approach to HiFi

THE HI-FI VIDEO SPECIALISTS

Our prices are so unbelievably low that we will
match any genuine advertised price in town.
Call in nowfor personal serviceand asuperb
choice of quality units.

Open: Monday - Saturday 9.30 - 5.30, Late night Thurs. until 7pm.

SYSTEMDEK
I
KANSCRIPTION TURNTABLES

AN OUTSTANDING DISC- PLAYING
SOURCE FROM ONLY £115.
FOR HOME OR STUDIO DEMONSTRATIONS
WITH
TONE-ARM/CARTRIDGE
COMBINATIONS BY
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CAMBRIDGE
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POPULAR
Denis Argent
HE PICTURE on the sleeve is of amorose
T40-yearold melancholic. He had come a
long way from the Cavern, and the distance is
charted (the mot juste) in the music of The
John Lennon Collection (
EMTV 37). Well
before this reached top place in the album
lists Ihad made up my mind that it was rather
too good to be chart-fodder— subtle, even
poetic. Perhaps the sales reflect the
canonisation of the singer, amartyr of pop
culture. The first side starts with two
repetitious chants which are merely such
stuff as demos are made of; Give Peace a
Chance and Povver to the People. But for me
the collection improves as it goes on through
the 1970s, taking in tracks from several earlier
albums. There are some oddities in the words
as printed on the inner sleeve, though they
pass gently enough as sung. Dream, for
example, is tuneful rather in the style of a
Victorian hymn— but the words lapse into
what the Bible calls vain repetitions such as
the heathen use: ' Bowakawa, bowakawa,
poussé'.
Altogether, the Lennon Collection could be
amodern classic disc to rank with Sergeant
Pepper. Technically, it is most impressive;
after all, John Lennon learnerithe arts of the
studio from George Martin, who might be
said to have invented pop producership. I
have given this record more space than
any single issue usually gets on this page
because I
feel that it may interest readers of
the earlier review pages who usually recoil
from the pop world. There is really alot to
enjoy here; maybe Lennon had no voice, but
nor, for example, had Noel Coward— yet his
own recordings of his own songs were
best-sellers in their day and are now
collectors' items. [
A:1]
Louis Clark conducts the RPO in the Queen
Collection (
EMTV 33), yet the result is
curiously flat. Complete with full choir, the
transformed tunes emerge like film music for
some Hollywood melodrama. Some could
suit aromantic costume epic; some would fit
such a scene as Sunday morning at the old
romantic costume epic; sorne would fit such
ascene as Sunday morning at the old
homestead. Not achange forthe better! I
found the recording thick, too. 113:21
But prettifying pop is at least preferable to
the opposite process of updating the classics.
Process is perhaps the word; there is
something synthetic aboutthe fame of the
new piano sensation Richard Clayderman.
With the aid of his mentors‘ notably
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composer/arrangers Toussaint and de
Senneville, this handsome young Frenchman
is already aworld star, and Medley Concerto
(Delphine 700.034) shows how putting apop
beat to familiar classics can be aformula for
success. It is no good getting angry about it;
as I
wrote when reviewing aSky album last
May, the classics have been jazzed for 50
years and more, and by such respected hands
as Art Tatum's. Rather one can admire the
sheer effrontery of merging Beethoven Five
and Mozart 40 into the same easy- listening
theme, and then fitting it up with as recitative
duologue: ' Just move in alittle closer'. The
voice that speaks the words is American, not
French.
Other victims are Bach, Chopin, Debussy,
Rimsky-Korsakov and Rossini, and the
catchpenny titles the themes have been given
are anew pop art-form in themselves.
Perhaps the greatest shock is to find oneself
resenting the modernisation of the Rhapsody
in Blue; after all, it is within one's own lifetime
that Gershwin was regarded as unbearably
modern; it is strange to think of him, dead a
mere 13 years after it was published, turning
in his grave atthe sound of bass guitar
thumping away and turning rhapsody into
monotony. Of course, this record is expertly
done and the playing, however synthetically
it may be assembled, comes out well. The
rating must reflect those facts: [A:1].
Feelings about the sacredness of classics
do not arise for the other Clayderman record,
Lettre àma Mère (
Delphine 700.040).This is
straightforward light music. Nostalgy has
echoes of another French hit, Falling Leaves,
and Premiers Chagrins could well be by
Francis Lai. Mélodie des Souvenirs ends with
some fast fingerwork which suggests that
Clayderman is worthy of better things,
pianistically. He was, incidentally, more
impressive when playing solo on aTV chat
show than when fitting in with the suave
orchestral sounds of this record. But, once
again, it is all expertly done, and anyone who
has enjoyed Semprini, for example, during
the past 35 years or more, must admit that
there is room for ayoungster to carry on the
tradition of light piano music performed with
the backing of skills learned in the classical
school— in Clayderman's case, the Paris
Conservatoire, where he was afirst prize
winner at 16. [
A:1]
Even lusher string sounds are heard in
Stardust, in which Robert Mandell conducts
the Melachrino Strings and Orchestra ( Pressit
LC 773). Mandell is an American who has had
great success over here with American- style
'pops' concerts, in the manner of Kostalanetz.
His use of the name of Melachrino brings
back memories of some of the most overripe
sounds in British light music, precursor of
Mantovani's. George Melachrino was a
leading session man of the 1930s who rose to
become Regimental Sergeant-Major
Melachrino, leader in 1944 of the British Band
of the AEF which was the opposite number of
Glenn Miller's American band— and has of
course been quite blotted out in most
people's memories by the posthumous
glamour of the Major and the drama of his
disappearance. Melachrino died in 1963, and
his library of orchestrations lay gathering
dust in aChelsea basement for 13 years until
its chance discovery by Robert Mandell, who
took over the library and the rights to the
Melachrino name. His 45- piece orchestra
may sound rathertoo syrupy for some tastes
— but it is certainly apopular sound if one
believes the sleeve note's claim that for over
six years, throughout the midlands and north,

3

out of the glare of London's limelight, alight
music orchestra dressed in glittering kaftans
has been packing in audiences in theatres and
concert halls with programmes which mix
light classics, Broadway showstoppers and
top contemporary standards. The tunes on
this record range from the title track
(unfortunately minus its lively verse) and
Errol Garner's Misty to Hemando's Hideaway
from ' Pajama Game' balanced by tunes from
Victor Herbert operettas— ThineAlone is a
seldom- heard gem. Easy listening, of course,
and not ahint of an electric guitar. Stardust
was recorded, it says, at The Old Smithy,
Kempsey, Worcester— surely Mr Mandell's
are the most harmonious blacksmiths on
record. [A:1]

a

Much more modern in style is Bert
Kaempfert, aselection of whose biggest hits
under the name of Goldstücke comes from
Germany via Import Music Service at a
budget price on Karrussell 2876 042. All the
best ones are there— Strangers in the Night,
Swinging Safari, Bye Bye Blues, Danke Schón
— and one's only doubt about this
compilation is that most Kaempfert fans
already have the tunes on other discs. But this
really is a ' best of', and asuitable memorial to
aman who set high standards and had style.
1A:11
Bert Kaempfert's fame was, in this country
at least, amoment in time compared with
47 unbroken years' bandleading of Woody
Herman, who was recorded Live at the
Concord Jazz Festival on Concord CJ 191. He
was re-joined for the occasion in August 1981
by two of his earliest ' trainees' — Stan Getz
(1942) and Al Cohn ( 1948). Those great and
contrasting tenor men are worth the money
alone, but there are other goodies. Things
Ain't What They Used To Be is familiar
conventional big band sound from the 1940s,
but those who like things more edgy will
enjoy Especially for You, or Lemon Drop,
complete with scat bop vocal ( not, however,
in the class of the Manhattan Transfer's
version of Four Brothers).John Brown's
Other Body has anice bouncing rhythm and a
fun piccolo solo and will be popular because
people know the tune. North Beach
Breakdown is an absolutely typical piece of
modern manufactured big band sound,
electric bass and all. The recording is
super- synthetic too, and probably the leader
himself does not hear whatthe band sounds
like when he stands out front; he has to wait
until the playback. Anyway, Woody is quoted
on the sleeve as saying that it is the
best- sounding big band album that he has
been associated with in 46 years. Unless you
feel that he should have stayed with the 1939
sound of Woodchoppers' Ball, this is arecord
for all who have ears to hear— and to listen.
[A:1]
There have been welcome reissues from
the old Commodore list, featuring more tenor
sax giants— Lester Young, Ben Webster and
Don Byas. These treasures from 1938, 1944
and 1945 must await adetailed appreciation
next month, but for out-and-out antiquarians
there is just space to mention anew release in
the ASV Living Era series: That's Love, 21
tracks by Elsie Carlisle dating from 1926 to
1931. My own favourite of hers, such as It's
the Talk of the Town, came from ayear or two
later, but there are some good tunes on AJA
5019, and the accompanists include Carroll
Gibbons. Brian Rust's loving sleeve note will
almost convince you that Elsie was the equal
of Annette Hanshaw. It's afair bet that Dame
Vera Lynn listened to her and learned from
her in her own pre-Ambrose days.
113
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Radio • Television • Photographic
Electrical and Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price
elsewhere- let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

AKAI
AMU 110 2x 22
AMU 41 2x55 'Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 'Zero Drive'
DT100 24 hour timer
DT110 24 hour timer
BAG 90 12 Band Graphic Equaliser
FISHER
CA77 2x40
MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x 25
PM450 2x50 with MSS fade for
two turntables and mie, mixing
PM750 2x80
EQ 20D graphic equaliser
OPTONICA
SA14100 2x30
SM5100 2x40

Comet Price
inc. VAT
59.90
199.90
249.90
24.89
19.90
139.90
89.90

59.90
69.90

ROTEL
RA 820 2x 25
RA840 2x40

79.90
109.90

SANSUI
A505S 2x30
RG7 graphic equaliser with reverberation
and mic./guitar mixing
AU-D22 2x35 Super feed forward amp
AU-D33 2x50 Super feed forward amp

97.90
119.90
139.90

SONY
TAAX22 2x30
TAAX3 2x40
TAAX44 2x40

79.90
84.90
129.90

OPTONICA
ST5200 LW/MW/FM, digital
display, 10 pre-set stations

64.90

59.90
99.90
199.90
89.90
64.90
79.90

ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM

59.90

3/83
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69.90
109.90

SONY
PSLX22 direct-drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge
PSLX4 direct-drive, inc. mag. cartridge
PSFL1 front loading, draw system, direct
drive, fully auto, inc. mag cartridge

49.90
62.90
99.90
49.90
69.90
109.90
39.89

Comet Price
inc. VAT
74.90
134.90

WHARFEDALE
Denton 2way
Linton 2way
Glendale ABR 3way
Laser 60 2way
Laser 802 way
Laser 100 3way

39.89
49.89
74.89
52.90
64.90
84.90

CARTRIDGES

69.90

TURNTABLES
AKAI
APD 210C direct drive inc. mag. cartridge ....
APQ41C quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS cartridge
FISHER
MTI25 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
MARANTZ
TTI2OCT belt-drive, semi-auto inc. mag.
cartridge
TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
TT520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge
OPTONICA
RP 4100 belt drive, fully auto, inc.
mag. cartridge
RP 5200 direct drive, fully auto, inc.
mag. cartridge
RP 7100 direct' drive quartz locked, fully auto,
infra-red sensor skip up to 7tracks,
excluding cartridge
Recommended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMSIOE
PIONEER
PL ¡ 20 belt drive, inc. mag. cartridge
PL320 direct drive, auto arm return,
inc. mag. cartridge
PL720 quartz locked direct drive
fully automatic high output
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge
SANSUI
PDIOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mag. cartridge
SHARP
RP114 dual play both sides of record, inc.
mag. cartridges

Speakers - continued
TANGENT
Excelsior III 2way
XLR2 2way

79.90

74.90
149.90
69.90

49.90
69.90
119.90

GOLDRING
G800
G950 inc. head shell
ORTOFON
VMS 3in fitted headshell
VMS 5E
VMS 10E
•
Concorde STD
VMS 20E Mk Il
MCIO Moving Coil
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
SONY
XL I5B
XL MM I
XL MCI moving coil
HATIO mini step up transformers (pair)

6.25
7.89
6.75
9.90
14.90
17.90
26.90
28.90
13.90
14.90
16.90
9.90
19.90
34.90
14.90

49.90
59.90
89.90
14.90
57.90
74.90
119.90

57.90

HEADPHONES
AKG
K4I
KI30
PIONEER
SE2
SEL4
SE4
SOLA VOX
SH100
SONY
MDR4L1S inc. 6.3mm plug adaptor

11.90
14.90
18.90

SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP 15
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP25

9.90
23.90

12.90
19.90

6.90
8.90

119.90

69.90
74.90
129.90

MARANTZ
VR250

19.90

OPTONICA
SY3X
SY3I X

29.90
44.90

SANSUI
GX85

69.90
119.90

SONY
STPC2L LW/MW/FM
STJX22L LW/MW/FM
STJX44L LW/MW/FM Quartz synthesised
digital tuner
TENSAI
TT 3745 LW/MW/FM

PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7pre-sets
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 AM/FM
SONY
STRVX2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM

89.90

139.90

PIONEER
TX 7201. MW/LW/FM

SANSUI
T5 AM/FM
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TUS33 AM/FM. To match AU-D22/
AU-D33

Comet Price
inc. VAT

67.90

57.90
82.90
114.90
124.90
89.90
47.90

MARANTZ
ST3I0 AM/FM
ST450L LW/MW/FM digital display
ST520L Quartz Synthesised. 7pre-sets
FM/7 pre-sets AM

OPTONICA
SA5203 2x40 MW/FM, digital
display, 5pre-set stations

99.90
199.90
129.90

PIONEER
SA 420 2x 20
SA 520 2x30
SA 620 2x45
SA 720 2x65
SG 530 Graphic Equaliser
DT 530 Digital Timer

AKAI
ATK I1OL LW/MW/FM
ATS 210L LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised
ATS 6IL AM/FM Quartz Synthesised
FISHER
FM 77 LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised.

TUNERIAMPLIFIERS

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
29.90
Quartet Q40 2way
34.90
Quartet Q70 3way
69.90
Mezzo 3way
129.90
Magnum 3way
149.90
MARANTZ
LD300 3way
249.90
ROTEL
RL 915 2way Bass reflex
SOLA VOX
50 2way
60 3way
70 3way
SONY
SSE 44 2way

189.90
29.90
44.90
52.90
49.89

44.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD3I 50 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD3250 with metal tape facility soft-touch
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3500 with metal tape facility, 3heads
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3800 micro processor controlled,
automatic bias + equalisation, 3head,
Dolby B & C, automatic head demagnetising
system, metal tape facility, IC logic control

74.90
99.90
149.90

269.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. tvb ek-efr

Comet Price
inc. VAT

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorders continued

AKAI
CSF12 with feather touch logic controls,
metal tape facility, Dolby NR
CSFI4 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility,
feather touch logic controls
CSF21 feather touch logic controls, metal tape
facility, switchable Dolby B & C
GXF 31 Computer controlled, feather
touch logic controls, Dolby B & C
GXF 51 Computer controlled, metal tape
facility, Dolby B & C, auto tape tuning,
auto fader
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto tape selection
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, motorised tape loading, auto
tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play
FISHER
CR77 Dolby B & C, soft touch controls and
metal tape facility
CRI55 double cassette deck, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
MARANTZ
CD 320 mains/batt. Dolby NR
SD 320 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic control,
microprocessor compuskip & auto repeat
OPTONICA
RT5200 4way tape bias, Dolby NR
a.p.s.s
RT7000 2motor direct drive,
Dolby NR, a.p.s.s.

Blank Tapes - continued

79.90
94.90
119.90
159.90
199.90
329.90

399.90

89.90
119.90
94.90
89.90
139.90

59.90
74.90

PIONEER
CT200 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT320 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
C1'520 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
with Ribbon Sendust head

67.90
64.90
104.90
134.90

ROTEL
RD840 Dolby Band C NR, metal tape facility.
SANSUI
D55MS metal tape facility, soft touch,
Dolby NR
D77 DRS auto reverse, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
D99 DS double cassette deck for dubbing, metal
tape facility, Dolby NR and amps.
SONY
TCFX2 metal tape facility, Dolby NR,
full logic control
TCFX20 metal tape facility, Dolby B & C,
2motors, full logic control
TO*,X33 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s. Dolby NR
and metal tape facility
TCF X44 full logic control, auto .
tape selector, a.m.s., Dolby B & C

99.90

64.90
129.90
144.90
69.89
87.90

99.90
109.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AICA1
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic controls,
auto tape loading
GX747 Auto reverse, 3motor, direct drive,
micro computer logic control, EE tape
capability, auto record mute, cue and
review facility
MM77 Mic. mixer

349.90

499.90
59.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ACM 90

9.90

AKG
D4

5.90

SOLA VOX
UD 2011

11.90

BLANK TAPES
PIONEER CASSETTE TAPE
N2 fine grain pure Ferrix
COO
C90
CI tine grain Beridox
C60
C90
MI Pure metal Alloy
C60
BASF LH EXTRA I
C60
C60 3pack
C90
C90 3pack
C120
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BASF LB SUPER
C60
C90
C120
BASF CHROMDIOXID II
C60
C,60 twin pack
C90
C90 twin pack
C120
MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C60
UL C90
UL C90 twin pack
UL C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 twin pack
UD CI20
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90
UDXLI C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL1 C90 twin pack
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
MAXELL METAL TAPE
MX C60
MX C90
MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 3590 (7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10Y," 3600')

0.85
1.25
1.70
1.20
2.00
1.80
3.00
2.50
0.65
0.85
1.50
1.00
0.90
1.20
2.20
1.60
1.50
1.90
1.60
1.95
1.20
1.60
2.90
1.35
1.70
2.50
3.25
3.75
9.90

SONY CASSETTE TAPE
CHF 60 3pack
CEP 90 3pack
CHF 120
AMP 60
AHF 90 twin pack
UCX60
UCX90
UCX90 twin pack
UCX-S60
UCX-S90
Metal C60
Metal C90

1.85
2.15
LIO
0.90
2.30
1.45
1.85
3.50
1.80
2.40
2.50
3.25

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
DC60 3pack
D C90
D C90 triple pack
D CI20

0.70
1.90
0.95
2.50
1.20

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C90 twin pack
AD CI20
AD X60
AD X90

0.70
130
2.30
1.80
1.30
1.75

TDK SUPER AV1LYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.40
1.90
3.40
1.60
2.20

TDK METAL TAPE
MA COO
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90
TDK OPEN REEL
LX 35-90
LX 35-180
TDK EE OPEN REEL
SA 35/90
SA 35/180

1.10
1.50
2.20
0.65
1.85
0.85
2.35
1.25

AIWA
CA100 2x18 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby
cassette, metal tape facility, detachable
2way speakers, 3way mains/batt. opp.

PortalokHi•Fi - continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

ROTEL
RPMIO 2x12 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby
cassette with metal tape facility and
2way loudspeakers, mains or 12v car butts..

149.90

SANSUI
CPS 2x 15 watts. LW/MW/FM, Dolby NR
cassette with logic control, metal tape
facility, 3way power supply; MAINS,
BATTERIES OR 12 VOLT DC INPUT
FROM CAR BATTERY

194.90

COMPACT SYSTEMS
AIWA
M502 2x20 watts with AX- S50 tuner/
amplifier, LW/MW/FM quartz synthesiser,
SD-L50 Dolby cassette with metal tape
facility, inc. SC-G303 loudspeakers
CAP TEN
AS 106 2x10 watts, LW/MW/FM, cassette
deck, input for turntable, inc. speakers

194.89

69.90

ROTEL
Micro 90 2x35 watts INFRA-RED
REMOTE CONTROL, RMA90 amp.,
RMT9OL quartz synthesiser, LW/MW/FM
tuner, 5FM/AM pre-sets, RMD90 cassette
deck, full logic control, Dolby NR and
metal tape facility, 2way loudspeakers

299.90

TENSAI
2800 2x24 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby NR
cassette deck with metal tape facility and
2way speakers

149.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
AKA1
PRO S14 2x22 watts AM-U110 amp.,
AT-K IIOL tuner, AP-D210C directdrive turntable, CS-FI4 Dolby B & C
cassette, SR-HI10 speakers and
RV-540W rack

349.90

FISHER
System 100 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM semi
auto belt drive turntable, Dolby cassette,
rack and speakers

289.90

PIONEER
XG1 2x20 watts SA- I30 amp., TX- 130L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- I30 beltdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

299.90

XG5 2x38 watts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430 directdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

399.90

XG7 2x70 watts SA-930 amp., TX930L
tuner (LW/MW/FM), PL930 direct-drive
turntable inc. moving coil cart., CT-730
Dolby cassette deck, CS 767 speakers
and CBG5 rack

509.90

OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphic Equaliser

47.90
89.90

1.90
2.80
2.90
3.90

ROTEL
RCX820 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM belt drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge. Dolby NR
cassette with metal tape facility, RK830 rack
and 2way speakers

269.90

3.75
9.90

RCX 840 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM, digital
tuner with 10 presets, belt drive turntable
inc. mag. cartridge, Dolby NR cassette with
metal tape facility, RK830 rack and
2way speakers

299.90

SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM, R303LS
tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft touch Dolby
cassette deck with metal tape facility,
PDIOS direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, plus GXS2 rack and S3I0
loudspeakers

274.90

SONY
Z1t1WL 2x 25 watts STR-VX2L LW/MW/FM
tuner amp., PS-LX2 direct-drive, semi auto
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2
cassette deck with metal tape facility, Dolby
NR plus full logic control, SUL27 rack plus
SS-E34 loudspeakers

289.90

Z22WL 2x40 watts TA-AX3 amp., ST-JX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner, PS-LX2 direct-drive
semi auto turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
TC-FX2 cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR plus full logic control, SUL27 rack
plus SS-E44 loudspeakers

379.90

5.90
14.90

PORTABLE HI-FI
0.90
1.20

MARCH 1983

Comet Price
inc. VAT

cna,imon

184.90

CAWIO 2x 14 watts LW/MW/FM,Twin Dolby
cassette with synchro dubbing at double
speed, metal tape facility, detachable
2way speakers, 3way mains/ban. opp.

249.90

FISHER
PHM430K 2x8watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby
cassette, metal tape facility, 5band graphic
equaliser, detachable 2way speakers,.3 way •
mains/batt. opp.

164.90

All offers subject to availability
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A NEW CONCEPT IN

The Rotel RA 820

available at Comet NOW

"It sounds very fine indeed, with much of the easy low frequency ability of the... (other amp. reviewed), but without
the latter's slightly thick, heavy feel in this region . . "
HI-FI NEWS - November 1982
"The Rotel RA 820 . . . looks like being areal winner. .. The amp has anice sort of crisp feel to it, and certainly avoids
the excessively 'plastic' feel of the NAD . . . "
PRACTICAL HI-FI - January 1983
". . the amplifier warrants ahigher- than- average score for value. It certainly has no price premium ... my judgement
of value therefore, taking all things into account, resolves to 4.2 marks out of 5".
GORDON J. KING, HI-FI NEWS - December 1982

A budget- priced amplifier that can draw reviews of this quality has to be something special.
The Rotel RA 820 is just that . . .
Thanks to its clean and detailed circuit design it is capable of delivering volume levels far in excess of
what would be normally expected from its 25 watts RMS per channel output.
Rotel's new Impulse Current Drive ensures stable power supply at all speaker impedance loads —
and ' Straight Path' speaker drive in the system '
A' mode bypasses switch circuitry to give the
cleanest sound signal possible.
Because of its high output current capability the RA 820 needs no conventional protection circuit,
afeature that can induce distortion. Yet another advantage is its limited bandwidth which tailors the
response so that only signals that can be handled in alinear fashion are fed to the power amp.
With the RA 820, Rotel have achieved superb sound quality with aclean and simple design at avery
competitive price.

Comet Price £ 79.90 inc. VAT
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AMPLIFIER DESIGN

The Rotel RA 840
available at Comet NOW
"the RA 820 was the first one Iheard . . . The RA 840 arrived later and was (as they say) a revelation. (It) has more
facilities . . . and, most importantly, a better power supply. As a result this model goes down further in the bass and
sounds much clearer and more dynamic in this region too.
Ilike both these Rotel amplifiers agreat deal."

ALVIN GOLD HI-F1 ANSWERS - January 1983

This is what one of Britain's top HiFi authorities had to say about the new Rotel RA 840.
We believe you'll be equally impressed . . . because like the smaller RA 820 this superb amplifier
achieves performance levels of a standard only previously reached by expensive esoteric
HiFi equipment.
It is capable of delivering very high current bursts far in excess of its 40 watts RMS per channel
rating, which means that sudden transient peaks are reproduced as clearly and as distortion- free as
the quieter passages. There is minimal '
clipping' — even with bursts of extreme current demand
and the result is the cleanest possible sound, even during maximum peak modulation.
Unlike many conventional amps ( which not only ' clip' during these conditions, but heat up and
'clip' even more to produce acumulative deterioration) the RA 840 reproduces the full dynamic
range of the recording.
Add to this the ability to cope with the most demanding loudspeakers under a wide range of
impedance variations, ' Straight Path' speaker drive, tailored response, and the elimination of
conventional protection circuitry and consequent distortion, and you have an amplifier that's
way ahead of its competitors.
Other features include: input terminals for phono, tuner, aux, tape 1and tape 2, loudness, built-in
subsonic filter, high filter, '
B' speaker switching and 10- LED peak power level indicators.
The Rotel RA 840 . . . A new concept in amplifier technology, which brings all these advantages
within your reach, is available at Comet now.

Comet Price £ 109.90 inc. VAT
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THE AUDIO
REVOLUTION
IS HERE!
Introducing the Marantz
CD 73 Compact
Digital Audio Disc Player
with Optical Readout
With the advent of this new technology, high fidelity takes on acompletely new
meaning!
IT'S THE MOST TREMENDOUS SINGLE ADVANCE MADE IN AUDIO
YET.
At last, you can listen to recordings of master pressing quality on asingle- sided
disc, less than 5" in diameter, giving up to an hour's continuous play, the system
also enables you to programme edit in order to omit or repeat tracks as you wish.
No wow and flutter. No rumble. Total channel separation ( 90dB). Signal to noise
ratio ( 90dB). Dynamic range ( 90dB), coupled with ultra low distortion of 0.005%.
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD HI-FI LIKE THIS BEFORE . . .
A gleaming silver disc with no grooves. With the digitally- coded recording under
the disc surface, invulnerable to dirt and damage.
Scanned by laser beam — which imposes no wear on the disc, and suffers none
itself.
A Unit that integrates into any existing or new HiFi system, withstands
vibrations and bumps — that is child's play to operate.
WITH THE DIGITAL DISC THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC . • •
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(turntable fully
retracts)

(The Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Player stacks
neatly with standard HiFi equipment.)

TECHNICAL DATA
Achievable audio performance

Error courectian information 8parity symbols of 8bits

Number of channels

2

Frequency range

20 Hz-20 kHz

Dynamic range
S/N ratio

> 90 dB

> 90 dB

Control and display
information

1C & D symbol of 8bits

Frame before modulation

33 symbols of 8bas

Frame after modulation
(EFM) (33 symbols of
14 bi:s)

Sense of rotation ( seen
from reading side)

anti-clockwise

Scanning velocity

1.2-1.4 m/s

Rotation speed

500-200 rpm (
approx.)

Maximum recording time

60 min. stereo

Track pitch

1.6 µm

462 channel bits

Material

Transparent plastic, with
aluminiumised reflective
coating, sealed with

LF suppression (3bits per
symbol of 14 bits)

99 channel bits

Optical stylus (laser)

SynCronisation pattern
incl. 3bits for merging and
LF suppression

27 channel bits

Binary number presentation Zs complement

Total frame

588 channel bits

Error correction system

Cross Interleave Reed
Solomon Code (CIRC) ')

Disc
Diameter

120 mm

Modulation system

Eight to Fourteen
Modulation ( EFM) 2)

Thickness

1.2 mm

Diameter of centre hole

15mm

no or 50/15 µs3)

Programme area start
diameter

50 mm

24 audio symbols of 8bits

Programme area
maximum diameter

116 mm

Channel separation > 90 dB
T.H.D. ( incl. noise)

< 0.005

Wow and flutter

Quartz

Crystal precision

Signal format
Sampling frequency

44.1 kHz

Duantization

16 bits linear/channel

Audio bit- rate

hannel bit- rate
)1'e-emphasis

1.4112 Mbit/s

4.3218 Mbit/s

:rame Forrnat
?x6audio samples

For merging and

... Not only was the CD clearer with inaudible tape modulation
noise, and also quieter, but the bass register was obviously cleaner,
clearer, deeper and more articulate. Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely detailed with a believable
string tone, and great delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior
to analogue disc. Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharpiy focused
with no blurring or wandering. Depth effects appeared to be limited
only by the recording technique, and on two tracks considerable low
level ambience was convincingly portrayed. 99

protective lacquer

Wave length of AlGaAs
laser

0.78 µ m

Numerical aperture

0.45

Focus depth

Approx. 2µ m

Beam diameter at disc
surface

Aprox. 1.0 mm

') CIRC: new error correction code for protection against
scratches with high error correction capability for random
errors and low probability of undetectable errors.
EFM: new modulation method for increasing packing
density and meeting requirements of optical servo
systems.
3)
On choice: player will switch automatically.

Judging from the performance of the advance sample from
Marantz, CD has avery bright future. Ilook forward to adecent collection of CD records and agood player and feel that it does represent a
genuine advance in audio . . fir)

"HiFi for Pleasure" October 1982
(Reviewing the forerunner of the Marantz CD- 73
Compact Disc Player.)

FOR DETAILS OF THIS UNIQUE EXPERIENCE SEE OVER
370
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WITNESS
THE REVOLUTION
FOR YOURSELF.
There's only one way to judge the incredible sound
quality of Compact Disc Digital Audio—and that is
to hear it for yourself.
So we invite you to one of the special
demonstrations that are being held throughout the UK,
where ateam of experts are waiting to give you
practical proof that the Marantz CD- 73 is the
biggest single step forward ever made in audio.
LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS BY MARANTZ & COMET
AT THE FOLLOWING VENUES:-

120

Venue

Hotel

Address

Date

Time

CARDIFF

Royal Hotel

St Mary's Street

February 23rd

6.30pm-9.30pm

BIRMINGHAM

Holiday Inn

Holliday Street

February 25th

6.30pm-9.30pm

MANCHESTER

Grand Hotel

Aytoun Street

February 28th

6.30pm-9.30pm

LEEDS

Merrion Hotel

Merrion Centre

March 2nd

5.30pm-9.30pm

NEWCASTLE

Royal Station Hotel

Neville Street

March 4th

6.30pm-9.30pm

ABERDEEN

Holiday Inn

Old Meldrum Road

March 7th

6.30pm-9.30pm

GLASGOW

Centre Hotel

377 Argyle Street

March 9th

6.30pm-9.30pm

EDINBURGH

Caledonian Hotel

Prince's Street

March 10th

6.30pm-9.30pm

HEATHROW

Holiday Inn,
West Drayton

Stockley Road

March 15th

6.30pm-9.30pm
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There's abranch
near you

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked.)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
ABERDEEN
0224 640434
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
§AYR
0292 262284
§EIUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 735136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041-334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD Pk. Rotherglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370

BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARUNGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
GOOLE
HAUFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HULL
KE1GHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HUDDERSIELD
0484 40261
HULL '
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061-682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 868811
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
061-477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
SUNDERLAND
0783 59993
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW-IN-FURNESS . 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5

HANLEY
0182 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
060422151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
'PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

0262 72050
0282 35214
0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
8270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 89520
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051-708 7170
0625 610030
061-834 1861
061-998 1183 or 1657
0977 704249
0772 21900 or 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 869615/6
0704 31813
0924 371499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01-595 5111
HACKBRIDGE ( Nr. Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01-301 1881
BROMLEY
01-464 0430
CATF ORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01-444 5150e 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
PUTNEY
01-785 9891
WIMBLEDON
01 542 2201/2

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021-472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021-706 0684
COVENTRY
0203 440151/440176
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALl
0902 60411
WYLDE GREEN
021 382 8866
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON-TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

See your local Telephone Directory
For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
COMET'S NEW CREDIT TERMS - HIRE PURCHASE

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ALDERSHOT
AYLESBURY

0273 692421/4
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 248232
0734 599911
0834 49171
0703 36944
0252 331142/3
0298 28771/2

BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SAUSBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

0268 556299 or 556349
0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES ANO SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EXETER
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

0271 559841
0222 394016
0222 566138/9
0272 876041
0392 76435
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TORGUAY
WREXHAM

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0242 25786
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116
0803 211581/2
0978 357115

IMAIL ORDER
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £1.60,
Microphones £1.30.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 80p. Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY

MAIL ORDER FORM: ToComet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
Comet
Qty.
Manufacturer
Model
Description
Discount Price

by equal monthly instalments.
FLAT RATE 14% A.P.R. 27.3%
£1,000 and

Overl 0% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.
FLAT RATE 12 1
2 %
/
A.P.R. 23.2%

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT
You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details.
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstanding will be charged to your account each month.

A.P.R. 23.1%

(
Bankers Order repayment)

pCO
ina

m
lYi

Coo. a • Credo Broker tor Ow serwce
Comet Rad ovgelon Senoces Ltd

Getyge OoI. Geome Suede, Rue

Order by Mad or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551, using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press

Securicor Delivery
P+P'
I
enclose my cheque/postal order for TOTALE
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS° D /BARCLAYCARD` El / COMET CREDIT CARD°
rtick appropriate box) CARD NO.

D

Name
Address
L

HFN

Signature
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The Sound
Approach
to HiFi

Adc.It•

6

The superb A60 amplifier still continues as the
best buy in its class. Now you can have that
excellent sonic performance with some extra
'boor. 100 watts per channel from the
C200/SA200 pro/power combination. Come and
listen!

/MERIDIAN
Atouch of class- yes all the
Meridian range have that extra
something that's kept them at
the top for many years. Probably
the most successful range of
active speaker systems currently
available. Don't take our word
for it-give them alisten.

rik
Nakamichil
Bee

NAD

Ferrari is to red as Nab' is to black. Most
enthusiasts aspire to own one so here's your
chance. The new BX1 and 8X2 includes Dolby Cl
are at aprice everyone can afford. Get the
benefit of filakamichi performance from £199.

SYSTEMDEK
The new Systemdek 2otters an inexpensive solution
to the enthusiast who prefers to select
his own arm and cartridge
combination.
Excellent
performance for
just £115
(excluding arm).

The 3020 Mk 2is now with us complete
with MC input for only avery small increaseit sells for £ 109. The revolutionary SCHOTZ
tuner is now areality and the 71 50 digital
receiver also incorporates this advanced
circuitry. Hi•Ei Choice 'Best Buy' the 6050C
cassette deck still continues to be ahot
favourite.

Technicsmumumu
gffil
Now Na, 1in hifi sales. Not necessarily the
enthusiasts choice for electronics but an
always interesting range that offers good
performance and excellent innovation. The
current range of cassette decks have several
models incorporating DBX circuitry and you
can get this interesting facility for less than
f130 - ayear or two back you'd have paid
twice that for the DBX noise reduction unit
alone.

Technics AUDIO TAPE-

Made for Technics by probably the world's most
respected tape manufacturer and now offered at
incredibly low prices - Just compare with other
advertised puces for TDK and Maul' and you'll
see what we mean they're asteal/
IN (type 11 XD (type 11
XA (type 21 MX (Metal!
low Noise Extra Dynamic High resolution Metil
C60
0.56
0.79
0.99
1.69
C90 0.69
0.99 2.49
Mail.order -PEl PC1.50 per order , Credit card
orders accepted by telephone

14
/
.,eartef.
tirgee

YAMAHAnt;

I

It's great to have such superb equipment back
again. We used to be the UK's largest dealer
until it virtually vanished off the market ayear
or two back. The effervescent NS1 000
speakers ara stilt with 11$. There's electronics
starting under£ 100 for 35 watts and the
excellent K300 cassette deck (as illustrated)
with Dolby 13' Et ' C' for f119.

MM.

MM.

stockists of home ' •
mitt, portables,
cameras and accessories- all at the
most competitive prices. Brands stocked are:
FERGUSON. JVC, MITSUBISHI, PANASONIC, SANYO,
SONY Er TOSHIBA,

CROYDON
89 London Rd.
Tel: 01-686 1343

Audiomaster
Audio- pro
B Et W

ie Demonstrations by appointment and most stores can offer single
speaker demo,
je Part Exchange of your existing equipment is usually possible
subject to age and condition.
41 Service after Sale is provided or ano hassle basis- just bring in
whatever's giving you aproblem and we'll sort it out. You can
even extend your cover to 3years for asmall extra premium at
time of purchase.

HARROW
340 Station Rd.

1
0aTechnics 50 C90- value E9.90)
Order both turntable and cassette deck and you get both FREE offers.
Individual items can he supplied carriage FREE (UK mainland only). If
you don't find exactly what you want below- give us aring, we'll be
pleased to quote.
AMPLIFIERS
AIt R
060 135w1
£198.00
MARANT2 PM310 125w1 £64.95
NAO
3020 Mk2 120wI f109.00
3150 I
50w1
f199.00
AUTEL
'
RA820 125w1
174.90
A840 140w)
PD.&
SANSUI ALM 22 135w1 f109.00
AU() 33150wl [139.00
TECHNICS SUV 3NOW f119.90
SUP 5160w1 £139.90
YAHAMA A460 135%4
f99.00
0560 155w1
£139.00
TUNERS
Afr-I3
T21 IFI
£179.00
MATIANTZ ST310t £69.00
SAO
420/LW? £109.00
41501F/66
f169.00
SANSUI TUS 331. INMA1 £
89.90
TECHNICS SOS 31 IFIMiti E119.00
YAMAHA 1460 IF/MI
£
85.00
1560 IF3,11
f107.00
RECEIVERS
MAO
7120 12fAvi
f179.00
1150 150w1
£
299.00
TURNTABLES
ARISTON RD131313ASIK f225.90
DUAL
CS505 £14.50
SANSUI SR222 lAk 2 f85.(15
SYSTEMDEK
2/BASIC
f161.00
TECHNICS SL DIS
0.129.90
SLR 1
1159.90
Si 5'
f119.00
Si 7
£179.00
SLE121 9£9.90
MIXER CJ5541ASIK £195.00
SPEAKERS
---eARISS
019.00
AUDIOMASTBI
MLSI
E79.95
CELESTION100 Mk2
£
513.80

HEYBROOK

110 Mk2
130 Mk2

FIB1
4e2
Coda
Cantor
Canna
MISSION 70
700S
MONITOR AUDIO
0252
0352
0152
MOROAUNT SHORT
MS20
ROGERS LS 1
SPENDOR Prelude
TANNOY Mercury
Venus
CASSETTE DECKS
AIwO
KEF

f99.00
£179.00
f119.00
£165.00
f89.00
[
119.90
139.90
179.96
f129017
£900
f149.00
F189.00
f139.95
f149.50
£
195.00
£119.90
D25.00

f79.95
053250
f99.95
AD3508
£149.90
003700 £179.90
003000
(
249.00
DUAL
0014
£120.90
NAO
6640A
f119.00
6050C
f159.00
NAKAMICHI
BX1 £199.90
BX2
£
259.00
TECHNICS RSM216
019.95
RSM230
f89.00
RSM225
f109.90
RS51229X
106X1
f129.90
RSM255X
10E1X1
£179.00
YAMAHA K200
f99.00
f119_00
K300
K500
f149.00
All offers subject to availability and prices may be subject to
variation- please check before travelling.
Mail-Order- Carriage Er Insurance FREE (unless otherwise stated)
Credit card orders accepted by telephone- ring your nearest branch
to order.

LONDON W1
48 Wigmore St.

Burmeester •
Celestion
Dean
DNM •
Dual
E.A.R.*
Fidelity Res.
Grace
Grado
Harbeth
Helius
Heybrook
JVC
KEF

FREE SPEAKER LEADS (
7metres 0E0 79 strand)
FREE CARTRIDGE (
with turntables)
FREE CASSETTES with cassette decks-

selling very competitively
at f119. Heybrook continues to be one of our
most popular brands.

We are full range

-je Expert friendly advice- whether you're starting out; up-grading
your system or just replacing your cartridge.

FREE DELIVERY (
UK mainland only)

The excellent TT2
turntable is now
matched with an equally
exciting arm selling at
around l'130. The
e
excellent H82 speakers
\
have recently been
pined by the HBI

VIDEO

Albarry*
Alphason
A.R.C.•

MIX ' N' MATCH SYSTEMS

HE YBROOK

A Et R
Acoustic Res.
Aiwa

It offers you peace of mind. Security in the knowledge that we're
not here today and gone tomorrow; that when you do have aproblem
or feel in need of advice we'll be here to help.

Select asystem which must include amplifier for receiver), speakers
and turntable and/or cassette deck for-

LECTRO ti IC
Apart from the excellent
range of speakers which suit
most pockets; 70 at
f79.90; the improved 700S
(f1291; 7371f2191 and
the latest 770 at around
£300; there is now alow
price p.u. arm selling for
under f70 -looks anice one!

BRANDS
STOCKED

Our expertise has been built on the experience of 18 years trading
under the same management and the vast majority of our business
comes from customers we have served many times over.
Why is that abenefit?

Come to KJ for the best deal around- you'll be sure ola friendly
welcome.

Ahousehold name for many
decades the latest range of
Tannoy speakers is really
impressive. Come and listen
-they start from under
£120 to just under £3113we know you'll be
impressed!

NE
UW
I
1e525egicreirà

prefer to meet or beat any other
genuinely Offered price.

**KJ 4STAR CHARTER**

VeNC71

We've researched away to improve the performance of the Dual CS505 turntable. After many
painstaking hours of testing and listening to tie
effect of different types of mat materials wen
at last found aformulation that gives asignificant
improvement in performance. Mats are now
made from this material and supplied by KJ far
Ps( £5extra when ordering the turntable or £
post free as aseparate item.
Price with special mat and FREE
Ortolan cartridge
£79.90
Price with FREE Ortofon cartridge only £74.90
(Alternative cartridges supplied with FREE
universal fitting kit: Afr RC71 £ 14.95; Grado CT
Super £ 14.95; NAD 9200 £ 19.50; Nagaoka MP11
£15.951.

I

'MEET OR BEAT!'

If you have received a better price
than we quote please tell us - we

Kitdeck
Kiseki •
Koetsu •
Kord
Lentek
Linn
Logic
Marantz
Meridian
Mission
Monitor Audio
N
Na
AkO
am
(noir
cvv
ha
i
rford

Nairn •
Nytech*
Onkyo
Oracle*
Quad
Revox
Rogers
Rotel
Sansui
Sony
Spendor
Stax
Sugden
Sumiko
Supex
Syrinx
Systemdek
Tandberg
Tannoy
Teac
Technics
Thorens
Threshold •
Tresham
Walker

Ya ma ha
Zeta
Zenn

F71 'Wigmore St Only
UXBRIDGE
WATFORD
278 High St.

Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel 01-486 8263
Tel Uxbridge 33474
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30 Late Night Thurs. ( Wigmore St ) until 7pm

101 St. Albans Rd.
Tel -Watford 45290
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If you're looking for accuracy of sound reproduction, Sondex will give you it,
warts and all. That's what takes you vividly into a ' live' musical performance with
dimensions that precisely locate the position of every sound — aquality that every
music lover is trying to attain.

The Sondex pre-amplifier has no gimmicks, just the highest quality components
and engineering. There are no tone controls or filters to introduce distortion —
you don't need them with the fidelity of sound that Sondex gives.
So, if you're wanting flashing lights and knobs to twiddle this is not the
equipment for you. But if excellence by simplicity appeals to you then Sondex
is hard to match.
Sondex amplifiers are handmade by craftsmen in Great Britain. Products include
the SPI pre-amplifier, power supply and 5100 studio power amplifier.
They are available through selected retailers.
As hearing is the only way of believing, a
demonstration is essential. Please complete
the coupon and post off to us for details of your
nearest stockist, specification of the equipment
and information of regional exhibitions where
we are taking part. You won't be disappointed.

Sondex

excellence by simplicity

Sole agents and distributors in the UK
ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire SK9 7EG
Telephone 0625 582704

Uucto
8C-(1)ni
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SPECIAL OFFERS

See your

DURING MARCH
*CLEARANCE PRICE ON DISCONTINUED MODELS *

RACK SYSTEMS

HI-FI SEPARATES

Aiwa M303

£214.90

Akai GXF31

Aiwa V1000

£ 599.00

Akai DT200 (7day timer) £69.00

Aiwa CX50 Cassiever

£ 225.00

Akia PRO22

£399.90

Akai PRO32
JVC E5

£469.00
£419.90

Pioneer X555SL
Pioneer X777SL
Pioneer S9
Sony S2

Akai DT100

£

1

4

O

•JVC Receiver JRS600

£489.90

£

£374.90
£295.00
£419.00

1

£89.00

9 .

£339.95

£409.90

Technics 315 Typel
Technics 315 Typell

£55.00

JVC Receiver R1 XL
•JVC Receiver JRS401

£349.90

Mitsubishi 410

£145.00

6

9

.

O

JVC OL5 Turntable
•

JVC TX2L Digital Tuner .. £69.90
Lux T2 Tuner
£69.00

*Lux T4 Tuner

£99.00

Lux T12 Tuner

£ 129.00

£ 549 00

Technics Z25

£325.00

Pioneer SA710 (2x65 W)

Technics Z45

£425.00

£
1
1
9
Pioneer SA410

£295.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Sony HMK 3000

£ 195.00

Mitsubishi X12
Panasonic SG235

£ 279.00
£ 269.00

(Twin Deck)

PORTABLE HI-FI
Aiwa CAW10

£ 225 00

JVC PC3L

£ 189.95

Pioneer SK707

£ 149.00

Pioneer SK909

£239.00

Hitachi TRK-W1

£ 174.95

Hitachi TRK 8200
Sony FH-7

£ 106.90
£269.95

Technics SA-CO5L

£205.00

HI-FI CABINETS
Technics HS 553
Pioneer CBS/CB5
Onkyo
Sony Warwick
Lux LK20

£54.90
£44.90
£ 39.90
£ 149.90
£69.90

SPEAKERS
*Celestion-VL6
£79.00
'Monitor-Audio MA6
£99.00
'Monitor Audio MA54
£ 149.00
*Mordaunt short Carnival II £79.00
°Laser 100
£99.00
*Laser 200
£ 129.00

*Marantz 226 Receiver
.

£99.00
0
0
£49.90

Pioneer TX520

£54.90

Pioneer CT520

£79.90

Pioneer PL120

£49.90

Pioneer CS353 Spkrs

£49.90

Sony Tan 15F Power Amp
TAE 2OF Pre Amp
£ 119.00
Sony Tuner S10-FL

£79.95

Sony Tuner STJX5L

£ 159.90

Sony Tuner STP7J

119.95

Sony PS-10F Turntable

£89.00

Sony PSLX5
Sony TA-AX5
Sony STR VX3L

£94.90
£149.90
£ 129.90

Sony X07 Casseiver

£219.95

•Technics SU8022

£69.00

Technics SU8044
*Technics SU8055

£89.00
£ 109.00

*Technics SLO2

£89.00

Technics SL6

£ 129.95

Technics SL5
Technics STS4T

£ 109.10
£ 132.00

Technics SUV3

£ 107.00

Technics SUV5

£129.00

Technics RS M228X
*Yamaha CT 710 Tuner

£120.00
£89.00

*Yamaha P350 Turntable £55.00

CARTRIDGES
*Ortofon Mc 10/STM 72
•Ortofon M20FL Super
'Signet TK7E
*ADC XLM III
*Dyavector 20A II
'Satin MI176
'SME Damper FDIlls

£49.00
£32.00
£34.00
£29.90
£49.00
£49.00
£ 12.90

ALL OTHER PRICES
ON APPLICATION

*All mail order enquiries to Eastcote HiFi please.
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0

£ 119.00

Technics 315 Type IV

Hitachi V3800

0

EASTCOTE HI- Fl

WEMBLEY HI- Fl CENTRE

112 Field End Road

412414 High Road

Eastcote, Pinner Middx.

Wembley, Middx

01 868 2946

01 903 9506

sHugE
MAR DEALER

GREATER LONDON
Eastcote Hr- Fr, 112 Field End Rd Eastcote.
London Sounds, 266 Field End Rd . Easton
Patkwest Electronics, 48 Damson Lane.
Radio Untimited, 50 Hoe Si.. Ell
Canonbury Radio bTV. 185 Upper Sr . NI
Bartletts, 175 Holloway Rd.. 67.
Analog Audio. 849 High Rd., 1812.
Goodwins. Wood Green, 1822.
Parktnew Electronics, 245 Kentish Town Rd NW5
Ingram Hi- F, Centre. 42 Lower Marsh, SEI
M C0 Entertainment, 218 Walworth Rd . SE17
DBAudio, 35 Marlow Rd . SE20
Atkins Radio. 210 Brixton Hill. SW2
Chelsea Centre, 203 Kings Rd SW3
M In GAudio Visual. 16 Electric Ave • SW9
b Components Ltd , 84 Battersea Rise. SW11
• Francis Hi Fi. 171 Streatham High Rd., SW16
Audio Vision Hi Fi bTV. 138 The Broadway, Wimbledon. SW19
Hi- Fr Care, 245 Tottenham Cr Rd1.1N1
Home Entertainment Centre, 67 Tottenham CIRd . W1
McDonald Stores Ltd.. 78 Oxford St , W1
Multiproduce. 27 Tottenham Cr. Rd . W1
Telesonic. 92 Tottenham Cr Rd . 1111.
Hi- Way Hi Fi. 315 Edgware Rd , W2
HL Smith, 287 Edgware Rd.. W2
Deans. 191 Kensington High Sr ,
Soba Electronics Ltd.. 46 Broadway. W Ealing. W13
Video Craft b 111 Fi, 56 The Mall Ealing. W13
Fulham Audio Confie. 134 North End Rd.. W14
Berry's Radio. 37 High Holborn.WC1.
SOUTH EAST
Cosmic Radio, 248 Station Rd . ttddlestone
Bryant, Hi Fi, 81 High St..111derdhot
Tru-Fi Sound Er Vision, 10 Grosvenor Rd.. Aldershot
Godtreys of Basitdon. 30 East Welk. Basildon
Audio Videotronics. 4Feathers lane. Basingstoke
Wireless Stipp. Unitd.. 264 Old Christchurch Rd . BOUI nemouth
John King. East St.. Brighton
ER Crardield. 34 The (Impale. Canterbury.
Canterbury Hi Fi. 21 The Burgate. Canterbury
H.A T.V.. 183 Barrack Rd. Christchurch
Capital Cameras. 24 Boulevard, Crawley
Hugh Street Radio. 294 High St . Croydon
Jeffries Hi•Fr. Green Sr,. Eastbourne
Planet Hi- Fr bVideo. 88 High St. Edgware
AT Labs. 191 Chase Side. Enfield
DE Hadaway, 95 Watling St.. Gillingham
PJ Equipment. 3Bridge Sr.. Guildford
Loughton Photographic. 62 Fowler Rd . Hainault
Taylor b Roberts. 26 West Sr . Haslemere
M Et ESteward Ltd.. 9The Arcade, Hatfield
Applemart Music Cnt Eden St . Kingston Upon-Thames
Urban,' Park Radio. 48 Surbiton Rd . Kingstoin.Upon•Thames
Maidstone Hi Fi. 71 King St.. Maidstone.
Orpington Hi- Fi. High St. Orpington
Tic Fi Sound b Vision, Cromwell Rd Redhill
Alan Laurenson. 9Bell St., Reigate
Sevenoaks Hi.F1.1111 London Rd , Sevenorks
•Unique. 16 Clueensmere High St . Slough
Landau Radio. 195 High Sr.. Sultan
Hamilton Electronics Ltd . 35 London Rd . Southampton
KAC Electronics. 53 Camden Rd ;Tunbridge Wells
Format, Unit 7Greycaine Rd . VVIrtford
NC Coppisis.1318elgrove Rd . Welling
Bowers bWilkins. Littlehampton Rd . Worthing
Phase 3
52 Brighton Rd . Worthing
•SOUTH WEST bWALES
EH Moss. 6St. James Parade. Bath
.Radford Hi- Fr. 52 Gloucester Rd . Bristol
Houlden Hi- Pr. 27 Morgan Arcade. Cardill
Peter Scott. 76 South St . E
Upton Electronics. 31 Torquay Rd. Paignton
TV b 14.• Fr Centre. 90 Commercial St . Swindon
MIDLANDS
BATS. 2262 Coventry Rd . Sheldon. Birmingham
Nocken Sound Ltd .1193 Pershoie Rd . Strrchley. Birmingham
CH
Ltd . 14/15 Suffolk St . Ringway. Birmingham
Hermon Electrical, 902 Lower Temple St . Birmingham
RFPotts. 66 Babington Lane, Derby
Mays Hi Fi b 'Audio. 27 Churchgate. Leicester
RTTS . 21 Tamworth SI.. Lichfield
EAST
University Audio, IPeas Hill. Cambridge
Eastern Audio, 87 Norwich Rd . Ipswich
NORTH
bricks. Wasp,. House. Rawson Sq . Bradford
Eric Wiley. 64 Beancroft Rd.. Casdeford
GE Mandela, 2Edward St.. Grurisby.
Progressive Radio. 47 Whitechapxl, Liverpool
Central Radio, 30 Shudehill, Manchester
JGWindows, 4Central Arcade, Newcastle Upon-Tyne
McKenna b Brawn. 135 High St., Redcar
Southport 11.14, Centre. 6Princess St . Southport
About Sound. 39 Albert Rd . Widnes
SCOTLAND •
Telemech AV Eng Ltd., 23 Marischall Sr . Aberdeen
Audio Aids. 52 George St.. Edinburgh
The Gramophone. Rose St.. Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner. IHaddington Place, Edinburgh
McMichael Bros . 9Miller Sr . Alba, Falkirk
James Kerr. 98 Woodlands Rd . Glasgow
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Give
your hi_

ASTEP BEYOND EXTRAORDINARY
V15 Type V
Lowest effective mass ever using new Beryllium
Technology for unsurpassed fidelity. Features include
hyperelliptical stylus tip, dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic
neutralizer, side-guard protectibn and Duo Point
Alignment system for optimum music retrieval from all
your recordS.

M97HE

asho
the Arm.
No matter how much or how little you've spent on
your audio system, upgrade the cartridge and you'll
upgrade the sound you get.
But with so many cartridges to choose from, how do
you solve the problem of making the best choice?
Simple — with 'the Shure Solution:
In the Shure range you'll find acartridge perfectly
matched to your hi-fi; acartridge that will improve the
performance of even the very best system; and acartridge
priced so that you can spend whatever you think your
audio's worth.

Top of the line features and
exoellent performance at an
intermediate price. Features
include hyperelliptical tip
dynamic stabilizer, electrostatic neutralizer, telescoped
shank and side-guard protection. •

M97E1

•

Features as M97HE but designed for systems requiring a
heavier tracking force and equipped with a;biradial stylus
tip.

M95HE
;Outstanding performance in a
mid- priced cartridge. Features
hyperelliptical stylus tip, high
trackability, flat frequency
response and low loss/high
output magnetic pole pieces.

M75HE Type 2
High trackability and excellent
performance for the person on a
budget Lowest ever price for a
hyperelliptical tip cartridge.

M75ED Type 2
IHigh trackability and performance for low cost.

Specification as M75HE but with nude biradial tip.

M750 Type 2
;
Optimum trackability and performance combined
with elliptical tip and heavier tracking force for systems
'
with this requirement. Realistically priced. •

M75- 6S
Ever popular, easy clip-on feature,
r
fitted as standard by manufacturers
of music systems and record players
all around the world. Spherical
diamond tip stylus.

M70E1
Modestly priced with truly noteworthy
performance at 112to 3grams
,
tracking force. Biradial stylus.

M7OB

Outstanding performance at am economical price.
Tracking force of 112to 3grams. Spherical tipped stylus.

»
LL

A BETTER CARTRIDGE- A BETTER SOUND.
,
rapersonal

recommendation contact:
W. International, Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6AU. Tel: 0622 59881.

EMIL

Kill U.

COME AND VIEW
THE
munteLne

Q
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COMPACT

@
DIG TAL AUDIO

FROM

ura I Z

8

mel

áAk NI Z

e

COMPACT

DIGITAL AUDIO

hrtifien
Lower Bridge St
Chester
Tel: 0244 24179

AT
EDGWARE AUDIO

"HEAR AND BELIEVE"

8 HIGH ST
EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX
TEL: 951 0590

mameamoiarmaize
Foreway Services
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

o

COMPACT

DIG TAL AUDIO

126 LONDON ROAD, HEADINGTON, OXFORD
TEL: OXFORD 69461

ooe

COMPACT

AT
SOUNDSENSE HI- Fl
42 Cowgate, Peterborough
Tel: 0733 41755

DIG TAL AUDIO

me.aitU

FROM
wasimriarailzo

COMPACT

005

DIG TAL AUDIO

*el—ere(
FOUR STAR
DEALER

CUSIDWER SERVICE
CAM?.
[Mfg,

All new audio, television and video equipment sold by Foreway Services is chosen by the company, in consultation with its own
engineering department for its value, quality of reproduction and
reliability.
Each person making a major purchase from Foreway Services is
issued with their own exclusive Customer Service Card, entitling
them to a "loyalty discount" on any other goods purchased during
the period for which it has been issued.

t

126

jim park audio

H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

Foreways have apolicy of allowing aguaranteed " take back price" scaled over aperiod of
5years from new, giving definite value to equipment originally purchased from us. when
exchanged against other new merchandise bought from our shops. Generous part
exchange allowances are also given on some makes of equipment not originally purchased from us.

AT

le.111

UP to five years warranty on parts and labour with all new major items supplied by
us, determined at the time of purchase and price paid.

46 High Street,
Godalming,
Surrey
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See and hear it at

uc

y COMPACT

audi

DIGITAL AUDIO

SEE IT AT

t

Edinburgh Ltd.

1111CR

AMRIKS
Electronic Company Ltd.

iir1

z.

_I- COMPACT

o005

DIG TAL AUDIO

52 George Street,
Edinburgh EH2 2LE
031 226 3979

57-59 North Parade, Bradford, W. Yorkshire.
0274 722530
297 Harehills Lane, Leeds 9.
0532 490188

43 South Clerk Street,
Edinburgh EH8 9NZ
031 667 2877

57 Otley Road, Headingley, Leeds 6.
0532 752285

inteat

aids

ffli man X®

Gét binding!

loge
j— COMPACT

Keep your copies of HI Fl NEWS in smart
black binders ( each holds 12 copies)with
title in golden block letters on the spine.

DIGITAL AUDIO

Price: £3.50 each which includes inland
and overseas postal order to: Modern
Book Binders ud. Chadwick Street, Black •
burn, Lancs. ( state clearly your nameand
address and the relevant magazine title}
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER
1

In stock
and on demonstration.

244-256 Station Road
Addlestone
Surrey
Weybridge ( 0932) 54522, 51753, 43769
m

a

n

Mail order available.
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LINK HOUSE GROUP

GULLIFORD HOUSE LTD

A&R, ARC, EAR, LINN,
HEYBROOK, NAIM, QUAD
MERIDIAN, REGA, NYTECH
British Hi Fi For Devon
Telephone Dawlish ( 0626)
For aDemonstration 863604
127

oFilm Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
•System Power Rating 100 Watt Max
•Aboye 400Hz - 20kHz approx
@Dim 590 X 128 mm approx
•Weight 3.3kg
@Tweeter may be used as Mid Range
with Optional Super Tweeter
•Sensitiyity 86 dB/Watt Mean at
1 metre approx
•As used in the Infinity System
IRAs manufactured by
Strathern Audio.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM IRRITATING
SCRATCH NOISES ON YOUR RECORDS?
The Garrard Music Recovery Module eliminates noises heard
when the pick up meets a scratch on the record being played.
The scratch detection circuit in the MRM has been designed to
recognise the whole waveform of the scratch and distinguish it
from the peaks of the recorded music.
Easy to install and operate, runs from mains, and plugs in
between record player ( mag.) and amplifier ( Aux imput).

Last 50 in stock at only
@ £49.95
(incl. VAT &
Send cheque/P.O. Fo:
HEMBROOK RECORDINGS LTD.,
26 QUEEN STREET, MANCHESTER 2.
061-834 2221

1:13dd0 1V103dS

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER

"CLICKS"?
SPECIAL OFFER

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Typical F equency Response

THE PRICELESS INGREDIENT

erF.elr•

In the city of Baghdad lived Hakeem, the wise one, and many
people went to him for council, which he gave freely to all, asking
nothing in return.
There came to him one day ayoung man who had spent much
but got little, and said, "tell me, wise one, what shall Ido to
receive the most for that which Ispend?"

R.F.R. DOWLING

7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462 71272

Hakeem answered: " A thing that is bought has no value unless
it contains that which cannot be bought. Look for the priceless
ingredient."
"You speak in riddles," said the young man. " What is the
priceless ingredient?"
Spoke then the wise one: " My son, the priceless ingredient is
the honour and integrity of he who sells in the market place.
Consider well his name before you buy."

We are agents for: Linn Products, and other leading brands.
Please phone or write for full details of our unique service.

16 Swan Street,
Kingsclere, Newbury,
Berks. RG15 8PJ
Tel: ( 0635) 297479

JUS T

The alternative to spending more
and more on records & tapes is
WSL. We offer thousands of
records & tapes at prices as low
as 80p each. SEND sew

opEivro

Ow; _
NEw vr
i
kuollSi
LIBRA Ry

THE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LIMITED
54 Sea Road, Bexhill, East Sussex,TN40 1JP

rTo The Wilson Stereo Lrb ary Ltd
• Please send details of
11 O Low price records
I
and tapes.

IN

AND

Balanced

LISTEN

TO

THE

UNIQUE

internal double horn

loudspeaker at

54 Sea Road, Bexhill East Sussex, TN40 1,ttp

Name
Address

GOOD WINS
7 The Broadway, High Road, Wood Green, London N22.

I 0 Record Library
1:1 Video Library
DEPT F3/83

128

COME

Close to Wood Green underground &
shopping centre. (01 888 0077)
Appointed Lowther stockist.
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The function of astereo loudspeaker system is
actually to perform avery sophisticated illusion
for the listener, by recreating an aural ' image'
of the original performance. This must not
only sound like the original, accurately
reproducing the full frequency range; but every
component of the sound must be correctly
positioned in time.
The physical separation of the acoustic
source planes in conventional loudspeakers
create unnatural time delays in the arrival times
of different frequencies. It also affects the rime
relationship of fundamentals to their harmonic
overtones which give instruments and voices
their distinctive signature.
The result is, no matter how accurately each
individual driver reproduces sound frequencies,
you end up listening to adistorted and
unnatural sound. Your hearing mechanism
becomes confused and cannot interpret what
you hear as anatural sound. You can hear the
loudspeakers, but you cannot construct a
convincing image of the original performance.
The loudspeakers do not sound ' right' and
the illusion does not work,

Jupiter and Venus with

SyncSourceTM:

SyncSourceTM is aunique new Tannoy
development that uses passive distortion free
circuitry to delay the signal to the HF unit by the
time necessary to align the HF and LF acoustic
sources in the same time plane.
The distance from both apparent sound
sources to the listening area is now the same.
The full frequency output of the loudspeaker is
now in phase maintaining the correct time
relationship of fundamentals and harmonics.
The resulting elimination of ' time smear'
distortion provides the natural, smooth intensity
of sound necessary to create that accurate
image and make the illusion work. A pair of
Tannoy SyncSourceTM loudspeakers will
provide excellent localisation of recorded
sound, and will reconstruct stereo images so
accurately that you will ignore the loudspeakers
and hear only the singer or musicians as they
originally sounded.
Tannoy SyncSourceTM is available now in the
Tannoy Jupiter and Venus loudspeakers. Your
local Tannoy dealer will be pleased to show you
how with Jupiter and Venus the illusion really
can become reality.

Distortion free sound from Tannoy.

Bringing music back to life
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The first HiFi ma mine to anno your nei u
hbours_

.1111111.111110,04.11.8

This is no ordinary hi-fi magazine.
It's definitely not the sort of quiet reading you buy to
keep the peace with the people next door.
For astart, they'd be stunned by the sheer volume of
coverage we give to everything from personal stereos to
radio stations.
And more than alittle shocked by the frank but
authoritative way we assess what's good in stereo and
music and what's just plain old fashioned hype.
But most of all, they'd be well and truly amazed by our
steadfast refusal to discuss anything that isn't of interest to
our readers.
Revolutionary stuff eh? Just wait until you see the
first issue.
First issue out March 11th
For astart, we've an article on what happens when a
record and ablank tape get together in the privacy of your
own home (home taping is illegal so we can't mention it).
Then there's the first Supertest, where we put three
budget micro systems on the line and tell you in no uncertain
terms what's right and what's wrong with each of them.
130

There's areview of new products and achance for
you to ignore everyone else's opinions and tell other
readers how your own equipment really performs.
Our 15 page music section looks at the equipment
the stars use at home, talks about the music of Asia, Mari.
Wilson and others and tells you where to catch the bands
on tour in April.
Plus afree competition to win alibrary of 8music
videos worth over £200. And lots more.
Free blank tape
To make the shock of parting with your 75p for anew
magazine alittle easier to bear, we're giving away afree
blank tape with every copy.
The first issue of Stereo - The Magazine is out on
March 11th, then every month on the 2nd Friday.
But be careful where you read it..We'd hate it to upset
your neighbours.

MARI

Keeps your ears to the ground_
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BEFORE YOU
MAKE AMAJOR
INVESTMENT
IN SPEAKERS,
LISTEN
THIS.

Whatever your budget, you can
injoy the best sound in the world.
>ound that regularly wins the highest
waises of audio publications the world
iver. For its pure high-range clarity
ind thunderous bass. Its ideal tonal
)alance. Its effortless power handling
wider the most demanding playback
onditions.
All it takes is afew of your favorite
p.cords. And afew minutes with our
R2813 bookshelf speaker. Built into
his sophisticated listening instrument

are the same systems and components
used in professional monitoring equipment. You'll find AR-built acoustic suspension woofers and high-dispersion
tweeters. Crossover networks designed
on AR computers. And apower handling
reserve that will take anything a100-watt
amplifier can deliver. What you won't
find is an exorbitant price. See your AR
dealer. And hear the good news.

A

Hear what you\re been missing.

Teledyne Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 50J, 0582-603151.

IE

TOTAL CONCEPT SPEAKERS
HIGH QUALITY KITS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

We are told that some ready-made speakers- at twice the
price- sound as good as the dB range
-but we doubt it!

JORDAN

50mm MODULES
AMPLIFIERS
and
SYSTEM DESIGNS

JORDAN 50mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers of
very advanced design. They have ahigh power bandwidth, very low
distortion and aquite exceptional transient response— acombination
of features unmatched by any other drive units.
JORDAN 50mm MODULES used as the basis of complete loudspeaker
systems achieve aquality of sound that has aworld wide demand and
which hasearned them international recognition as being amongstthe
finest loudspeakers available.

Four models supplied
with prefinished solid African
Walnut panels and grille foam, plus two
economy models with simulated woodgrain finish and grille fabric.
No veneering — no varnishing — no soldering — no electronic or
woodworking skill required. All cabinet components are accurately
machined from smooth MDF for easy assembly.
Kits contain all drive units, assembled crossover networks with leads,
wadding, foam/grille fabric, screws, bolts, nuts etc. Optional purposedesigned stands las illustrated).
Models suitable for 10-200 watts per channel.

Prices range from £35.95 - £212 per pair.
Details of the dB range (and many others) are contained in oir
new catalogue — £ 1.50 post free (cheque. P.O., or phone with
your credit card number).

OL CUDDLI(I)

The firm for Speakers

AND NOW—THEJORDAN AMPLIFIER. In ordertofullycomplimentthe
detail resolving power of the JORDAN 50mm MODULE we have
developed asuperb amplifier system featuring high speed MOSFET
output devices, passive or low level crossover facil ities and input circu itry
to match anymagneticormoving coil cartridge. Theamplifiersystem is
also beautifully styled in spite of being made in England.
PLEASE WRITE directly to us for full details of our products and their
many unique features which cannot be listed here. OR BETTER STILL
send £3.00p ( UK) or £5.000p ( Overseas) for the JORDAN MANUAL
which provides an invaluable reference article on sound and its reproduction together with full details and drawings to enable the home
constructor to assemble arange of superb loudspeaker systems from
bookshelf to linear arrays having performance features far in advance
of any current ready made systems.
E.J. JORDAN LIMITED
34A Glade Road,
MARLOVV, Bucks.

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

Telephone: Marlow ( 06284) 2526

SK9 1AS

We've got it up front!

IN PURSUIT OF

TRUE FIDELITY
I
rtour pursuit of musical reproduction in domestic surroundings. we have alwaystatessed
the overriding importance of the loudspeaker. In recent years all the ether components —
turntables and pickups, amplifiers and radio tuners and cassette decics — have progressed
to apoint where even quite modestly-priced units produce resultswhich. only ashort while
ago. were confined loa few luxury products. Speakers. on the otherhand. continue tocover
the entire spectrum from the
near-sublime to the decidedlygor-blimey and we have
lately devised a brief, perIMPORTANT
tinent and quite devastating
demonstrationwhichshotdd
NOTICE
convince even the most
sceptical of the saucily of
Our studio is being refurour approach.
bished and will he closed Mr
Those who relish the finest, business from February 21st most truthful sound astainable today will surely delight to 25th inclusive. We apolo- in comparing the glorious
QUAD ESL 63 speakers gise to our customers for the with our sensational 3-way
system involving a pair of inconvenience and trust that BBC LS3/5A or our own
B2-40
sub-woofer.
Fidelio units and the Audio they will bear with us since it Pro
Then. too, there is the is the purpose of this splendid
Harbeth
HL
operation
to
provide
them
Monitor. while the LS3/5A
or Fidelio compact units
with
even
better
service
than
on their own remain the
preferred choice of most
heretofore.
clients.
Among our wide choice o ancillary components — record decks from £ 34. cassette
decks from DM and receivers from £ 125 — we would draw special attention to the
splendid selection offered by JVC while, on aslightly more luxurious level, we strongly
recommend the new and elegant Hannan-Kardon range. Above all, you will find here the
kind of knowledge, experience and integrity without which you cannot expect to emerge
unscathed from today's hi-fi jungle. With us. music comes first and visual elegance is also
high on our list of priorities ( though never at the expense of musical values!). but the'vital
statistics' of hi-fi seem to us not merely very boring but also, to alarge extent. irrelevam.

We are open daily from 9.30-5.30 (Thursdays 9.30-1.00. Fridays 9.30-7.011)

We stock, and demonstrate . . .
Ariston * Dual
Heybrook * Logic * Pink Triangle * Michell Focus
Sansui 2221V* Thorens * plus arms from Audio
Technica* SME * Linn Bastik etc, and arange of
cartridges from Audio Tech to Zen!
IN BETWEEN . . .
we offer amplifiers from Creek*
Crimson * Elite * Exposure * Myst * Onkyo
Quad * Quantum * Sansui * Sugden etc.
TO FINISH . . . speakers form Acoustic Research
Akroyd * Dean * Diesis * Harbeth * Heybrook
Mordaunt-Short * Questar * Rogers * Spendor
Tannoy * Wharfedale * Plus afine collection of
complete systems at very competitive prices$
* Single speaker dem studio by appointment *

Hi Fi Connections

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2

51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham, Kent
Tel: 658 3450

Telephone 01-229 2077

Hours 10am 6pm TuesSat

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

BIZ

BARCLAYCARD

Closed Monday— Lunch 1.30-2.15
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Tandy's New £1129•95
Cassette Deck Has All The
Most-Wanted Features
_

,
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Our Realistic- SCT-500 is a popularly- priced
deck that combines smart, high-tech styling
with error- proof operation, Auto- Search and
brilliant, full- range stereo recording and
playback.
"Soft- touch" pushbutton controls make it
incredibly easy to use. You get smooth, precise
tape handling, and you can't damage acassette
by pressing the wrong button. Two-colour,
8- segment peak- reading LED meters make it
easy to set recording levels accurately. A 3-digit
counter and a pause control simplify editing
while taping.

Metal/Cr0 / Normal tape selectors and Dolby*
Type- Bnoise reduction system mean you'll get
extended dynamic range and the cleanest
sound possl r
ble from any tape. Using our own
SUPERTAPE
Metal cassettes, the frequency
response is aremarkable 30-16,000 Hz, ± 3dB.
To top it off, we've even built in aprovision for
recording off- the- air when you're not at home,
using an external mains timer. Few decks, at
such a low price, give you so many wanted
features. .TM Dolby Laboratories Inc

Just push a button and our Automatic Search
Music System senses the silence between
musical selections so you can advance to the
next song or replay the previous one quickly,
without hunting. There's even alighted Search
mode indicator.
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The Largest Electronics Retailer In The World

£479

• Realistic SA-500/ST-500L LM/MW/FM Stereo Tuner/Amplifier
• Two Minimus-65 Speaker Systems
• SCT-500 Metal- Capable Stereo Cassette Deck
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Turntable With Realistic/Shure Cartridge

We,

,

N

GET IT TOGETHER!
In one handy publication find out all
you need to know about what equipment
to buy and what records to choose.

4

Look at these
e

features

The most authoritative equipment
reviews carefully condensed and updated.

•

Nearly 90 reviews of the best new
equipment- Quad ESL- 63 and FM4,
Celestion SL6, Revox and B&O
Cassette Decks, Mission amplifiersplus dozens of others: cartridges,
turntables, amplifiers, loudspeakers,
headphones, tuners, cassette
decks etc.
1982 classical releases summarised1000 reviews- saves carrying a
binder full of issues around the
record shops!

e

Digital/Analogue year- Digital
advances while Analogue fights
back.

e

Show report round- up- trends
of the year.

e

Classics on disc- respected
journalist David Prâkel puts
together abasic classical library.

• Audio Index—Who's where and
how to find them. Your own
hi-fi address/phone book!

e

cheque/postal
For apost free order/international
copy ( UK an d overseas
money
sur order
f
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payable
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MAGAZINES, or debit my credit card account. ( For overseas air mail send
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£4.20 total).

VISA

(please tick box)

E
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ib Credit Card No.
l

el% ringingCard
by
01-686-2599
holders can
Ext 432
order
quoting
simplyyour
Signature

credit card number.

Name
El

Address

(PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS)

Ç

Send to: The Subscriptions Dept, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, England. Tel: 01-686-2599. Registered in England and Wales
No. 1341560.
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oThe

ultimate reference
D for the hi-fi and music
CI enthusiast.
o
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A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

local specialist guide

Hui

local specialist guide

NFYS
WEST SUSSEX

RECOR

EVIDAT

YORKSHIRE

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

Audio Projects!
45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

WILKENS )

E

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

Tel. 0532 789115.

kktilt

Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

LINN

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

H;;VIK
ENFile5rAÑIC

CIMICHIESTIEIP
IFIRDIELITY

BRIQI-ITON

Hifi

0977-553066

Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge),
Lentek, Quad, RCL, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio, Tandberg, Dual, SME,
Celestion, Goldring, Walker
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

HITACHI HI- Fl CENTRE

PHASE

31 I-111=1

of Worthing, Sussex.
ALSO AGENTS FOR:
SONY, TECHNICS, SANSUI, AUREX, NAKAMICHL
WALKER, DUNLOP, STD, THORENS, TANDBERG,
SPENDOR, KEF, CELESTION, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
TANNOY, DIESIS, ADC, GOODMANS, MITSUBISHI.
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex. Tel Worthing 206820.

EAST SUSSEX
Complete system design from
—e ,,,, £10,000 to around £200

Jeffries

e
e.

î

df
4Albert Pde, Green St, Eastbourne Tel 0323 31336
69 London Rd, Brighton ( closed Mon) Tel 0273609431

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

KENT

A&C, ARC, Creek, Celestion, KEF, Linn
Products, Musical Fidelity, Mordaunt Short,
Audio, Nakamichi, Nytech, Quad, Rega,
Supex.
19/21, Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
Tel: 0732 366 767

AMPLY THE BEST

THE HI-Fl CONStATANTS

Demonstrations h} appoultmemo " lei; Alderle) Like
0,4)251 5h27o4

Axton Audio Limited

4 5\ cot Street.
Alderle> Lue. Cheshire.

HI- Fl

36 Minster St. Reading 583730

Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910

62 NorthbroMSLNewbury32474

-Technics
'Optonica
'Pioneer
"A.R.

• Ned
' Dual
' Sony
• Sansui
*KEF
•JVC
'Celestion • Ortofon
'Panasonic • B & W
'Quad
• Sennheisser
*Trio
' Hitachi
"Aiwa
* Teac
"Amex
• Mordaunt
•Ariston
Short. etc.

HAMPSHIRE

<2-

44)
A C.,

ese

AUDIO HI-Fl CENTRE ( NEW MILTON) LTD.
The centre of Sound in the Solent
Tanberg, Quad, Sony, Technics, Kef,
Mordaunt-Short, Harbeth, IMF

All accessories, Hi Fi repairs
Hi Fi and Acoustic engineers for 40 years.
51/53 MILTON ROAD, NEW MILTON

HANTS Tel. 0425-611290

81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061.2254448 061-2486206

son

B&B
49 Wellington St. Luton 27758

CHESHIRE

Elie/

Video Stockists

BERKSHIRE

TONBRIOGE
HI-FI CONSULTANTS

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents: NAD * REGA * KEF * AR * QUAD
NAKAMICHI * SANSUI * ARISTON
TECHNICS * SONY
136, PORTLAND ROAD, HOYE
723399
57A NORTH RD, BRIGHTON
26629
3MARINE COURT, ST. LEONARDS, HASTINGS
442975

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD
BRIGHTON. Tel 895776
3ViARS PARIS aLA801.1 ,

Ii.e

p
co Ú

I
,•a•

cià' ,24
:
.
S.
1!
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Main Agencies
F. Research
Helius
HH Electronics
Keesonic
Kiseki Blue
Nakamichi
Pink A
Proac-Celef
Quad
Revox
Rogers
Sondee
Spendor & others

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved.agents ADC. Aiwa, AKG. AR. A & R. Anotan.
Audroref. Audio Technica. B8rW, Beyer. Celef. Celestion.
Chartwell.Crimson.Decca.Denon, Dresis. Dual. EAR. Electro.
Elite. Entre. Gale, Glanz, Grace, Grado, Hadcock. Harbeth.
Heybrook, JPW. KEF. Lentek. Linn Isobareklinn Sondek,
Maxell. Meridian MFSL. Mrchelt. Mission, Monitor Audio.
Monster. Nagaoka. Nakamichi. Nightingale. OPtoolŒl.
Ortofon. OED, Clued. Radford, RAM. RCL. Referencx.
Reyox, Rogers. Sansue, Satin, Sennherser, Spendor.
Stanton. Sias. STD. Sugden. Supex. Swallow. Syrinx.
Systerndek. Tangent. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha. ard
others.
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN, SWALLOW AN'D
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

Hampshire Amiga ftd
8 & 12 Hursley -Road Chandlers 'Ford Tel

2827 or 65232

local specialist guide

HUI

local specialist guide

NEWS
WILTSHIRE

RECOR

EV LEW

HUI
NEWS

SURREY

RE(

your immediate
contact with the
Hi Fi World.
Ring 686-2599
for details.

244-256 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY
HI-FI, VIDEO, TV, ALL THE BEST BRANDS IN STOCK.
Open Sam to 6pm, YES even Sundays

Your specialist consultants for

\

AR, J8L, KEF,MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TFAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

A & R, Cambridge, Meridian, Quad,
Logic, Helius, Dais, Diesis, Spendor,
Audio Vois, Tascam, Heybrook and

WEYBRIDGE 54522, 51753, 43769 (
5lines)

more.

15 Catherine St.
SALISBURY
Tel: ( 0722) 22169

WALES

and 17 The Brings, DEVIZES
Tel 103801 2268

P.J. EQUIPMENT LTD
GUILDFORD'S OLDEST ESTABLISHED HI-FI DEALERS

ELECTROPHONIC

Hi Fi
Ltd
WALES FOREMOST ' QUAD' DEALER

FULL DEMONSTRATIONS AND AFTER SALES REPAIRS

I

HERTFORDSHIRE

I

STOCKISTS OF: HITACHI. ROTEL, PIONEER, AXAI. SANSUL DUAL. QUAD
ROGERS, CASTLE. CHARTWELL JBL, AUDIOMASTER. TEAC, TUSCAN, SHARP
TANSAI MICROCOMPUTERS AND VIDEO MACHINES

Full Range Available

ALSO: DUAL, ROGERS, KEF,
FM ACOUSTICS, TANNOY, MISSION,
THORENS, PINK A
DYNAVECTOR, WALKER, etc.
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot
Tel: 0639-882068

3BRIDGE STREET. GUILDFORD. SURREY
Telephone ( 0483)504801

RADLETT AUDIO

EAST MIDLANDS

For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

AUDISI
EXCELLINCE

Raga, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,
Threshold, Audio Research, Celef,

Kiseki,

Sumiko, Lentek, Fidelity Research, Electro,
Michell,

Systemdek,

Syrinx,

Helios,

Quad,

Quantum, Heybrook, Meridian, Elite, Mirage,
Albarry,

Tresham,

Dynavector,

Gale,

Nitty

Gritty, QLN, DCM.

and many other leading makes at competitive prices.

Radlett Audio Consultants

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH
PLEASURE IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION
LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herb

SHROPSHIRE

.„ . .

we stoc
nd e cornmend selected equipme tfrorn
ADC, AKG, AKROYD. ALBARRY MUSIC. AUTO TECHNIA.
8, CELEF. CELEST ON, CREEK AUDIO, CRIMSON, ELECTRIK.
DALQUIST, DEIX, DYNAVECTOR, FIDELITY RESEARCH, FLOAT,
MANZ. GOLDRING, HADCOCK. HUNT. E.D.A., KEF, KLIPSCH.
LENTEK, M.F.S.L. MORDAUNT SHORT. NAGAOKA. OSAWA. OED,
QUANTUM, SANSUI, SHEFFIELD LAR, SUDDEN, SME. SYRINX.
WALKER.

SINGLE SPEAKEWHOME DEMONSTRATIONS
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Monday to Saturday 10am to 5.30pm or by
appointment, closed Thursday
Kmal record cleaning service
20 THE BULL RING, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE
Tel: 0584 5678

136

Linn Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Arc, Dual,
Heybrook, Nad, Thorens, Nakamichi,
AR, KEF, Celestion, SME, Quad, A&R,
Mission, etc
All demonstrated correctly in our

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA, LINN,
MERIDIAN, QUAD, SONY, DUAL, HEYBROOK,
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, RE VOX, TRIO, CREEK,
MONITOR AUDIO, ALBARRY, QUANTUM, THORENS

Phone Radlett 6497 or 3773

'1W

NICK DAKIN

comfortable listening room.
Closed all day Monday. Tues. Sat. 10.00-5.30
13 KINGS POND CAOD1EF Cr-19BZ
TELEPHONE ( 0222) 28565

CORNWALL

MERSEYSIDE

m

Klemm
audio
NEWQUAY
Tel. ( 063 73) 6380
Demonstration
by appointment

Linn
Naim
Rega
Pro Arc
A&R
Heybrook
Nytech
Arc
Creek
Meridian
Quad
NVA

equipment

W. A.

L3 RAD

o

.c
2

401 Smithdown Rond Liverpool ( IS 311
Telephone 051-753 6850
foe

excellence in 'mind
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686-2599 CLASSIFIED 686-2599
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £5.50 Box Nos. £2.50 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach these offices by 14 March addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House,
CR9 2TA, and the Box No quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Dingwall Avenue,Croydon

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to dispriminate on
grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate househdlder or ( 2) it in abusiness employing less'than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placedsaying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
BOWERS & WILKINS 801 Studio Monitors in
very good condition. £650. SME Series 3arm
£65. B+0 MMC2OCL Cartridge £27. Tel. 01
688 6397. ( C)
REVOX A77 Dolby 4 track tape deck with
accessories £315. Sony KTC-377 tape deck £ 115.
Teac AN-60 Dolby Noise Reduction Unit £30.
All equipment little used. Phone 0742 874710.
(C)
ATTENTION Ihave a quality hi-fi system for
sale: I.M.F. Electronic (professional monitor)
studio speakers TLS80 11 new £ 1156; Sony stereo
receiver STR-V5; Sony remote control cassette
deck. Offers in the region of £890, Iwill deliver, I
will demonstrate this system for serious offers
only. Please contact Mr J. G. Hayling, 12,
Regent Street, Coventry.

BREUER arm and cartridge. Latest model
outstanding sound quality. Absolutely mint condition £1400 ono. Also Thorens reference turntable. Mint. cost £3000 New. £ 1600 ono. Box
No 0699. tC).

ROGERS STUDIO 1 Loudspeakers. Walnut,
nearly new, immaculate condition. £260. Might
accept Kans or H.B.2's in part exchange.
Telephone Coventry (0203) 442111 (evenings).
(C)

ELITE 600CII pre-amp. Excellent sound and
condition, cost £280, accept £ 150. Linn Sara.
stands£35. Aurex ST IOL Tuner. LM, MW & FM.
£75. Wanted recent snaps. (0942) 605433.

"TWO ORTOFON Concorde 30 Cartridges. One
new and unused £29. One little used £25.
Tel: Taunton 89443. Evenings. (C)

PRIVATE BARGAINS from Spendor, Gale,
Meridian, Yamaha, Sansui, STD, SME, Helius,
Audio Technica, Dynavector, Lentek. Also crystal chandelier and wall unit. Offers/exchanges Warninglid (044485) 444.
QUAD electrostatics perfect £200; Aiwa cassette
deck 6600 £ 100; Akai 400DS £ 100; Sanyo
Radio/cassette/clock £50. Phone Hythe ( Kent)
66555. ( C)

DAHLQUIST DQ-10'S, 3years old, £500, phone
(01) 458-1433 (C)

QUAD SYSTEM - Bronze electrostatic speakers/303 amp/33 control unit, transcriptor turntable, good condition £500 ono. Tel: Newton
Abbot (0626) 4616 (C)

QUAD electrostatics (black) £295; Actwe bassettsubwoofer, £95; Philips D.N.L. £8; Videotone Minimax 2's £28. D. Wright, Laroc,
keysoe, Bedfordshire. Tel: Riseley 438,
Evenings, Weekends. ( C)

QUAD 44 control unit and 405 power amplifier.
Both mint condition Boxed complete with instructions, leads £380. Telephone Hassocks
(07918) 4999 Day or 5697 evenings. ( C)

SONY TC 766.2 Reel to reel 1
2 + 1
/
/
4 track 15/7 1
2
/
i.p.s. £350. Also dbx11. 122 Noise Reduction
Unit £60. Both items as new with original
packing. Telephone Rugby (0788) 72071. ( C)
LINCOLN MAYORCA & Distinguished Colleagues vol. 111. Mint copy of original direct cut.
01-671 2815. ( C)
ROGERS LS5/8 BBC Monitor loudspeakers.
Two Quad AM8/16 frequency splitting amplifiers. Stands. Boxed. £ 1,450 (£2,500 new). EMT
930 studio turntable. Two Mono 139A phono
amplifiers. 929 tonearm. TSD is cartridge ( unused) £725. PS AUDIO IVA/V pre-amplifier.
Power supply. Mint. £290. Tel: 01 385 7224. (C)
LINN Sondek LP12, Nirvana'ed but not Valhalla'ed, good condition, £250 ono, plus Ittok arm
£150. Reason for sale - buying Compact Disc
Player (?). Trio 8050 120 watt receiver - high
speed amp, pulse counter tuner - £250 ono.
Meridian 10113 preamp ( new version) £ 160. Inkel
b&w TV, £40. Tel: 0444 892569 evenings. (C)
RADFORD Stereo valve amplifiers MA15 and
preamp SC2. Top quality for £80. Will demonstrate. Tel. 01-856 5928. (C)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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TWO QUAD electrostatic speakers Bronze,
perfect, as new can be demonstrated £260 the
pair or nearest offer. Box 0698. ( C)
DECCA RIBBON TWEETERS. One pair complete with Decca crossovers. £ 130.00 SME twelve
inch arm 3012 series 11 £24. Telephone Ruislip
(0:256) 73555. (C)
REGA 11 turntable, NAD 3020 amplifier, mission 700 loudspeakers, stands, 24 yards QED 79
cable. guarantees, £250 (£350 New) East Horsley
4598 Surrey. (C)
MUIRHEAD Decade Oscillator, 1 Hz to 111
kHz. built in frequency checking oscilloscope.
£50.0b. Foster Dynamic Microphone £ 10.00.
Superscope stereo electret mic. £ 10.00. Motion
Electronics T.V. Sound Receiver for hifi amp.
£25.00. Beyer heavy duty mic. floorstand with
boom and stereo mounting rail £30.00. Tel:
0272-656783. (C)
"REVOX B77 4 track £475. NAKAMICHI
NR200 Dolby B/C unit £95. Quality NAB
Maxwell UDXL professional tapes - prices
negotiable. All items one year old, perfect
condition. 0734-789150." ( C)

KEF CS7 speakers newly constructed £260 the
pair; Wharfedale dovedales 3 with KEF B110
IsAidunit and DNS crossover £ 120 the pair;
Wharfedale dovedale crossover £5; Telephone
(0532) 751740. ( C)
ORACLE Turntable 14 months old, with Zeta
arm. Both in mint condition with original
packing, cost £ 1150, £750 ono. Ring 01-677-2486
after 6pm please. (
C)
REVOX G36 Tape Recorder £ 180; Quad 22
Preamp, tuner, multiplex decoder and two 11
power amplifiers, £ 125; Garrard 310 Turntable
£30; Decca arm with Mark 111 head £50.
Telephone Guiseley (Leeds) 0943-75012. (C)
PAIR KEF 105/1 loudspeakers, mint, £500 ono.
Meridian 101 ( IMCOS) preamp, mint, £ 130 ono.
Tel: 01-661 9353 7pm-10pm. ( C)
THORENS TD160 Super (8 months immaculate), latest mat, G B clamp, one unused arm
board and one S.M.E. £125 (09073) 62487 BIRMINGHAM AREA. ( C)

FOR SALE-Trade
RECORD-BAGS AND SLEEVES
Heavy-duty polythene outer sleeves and polythene- lined
inner bags available by mail-order at aprice of £.95 fora
pack of 100 of one sort or 50 of each, cash with order, inclusive of postage, packing and VAT.

Record Pak, York House, Oxford Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1XA.
Telephone: 04946-77483
MAYWARE MK1V tonearm and MC-2V cartridge " Best Buy ( now free mc with arm) reviewed November 82 'Gramophone'. Demonstrations
versus Ittok/Koetsu anytime. Just released "The
Cartridge" Mayare Ltd. P.O. Box 58, Edgware,
Middx. Tel. 01-958-9421 ( C).
137
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FOR SALE - Trade
DECCA London Fans— you must get the new GB
mounting body (cures resonance problems)
which is precision machined from asolid block of
aluminium. As an upgrade it is worth 5times the
asking price of £22. Money back if not delighted.
The Parabolic Stylus Co, 16 The Terrace,
Torquay. (0803) 26791. State which arm you use.
(D)
WONDER-CAPS are now available to overseas
audiophiles. We have alarge inventory of these
highly rated polypropylene and polystrene capacitors available at reasonable prices for most
valve and solid-state components. Write for price
list and application notes ( postal coupons
appreciated). Access/Visa accepted. Two Jeffreys Audio, 527 West Butler, Phoenix, AZ
85021, USA. (C)
FAMOUS COMPOSER T-Shirts, S.A.E. for
details to L. Spooner, 16 Wimbledon St, St.
James, Northampton. NN5 5EW. Phone 0604
585649. ( D)
ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles!
We are an AMERICAN enterprise specialising in
the direct sale of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (yes
BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manufacturers lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS,
PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN (C)

AMERICAN HiFi at Best USA Prices. Tax Free.
New* / Used All Brands High End & Vacuum
Tubed McIntosh / Hafler* PS Audio* Acoustat*
Old Marantz Krell* DBX* Carver / A. Research /
SOTA* MET-75 Grado Export / Import: Europe
/Yugoslavia / Scan / Africa Q Audio 95 Vassar
Cambridge Mass USA 02139 Catalog $5Airmail.
Save $ Tel. 617547 2727 ( X)

SERVICES
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-3460033. X
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years'
experience. Extensive facilities enabling High
Standards with Official Approval from QUAD,
RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and elsewhere
QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT. Restored
close to design wherever possible. 7days personal
service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel: 01-504
5467. X

PERSON L
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides ameeting ground for people
who love the music of Hector Berlioz and are
interested in the highways and byways of his life
and work. Monthly meetings in London,
quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e. for details to: Hon
Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat. 115 Harley Street,
London WI. ( X)
POSSIBILITIES Records discovery. Are you
interested in contemporary instrumental and
electronic music. Possibilities records discovery
is agroup to meet, listen and exchange information on, in the main, the more accessible forms of
this music. Send SAE 26 Sistora Rd, SW12 or
ring 01 673 4480 (C)

RECORDS FOR SALE
SAVE £££'son new classical LPs and sets. You
choose, we order. No minimum quantity. Bargain
lists also available. Personal Service. Enquiries to:
Records by Post. 45 Appleton Road, Chester.
UK. Eire and Europe only. ( C)

spendor
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specification.
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

WANTED
TANNOY MONITOR GOLD, Silver. Red,
Garrard 201, 310, 401, 403. Thorens TD- 124.
Westrex ( London) Amps, Drivers, Speakers,
Horns, Etc. Tel: 213/576-2642 David Yo PO Box
832 Monterey Park, Ca. 91754 USA. ( G)
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This is the Ortofon MC200.
The latest addition to arange of
moving coil cartridges that has
made Ortofon the undisputed
world leaders in cartridge
design and manufacture.
It is also the winner of the
Japanese Stereo Components
Grand Prix,the highest accolade
in the hi-fi world The latest of
many such awards we've
picked up in recent years.
So what makes the
MC200 so highly rated?
Is it the improved
•
version of the
unique Ortofon
WRD (Wide Range
Damping)
system? Or
the superlight

super-rigid boron cantilever,
which transmits sound some
three times faster than ordinary
cantilevers?
Perhaps its our new,
patented, samarium cobalt ring
magnet So small that we've
been able to develop a
miniaturized cartridge unit with
an elegant slimline housing
around it.
Or were the judges swayed
by the MC200 remarkable
performance statistics?
Well, we'd like to think what
really impressed them was the
quality and sophistication of
the MC200's sound reproduction. Reproduction across the
entire frequency range that our
competitors seem unlikely, or
unable, to match.
Call in at your nearest
Ortofon stockist, and judge it for
yourself.

°Mon

accuracy in sound

For further information please comple
coupon and post to:
Ortofon Ltd., Denmark House, Ilwistock
Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford,BerkS
RG10 9NS.114: Twyford (0734) 34362L
Name
Address.

.Tel. No.

Why our second
performance sounds just
as good as our first.
To make aclean, new recording
you don't need adean, new cassette:
any old Maxell cassette will do.
Because the tape in Maxell
cassettes is designed to sound just
as good after two or twenty recordings as it does the first time round.
The secret lies in the unique
Epitaxial coating on our tapes.
It has afar denser, far more
uniform coating of magnetic
particles than conventional tapes,
so that you can record more music,
more accurately.
With fewer drop-outs, awider
dynamic range and higher máximum output level.
The very same magnetic
particles that make it so good at
recording make it just as good at
re-recording.

So when you re-record, your
old recording vanishes without
trace, leaving you with abrand
new tape.
The tape is polished to amirrorsmooth finish so it doesn't wear
out—or wear out your tape heads.
While the cassette itself is
constructed to tolerances of less
than athousandth of an inch, to
make sure it never lets the tape
inside it down.
All of which means, you can
afford to change your mind
without having to change your
cassette.

maxell
Break the sound barrier.
Maxell c
UK) Ltd., ITyburn Lane, Ilarrow„Middlesex HAI 3AF. Tel: 01-423 0688.

